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Editorial Notes.

ON and after December ist, 1902, British Colonial stamps
will be sold in London at face value ! " Such is the
announcement which has several times appeared in one

of our contemporaries, and created no small flutter in the
Philatelic dovecot. Enquiries, however, at the proper quarters have

elicited the fact that there is not a word of truth in the
New Issues, obvious meaning of the advertisement. None of the

colonial stamps mentioned are on sale at any of the
Government offices in London, neither is there, we are most thankful
to say, any intention that they shall be, the Government and those
responsible for the Colonies fortunately taking a higher view of the
question than is held in France or Germany, and seeing clearly that
there is no call whatever for the supply of colonial stamps in the
capital of the Empire.

The advertisement is, in the opinion of ourselves and many others,
not only erroneous, but so calculated to do harm rather than good,
that we make no apology for commenting somewhat severely upon it.

Although grossly misleading, and in that way quite unworthy of the
particular dealer from whom it emanated; still, it was true in the
sense that he would supply some stamps at such rates, subject to
certain conditions, such as a limit of one stamp of each value, and
charges of 6d. extra for clerkship and 3d. for postage, irrespective of
the quantity ordered. As collectors there is no need for us to consider
the wisdom of such a step from the dealers' point of view, though we
doubt if it would pay even expenses of management. Probably the
large dealers could afford to supply their customers with new issues at
face value, because new issues form but a very small portion of their
business, although we do not suppose any of them would welcome the
time when they are called upon to do anything for nothing. Still, if

it were really for the benefit of collecting, and if increasing the
number of collectors would increase also the other portion of the
dealers' trade, we are confident that like common-sense business men
they would take the matter in hand at once.

Collectors, so long as they can obtain new issues cheaper every day,
will be pleased up to a certain stage, but there comes a time when a
thing is too cheap and too easily acquired to carry with it any interest.
We believe that there is nothing like the same genuine attraction in
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new issues to-day that there was fifteen or twenty years ago, and
attribute this to the ease with which they are acquired now-a-days.
Should some philanthropist arise and offer to supply them at say half

face, collectors naturally would for a time feel greatly obliged to him,
but would soon try for a still greater concession. Nothing that is held

too cheaply is properly appreciated, hence we do not believe that the

author of the advertisement under discussion was doing Philately any
good, but rather the reverse.

When we study the inducements held out for the purchase of

current colonials, and the extravagant pictures of the possible and
probable' fortunes contained in them, we fain must confess that our
fullest sympathies are with the editor of the London Philatelist, who, in

a recent editorial upon this subject, very wisely struck a warning note,

and pointed out that from a purely speculative point of view, consols

are preferable. Current issues will doubtless still be collected both by
generalists and specialists, and provided that this is done in moderation,
nothing can be urged against it ; but that any one should devote the

whole or even a considerable part of his time and money to them
is a suicidal policy. By so doing the collector can never hope to

experience the true pleasures of Philately, and when the time comes for

selling, and reaping the benefit which he has been lead to expect for all

his trouble in the material profit on his outlay, he will be most
grievously disappointed and so disgusted that in all probability he will,

for the rest of his days, remain outside the Philatelic fold.

Although the New Year commences, so far as we know, with no
definite scheme before the public for a Philatelic Exhi-

Colletftor!"
1

hition, yet doubtless before its close the ardent enthu-

siasm of collectors somewhere, either at home or abroad,

will have found vent in an undertaking of this kind. The present, then,

is a fitting opportunity to re-open the old question as to whether it is

not possible to give the average exhibitor a better chance of success

than he at present enjoys, and in this connection some suggestions

which appear in this month's issue will be read with especial interest.

They are, we well know, far from perfect, but are a genuine attempt to

deal with a problem of great difficulty, and we trust that after reading

them some of our readers will offer any comments upon them which
they think fit, and that the question may this time be thoroughly
threshed out.

As will be seen from our advertisement pages, the two papers on
Griqualand from the pen of Lieut. Napier which recently

. . appeared in this journal, together with five pages of auto-

Handbook. tyP*3 illustrations, have been reprinted as the first of the

Philatelic Record Handbooks. It is hoped that many
collectors, whether particularly interested in the stamps of this country

or not, will be glad to have the latest and best information concerning

them in handy form, and that the reception of this Handbook will be

sufficiently satisfactory to warrant the further reproduction of such
papers of special importance as appear from time to time in the

columns of the Record.
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Notes on the Stamps of Gambia
and Gold Coast.

By E. D. Bacon.

IT
frequently occurs that however closely we study the stamps of

any particular country, or may flatter ourselves we have found out

all there is to learn about them,, that points, connected either with
their production or issue, most unexpectedly—sometimes provokingly

—crop up to confute a theory or exemplify some difference that has
previously been entirely overlooked.

I was once more reminded of this fact when I recently had an
opportunity of making a further examination of my friend Mr. Vernon
Roberts' matchless collection of the stamps of Gambia, for on turning

over the pages of his album I at once noticed certain peculiarities

connected with the perforation of the embossed series of stamps that

were entirely new to me. As no mention of these particular points

occurs in Part II. of the London Philatelic Society's "African
Catalogue," and I have seen no description of them elsewhere, it may
interest collectors if I give a short account of the new discoveries in

the pages of the Philatelic Record.

An examination of entire sheets or blocks of the issue of June,
1880, shews that the stamps were perforated by two machines of

totally different construction : a guillotine or single-line machine and a

comb-machine, both of which have, howrever, the same gauge of 14.

Stamps perforated by the former method have the lines of perforation

extended through the margins on all four sides of the sheet, whereas
in the case of stamps perforated by the comb-machine, either the top or

the bottom margin is imperforated, according to whichever way the

sheet happened to be passed through the machine.
The two perforations can also be differentiated by examining a

block of four stamps and seeing whether the hole at the point where
the horizontal and vertical lines cross each other is in or out of line

with both the rows of perforation. If this particular hole is found to

be out of line it shews the stamps have been perforated by a single-line

machine, but if it is exactly in line with both the vertical and the

horizontal rows of holes, then it follows the stamps have been
perforated by a comb-machine. A horizontal pair, if it shews the
crossing of the lines of perforation sufficiently distinctly, will do
equally well, as a block of four or an entire sheet, to determine the

machine that has been used.

The comb-machine employed for these Gambia stamps was the one
Messrs. De La Rue & Co. make use of for perforating their colonial

stamps printed in sheets of four panes of sixty, each in ten horizontal

rows of six. This particular machine perforates, at each descent of

the pins, three sides of every stamp in a horizontal row of twelve,
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with the interposition in the centre of a narrow space made necessary

by the marginal interval there is between the left and right panes of

the sheet. These two vertical lines of perforation with the narrow
spacing, in the case of the embossed stamps of Gambia perforated by
this machine, fall, as a rule, on the right side margin of the sheets,

but if the sheet has been passed through the machine upside down, as

occasionally happened, it then falls on the left side margin.

There can be no doubt that the stamps perforated by the single-line

machine were those first issued, as the sheets of these are only found
with two coloured dots on the side margins, one opposite the left-hand

and the other opposite the right-hand stamp of the middle row.

On the other hand all the sheets that have the two additional coloured

dots, one on the margin in the right upper corner and the other in the

right lower corner are perforated by the comb-machine.
I have seen sheets, blocks, or pairs of all seven values, excepting

the Two Pence and One Shilling, perforated by the single-line machine,
and it is quite likely that those two values likewise exist.

The same machine seems to have been used also for the stamps
with watermark sideways, if we may judge from a horizontal strip of

three of the Six Pence,* which is the only block I have come across of

the stamps with the watermark in this position.

Of the stamps perforated by the comb-machine I have seen sheets

or blocks of all the seven values.

The stamps with the different forms of perforation vary also in

shade, as the accompanying list shews :—

Issue June, 1880.

A.—Watermark Crown " CC " in the usual position. Perf. 14 by
a single-line machine. The sheets have two coloured dots on the side

margins, one opposite the left-hand, the other opposite the right-hand
stamp of the middle row :

|-d. golden-yellow.

id. lake, deep lake.

2d. deep rose.

is. green (?).

3d. deep blue.

4d. brown.
6d. dull blue.

B.—As last, but with watermark sideways

£d. bright orange (?).

id. lake (?).

2d. deep rose (?).

is. green (?)

3d. ultramarine (?).

4d. brown (?).

6d. dull blue.

Single specimens are, of course, known of all the values with
watermark sideways, but it is impossible to tell with certainty from
anything less than a pair which of the two perforating machines was
used.

C.—Watermark Crown " CC " in the usual position. Perf. 14 by
a comb-machine used for stamps printed in four panes of sixty. The

*Mr. W. D. Beckton tells me that he has an entire sheet of this variety, with the
perforation as described.
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sheets have two additional coloured dots, one on the margin in the

right upper corner and the other in the right lower corner :

Jd. dull orange.

^d. orange-vermilion.

id. deep lake.

2d. dull rose, deep rose.

3d. pale ultramarine.

4d. pale brown, brown,

od. dark blue,

is. dark green.
fc>

j

Passing on to the stamps with watermark Crown " CA " sideways,

issued in 1886-87, I find that two different perforating machines were

again used, but in this instance both of the " comb " pattern. The
first is the same as that described for the stamps of 1880, " Division C,"

while the other is a comb-machine that is used by Messrs. De La Rue
& Co. for stamps printed in large blocks without any division vertically,

and the horizontal lines of which contain twelve stamps each. In

order to separate the stamps of the two perforations from each other

entire sheets are necessary, as it is only by examining the side margins

and seeing whether either has two rows of vertical perforation with

narrow interval that we can determine the make of the machine. If

these vertical lines of perforation are present down either side margin
the machine corresponds with that used for the stamps of 1880,
" Division C," while if the side margins have no vertical line of

perforation, the stamp must have been perforated by the other form of

comb-machine.
The Two Pence Halfpenny value is found in a decided shade of " pale

ultramarine," but as I have not seen an entire sheet in this colour, I

am unable to say to which form of perforation it belongs.

The One Shilling, given in the list as "dull lilac-mauve," has

probably had the colour changed, although Mr. Roberts has an entire

unused sheet in this shade.

In the London Philatelic Society's catalogue, before referred to,

the Halfpenny, One Penny and Two Pence values of this issue are

described as only found with " white gum." Mr. Roberts' collection

contains sheets of all three stamps with decidedly yellow gum, as well

as others with white gum, so that all the values of the issue exist with

both varieties of gum.
Issue 1886-87.

A.—Watermark Crown " CA " sideways. Perf. 14 by a comb-
machine used for stamps printed in four panes of sixty :

3d. grey.Jd. grey-green.

id. rose-carmine, crimson.

2d. orange, deep orange.

2^d. pale ultramarine (?).

2jd. ultramarine, deep ultramarine.

4d. brown, chocolate.

6d. bronze-green, deep bronze-green
is. dull lilac-mauve (?).

is. violet, deep violet.

B.—Like last, but perf. 14 by a comb-machine used for stamps
printed in horizontal rows of twelve without any vertical division :

3d. slate-grey.

4d. brown (?).

j-d. grey-green.

Jd. myrtle-green.

id. crimson.

2d. orange-yellow, orange.

2^d. ultramarine.

6d. olive-green, bronze-green,

grey-green,

is. violet (?).
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Some collectors may ask why trouble about the different perforating

machines of the Gambia stamps in use from 1880 to January, 1898,

when the gauge is always the same ? The answer is that it is only by
careful attention to details, such as those of perforation and watermark,
that the specialist can separate the various printings of stamps of a

country like Gambia, where the same design was in use for a number
of years without change.

As regards the later issues of this colony, the only piece of new
information I can add is that in the 1898 issue the Halfpenny and One
Penny are known printed from Plate 3 as well as Plate 2, from which
all the other values were printed. The Halfpenny, Plate 3, differs but

little in colour from the stamp printed from Plate 2, but the One Penny
from the former plate is in a decidedly deeper shade of carmine than
that printed from Plate 2.

In the King's Head issue of last year all the values have at present

the Plate No. 1.

As the same time as I had an opportunity of looking through
Mr. Roberts' Gambia stamps, I made a careful examination of his

almost equally fine collection of the postal adhesives of Gold Coast.
In this colony Mr. Roberts has throughout the various issues blocks of

most of the stamps shewing the number of the plate from which they
were printed. These include several plate numbers that had not been
found at the time the London Society's catalogue was published, and,

as specialists are now taking great interest in this direction, it may be
useful if I add a list of all the numbers of the plates that are known
to have been used for the stamps of Gold Coast. These are as

follows :

—

The stamps issued from July, 1875 to 1884 are all printed from
Plate 1. A specimen of the One Penny blue, watermarked Crown
" CC," perforated 14, is known postmarked "Sept. 28, '76," and one
of the Six Pence of same issue, "Jy. 5, '76," which are both earlier

dates than that of the Four Pence of the same issue, given in the London
Philatelic Society's work.

Jd. dull green, Plate 1. 4d. magenta, Plate 1

^d. deep, dull green, „ 2. 4d. ,, 2

id. rose-carmine, „ 1. 6d. orange, „ 1

id. deep, ,, 2. 6d. deep orange, :, 2

2d. grey, „ 1. is. violet, ,, I

2d. ,, „ 2. is. deep violet, „ 2

3d. olive, „ (?) 2s. pale brown, » I

3d. olive-yellow, J5 I- 2s. dark ,, „ 2

3d. deep olive-yellow, „ 2.

Plate 2, besides the change of number, always has a coloured line

round each pane of sixty stamps.

Issue March, 1889.

id., black surcharge, on 6d. orange, Plate 1.
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Issue September, 1889.

5s. lilac, name and value in blue, Plate (?).

10s. „ ,, ,, salmon-red, ,, 1.

10s. „ „ ,, carmine, ,, 3.

20s. green, „ ,, salmon-red, ,, (?).

Issue March, 1891.

2jd. ultramarine, value in orange, Plate 1.

The statement in the London Philatelic Society's catalogue that

the stamps printed from Plate 2 " are much darker in colour " is not

quite accurate, as Mr. Roberts' collection contains a block of stamps
of this plate, which is certainly no darker in shade than some of his

specimens of Plate 1.

Issue April, 1894.

20s. lilac, name and value in black, on deep red paper, Plate 3.

^d., Plates 2, 3.

id., ,, 3.

2d., ,, 3.

2jd., ,, 2, 3.

3d., „ 2, 3.

Issue 1898- 1 900.

6d., Plate 3.

is., ,, 3.

2s., „ 2, 3
5S-, „ 3-

10s., ,, 3.

Issue 1 90 1.

id., black surcharge, on 2jd., Plates 2, 3.

id., ,, ,, 6d., ,, 3.

These stamps were surcharged in panes of sixty, and stamp No. 1

to left in the third horizontal row always has the foot of the letter

" p " of " penny " broken off.

Issue 1902.

All the values have at present the Plate No. 1.
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Notable Philatelists

J. H. Abbott.

THE subject of our sketch belongs to the class of general collectors

who from time to time let themselves go for a particular

country. An ordinary observer would be tempted to say, "Is
this collecting ? Why all these sheets and large blocks ? Is there

any difference in them ? " To such questions Mr. Abbott always

replies, " I do not know ; I have bought them to ascertain, and may
find something new about the printings or settings."

Some dozen years ago, when he commenced first taking pairs and
blocks, and afterwards entire sheets, this method of collecting was by no
means so common as to-day, and in this respect Mr. Abbott is the

Father of the Manchester School. It is, of course, the only way in

which to study properly stamps of which little or nothing is known,
and he was plating the stamps of Hayti long before this was thought to

be possible. His collections of Egypt and Servia formed the basis of

Mr. Duerst's articles, which remain the standard works on these

countries. His Samoa are better than any we know, and Cook's
Island and Tonga a very pretty lot, while his latest fancy, Papal
States, he is busy accumulating in entire sheets.

As Vice-President of the Manchester Society, a member of

London, and one of the Executive of the Manchester Exhibition, he
is well-known personally, but except for Egypt and Servia, with which
he secured two silver medals at Manchester, and for Hayti, a silver

medal at Paris (in each case the highest awards), few are aware of the

strength of his collection, especially in secondary countries. To avoid

the possibility of any misconstruction being placed upon the term
" secondary countries," it may be well to explain that it does not

convey any reproach, but that rather the opposite is intended. It is

far easier to collect the fashionable and important countries, especially

when money is of no moment, rather than those which have been
neglected, but which, when properly understood, often prove equally

interesting. Mr. Abbott possesses in a remarkable degree the faculty

of selecting countries to specialise which have been considered hopeless

from a Philatelic point of view, an opinion which recent study has
proved to be fallacious, as many of them are now attracting the serious

attention of collectors.

He took an active interest in the lantern displays, as an aid to

Philately, when they were first inaugurated in Manchester, and had a

special lantern made after his own design for the purpose, with which
he achieved very satisfactory results. It seems a pity that he cannot
be persuaded to write up the stamps of the countries in which he
has been interested, all of which he still retains, and about which he
knows more than probably anyone else, but while perfectly ready and
willing to lend his collection and give all information for the purpose,

he prefers that others should reap the notoriety and kudos which
should rightly be his.
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Can the Competitive System at

Exhibitions be Improved?

By W. Doming Beckton.

A paper read before the Manchester Philatelic Society at the opening

meeting on September 26th, 1902.

WHEN Exhibitions of Postage Stamps were introduced into this

country in 1890, the system of competition was framed in

such a way that the best collection took the first prize, and
the others gained rewards upon their relative merits. This did not at

that time strike anyone as extraordinary ; it was the one upon which
all other exhibitions apart from postage stamps had been conducted,
and it met with approval, no one even hinting that the system was a

wrong one.

A period of seven years elapsed before the next exhibition in

London, although during the interval others had been held in Par
and Geneva, at which some English collectors entered for competitio

but not to any large extent. It is of importance to note, however, th

the system to which I have alluded was followed at these exhibitions,

and no comments having been made it is not surprising that the

syllabus of the London Exhibition of 1897 was framed upon the same
lines.

As one who assisted in the preparation of that syllabus, I am able

to speak in no uncertain way as to the labour, thought and time
expended on its compilation. The committee had nothing to guide
them, because the syllabus of the previous exhibition of 1890 was
quite obsolete in form, owing to the great strides which Philately had
made in the decade. I do not propose to say more about this syllabus

than to point out that the difficulty the committee had in framing it

was to evolve a system of competition amongst the different countries

exhibited, and to so group these countries that the most perfect

collection of any one, no matter which it happened to be in the group,
would secure the prize, and not be beaten by a collection of another
country in the same group which was inferior in point of completeness
but superior in point of intrinsic value. In this direction I think it

must be admitted that the committee performed their work very well

indeed, so well that additional experience calls for only a few alterations

in the grouping of the countries.

We come now to the next exhibition, that of Manchester, 1899, at

which a few alterations were made in the grouping, but for real practical

purposes the syllabus was on the lines of the London one of 1897.
The Manchester Exhibition, however, is an important one in another
respect, as it is the first in which an endeavour was made to provide a
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Competitive System at Exhibitions. n

system of competition amongst the smaller collectors. When I use

this term " smaller collectors " I do so in this sense : to indicate the

class consisting of the very large number of collectors who own
collections often very valuable, but who do not possess one of any
single country suitable for competition of sufficient merit to have a

chance of success in an open exhibition.

The experiences of the 1890, and more particularly of the 1897
Exhibition, taught one, firstly, that the medals must be absorbed by
the Great Moguls, and secondly, that the majority of these classical

collections are so strong as to defy competition. In a word, they are

impregnable ; consequently it was apprehended that the general army
of collectors, knowing what they had to storm, would not in the future

enter the lists, and it was feared that one of the objects of exhibitions

would in the long run be defeated by reason of the excellence of the

food for reflection provided by the Great Moguls. Or to put the

position in another way, the exhibition would fail, not through lack of

quality, but by reason of the quality being of too high a standard.

For this reason, and also to encourage the smaller collector, a

separate division was incorporated in the Manchester Exhibition

prospectus, whereby they were enabled to compete one against another

without being brought into contact with those who had by this time
earned for themselves the term of " bloated specialists." The entries

in this particular division were sufficiently large to warrant the com-
mittee in considering the scheme they had devised to be a success,

and it was also anticipated that the standard of merit of the collections

in this class was one which would induce further competition at future

exhibitions.

The next show was at Paris the following year, and although the

syllabus was a copy of the Manchester one, yet the competition in the

particular class I am dealing with fell very far short of what it was in

Manchester, and cannot be considered as having been at all satisfactory.

The Hague followed, but need not be considered, as that exhibition

did nothing to help us from this point of view.

So much for what has actually happened in the past. There has
been an outcry lately against the large collections stifling the smaller

collector, and a campaign has been opened by Mr. Oldfield, who
frankly admits being one of the "great offenders" of the past, with
the object of showing many of us the error of our ways. I do not

desire to say much upon his proposals, which tend rather to convert

the great specialists into still greater generalists, but what I do
emphasize here is the fact that if Mr. Oldfield succeeds in his

endeavours he will thereby not assist the smaller collector one iota ; in

fact, the result is rather likely to be the reverse, and for this reason,

that the larger the field the Great Mogul can cover, the smaller will be
the ground open to the man who does not wish to spend much money.
At the present time there are a number of countries which are not
touched at all by the big collectors ; some of these are very attractive

and offer an opportunity to the smaller collector of making a display

which would command attention at any exhibition. But when these

countries are included in the programme of the big collector, then the

sole surviving hope of the smaller collector has departed, so far as

achieving success at an exhibition is concerned.
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This condition of affairs has not yet come to pass, and I for one
shall be very sorry if it ever does ; the danger is there, however, and I

do not know that it has ever been pointed out before. /

What we have to do, however, to-night, is to deal with the existing

order of things, and ask ourselves Whether the system of competition

at exhibitions can be improved ?

Now I think it is perfectly evident that if the awards are to be

distributed having regard to merit alone, the answer must- be No, for

to say Yes would be tantamount to affirming that the awards at the

exhibitions of the past were wrong. That this is not so is demonstrated
by the fact that the agitation for a new condition of things is entirely

due to the knowledge that certain collections, if shown, are so strong,

and so perfect, as to be incapable of being beaten.

One remedy of course is open : to bar the gold medal collections

of the past, and this would achieve very much what is aimed at. But
to my mind there is one most important objection to this, and it is,

that no exhibition from which these collections are entirely absent

could in any shape claim to rank as one of first class importance.

If this is admitted, then let us consider another simple solution.

Can a system of handicapping be devised? If so, it would certainly

add to the excitement, it would introduce that sporting element which
is so prominent a feature in our national character, and, provided the

penalties imposed were not prohibitive, it would not prevent these

large collections from figuring in an exhibition held under such
conditions. I believe the owners of fine collections do not care very

much about showing them at all, but it is natural that when they do
exhibit they like to win. A handicap would not debar them from
often doing so, and the additional pleasure derived from winning, in

spite of the handicap, would wipe out any disappointment which some
of them might experience. It would sound so odd to read that

Mr. Cape had been successful in spite of the extra 7lbs. incurred by
reason of his success at Manchester, or that Baron Ceylon had been
beaten on the post carrying an extra i-flbs. consequent upon his two
wins at London and Manchester. Yet how can this be done ? I have
thought it carefully over and have to confess myself beaten. Here is

the suggestion, perhaps some of our sporting fraternity may be inclined

to elaborate and work it out.

Another way of grappling with the problem is the one introduced

by Mr. Oldfield and tried at the Herts Exhibition in June last, which
was, as you will remember, by limiting the number of specimens to be
shown to fifty. Now this is an absurdly small number to fix, but

we must not criticise it because it was owing entirely to want of

accommodation, in addition to which that exhibition did not aspire to

be anything more than a display amongst the members of a particular

society. Judging, however, of the system alone, I ask, Was the result

satisfactory as affording the smaller collector any chance ? I foresaw

it would not be, and think I am right in saying that the event fully

confirmed my views. Who took the medals ? All the principal ones
certainly went to those who can hold and always have held their own
in the big exhibitions, and taken gold medals at Manchester and
London. Supposing, however, the number was limited to ioo, 200, or

300 stamps of a country, would the result be any different ? I say,
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unhesitatingly, No ! and for this reason : the Great Moguls can always
win under these conditions by making a selection from their collections

to conform with them. The fact that they are able to exercise

choice in making a selection to exhibit renders the probability of their

obtaining the prize practically a certainty. I am quite aware that it

may be urged that they will not go to the trouble of mounting a

selection from their collections for exhibition purposes. This, I think,

however is a very debatable point. The experience of the Herts
Exhibition shows conclusively that they will. But suppose they do
not, the position is no better, because an exhibition from which they
were absent would fail from that fact alone. I mean it would only be
one of second-rate importance, for, in considering the question, we
must never lose sight of the fact that although we want a system
whereby the smaller collector has a chance of success, yet that this

opportunity must not be brought about by the loss of all the classical

collections. Another objection to this method of limiting the number
of stamps to be shown is that the grouping of the countries would
have to be varied and arranged having regard to the number of stamps
issued, and not according to their intrinsic value. Let me give an
illustration, and to do so I must outline a prospectus framed under the

conditions of this limit as to the number of stamps to be shown. To
commence with, I take it that the limit would vary in different classes,

for to impose one limit for all countries would be absurd. The
prospectus would run probably somewhat upon these lines :

—

Class 1. Limit, 300 stamps.

„ 2. „ 200 „

„ 3- •< 150 „

„ 4. „ 100 „

» 5- „ 50 „

Class 1 would consist of all countries which had issued 300 stamps
or more, and Class 5 would include similarly those countries having
the least output. Let me now point out where the scheme, in my
opinion, would fail.

In Class 1 we should find amongst other countries France, Turkey,
Greece, Spain, Luxemburg, Portugal, Russian Locals, Roumania.
You have only to turn to the prospectus of the Manchester Exhibition
to see how ridiculous this would be. The first four countries, i.e.,

France, Turkey, Greece and Spain were in Division A.

Roumania and Russian Locals were in Division C.

And Portugal and Luxemburg in Division II.

In other words, the first four countries were considered of such
importance as to be worthy of a gold medal decoration, whereas the

others were only silver medal countries.

Moreover, this matter of unfairness would be accentuated, I think,

in the classes where a smaller limit applies; for instance, let us just

sketch out the last class, where the limit is 50 stamps. The countries

would include, and this time I am going to take the Colonies for my
example because I used Europeans for the other one :

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, British Columbia, Nevis, Turks
Islands, Cyprus, St. Helena, Malta, Lagos, Zululand.
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Turn again to the prospectus of the Manchester Exhibition and you
will find these Colonies in no less than four different groups.

Of course I know it can be urged that this difficulty might be
overcome by providing separate divisions under Class 5 and putting the

principal Colonies in a group by themselves, but this would, I fancy,

so materially increase the sub-divisions of a prospectus as to be a
serious objection.

We must not forget that the groups in exhibition prospectuses of

the past have erred distinctly on the side of being too numerous. I

myself consider these groups in the next exhibition ought to be
considerably reduced in order to strengthen competition. To increase

them would be a step, I think, in the wrong direction.

For these and other reasons which I do not propose mentioning
to-night for fear of wearying you, I cannot at present advocate the

limit system as providing a remedy. I do not consider it would
improve the system of competition at exhibitions one tittle ; on the

contrary, I believe, after the first one was held under such conditions,

and provided the large collectors exhibited, it would have exactly the

opposite effect upon the smaller collectors.

Is there no other suggestion which can be made ? I have thought
the question over very carefully and am not at all sure that there is.

The only way in which I think the difficulty might be got over is by-

providing a class at the next exhibition, or perhaps two classes, one
for British Colonies and the other for the rest of the world, in which
all gold medal collections of the past would have to be entered for

competition with one another, and to debar such collections from being
entered in the other groups. I would give three gold medals in each
of these classes varying in size, a large, a smaller one, and a little

one, the last the size of a florin. I would reduce the number of gold
medals in the other classes very materially, and only have them the

size of the small one in the principal groups. I should also name the

number of silver and bronze medals, and add a few diplomas, which
would rank after the bronze medals. In the other classes I would not
limit the gold medals to any particular group, but give a fixed number
to be awarded to the best exhibits displayed, no matter where they
were shown. I should not allow one exhibitor to take more than one
gold or two silver or bronze ones.

By adopting some such system as the one I have roughly sketched,

the entries in the two primary classes at each succeeding exhibition

would increase, and the gold medals in the ordinary classes would go
every time to collections which had not before gained such distinction.

It is not for me to criticise my own plan, it is for you to do so. I

do not put it forward as being perfect, nor do I suggest that it is; but
I do think it could be made the foundation of a scheme which, if well

worked out, might be found in practice to act fairly satisfactorily, and
to form a remedy for a condition of things which is universally

admitted to be in urgent need of reform.
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The earliest information as to New Issues will be much appreciated by us, and will be duly credited

to the correspondent , or firm, sending it. Our foreign subscribers can materially

help us in this direction. When possible, a specimen should

accompany the information, and be addressed to

G. Fred. H Gibson, 1, Clarence Street, Manchester.

The British Empire,

Bahamas.—The monotonous King's head
series we have now become rather accus-
tomed to receive from the various colonies

is very pleasantly varied by the new set we
have just had sent us by Mr. Peckitt.

Though the ornamentation sadly recalls the
first beautiful design for these Islands, this,

and the treatment of the portrait, produce
a very pleasing result.

In the case of the is., 5s. and £1, the
value is printed in the second colour named.

id. carmine wmk. Crown and CA, perf. 14.
2^d. ultramarine
4d. orange ., ,, ,.

6d. ochre
,,

as. black and carmine ,,

5s. lilac and blue
20s. pale green and black ,, ,,

Bermuda.—Messrs. Pemberton & Co.
send us a specimen of the new pictorial

penny. As will be seen below, it bears a
representation of the famous floating dock.

IHH3EEE8

A dhesive.

id. carmine, centre chocolate, wmk. Crown and CA,
perf. 14.

British South Africa.—The 2jd. stamp
has been in stock for a considerable time

awaiting the alteration in the postal rate

between this country and Rhodesia. The
reduction from 6d. came into force on
December 1st last, and we now have the

new stamp which was issued about that

date. The design is the same as that of the

other low values.
Adhesive.

2\&. dull blue.

Canada.—We have just seen a new
seven cents ; it is of the current Queen's
head type, and printed in a peculiarly

hideous shade of yellow.

Adhesive.

7c. greenish-yellow.

Cape of Good Hope.—The emblematic
design so familiar to us here, with its long

life of some fifty years, is apparently to give

place to a new King's head type, as we
have received the id., illustrated below, and
understand other values are to come

rrmrwi

^itiifUliiHii

id. carmine,

A dhesive.

;mk. Cabled anchor, perf. 14.

Great Britain. — We have seen the

current id. with Govt. Parcels overprint.

Adhesive.

Official Stamp.

id. carmine, surcharged pa
°
c

V

efs
m black.

India.—The new J and 1 anna have been
seen with the official surcharge.

Adhesives.
On

ia. pale green, surcharged H M in black.

S
ia. carmine, ,, ,, ,,
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New South Wales.—Messrs. J. H.
Smyth & Co. write that they are informed,
on good authority, the die of the old is.

black has been approved of for the pro-

duction of a new gd. value.

New Zealand.—The 6d. carmine is the

latest to come on the new " single-lined NZ
and star " paper.

Adhesive.

6d. carmine, wmk. single-lined NZ and star.

South Australia.—We do not know if

it is intended that the whole of the current

set is to appear in the new modified type,

but every mail seems to bring a new issue

of this design. We now have the 3d., 46.,
6d. and is., all watermarked Crown and
SA, and perforated 11^, large holes.

Mr. Blockey advises us that the 3d. was
issued on 28th November, and the ^d. on
1st December last.

The id. unpaid letter stamp now appears
with the vacant space at foot filled in.

Adhesives.

3d. sage green, wmk. Crown and SA, perf. nh.
4d. orange ,, ,, „
6d. blue-green ,, ,, ,,

iod. buff ,, „ ,,

is pale brown ,, ,,

Unpaid letter stamp.

id. emerald green. Type B.

Sudan. — Emeu's Weekly mentions the
appearance of the 2 mill, with multiple
" Crescent and Star " watermark, and also

that the 1 and 10 piastres have been changed
in colour.

Adhesives.

1 piastre red and black.
10 piastres violet and brown.

St. Lucia.—Not to be behind the other
islands enjoying stamps advertising their

natural beauties, a pictorial 2d. value has
made its appearance here. As will be seen,

the most fastidious tourist could not com-
plain of want of variety in the attractions
offered, including as they do cloud-topped
mountains, a particularly vicious-looking
snake, flowers and fruit, and a parrot on a
perch.
The stamp is watermarked CC and Crown

sideways, and is perforated 14, the centre
being in the second colour named.

»'ii n rytww

Adhesive.

2d. yellow-brown and green, wmk. CC and Crown,
Perf. 14.

Transvaal.—The colours of the current
is. and 2S. stamps have been altered, and
the 3d. and <\&. values have now appeared.
Mr. Tamsen informs us that the 2s. 6d.,

5s. and 1 os. King's head are unobtainable
in the Colony, and it is rumoured that they
will be replaced by new stamps bearing the
inscription " Postage and Revenue."

Adhesives.

3d. sage green and black, wmk. Crown and C A, perf. 14.

4d. chocolate ., ,, ,, ,,

is. red-brown ,, ,, ,, ,,

2s. yellow ,, ,, ,, ,,

Western Australia.—Two more high
values are just to hand, a 10s. mauve on
white in the type of the Victoria id. of

1885, and a £1 orange on white in the design
of the |d of 1886.

Adhesives.

10s. mauve on white, wmk. V and Crown, perf. 12J.
20s. orange ,, ,, „ ,,

Foreign Countries.

Colombia.—Another set this month, but
apparently of a more permanent nature.
We have so far seen seven values, all of the
same design, and also a registration label.

The stamps are lithographed on slightly

tinted wove paper and perforated 12.

Adhesives.

ic. green on yellowish.
2c. carmine on flesh.

5c. blue on bluish,

ioc. brown on lemon.
20c. violet on lilac.

50c. rose on white.
1$ black on yellow.

Variety: 5c. blue on bluish, imperf. vertically.

Stamp for registration.

ioc. chocolate on white.

Crete.— Owing to a temporary shortage
of the 1 lepton value, this denomination of

the series, printed in dull yellow for fiscal

purposes, was authorised for postal use.

They were, however, only employed thus
for a few days.
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France.—Messrs. Whitfield King & Co.

send us the 15c. in the altered type
;
the

shade has also changed, as it now appears

in pale rose, not orange as formerly.

Adhesive.

15 centimes pale rose.

Morocco.—The same firm forward an
addition to our list of last month, in the

shape of the 10c. surcharged 10 centimos
in black.

Adhesive.

10 centimos in black on 10c. rose.

Holland. Dutch Indies.—A new set

has appeared, of which so far only seven
values have been seen.

The design shows a portrait of the Queen
of Holland in a circular band bearing the

words Postzegel Nederlandsch. — Indie.

The value appears in a straight label below.

AdJiesives.

10c. grey-black, no wmk., perf. 12J.
i2§c. dark blue
15c. brown ,, ,,

20c. greenish-black ,, ,,

25c. violet ,, ,,

30c. red-brown ,, „
50c. lake-brown

Liberia.—The demand for a 75c. value
here has necessitated a provisional, pending
the production of a new stamp of this

denomination. The one dollar blue and
black has been surcharged 75c. in red, the
original value being cancelled with a bar in

the same colour. There is a variety : the
tenth stamp in the pane having the " C " of

a different type followed by a comma instead

of a full stop.

75°-

Adhesives.

75 cents in red on 1 dollar black and blue.

Do. do. do.

Variety : Tall " C " followed by comma.

Paraguay. —The 8c. lithographed has
been surcharged " Habilitado—en—5 cent "

vertically in black. The surcharge is in

three lines and is found reading both
upwards and downwards.

Adhesive.

5c. on 8c. brown.

Persia.—The long promised set has, we
are glad to say, made its appearance, as

we hope we have now seen the last of all

the varieties of the recent provisionals,

though even now we have to list a few
we find we have not chronicled before.

The lower values, from 1 to 12 chahis,

are of the small design shown below. This,

as can be seen, has a very crowded and
ineffective appearance. The type for the

kran values is much more satisfactory in

every way. The small stamps are on thin

white paper, perforated 12\. while the large

set are perf. n-iig, and are on a thicker

paper.
Adliesives.

Surcharged " Provisoire 1319," etc., in black.

4ch. vermilion on greenish.

5ch. on 8ch. brown.

Surcharged in rose instead of violet.

5ch. on ioch. light blue.

Adhesives.

ic. grey-lilac.

2C. grey.
3c. grey-green
5c rose,

ioc. brown.
12c. blue.

ik. lilac.

2k. ultramarine
5k. red-brown.
10k. rose.

50k. green.

United States.—Mr. E P. Reynolds,

Junr., sends us the new 8c. bearing the
portrait of Martha Washington. Almost in

the same shade as the 13c. mentioned last

month, it is in our opinion an even more
pleasing production, the portrait is a
charming one, and, while the ornamentation

1 surrounding it is quite as effective as in the

I

other stamp, it is not, as there, unduly
crowded together.

Adhesive.

8 cents purple, perf. 12, wmk. USPS.
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Philately in the Mags

Provisional Stamps of Colombia.

Consul Dr. G. Michelsen, a well-known
specialist of the stamps of the Colombian
Republic, publishes an article in the Deutsche

Briefma rken Zeitung on the recent provisional

stamps of this country. In it he brands
them without exception as swindles, made
by speculators with and without the con-
nivance of the authorities, and issued simply
to fleece the Philatelic public.

Cartagena.— S. G.'s Nos. 1-14. These
stamps, when a buyer presented himself at

the post office, were always sold out, but
the current stamps of Colombia were
always in stock and could be supplied.

Why, therefore, the necessity of provisional

stamps ? The postal officials could, how-
ever, always oblige buyers with provisionals

at double and treble face value ! Throughout
the whole year all letters and printed matter
received by Dr. Michelsen were always
franked with Colombian stamps, never with
provisionals. This goes to show that the

supply of Colombian stamps never ran
short, consequently the provisionals were
not necessary.

Cucuta.— Issued in 1900 by General
Vargas Santos, the leader of the revolu-

tionists, while he occupied Cucuta. But as

the governmental troops surrounded the

town, which could not in consequence have
any postal connection with other parts,

stamps were a superfluous luxury.

Tumaco.—This town also in turn was
beleaguered by the governmental troops or

the revolutionists and cut off from the
world. Yet a postal official managed to

issue stamps and get a few letters franked
with them to Europe. The latest report is

that the inventive official has been suspended
for issuing these stamps.

Rio Hacha.—This place was also in the

hands of the revolutionists and cut off from
the outer world. The postmaster there is

said to have issued provisionals on the sug-

gestion of a Yankee, who bought the lot at

once.

Garzon —The authorities were absolutely
unaware that any provisionals had been
issued at this place. An enquiry set on foot

concerning the postmaster elicited the fact

that he had not issued the stamps, only
obliterated a few to oblige a friend. He
keeps company now with his brother of

Tumaco.

Honda.— Some genius bought several
sheets of the current 2c. stamps and sur-

charged them vertically " Habilitado vale

$0,01. Honda." He used them for franking
printed matter costing 1 centavo As the
full face value (2c.) had been paid for the
stamps, and the postage for printed matter
was only re, the officials let them pass
until the general postal administration at

Bogota heard of it and confiscated all

stamps still in possession of the speculator.

Antioquia.—Even here speculation runs
riot, and the Consul considers all stamps
issued since 189 1 more or less unnecessary,
and simply an attack upon the pockets of

credulous collectors.

Argentina.

Recently some of the higher values of
the Argentine Republic have been offered
for sale perforated with various letters and
apparently used, yet having full gum, thus
showing that they could never have been
used on any postal package. '1 he perforated
letters are large, and as no more than one
letter appeared on a stamp, no reason could
be advanced for the per (oration, nor could
any meaning be attached thereto. The
values most in use were 1,20, 2 and 5 pesos.

It was at first supposed that they came
from waste sheets rejected by the post office

and rendered useless by the authorities by
the perforation ; others placed them in the
same class as those surcharged " specimen."
An Argentine collector has now sent the
Illust Briefmarken four/ml the true reason,
as follows : The daily newspapers despatch
large quantities of journals to the interior
and to foreign countries, and to save time
and work to themselves and the postal
officials, an arrangement has been come to
by which they are permitted to deliver their
papers made up in large parcels. These
parcels are weighed by the officials and the
postage is charged according to the tariff

upon the whole weight. The senders pay
the postage in cash, and the officials give
them as a receipt the exact amount in

stamps of the higher values previously
cancelled. This cancellation consisted at

first of thick black horizontal lines, after-

ward of the perforation of a round hole or
star, lastlv of the perforation of the word
" INUTILIZADO " in large capitals,
meaning, literally, "rendered useless."
They are, therefore, analogous to the
United States' newspaper stamps.
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Notes and News.

Oceania.

A leader in the November Australian

Philatelist, after congratulating the Phila-

telic Society. London, upon securing the

able services of Mr. Basset Hull for the

revised edition of the stamps of " Oceania,"

laments the fact that none of the other

specialists resident in Australia have been

selected to assist in the collaboration of the

forthcoming work. While having nothing

to urge against the status of the members
of the Society who have been selected to

do the work, our contemporary thinks the

Society would have done better to appoint

a sub-committee, consisting of one collector

in each State of the Commonwealth who
has specialised the collection of stamps in

the country in which he resides.

We personally fail to see, however, if this

had been done, how the work could have
been considered that of the Philatelic

Society of London, neither do we think it

reasonable to suppose that the book would,

under such conditions, have been published

within a reasonable period of time There
is nothing to prevent these collectors giving

to the sub-committee the advantage of their

knowledge, which we feel sure will be hailed

with pleasure and suitably acknowledged,
but to throw the responsibility of the whole
production upon a committee so constituted

would, we believe, have been a mistake.

The Philatelic Society of India.

The Annual General Meeting of the

Society was held at Mr. Larmour's resi-

dence, Calcutta, on Friday, the 19th

December, 1902, at 6 o'clock, Mr. C. F.

Larmour being in the chair. A provisional

statement disclosing a satisfactory financial

position was presented, and a few minor
alterations made in the rules which, as

amended, were ordered to be published in

the Journal. Mr. E. W. Wetherell was
accorded a special vote of thanks for his

editorship of the Philatelic Journal of India

during 1902. The Honourable Mr. D. P.

Masson was invited to publish his series of

articles on the stamps of Afghanistan, which
have appeared in the Journal during the

year, in the form of a handbook, and the

fact was noted with pleasure that the fiscal

issues of India are at last receiving careful

attention, as evidenced by the instructive

articles by Mr. C. H. Crosse in course of

publication in the Journal. A discussion

on the subject of an exhibition in Calcutta

in the cold weather of 1903-4 was adjourned
to the March meeting.

A souvenir of interest to Philatelists to be
issued with the Delhi Durbar Postal Guide

was announced. It consists of a complete
collection of the whole of the adhesives

(both Victorian and Edwardian) now on
sale at the post offices throughout India.

The stamps (of all values from 3 pies to

5 rupees) bear an official overprint (it can
hardly be termed a post mark) indicating

the special circumstances of their appear-

ance. The guide will only be procurable at

Delhi at noon on the 1st January, 1903, and
its issue should aid very considerably in

reducing the stock of remainders of the

stamps of the last reign.

The following honorary officers were ap-

pointed for 1903 : Piesident, Mr. C. Stewart-
Wilson, l.C.S. (Lahore). Vice-Presidents,

the Right Honourable the Earl of Crawford,
K.T. (London), Mr. W. Doming Beckton
(Manchester), Mr. C. F. Larmour (Calcutta),

and the Honourable Mr. D. P. Masson, CLE.
(Lahore). Secretary, Mr. W. Corfield (Cal-

cutta). Treasurer, Mr. D. P. Masson
(Lahore). Librarian, Mr. T. Hoffmann
(Calcutta). Editor of the Journal, Mr. C.

Stewart-Wilson (Lahore). Council, the

above ex-officio, and Lieut. -Col. G. F. A.

Harris (Calcutta), Lieut. -Col. C. P. Lukis
(Agra), and Messrs. G.A.Anderson (Bombay),
W. James (Calcutta), F. N. Schiller (Cal-

cutta), P. A. Selfe (Calcutta), and E W.
Wetherell (Bangalore).

New Issues.

American opinion on the subject of an
Editorial in this number is as follows :

—
"The statement of our contemporary

regarding the sale of the British colonials

in London that now must rest under the

accusation of being misleading and errone-

ous, has excited emphatic protest in Great
Britain, where the interest in British

colonials is keen, many collectors buying
the stamps in quantities for avowedly
speculative reasons. In that country there

seems to be a race between several dealers

for a monopoly of the sale of new issues,

especially British colonial, that has had the

effect of hammering down the margin of

profit from the sale of such stamps to the
smallest margin. While this fierce com-
petition has unduly decreased the price of

novelties, it has established, nevertheless,

something of a basis for prices of new
issues ; and it is probable that never again
will the difference between face value and
selling price be so considerable as it was
when the importation of new issues was
not so general, and conducted in the present
business-like manner. As said last week,
collectors in America would regard with
equanimity any report that British colonials

were on sale in London at face, for they are
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buying new issues at so small an advance
over face that, all things considered, they

pet the stamps so cheaply " (sic.)—MekeeVs
Weekly Stamp News.

The Late Mr. Waldemar Hermann.

Expressions of regret upon hearing of the

death of Waldemar Hermann, of Berlin,

are widespread. As an expert he was
widely known. Born in 1827 in Berlin, he
entered the service of the Prussian Post
Office in 1847. He retired in 1863, and
from that year devoted all his time and
energy to his collection, and later on to the

detection of frauds and forgeries. In his

earlier years his name appeared frequently

in the Philatelic press Amongst larger

works from his pen, we may say, the best is

the fifth edition of Dr. Moschkau's catalogue

and two addenda.
It was his custom to mark the stamps

submitted to him and considered genuine
with his initial H, and such a renown for

expertising did he obtain that stamps with
this mystic sign at the back are constantly
met with. In recent years, however, he
was too often wrong in his opinion, and in

consequence much of the good work he had
performed became forgotten in the unfor-

tunate mistakes so continually made in

recent years. As a result, stamps with the

H on the back to-day do not carry with
them any authoritative evidence of genuine-
ness ; they may be some of his good work,
or, alas, otherwise !

We are of opinion that many of the

mistakes were simply the result of his age,

and we have always thought it a pity that

he did not retire from such active work in

the zenith of his fame. Philately owes
much to the deceased, especially between
the years 1870-90, and he will live in the
memories of many of us as one of the grand
old workers for the good of the cause.

More Advertisement Labels.

In spite of the declaration of the Post
Office Department that the Pan-American
Exposition series was likely to be the last

special issue of the kind that would be
made by the United States, it is quite
likely that special stamps will be issued in

honour of the Louisiana Purchase Exposi-
tion in 1904.
We sadly fear that the United States are

past all hope of redemption in the manner
in which their current issues are manipu-
lated. They are, in our opinion, worse
offenders than the smaller Republics in the
South, in that they have not the same

excuse for financial reasons which the petty
Republics have. With the United States it

is simply a case of greed. Collectors have
the remedy in their own hands, and if they
do not use it have only themselves to blame.
"Why they should continue collecting these
advertisement labels passes our comprehen-
sion ; to be thorough they might go just one
step further and include all advertisements.
There are some very fine posters on the
walls at present for patent foods, which are
full of merit from the artistic point of view I

The Other Side.

As representing opinion in the United
States on this question we quote from
MekeeVs Weekly Stamp Neivs :

—
" On the subject of commemorative issues,

the opinion of the middle class of collectors

vacillates. At times the feeling against
such stamps is hostile, and, again, the very
opponents of the stamps experience a re-

vulsion of sentiment and favour the issues.

The commemorative issue by the United
States is to be considered a detriment or a
blessing, Philatelically, just as you may
elect, but in either case it is not an unmixed
one."

Cape of Good Hope.

The unique block of Cape of Good
Hope, woodblock, 1861 id. scarlet, a
block of four containing the 4d. error, has
been purchased by Mr. Vernon Roberts.
These stamps formed the subject of some
Editorial comments in the October number.

Forgeries.

There are some most dangerous forgeries

being offered of the rarer English stamps.
They are unused, and most difficult to

detect without the closest inspection. Our
readers will be well advised not to purchase
from outside dealers.

A Question of Partnership Rights.

In September we inserted a circular

received from Mr. Nicolle concerning the
dissolution of partnership with Mr. J. H.
Smyth. It appears that this circular con-
tained statements to which Mr. Smyth
appears to have every reason to object.

An amended circular was, we are told by
Mr. Smyth, issued, but this we do not
appear to have received. We are pleased,

however, to see that the differences have
been settled. Mr. Smyth continues Messrs.
Stanley Gibbons' agency and continues The
Australian Journal of Philately. The stock
of stamps seems to have been divided.

^Bfe-
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Editorial Notes.

THE advisability of publishing detailed descriptions of forgeries is

a subject which we thought had been worn threadbare, but

a letter in MekecVs Stamp Collector for December has thrown a

new light upon it. This correspondent writes, "In face of all the

arguments in favour of secrecy on this topic, it appears

A Protest, to me that the weight of argument comes from the

recognised experts and authorities who may have (but

should be above such) a mercenary motive to bias their otherwise more
eminent pastime."

Now this paragraph is delightfully vague. Taken by itself it may-

be construed several ways. But the letter goes on to show that the
" mercenary motive " meant is the " amount of money paid for expert

opinions by many, which money would otherwise go far towards the

purchase of additional stamps."
A more uncalled-for and unjustifiable assertion, we venture to say,

has never appeared in the pages of a reputable journal. Specialists

and experts, which are really synonymous terms, may have their

faults, but this is certainly not one of them. On the contrary, the

alacrity and willingness displayed by them in gratuitously examining
and expressing an opinion upon stamps submitted has always struck

us as remarkable, especially as now-a-days this often involves con-

siderable time and trouble. The leading dealers are the same. Of
course it cannot be expected that the latter will go through collections

of stamps to pick out the forgeries : the) 7 have something else to do,

and some dealers refuse altogether to do this, while others make a

nominal charge. This is not done, however, in any mercenary spirit,

but rather in self-defence, and surely, even the particular correspondent
referred to, cannot take exception to it.

Every business is more or less liable to suffer from losses through
fraud, except that of the Post Office. Of course we

f

e
. _

an hear now and then of defalcations, yet these are so small

of the *n comPaI"ison with the turn-over and the profits, that

Post Office. tney are hardly worth considering. A further loss is

sometimes incurred by the use of forged stamps, but
here again it is very rarely that anything like any large number can
be used to the detriment of the revenue.
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Undoubtedly one cause of loss is due to the fabrication of new
stamps from the unobliterated portions of used ones that have served
for the franking of postal matter. That this has been done in several

countries to a very large extent, especially with stamps of the higher
values, is a well-known fact, and the Post Office authorities are quite

aware of it. The new and large obliterating dies, although said to be
only used to make the name of the despatching office and date clearer,

are nothing else but a preventive, inasmuch as the larger dies cover
more of the stamps, and thus make the clean portions too small to be
used again.

The various patents described from time to time in the Press

indicate that there is an incentive for people to discover some means to

entirely obviate this danger, and this incentive probably arises from the

want of confidence felt by the authorities with regard to the present

system.

The latest invention in this regard has been patented by the

inventor, J. Saeek, and is as follows:—"The stamps before being
issued to the public receive a completely invisible overprint, which
can be put on without any great cost, and which does not alter the
appearance of the stamps in the least. Stamps so treated could be
sold as before, as this secret overprint, under ordinary circumstances,
will never become visible."

" Letters franked with such stamps are put in any quantity into a

box (this box to vary in size according to the requirements of the

office). This box is connected with a receptacle containing a certain

fluid. The gases emanating from this fluid (we suppose the secret of

the inventor) fill the box and after a lapse of scarcely one minute the

letters can be taken out and the stamps appear deep black, therefore

clearly showing that they have been used for franking purposes. This
deep black colour cannot be effaced without damaging the stamp, and
as it covers the whole surface, no portion of the stamp can be used
over again. After the stamps have been cancelled in this manner,
the letters pass through the obliterating machine, and now it does not
matter whether the die touches the stamp or not, which of course is a
saving of time. One of these obliterating machines can stamp
twenty-five thousand letters in the same time that a man can stamp
twenty-five hundred, but up to the present time the letters have to be
sorted first, in order that all stamps are in the top right-hand corner.

As soon as these, let us call them, safety stamps are used, this sorting

will fall away, as the die need not touch the stamps ; in fact, it is

better if it does not touch them."
Apart from the cost of the apparatus for smaller offices, it is open

to doubt whether no antidote to the chemicals used can be discovered.

Further, it is questionable whether the fumes of the acid will not

spoil certain articles sometimes sent in letters, and at any rate it will

spoil any unused stamps enclosed, either as cash payments or for

collections, and this is where the invention affects us.

As far as we are concerned, we hope the day of using this new
invention is very far away, because we are afraid that these blackened
stamps will not induce many people to commence to collect, and will

deter others from continuing to do so.
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Notable Philatelists.

H. J. Duveen.

THE Notable Philatelist this month furnishes an example of two
great nations laying claim to the same individual, a circumstance

remarkable in itself, and one which probably will never be

settled, as Mr. Duveen naturally objects to be divided except meta-
phorically, and Philately for the present is not a signatory to The
Hague Convention. It may be that Mr. Duveen could easily settle

this question himself, but the fact that he spends his time pretty evenly

in London and New York seems to imply that he personally can be

happy with either.

His collection was commenced about the year 1892, the first serious

start being the purchase of a nice general collection formed by Mr.
Dendy Sadler, the well-known artist. The collection is a general one
up to the year 1896, and is specialised in the stamps of Great Britain

and all her Colonies, in Europeans, and in stamps of the United
States, most of which, if not all, are brought up to date. The
collection, however, does not include any official stamps, unpaid letter

stamps, or postal fiscals. The collection has been re-arranged recently

by a well-known expert, acting under the instructions of Mr. Duveen,
and is comprised in 69 of Messrs. Stanley Gibbons' Oriel albums.

If a list were compiled of the best six collections in the world to-day

Mr. Duveen's name would be included, and for that reason we believe

it will interest our readers to take a peep behind the scenes, and so

learn a little of what the collection contains.

Great Britain is practically complete unused with the exception of

some few of the abnormal plate-numbers ; but a number of these are

in the collection in a used state.

Barbadoes is complete all but two or three stamps unused; the

greater rarities are perhaps a strip of three of the 4d. 1871 issue, water-
mark small star, with rough perforation, mint, and a horizontal strip

of four of the id. surcharged on the 5s. unused, and unique in this

state.

British Guiana. This is one of the strong countries in the

collection : it contains a superb vertical used pair of the round 2 cents,

rose, of 1851, being the only known specimen of this particular type.

The other circular stamps are well represented, including the rare

shades and the pelure paper, many in shades. In the large oblong
stamps of 1856 the 4 cents is shown on sugar paper, and two copies on
surface paper. In the type-set Provisionals of 1862 Mr. Duveen has
plated the three values, 1, 2, and 4 cents, and the plates of all are

nearly complete ; the 1 c. stamps are taken only used, and, as

advanced collectors know well, they are much rarer in that condition.

This country was awarded the silver medal at the London Exhibition
and a silver medal in the open competition at the Manchester Exhibi-
tion, also a special gold as being the best exhibit shown by a non-
member of the Philatelic Society, London.
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Canada. The "Pence" issue is exceptionally strong, unused,

especially in the 6d., which are in all varieties of paper and shade ; of

the rare 12 pence, black, there are one unused and two fine used

copies.

Cape of Good Hope. Several different shades of the id. and 4d.

woodblocks, unused, and fine copies of both errors, used. In the later

issues we note the ^d. on 3d., watermark crown and CC, and the 5s.,

watermark CA, both unused.

Ceylon contains among other beautiful things mint copies of the

imperf. 4d., 8d., gd. and 2s. The rest of Ceylon is complete and
unused with one or two exceptions.

Dominica. Here we find that great rarity the error id. on 6d.,

green, of 1886.

Grenada is very fine ; the collection contains practically everything

in all the minor varieties and interesting errors of this country.

Perhaps the best thing that Mr. Duveen has in this country is a very

fine pair of unsevered id. orange, surcharged "Postage" in large type,

and unused.
India. The rarity here is the 4 annas with the inverted head, used.

He does not collect the stamps of India surcharged for use in the

Native States nor any of the stamps of the Native Feudatory States.

Mauritius. Mr. Duveen holds here two of the great gems of the

whole collection : The issue of December, 1847, commonly called the
" Post Office," and of which he has both varieties, the id. being

a brilliant specimen, used, and with light cancellation on original letter,

and the 2d. being unused (from Dr. Legrand's collection). There are

also complete reconstructed sheets of the 12 types of the id. on blue

paper of 1848, of the 2d. blue, of the 2d. small fillet of March, 1859,
and of the 2d. large fillet of October, 1859. We must not forget

to mention the magnificent first impression of the 2d. " Post Paid "

indigo-blue, unused, and a number of early specimens of the id.

and 2d., all unused. In the later stamps there is a fine copy of the

1862 is., dark green, perf. and unused.
Natal. Very fine sets of the embossed stamps. The series sur-

charged " Postage" in different types are very complete, and the great

majority of the stamps are unused. In the 1870 issue there is the curved
black and also the curved carmine surcharge.

Nevis. Exceptionally fine. The plates of 12 types of the earl)7

varieties are complete, either uncut or reconstructed. Among the

uncut plates we notice the grey paper, perf. 13, 4d. rose and is. green.

In the engraved stamps, perf. 15 there are the 4d. orange and the

is. blue-green, and in the lithographed stamps, uncut plates of the

id., 4d., 6d., and two shades of the is. The is. yellow-green on laid

paper is also in the collection, used.

New Brunswick. A very beautiful lot of the pence issue, including

about eight shades of the 6d. yellow, and six fine specimens of the

is. violet, all unused.
Newfoundland. Very complete in the issue of 1857 ; the scarlet-

vermilion 2d., 4d., 6d. and is. are all unused. In the orange-

vermilion Mr. Duveen has an almost, if not quite, unique piece in the

6Jd., and also the is. on wove paper, as well as the is. on laid paper.

Silver medal, Manchester Exhibition.
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New South Wales. Exceptionally strong, with a magnificent

range of shades and varieties of Sydney views, amongst which are from

40 to 45 specimens, unused.

New Zealand. Extra line. Nearly everything is represented,

unused, including the London print id. carmine on white paper and
is. green on blued paper. Colonial print, is. green on blue paper,

and a fine range of shades and varieties right through this country.

Nova Scotia. Very strong in pence issues, there being about ten

fine, unused 6d. green, and six unused is. violet, and is. mauve in

beautiful shades.

Queensland. This, like all the Australian Colonies, is very com-
plete ; nearly everything is unused, but one or two rare varieties of

perforation are missing.

St. Vincent. Very strong. Practically complete, unused state.

South Australia is fine, seeing how difficult it is to obtain fine

unused copies of the early issues. In the better stamps, unused, there

are London print, id. deep green, a strip of four ; Colonial print, 6d.,

slate blue. In 1870 issue, Mr. Duveen has a fine mint copy of that

great rarity, the 4d. blue, error without the surcharge, and a fine copy
of the 4d. purple, watermark " V " and crown.

Transvaal. This is one of the best countries in the collection, as

Mr. Duveen possesses nearly all the great rarities ; e.g. the three

stamps with the surcharge omitted, namely, the 6d. blue on rose, the

6d. blue on blue, and the 3d. mauve on green. There are so many
rarities in this country, that it is almost invidious to pick out any-

thing; but one notes an unused strip of three is. green, with red

surcharge, the middle stamp having the " V.R." and " Transvaal "

wide spaced. In 18S7 issue, the id. red on blue is present with the

error " Transvral," both imperf. and with fine roulette.

Victoria is very complete, containing nearly all the great rarities

unused, and it is especially strong in this respect in the laureated

issues, and in the errors of watermark in the 1863-64 issues.

Western Australia. These are a fine lot of stamps with several

unused specimens of the 2d. brown-black on red, and of the 6d.

bronze, as well as a fine used specimen of the very rare 4<i. with

inverted centre.

Foreign Countries.

Speaking generally, and with two or three exceptions to be
mentioned later, Mr. Duveen has not specialised foreign countries so

much as he has the English Colonies.

Republic of Colombia. The 1853 issue of Colombia, an unused
vertical strip of 3, the centre stamp being the error 50c. red, and the

upper and lower stamps being the ordinarv 20c. red. This piece is

probably unique.

France is a highly specialised collection, and in this country Mr.
Duveen has made a great point of blocks of 4. In this state he has
most of the rare stamps and the commoner ones in many shades. The
collection contains also a fine lot of the tete-beche stamps.

French Colonies. These are also highly specialised, as Mr. Duveen
happened to make an advantageous purchase of the well-known
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collection of these stamps formed by Mr. Herrick, of New York. In

the rarer things there are the Reunion 15c. and 30c, and the

Guadeloupe unpaid letter stamp of 1887, 40c. black on blue.

Germany and its States form a very fine specialised collection,

consisting of stamps unused, used and a separate collection of stamps
on letters. In the unused stamps we note Brunswick, 1852, a horizontal

mint pair of the 1 silbergroschen rose, and several unused copies of

the 2 and 3 silbergroschen.

Oldenburg are a very fine lot, including many rare shades and
scarce pieces. In Saxony there is the error of paper, the J neu-

groschen on pale blue, and Wurtemberg are a very fine lot of unused
stamps ; every variety is represented, some of them in many shades.

Here we may note as the rarity the 6 kreutzer green, no threads.

Hawaiian Islands. The first issue is worthily represented by a 2c,
two types of the 5c, and both varieties of the 13c. There is also a

very fine lot of the " Inter-Island " stamps.

Roumania. The first issue of circular stamps is represented by
extra fine copies of all the values, the rare 81 para being a wonderful
specimen, unused and mint. The later varieties are very complete.

Spain is one of the best, if not the best, European country
possessed by Mr. Duveen. The issues of 1850 to 1854 are excep-

tionally fine in mint, unused condition, including many rare varieties.

Among the later rarities in this very fine collection are a large block
of the 1855 issue of the 1 real blue, unused, with gum, and having in

the centre one stamp of the 2 reales error, which we believe is almost
unique in an unused state. Of the 1865 issue, there are beautiful

specimens, both unused, of the 12c. rose and blue, imperf. and perf.,

the latter being exceedingly rare. In the 1867 issue a superb speci-

men, unused, of the 25 mils, rose and blue, with the frame inverted,

and a pair of the 10 mils, brown, printed tete-beche.

Switzerland. This is a fine general collection, used and unused.
Worthy of being mentioned is a superb copy of the Geneva 4c. black
and red, unused mint.

The United States of America, which has always been one of Mr.
Duveen's favourite countries, no doubt owing to his long association

with it, is exceptionally strong in rarities. In the Postmaster's
stamps we note fine, used copies of the Baltimore, Brattleboro', and
of the Millbury. Of the St. Louis stamps there are some very nice

pieces on different papers and one plate constructed. In the general
issues this country is wonderfully strong, and here, as in France,
a speciality is made of blocks of four, mint. With the exception
of the inverted centres, Mr. Duveen possesses nearly all the general
issues in this form. In the unused blocks of four we may note
ioc. 1847, 5c. 1851, 5c. ochre 1861, 3c. scarlet 1862, 1869 com-
plete, and the later issues are very fine indeed. In the used stamps
there are, of course, fine specimens of the inverted centres of 1869,
15, 24, and 30c. The Confederate States Postmasters' stamps are
not collected.

The space at our disposal will not allow us to give more than the
foregoing very brief account of this fine, general collection, which at

the present time is probably the best general collection in Great
Britain, with the exception of that in the British Museum.
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An Ideal Philatelic Exhibition.

By H. R. Oldfield.

Read at a Meeting of the Herts. Philatelic Society on the

2yth February, 1903.

THE subject of this short paper was suggested last autumn by
your Honorary Secretary, when he requested me to do my
share towards rilling up the programme of the Herts. Society

for the present Session—a request with which I felt bound to comply,
when I remembered the kindness I had received at your hands,
although I knew that my spare moments would be fully occupied this

winter, and was doubtful as to my ability satisfactorily to deal with
the difficulties which the subject presents.

Curiously enough the same subject has already been considered, in

a paper entitled " Can the Competitive System at Philatelic

Exhibitions be improved ?
:

' by a prominent member of the Manchester
Society, whose name is not unknown down South.. I have not yet

seen the paper (which I understand will shortly appear in print), but
from the Press report of the discussion which ensued, I gather that

while the answer to the question was practically unanimous in the

affirmative, the methods by which improvements could be effected

were by no means settled or agreed upon.
This result, coupled with the reception which has met my efforts

to introduce an " improvement " in another direction, cause me to

doubt the wisdom of this attempt to grapple with a thorny subject,

and I can only hope it may be the means of introducing a useful and
practical discussion.

An. Ideal Philatelic Exhibition should possess certain characteristics

which may I think be summarised by the use of the initials of the

word "Ideals:'

The Exhibition should :

—

(1) Be Interesting to Philatelists and to the General Public.

(2) Demand the possession by Exhibitors of Philatelic

knowledge, and of neatness and skill in arrangement.

(3) Exclude the purely speculative and financial element.

(4) Be Attractive to all.

(5) Be a Lesson to collectors upon the methods of collection,

and
(6) Should secure real competition.

There are two distinct classes of Exhibitions, International and
Local, and I propose to make a few comments upon the above-mentioned

qualifications and then to indicate some general regulations which may
possibly help towards attaining the desired end, and will at any rate

serve as the opening of a general discussion in which all present can,

and I trust will, take part.

1. The Exhibition should be interesting, and to attain this end
the exhibits should be properly described and their size should
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correspond to the total space which is available. Written descriptions

are essential for the due enjoyment and appreciation of the stamps
shown, not only by the general public (to whom the bits of coloured

paper are unintelligible and wearisome without them) but also by
collectors themselves, especially in these days when attention is con-

centrated upon a group or some few selected countries.

2. The qualifications as to the possession of philatelic knowledge
and neatness in arrangement speak for themselves and require hardly

any comment. No Exhibition could be termed Ideal in which they

were absent.

3. The exclusion of the purely speculative and financial element,

which has already done so much harm to the real progress of Philately

is most desirable, but very difficult of attainment. The most that can
be done is to so frame the rules and regulations and so instruct the

judges as to prevent undue advantages accruing to the Exhibitor whose
main qualification is represented by the money he possesses.

Of course, the exclusion referred to under this head applies much
more to a Local than to an International Exhibition, and the above
remarks are not directed against a real Philatelist or a collector who
studies his stamps and happens also to be wealthy (and to whom we
other collectors are under a deep debt of gratitude for many services

rendered), but against the so-called collector, who only collects and
does not attempt to understand, or who only regards his dealings in

stamps as a Stock Exchange transaction or a speculative investment.

4. In order that the Exhibition may be attractive to all it is

necessary that there should not be too much over-elaboration in the

exhibits and that there should be a sufficient number of polite, attentive,

and intelligent stewards or committee-men present ready and willing

to act as guides to visitors to direct and to explain.

5. I like alliterative phrases and venture to borrow one I have
recently heard which with a slight change in the sense in which the

last word was originally used will best explain the conception of an
Exhibition being a lesson to collectors

—" Philately a Pleasure and a

Profit," for the visitor at an Ideal Exhibition should not only derive

pleasure but should also feel that he has acquired knowledge which
will be useful to him in the future.

6. The final qualification as to securing real competition is most
important and is apparently the most difficult of attainment, although
it is an essential element in an Ideal Exhibition.

The force of circumstances is gradually converting general into

specialist collectors, and, unfortunately, the prevailing influences

tend towards the formation of a class whose motto will be, one man
one country. In politics, "one man one vote" is the cry of those
whose means preclude the probability of the acquisition of a large

plural vote, but in Philately ample means will be required even by the
man who limits himself to one country, if the present method of
collecting should be generally recognised as the only method.

This limitation of interest naturally tends to reduce competition
;

even now it is not easy to find many men who take up the same group
of countries, and it is almost impossible to find two specialists who are

interested in the same country.
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So far as Exhibitions are concerned, the general collector is quite

out of running when he competes with the specialist—this is inevitable

—but a moderate specialist who places reasonable limitations upon
the accumulation of specimens, usually labours under considerable

disadvantage when competing against a collector whose only limita-

tions are quality and condition.

Consequently it is gradually becoming more rare to find competing
exhibits of the same country shown by different exhibitors, and
therefore a certain amount of interest is being lost, and the difficulties

inherent to the post of a judge are gradually increasing.

Upon the occasion of a great and important International Exhibi-

tion where the great collectors all over the world are represented, and
pride of race becomes an element in the struggle for supremacy,
something in the nature of a battle of giants may be witnessed, and 1

the competition may be keen and interesting, but even under these^/
circumstances some limitations may be desirable in the interests ndt^

only of the public at large but also of the competitors themselves.

At what, however, may be termed the Ordinary International

Exhibitions and at the Local Shows interest in the competition is at a

growing discount. As soon as the names of the exhibitors are

published it is possible to place almost all the medals or awards
without inspecting the exhibits.

This will be generally admitted, and I think it will also be agreed

that such things are not to the advantage of Philately, and should not

be. Surely we are not going to admit that the evil is beyond remedy,
to fold our hands and sorrowfully to say " Kismet !

"

Rather let us pull ourselves together and scheme and devise rules

and regulations which wr
ill maintain the interest, increase the com-

petition, encourage the new comers, and ensure success without
destroying the status of the Exhibition or unduly hampering the

idiosyncrasies of the individual exhibitor. Past failures should but

stimulate us to greater exertions.

Attempts have already been made with varying degrees of failure

and success. At Manchester the desirability of including the moder-
ate, the modest and the less wealthy collectors to show their treasures

was recognised, and a special class or classes (from which the rarer and
more expensive specimens were eliminated) formed for their special

benefit. The result was not altogether satisfactory. Whether
collectors resented the exceptions made, and which were intended for

their benefit, or not, or whatever the causes may have been, the fact

remains that they were not tempted from their seclusion, and the

special classes did not fill.

The second effort in the same direction stands recorded to the

credit of the International Philatelic Union, and it secured a certain

measure of success, although an ingenious and successful effort was
made to drive a coach and four through the regulations, as to the

number of specimens allowed to be shown in one exhibit, which
regulations were quite legitimately evaded in the spirit while they were
observed in the letter. The principal awards, however, went to all

well-known collectors, but undoubtedly many members were repre-

sented whose names had never previously appeared, and some of them
secured a well-merited recognition.
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Profiting by the experience of the past, the Herts. Society made
another effort with equal if not greater success in attracting new blood,

and no loop-hole was found on this occasion for the evasion of the

regulations as to the number of stamps to be comprised in each exhibit,

•although possibly the limitations in this respect might with advantage
have been less restricted; but a similar, and perhaps even more unsatis-

factory, result was arrived at as regards the recipients of the various

medals.
Still, upon the whole, the results of both these attempts were

decidedly encouraging, and this paper is written with the object of

making and inviting suggestions which may give to the third attempt,

by whomsoever it is made, a still greater measure of success.

The recommendations I desire to submit for your consideration

will depend to a certain extent upon the nature of the Exhibition.

'^t
Where space permits and when the competition is open to all

Collectors or is International, Championship Classes might be
instituted in which there would be no restrictions or limitations in the

number shown other than those the Exhibitor might see fit to impose
upon himself. The countries or the issues to be shown should be
defined and the result left to the discretion of the exhibitor and the

discrimination of the judges, who should be absolutely unfettered.

No collector who has been awarded championship honours should
be permitted at any time to enter for competition, in any other than a

championship class, the stamps of a particular country in which he has
been successful.

In other classes, and at the smaller and the local Exhibitions, I

think it would be desirable to place certain limitations upon the com-
position of the exhibits, either as to the total number of the stamps
shown or as to the number of duplicate specimens allowed. These
limitations will naturally vary at different Exhibitions and will depend
upon a variety of considerations which could not be profitably discussed
in so short a paper and would be more properly dealt with by the
managing committee of the particular Exhibition.

It seems hardly necessary to say that these limitations wrould not
be applicable to non-competitive Exhibitions or to those specially

intended to illustrate the history of any particular country.
For Local Exhibitions or for Private Exhibitions restricted to the

members of some special Philatelic Society, I would suggest that the
winner of a gold medal in any class should be debarred from taking
another gold medal for an exhibit of the same country or the same issues

at a subsequent Exhibition ; similarly, the exhibit winning a silver or

a bronze medal should not be eligible for silver or bronze medals
respectively at a subsequent Exhibition, but the winner of a bronze
should not be disqualified from winning a silver or gold nor the winner
of a silver from subsequently winning a gold medal.

A rule should also be passed precluding any exhibitor from winning
more than one gold and one silver medal at the same Exhibition except
in the championship classes.

31st January, 1903.

The preceding remarks were written before I had read Mr.
Doming Beckton's paper on a similar subject, before referred to,

and now published, in the January number of the Philatelic Record,
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and I should like to add a few words upon the contents of such
paper :—Mr. Beckton asserts that the position of those collectors

whom he styles "the Great Moguls" is impregnable and that their

collections "are so strong as to defy competition." I think this

strength largely depends upon the heavy expense involved in their

formation, and a considerable proportion of this expense mainly arises

from the duplicates which they contain. To my mind this duplication

of specimens (or at any rate the lengths to which it is now carried)

tends to diminish rather than to increase the real interest of the

collections.

I observe also that Mr. Beckton claims a certain measure of success

for the experimental classes at the Manchester Exhibition. Doubtless
he is right and I am wrong in the opinion I expressed on the subject a

few paragraphs back. At any rate he ought to know, and I was
unfortunately unavoidably prevented from being present.

He also tells us that if awards are to be distributed according to

merit alone (as of course they must be) the result would be the same
as in the past, to which I answer Yes, if the conditions and rules

remain the same ; and even if they are altered I admit that there is

much truth in Mr. Beckton's observations, judging from the result of

the three experimental Exhibitions. But it is not fair to form a

definite conclusion while the experiments are being tried and before

they are finished, and in any case it is clear that the inducements to

enter for competition were increased by the alterations, as was shown
by the large number of new names which appeared among the list of

exhibitors.

Gold medal exhibits of the past must not be absolutely barred

—

that would be an act of folly which would justify Mr. Beckton's
strictures, but they should be made to enter in championship classes.

The system of handicapping, which is tentatively suggested, seems to

me wholly impracticable.

The kindly criticism (or the damning with faint praise) of the

Herts. Exhibition may have been just, but is not conclusive. As I

have said, this Exhibition was in the nature of an experiment.
Experiments are not always successful, but they may form links in the

bridge which will eventually carry us over the obstacles and difficulties,

and as to this time alone will show.
I for one have great hopes for ultimate success. The new rules

will encourage the smaller collectors to try for the bronze medals (it is

not often that new men at any Exhibitions jump to the top of the tree

in one bound), the winners of the bronze will next try for the silver

medals, and so on ; the main thing being to provide the necessary
inducements and encouragement at each stage.

I have been somewhat surprised to find that in his skeleton

prospectus, and indeed throughout the whole of his paper, Mr.
Beckton has not really attempted to grapple with this subject. He
shrinks from the task at the first difficulty ; his realisation of a
" matter of unfairness " causes him to give up in despair, while it

ought to spur a man of his capacity and ability to devise means of

overcoming the difficulty.

Not only does he fail to suggest any new idea in his prospectus,

but he only takes one of the existing suggestions, namely, limitation of
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numbers ; he makes no reference to elimination of duplicates, and
naturally, therefore, he has no great difficulty in attaining the failure

which he apparently courts.

It is worthy of note that in other Exhibitions the showing of

duplicates does not confer the unfair advantage which at the present

time it does in Philatelic Exhibitions. We are, however, only on the

threshold of a great subject, and of a great advance. Perfection still

lies in the distant future.

The next stepping stone is outlined in the last three paragraphs of

Mr. Beckton's paper, which as a practical contribution towards the

subject under discussion, are worth more than all the rest of his paper
put together, and at some future time he may perhaps be disposed to

treat the subject with a

answer to his own questic

of the energy and

more serious desire to arrive at a satisfactory

>n. If so, and he will throw into the effort a
measure ot tne energy and ability which we all know him to possess,

I venture to prophesy that Philately will owe to him a

greater debt of gratitude.

further and still

; m^
Benadir.

THE issue of stamps for Benadir was chronicled in the April

number of last year upon information received from an esteemed
correspondent who pointed out that the issue was premature, as

there was no postal service at the time in force in Benadir. Doubts
have since been thrown on these stamps and vague warnings have
appeared in the philatelic press, but the credit of driving the last nail

in the coffin belongs to Messrs. Whitfield King & Co., whose letter

was received just too late for the last number, and although it has
since then appeared in other journals, we think it only due to them for

the trouble they have taken in the matter to insert it in this number,
together with a further one throwing additional light upon the question.

If further evidence as to the utter worthlessness of these labels

were required, it is to our minds fully supplied by the defence of them

* A correspondent informs us the date of issue was April ist, 1902, but he is such a

wag that we cannot always rely upon him.
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which appeared in the Revue Philatelique Fraucaise for October, 1902,
page 127, in a letter from a Naples correspondent dissenting from
Dr. Dicia's (Dr. Diena's) opinion and stating that the Benadir postal

service was in working order and the stamps issued. Then we have
the following comments in Emeu's Weekly Stamp Nems, which, whether
intended or not, certainly to our way of thinking damns the issue most
thoroughly :

—

" Messrs. Whitfield King & Co. do not quite correctly interpret our

position in this matter. They have addressed a letter to all the

Philatelic journals, headed 'The Bogus Benadir Issue,' which is

calculated to lead collectors to suppose that the stamps are a fraud,

and that their status has only just been discovered. What we wish to

point out is that the true facts of the case were all known as far back
as May, 1902, and that they were published at the time in Emeus
Weekly Stamp Nems. The Societa Auouima has never represented that

there was at present any postal service in Benadir, but they had a

perfect right to make preparations, and in the course of such to print

stamps. It is perhaps questionable whether it was wise to part with
this stock of stamps to an Italian dealer, but there is no proof that the

stamps were printed with any but the bona-fide intention of being

ultimately issued. The case is almost parallel with that of British

Somaliland, except that none of the latter stamps have been allowed

to come on the market. The British Somaliland stamps, at present

only known overprinted specimen,' must also be reckoned as bogus if

those of Benadir are.

"We believe the true facts to be that the Societa Auouima made
plans for the postal development of Benadir (Italian Somali Coast),

the execution of which have been delayed as in the case of similar

plans for Berbera and district (British Somaliland). In both cases,

stamps were printed, in the case of Benadir by the Italian Government
Printing Office. An Italian dealer, M. Leopoldo Bottaco, heard of

this and induced the Societa Auouima to part with their stock, and the

stamps were then offered to collectors with their true history as

published in Emeu's Weekly Stamp Neivs of May, 1902. There is

nothing to discover ; it was all known long ago. The Editor of

Emeu's Weekly Stamp Nems purchased his set of these stamps on the

7th April, 1902, and it may interest Messrs. Whitfield King & Co. to

know they came from M. Bottacco, whose purchase of the stamps
they have just discovered."

There is plenty of interesting information given in the above
paragraph, but there are several expressions of opinion from which
thoughtful Philatelists will dissent. We also regret to find that any
journal, published in the interests of Philately, should adopt the tone

this paragraph does in reference to Messrs. Whitfield King & Co.'s

endeavours in this matter. We learn that complete sets of these

stamps are being offered with full gum and obliterated, the date of the

postmark (?) being 1902, which goes still further to show that these

labels are not the innocent lambs some would make us believe. The
policy of apparently sitting on the fence in regard to stamps such as

these is to be most strongly deprecated; the sooner they are denounced
as worthless the better. In spite of our contemporary's objection to

the term " Bogus," we think it is the correct one.
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The earliest information as to Sew Issues will be much appreciated by us, and will be duly credited

to the correspoiulent, or firm, sending it. Our foreign subscribers can materially

help us in this direction. When possible, a specimen should

accompany the information, and be addressed to

G. Fred. H Gibson, 1, Clarence Street, Manchester.

The British Empire.

Bahamas.—Mr. W. H. Peckitt sends
us three values not represented in the
King's head set chronicled last month,
appearing for some special reason in the
Queen's staircase type.

Adhestves.

5<i. orange and black, wmk. CC and Crown perf. 14.

2s. blue
3s. dark green

British Honduras.—Mr . W. H. Peckitt
sends us the new 2c, which, with the

5 cents, referred to some months ago, repre-

sent the only values issued here up to the
present or indeed, we are advised, expected
for some time.

Adhesive.

2C. lilac and black on brick red, perf. 14. wmk. CA
and Crown.

British South Africa.—A new high
value stamp has been issued. The denomi-
nation is £20, while the design is similar to

the others of £1 and over in the current
set.

Adhesive.

£20 bistre, perf. 13J.

Cape of Good Hope.—In our last we
only chronicled the new id. Since writing
the item we have received the new Jd. and
is. with the head of King Edward. "This is

as in the id., the frame and ornamentation
only varying in each case.

Adhesives.

Ad. green, perf. 14, wmk. Anchor,
is. ochre, „

Cyprus.—Messrs. Whitfield King &
Co. send us a forerunner of the new series in

the shape of the \ piastre bearing the

King's head. As in the case of the previous

issue, the portrait appears in an octagonal

frame, the colouring is aiso identical.

Adhesives.

ip. green and carmine, wmk. Crown and CA. perf. 14.

Guatemala.

—

Der Philatelist gives a list

of new official stamps just issued. They are

type-set, bear the words " Franqueo
Oficial Guatemala, 1902/' and the value in

figures within an ornamental border.

The '* o" of 23C. in this value has been
changed into a " 5 " in black.

Adhesives.

Official Stamps.

1 centavo green on white paper, perf. 12.

2 centavos carmine
5 .. blue
10 .. brown-violet

2f brown-orange and black ..

Hong Kong.—The first of the new
series proves to be a 1 cent, value, a denomina-
tion hitherto missing from the set. The stamp
is printed in two colours, the medallion
being in lilac, and the border and other
ornamentation in dull brown.
We illustrate the design below as it is

a little out of the ordinarv.

cent, brown and lilac, perf. 14, wmk. CA and Crown.
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India. Gwalior.—The three stamps of

the new set have been surcharged in the

usual manner for this State.

Adhesives.

Surcharged Gwalior and native inscription in black.

J anna grey.

h ,, green,
i ,, carmine.

Natal.—A 2d. value has been added to

the low values in the present sets, and five

high denominations have also made their

appearance. All these latter are in the

type of the 5s. already listed.

Adhesives.

2d. olive and rose, wmk. Crown and CA, perf. 14.

£1 blue and grey ,, CC,
£1 10s. violet and green ,, ,, ,,

£5 dark-grey and violet ,, ,,

£10 green and orange
£ 20 green and red

New Zealand.—The latest to come to

hand on the new paper are the 2d., 4d.,

and is. values. We have just seen speci-

mens of the two latter, and Eiven's Weekly
mentions the first named.

2d. black,
4d. chestnut and blue
is. red

Adhesives,

wmk. single lined NZ and star.

6 cents, on 8 cents, with inverted surcharge.
We wonder if the other values exist in this

condition ?

Adhesive.

6c. on 8c brown purple and ultramarine variety,
surcharge inverted.

South Australia.—The PhilatelicJournal
of Great Britain mentions the receipt of the
15s. stamp, " Postage and Revenue " type,
perf. 1 1 J, large holes. Hitherto this has
only been noted as perf. 10.

Adhesive.

15s. yellow-brown, wmk. SA and Crown,
(large holes).

perf. 11

J

Seychelles.—From the Monthly Journal

we learn of the existence of the recent

Trinidad. — The is. value has been
changed in colour, as it now comes to hand
in black on pale yellow paper with the
value shown in blue. Apparently the
whole set is being gradually altered in this

respect.
Adhesive.

is. black on yellow, value in blue, wmk. Crown
and CA, perf. 14.

Western Australia.—The 2d. has now
appeared watermarked V and Crown. The
inscription has been altered to read " Postage
Two Pence," instead of " Two Pence " only.

Adhesive.

2d. yellow, wmk. V and Crown, perf. 12%.

Foreign Countries,

France. China. — Messrs. Whitfield

King & Co. send us the 10c. and 5ir. Indo-

Chine, surcharged "Chine" in capitals,

with native inscription below.

Adhesives.

ioc. rose red, surcharged " Chine," etc., in black

Csfr. lilac on pale lilac ,, ,, ,,

Germany.—Below is a list of the new
official stamps. The design as regards the

frame and disposition of the value is precisely

similar to that of the ordinary postage
stamp, but the central space there showing
the portrait of Germania, now bears the

words " Frei Durch Ablosung Nr. 21 " on a

lined background.

Adhesives.

Official Stamps.

2pf. grey, perf. 14
3pf. brown, ,.

5pf. green,
iopf. red, ,,

2opf. blue, ,.

25pf. black and orange ,,

4opf. black and carmine,
,

,

5opf. black and lilac ,,

Hayti.—The stamps surcharged Pro-
visional Government, etc., were withdrawn
from use on December 21st last, and
the same stamps, without surcharge, are

now in use.

I Iceland.—The Monthly Journal gives a
!

list of the official set recently issued, and of

j

which we avail ourselves below. This

J

series is of the same design as the set for
ordinary use, but the first is inscribed
"FRIMERNI" at the right, and the
other "PJONUSTA."
The Monthly Journal mentions the existence

of an error, or rather two errors in the
sheet of the 20 aur of the ordinary set.

Nos. 2 and 52 in the sheet of 100 stamps
being of the "Official" type with the word
" PJONUSTA."

Adhesives.

Official Stamps.

3 aur black and yellow-buff.

4 >, ,, dark green.

5 ,, >> orange-brown.
10 ,, ,, blue.
iG ,. ,, carmine-red.
20 ,, ,, green.
50 ,, ,, mauve.
20 ,, blue error.

Liberia. —We have received a very
handsome new 3 cent, stamp for " Inland
Postage " This supersedes the value issued
in 1897 f°r tne same purpose. The new-
comer is printed in black, while it appears
in green for service postage, with the
addition of the letters OS in script capitals
on the top left-hand side; this having a
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decidedly better appearance than the

previous large surcharge or the micro-

scopic word, " Official," previously in use.

A series of five registration labels were
issued at the same time for the principal

towns ; these are all of the same design,

and bear the portrait of President Gibson.
All are on plain white paper, unwater-
marked, and perf. 14, and have the centre

in black.

For Official Use.

3 cents, green, surcharged OS in red.

Registration Labels.

10 cents, violet and black (Monrovia).
10 ,, green ,, (Harper).
10 ,, blue ,, (Buchanan).
10 ,, lilac ,, (Robertspost).
10 ,, orange ,, (Grenville).

Mexico.—A 4c. value has been added to

the current set. The design is practically

the same as in the other low values of this

issue, except for a slight difference in

ornamentation and disposition of the value.

Adhesive.

4c. red.

Paraguay.—Messrs. Whitfield King &
Co. send us two more provisionals. This
time the 1 and 5 cent, values have run

short, aud the 14 and 28 cents, of 1892 and
1902 respectively have been surcharged.
The overprint is in black, and in three lines

reading upwards. Messrs. Whitfield King
& Co. tell us that there are several varieties,

such as omission of stop, comma in lieu of

period, and accent over " U " in " UN."
Adhesives.

Habilitado
14c. brown, surcharged en un in black.

1 cent. 1.

Habilitado
28c. orange, surcharged en cinco in black.

5 cents. 5.

United States.—Mr. E. P. Reynolds,

Jr., sends us the new 10c. Special Delivery,

while Messrs. Pemberton & Co. have sup-

plied the new 2c. and 5c. ordinary pictured

below. None of these are so happy in

general appearance as the value illustrated

last month.

Adhesives.

2c. bright rose, perf. 12, wmk. USPS.
5c. blue ,, „ ,,

Special Delivery Stamp.

ioc. dark blue, perf. 12, wmk. USPS.
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Notes and News.

Gambia and Gold Coast.

Mr. E. D. Bacon tells us that Mr. G. B.
Routledge has written to him to say that
he has Plate 3 of the 3d. Gambia, issue

1898, and Plate 2 of the is. Gold Coast,
issue 1898-1900, so these two varieties can
be added to the list of plate numbers given
in Mr. Bacon's article in our last month's
number. Mr. Bacon also points out that
through a printer's error a note of interro-

gation was omitted after the "2d. deep rose"
in the list of Gambia Stamps, issue June,
1880, Division A, given on page 4.

[It is not the poor printer who is at fault this time.
The query was struck out by one of the Editors who
happened to have an entire sheet of this variety. In
view of the context, however, the correction ought to
have been made by a footnote, as the deletion of the
query made the article inconsistent. It is only due
to Mr. Bacon, who is so justly famed for the accuracy
of his writings, that we should make this explana-
tion.—En.

J

A New Error of Sweden.

The Illusti iette Briefmarken Journal brings
theillustration of an interesting and hitherto
unknown error of the 1858 issue of Sweden.
It is to be found on the 24 ore stamp,
yellow. In the ordinary stamp the inscrip-

tion of the value in the bottom label reads :

"TJUGUFYRA," whereas in the error it

reads: " TJUUGUFYRA." The particu-

lar stamp described is obliterated Stock-
holm, 18—8—60.

More Portuguese Colonies.

Mr. C. George writes to the Deutsche

Byiefmarken Zeitung, that according to a
decree published on December nth, 1902
(No. 284), on July 1st, 1903, the following

stamps, etc., will be issued :

—

Unpaid Letter Siamps.

For Angola, Cabo Verde, Guinea, St.

Thomas, Congo, Lourenzo Marques,
Mocambique, and Zambesia : 5, 10, 20,

30, 50, 60, 100, 130, 200, and 500 Reis.

For Portuguese India : 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 9
Reis; 1, 2, 5, and 10 Tangas, and 1

Rupie.
For Macao : ^, 1, 2, 4, 5. 8, 12, 20, 40, 50

Avos, and 1 Pataca (100 Avos).

For Timor: 1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 15, 20, 40, 50
Avos, and 1 Pataca.

This means a new avalanche of 112

stamps.

Post Office Mauritius.

M. Lemaire has acquired an envelope
bearing 1 One Penny, and 1 Two Penny Post

Office Mauritius stamps. The letter bears

a supplementary charge of 20 centimes. It

is said that a child found them at Bordeaux,
the home of most of the copies we know.

A Novel Way of Dealing with Remainders.

The German stamps with the inscription

Reichspost, were withdrawn on the 1st of

April last year, but considerable remainders
are still in the various general post offices,

to which all the smaller offices had to send

their stocks. The authorities at Frankfort

P. O. have carried out a rather novel

idea with the ones lying there. As it

happens, a new post office is being built in

that town, and a metal box has been made
to hold 146,300 stamps of the face value of

58,240 Marks. This box has been inserted

and cemented in the last stone used in the

building. Somebody may be made happy
in the future, if the stamps only keep dry !

Trade Price List.

We have received from Messrs. P. L.

Pemberton & Co. the 1903 popular British

and British Colonial Price List. The list

contains some fifty pages, and practically

all the stamps are priced. It should be of

assistance to those particularly interested in

Colonials, and the price, twopence, charged

for it is only nominal.

Delhi Durbar.

A Special Coronation Edition of the

Indian Postal Guide, containing a complete

set of all current Indian stamps from 3 pies

to 5 rupees, was the form of the souvenir of

the Post Office in connection with the

famous Durbar at Delhi, and a very sensible

and appropriate souvenir it proved. The
stamps are obliterated with the Special

Coronation Durbar Postmark, "Delhi,

January 1st. 1903." The edition (limited

to 5,000 copies) was sold only at the Durbar
offices, and only during the Durbar. Feel-

ing that some of our readers might like to

possess one we may add that Mr. W. T.

Wilson has secured a few for sale.

St. Helena.

Mr. Roskilly kindly sends the following

item :

—

(1) Notice was given at the St. Helena
Post Office, October 6th, 1902, that the

extra rate of £d. charged on letters and
papers to South Africa by steamers, other

than the regular mail steamers, would be

cancelled from that date.

(2) From and after the 1st November,
parcels may be sent to the United States of

America at the following rates :

—

Not over From From
3lbs. 3 to jibs. 7 to nibs.

From St. Helena to New
York City, Brooklyn,
Jersey City or Hoboken 4/4 6/8 9/-

From St. Helena to any
other part of the United
States 5/4 7/8 10/-
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Philatelic Exhibition.

The next one will be opened on April

12th at Miilhausen, in Alsace. We hear

that the celebrated collection of Greece
belonging to Mr. Mertzanoff is entered.

A Sign of Royal Favour.

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales
has graciously signified his acceptance of a
specially bound copy of Messrs. Bright &
Son's Catalogue or the World's Postage
Stamps, Envelopes, Postcards, etc., for 1903.

Cartagena, etc.

Mr. Peckitt writes that Dr. Michelsen's
article, as quoted in " Philately in the

Mags." last month, is too sweeping. He
;

has received nearly all these stamps on
;

letters addressed to himself which have
defrayed the postage without the aid of

any others. Under these circumstances we
agree with Mr. Peckitt, and have to thank
him for enabling us to make the correction.

If Dr. Michelsen had simply denounced
I

the stamps as being totally unnecessary, no
exception would have been taken by Mr.
Peckitt, as we understand that he concurs

j

in this opinion, which seems to us to be
unanimous.

Understamped Pictorial Post Cards.

Under this heading a paragraph has ap-

peared in the Leeds Mercury asserting that

owing to the absence of the Royal Arms '

Pictorial Post Cards when sent to the con-
I

tinent were charged as letters, and the

addressees had 3d. to pay. This is all non- i

sense. There are cases in which picture
j

post cards do not comply with the regula-

tions and are liable in consequence to be
charged letter rate, but the Royal Arms

j

have nothing to do with it. What is 1

essential is that on the address side the
j

words Carte-Postale should be printed or
written in a legible hand. It is to be ob-

served that the words Post Card do not
i

comply with the regulations of the Postal

Union, although in countries other than
|

France where the words Post Card appear
on the face the regulations are held to have
been complied with, yet in France itself it

is different, and the officials there insist

upon the words Carte-Postale.

Sale of a Noted Collection.

Messrs. Stanley Gibbons, Limited, an-
j

nounce the purchase of Mr. Nankivell's

collection of Transvaal, the best specialised
j

collection of this Colony in existence. Mr. I

Nankivell's name has for so many years I

been associated with the Transvaal stamps
that we cannot conceive how he will live

j

without them. We have a shrewd sus-
!

picion, however, that he has a quantity of
'

duplicates, and are looking forward to the
j

ranks of the limited specialists receiving 1

another adherent.

Fakes.

Australian Philatelists have lately been
much concerned over a quantity of faked

perforations of Australian stamps, the

following being the list of those at present

known to have been treated :
—

New South Wales.—Diadem, per/. 12, 3d. (rare

shade) 8d.

1870-80, Small Crown, perf. 10, 4d., is.
;
perf. 10 x

i2h, 5d., 8d.
;
perf. 12$, 2d. ; perf. 12I x 10, 3d.

1880-87, Large Crown, perf. 12I x 10, 2d.
;
perf.

11 J x 10, 2d.
;
perf. 12, id.

;
perf. 12 x 10, gd.

;

perf. 12 x 11, 2d.

Wmk. 10, perf. 11 x 10, iod.

Official Stamps, Small Crown, perf. I2£, 2d.; perf.

10 x 12^, 2d.
;
perf. 12J x 10, 3d.

Large Crown, perf. 10, 2d.; perf.

ni x 10, 6d.; perf. 12J x 10, 2d.

;

perf. 1 1 \, 5d.

5s. Maps, perf. 10, perf. 11 x 10 and perf. 10 x 11.

Registered, No wmk., perf. 12.

Fiji.—Perf. 10 x i2§, id. and 2d.; perf. 12 x 10, id. and
2d.; perf. 10, 4d. and 5d.

5s. stamp cleaned and regummed. (Fiji list is

incomplete.)
Tasmania.— 1864-70, perf. 10, 2d.; perf. 12J, 2d., 4d.,

6d. and is.

New Zealand.—1878, perf. 10 x i2§, id., 2d. and 6d.

(incomplete).
Queensland.—Perf. 9 x 12, id., 2d. (two plates), is.

South Australia.—Roulette and perf. is.; 1st star,

perf. 10, id. and is
;
perf. 10 x nh, 6d.

Official, perf. 10 x 11 J, 4d., and others of which a
list has not been kept, including perfs. of both
stars and O.S.

Mr. Fred Hagen, in the Australian Philate-

list, gives a long account of the whole affair,

showing the prominent part taken by Mr.
F. W. Reid, of Sydney, in placing these

forgeries. A sub-committee of the Sydney
Philatelic Club was appointed last Novem-
ber and went into the whole question.

Mr. Reid has since rather hurriedly, ac-

cording to this account, sailed for America,
and although some of his friends protest

his innocence, we agree that it was his duty
to have assisted the Committee, and cleared

his name of the serious imputations, rather
than refusing to do so and sending in his

resignation.

The New Scott.

The 1903 edition of the Scott Stamp and
Coin Co.'s Catalogue has reached us from
New York.

Just twelve months ago we reviewed the
1902 edition of this catalogue very fully,

pointing out a number of mistakes which
had been made. The edition now before
us appears to be a reprint of the old one,
with all the mistakes repeated. The prices

no doubt vary from the previous edition,

and the issues are brought up to date; still,

as a publication of Philatelic merit, and
especially in view of its redoubtable
English opponent, which is carrying the
war into the enemy's camp, it behoves its

proprietors to leave no stone unturned if

they desire to continue to lead the van in

the New World. The time has long since

passed when catalogues of the importance
of Scott are looked upon as mere trade
price lists. The enterprise of their pub-
lishers has made them of considerably more
importance, consequently such catalogues
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are bought in numbers, which they cer-

tainly would not be were they simply
required and used by collectors for the
purpose of purchasing stamps from the
particular firm to which they belong. For
the general appearance and "get up" of

the catalogue, as well as for the chronicling
of the countries, in which the Americans
stand pre-eminent, we have nothing but
praise.

New Zealand.

Seeing the large amount of trouble we
have taken to provide collectors with an
accurate list of the perforation varieties of

New Zealand, Niue and Penrhyn Island
stamps, we may perhaps be excused if we
advise readers to place no reliance on the
list of these stamps published in Messrs.
Stanley Gibbons' new and otherwise ex-

cellent addenda. No. 234a of New Zealand
is purely a freak and has no right whatever
to a place in a catalogue. Sheets of the id.

perf. 11 (or 14, as the case maybe) have
had either the vertical or the horizontal
rows of perforation very much off-centre,

and as is usually the case when the defect
is noticed, they have been re-perforated in

the right place (generally with the hand-
machine 11, which is more convenient when
a small number of sheets only have to be
operated upon). The Colonial Stamp
Market has at the present moment a
quarter-sheet of 60 of the £d. no wmk.
(No. 241), with the normal perforation 14

all round, but vertically much off-centre,
with the result that it has been re-perforated
vertically with the gauge 11. This is,

however, purely a freak and not a varietv
worthy of catalogue rank. Messrs. Stanley
Gibbons themselves are evidently of this
opinion, as their variety is numbered 234a,
and is the only one in the new list to have a
duplicate number, no doubt indicating that
it will be taken out of the list when those
they have are sold. There are something
like fifty of these compound perforation
freaks known, and if one is catalogued, all

should be. We question the existence of
Niue Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and Penrhyn No. 1.

The only example of id. Penrhyn Islands,
perf. 11, we have seen, was bought from
Messrs. Stanley Gibbons and was not on
Waterlow paper, as catalogued by them,
but on Basted Mills paper. This error
throws a doubt on the accuracy of the
description of Niue, Nos. 2 to 7. May not
these be also on Basted Mills paper, and if

so, identical with Nos. 10 to 16 ? The ^d.,

with spaced " U E " variety and inverted
surcharge, is omitted and should be No. 12a.—Ezven's Weekly Stamp News.

Malta.

We are informed that the Postmaster at
Malta has been placed on the retired list on
half pay. Has this anything to do with the
subject of our Editorial in the September
number of last year ?

Correspondence.
Benadir Bogus Stamps.

To the Editor of the '

' Philatelic Record.
'

'

Dear Sir,—No doubt you have seen or
heard of so-called postage stamps for

Benadir (Italian Somali Coast), which are
being sold by a trading firm at Milan.
Having in mind certain past experiences
with Brunei, Nyassa, Sedang, and other
bogus stamps, we have always looked upon
these labels of Benadir with suspicion, and
have up to the present refused to buy them.
We have, however, been making enquiries
by writing letters direct to the place, all of

which remained unanswered until we sent
an Italian bank note to purchase the
stamps. This note has just been returned to

us with a letter, from which we extract the
following :

—
" There are no postmasters here, and it is

forbidden to us officials to have anything to

do with postage stamp dealers ; the stamps
can only be obtained from the Company's
office at Milan."
We think this is quite sufficient to con-

demn these labels.

We may add that the letter we received
had on it a stamp of British East Africa,

and was posted at Kismayu. If any ad-
ditional evidence was required, it is fur-

nished by our envelope, which was returned
to us ; it has been sent to Mombasa,
Djibouti, and Aden, and is endorsed in

French, " No postal service with Benadir."
—Yours faithfully,

Whitfield King & Co.
Ipswich,

January igth, 1903.

To the Editor of the " Philatelic Record."

Dear Sir,—In our letter we omitted to

state that the letter which we received from
Kismayu was sent by the Italian Resident
for Jubaland.
We have since pursued our enquiries a

little further by writing to the Societa

Anonima Commerciale Italiana del Benadir
at Milan, who inform us in reply that the

entire stock of stamps has been sold to an
Italian stamp dealer, whose address they
give us.

We think these labels may now safely be
relegated to the same position as those of

Sedang and Brunei.—Yours faithfully,

Whitfield King & Co.
Ipswich,

January 315/, 1903.
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Editorial Notes.

THE Government enquiry at Valetta recently concluded with the

result announced in our columns last month affords the first

instance of some practical good arising out of Philatelic Press

comment. This Journal in September last contained an Editorial

upon the Malta surcharges. The veteran paper was alone

of Virtue"
to ra ise its voice, and remained in splendid isolation to

carry the matter through, except for the valuable aid of

Messrs. Whitfield King cS: Co., who were in hearty accord with our

observations, and wrote to the Colonial Secretary calling his attention

to the matter, and in consequence a Government enquiry was directed

to be held at Valetta, to be presided over by the Governor. Our
readers must not forget that there is a very dangerous secret society in

Malta to which the majority of the Maltese belong, and it was soon
discovered that this fact materially increased the difficulties of proving

the allegations, because of the uselessness of calling local witnesses.

Seeing that the enquiry was in danger of coming to an end on this

account, Mr. J. C. North, who is well-known, and is one of the

Lancashire Witches (a term synonymous with the Philatelic Record)

stepped into the breach and certainly saved the situation. Attending in

person and giving evidence, he had little difficulty in making out his

case to the satisfaction of the Court, which, by the way, in the

opening stages was lamentably ignorant of the most elementary
points affecting the subject. It certainly strikes the practical mind as

extraordinary that the defacement of stamps when sold to the public

should not have been noticed and of itself attracted the attention of

the authorities, but so little did the Court know of what was going on at

the Post Office that it had never seen or heard of the 2jd. stamps with
the red tick in the corner, although these had then been in use over a
month. The effect of Mr. North's attendance at the enquiry was to stop

these monstrosities at once. They were withdrawn from issue the next
day, the Postmaster having no authority for acting as he had done. For
this and his other PNNEY idiosyncrasies, he has earned the distinction

of being placed on the retired half pay list, a result which we trust

will have a deterrent effect in other quarters.

Mr. H. R. Oldfield has been carrying on the campaign against

. . bloating as the only satisfactory method of collecting,

Spedalism. ^y explaining his new scheme to his fellow members of

the Manchester Philatelic Society. Misapprehension
and ridicule have been most prevalent with regard to Limited
Specialism, and convincing argument against its principles noticeably
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absent, but the more it is rightly understood the more we venture to

think it will appeal to the general body of collectors. The saving of

expense and space for display, and the consequent increase in the

number of countries which can be dealt with, certainly commend it to

men of moderate means, who it must be remembered are, to a large

extent, the mainstay of Philately. On the other hand it is difficult to

see what reasons, except apprehension as to the ultimate value of

their huge accumulations, or fear lest some of their stamps should fall

into the hands of other specialists, can rouse the ire of those who, for

want of a more euphonious term, have come to be known as

"bloaters." Limited Specialism does not condemn bloating in itself;

indeed, in the case of newly exploited countries it recognises it as

absolutely necessary, but it vigorously denounces the contention that

it is the only real way in which to collect. The feeling in Manchester
was distinctly in favour of Mr. Oldfield's views. Some "who came to

scoff remained to pray," and as he is fully convinced of the soundness
of his opinions he will undoubtedly spare no efforts to propagate them,
trusting that time and quiet consideration will cause them to take firm

root in the minds of Philatelists.

The success of our first venture in the direction of a Handbook has

been far beyond our most sanguine expectations. So far

. . . as the publishers are concerned, the work is entirely out

Handbook °^ Pr i nt > hut a few copies can still be had from the

sources indicated in our advertisement columns. There
is, therefore, every inducement to continue the series, and we hope in

due course to announce the issue of the Second Handbook.

Guanacaste.
Notes on the Stamps Overprinted for that Province

of Costa Rica.

By Lieut. F. H. Napier, R.N.

GUANACASTE is a province in the extreme north-west corner

of the Republic of Costa Rica, marching with Nicaragua.

It has a population of about 20,000 inhabitants, and its

capital is Liberia, a name familiar to philatelists as appearing in

the postmarks of the stamps we are about to consider. These
consist of certain of the general issues of Costa Rica overprinted

with the name " Guanacaste " for use in that Province. It appears

that the dwellers in this favoured region were allowed an abatement
or discount on the face value of their stamps, which necessitated

these being overprinted with the name of the Province to prevent
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their being bought at the lower rate and then taken to other

Provinces and sold at face value. According to Collin and Caiman's
" Catalogue for Advanced Collectors " the amount of the rebate was
6 per cent., and the above seems a sufficient reason for the existence

of the surcharge. This privilege must have extended to fiscal as well

as postage stamps, as we find the overprint on fiscals that do not carry

on the face any indication that they were available for postage,

although no doubt they were sometimes so used.

The first issue of overprinted stamps for exclusive use in Guanacaste
took place some time towards the end of 1885. Previous to this we
may suppose there was no need for such a surcharge, and since it

appears on the stamps of 1889, but not on those of 1892, nor on any
subsequent issues, the necessity for it must have ceased at some time
between these dates.

So much suspicion justly attaches to the philatelic produce
of Central America that it may be said that everything- coming
thence must be considered guilty until proved to be innocent, and I

had better, therefore, say a few more words in defence of these

surcharged Guanacastes. I find that although a certain number of

varieties, which I shall specify further on, are much more plentiful in

an unused than a used state, on the other hand there are many that,

while fairly common used, are hardly ever to be found unused, while
others again are just as often met with one way as the other. I think
this is generally owing to the way they happened to be stocked by the

dealers at the time of their first appearance. It is the low values that

are generally commoner used than unused, and certain settings more
than others. I can find no evidence anywhere of remainders having
ever been put on the market—that is with the exception of one stamp
to which I shall again call attention in the course of these notes. All

this seems to show that the issue of these surcharged stamps was
legitimate and even necessary, and that they are well worth the
attention of philatelists, whether general collectors or specialists.

Stamps of Costa Rica surcharged " GUANACASTE " were
chronicled in the Philatelic Record for the first time in November,
1885. The particular stamp mentioned in the number of that date is

the then current 1 centavo green with the surcharge printed vertically

in black. In the number for the following January (1886) a complete
set of values—that is ic, 2c, 5c, 10c. and 40c.—is chronicled with
the following particulars :

—

1 centavo green, surcharged in black horizontally.

2 centavos carmine, ,, ,, ,,

5 ,, slate, ,, ,, vertically.

10 ,, orange,

40 ,, blue, ,, red horizontally.

I think, from this evidence of the Philatelic Record, it is clear that
both vertical and horizontal overprints were made at or about the
same date in 1885, but that probably the vertical setting was the first

to be imported to this country. It is so much rarer than any of the
horizontal settings, that the forme from which it was printed must
have been broken up after a comparatively small quantity of sheets
had been printed from it. It is with a description of this vertical
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setting that I propose to commence, but I must first sketch a plan on
the lines of which it is best to proceed.

The stamps surcharged for Guanacaste in 1885 were those of the

issue of 1883—five values in all, as detailed above. With them (or

shortly afterwards) was also surcharged the provisional 2 centavos blue

of 1884. This stamp was a fiscal that had been transformed into a

postage stamp by overprinting on it the word " CORREOS " in black.

Besides this provisional postage stamp there were the two fiscal

stamps proper of 1884— 1 centavo carmine and 2 centavos blue—which
were also about this time overprinted " Guanacaste " for fiscal use in

that Province, but which seem to have been used for postage as well.

These two stamps were freely so used in Costa Rica generally, and I

have no doubt that when overprinted with the name of the Province,

they were in like manner available and were used for postage in

Guanacaste. In the list I give further on all the above stamps—five

postage stamps of 1883, one provisional of 1884, and two fiscal stamps
of 1884—form one group I call Section I. Section II. consists of

surcharges on the two stamps issued for Costa Rica in 1887, and
finally Section III. contains the various overprints on the London
printed stamps of 1889.

In all there were nine settings made for overprinting the word
" Guanacaste." In one of these settings there are five types of

overprint ; in another there are two types, and the remaining seven
settings each consist of one type of surcharge only. I have dis-

tinguished the nine settings both in the text and in the accompanying
plate of autotype illustrations by the letters A to I, and in Settings A
and G, that consist of more than one type, I have numbered the types

consecutively. I will now go on to give what I may call a Reference
List of the Stamps of Guanacaste ; minor varieties I omit as they will

be mentioned in the notes as I go on.

Section I. (1885-86).

(i.) On postage stamps of 1883.

Setting A, 5 types, vertically in black on ic, 2c, 5c. and 10c.

B, 1 type, ,, ,, 2c, 5c. and 10c.

r 1 •
4. 11 (in red on ic, Sc. and 40c.

C, 1 ,, horizontally-- 111 jJ (in black on ic, 2c. and 10c.

-p. j in red on 5c. and 40c.

(in black on ic, 2c, 5c, 10c. and 40c.

P (in red on ic, 5c. and 40c.

(in black on 2c. and 10c.

F, 1 „ ,, in black on 2c.

{it.) On provisional postage stamps of 1884*.

Setting A, 5 types vertically in black on 2c.

,, D, i type, horizontally ,, ,,

(in.) On fiscal stamps of 1884 (used for postage).

Setting A, 5 types, vertically in black on ic. and 2c.

,, D, 1 type, horizontally ,, „ „

* This is the 2C. blue fiscal of 1^84 turned into a provisional postage stamp by over-

printing it with the word " CORREOS " in black.
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Section II. (1887).

On postage stamps of 1887.

Setting F, 1 type, horizontally in black on 10c.

G, 2 types, „ „ 5c.

Section III. (1889).

On postage stamps of 1889.

Setting H, 1 type, horizontally in black on ic, 2C, 5c, 10c, 20c, 50c,

ip., 2p. and 5p.

I, 1 ,, ,, ,, ic, 2C-, 5c. and 10c.

All the different types of surcharge are illustrated in the autotype

plate. Of these there are fourteen in all, of which five are in Setting A,

two in Setting G and one each in Settings B, C, D, E, F, H, and I.

Type 1 of Setting A is identical, as far as I can make out, with the

single type of Setting E, except that the first is vertical and the second
horizontal, so perhaps it w7ould be more correct to say that the

surchages are thirteen in number. As regards Setting B, although
there is only one type, I have illustrated three specimens selected from
different values, as it is a rare and curious setting, and the careful

comparison of specimens with these illustrations will be found very

necessary.

Notes on Section I.

The sheets, or panes, of Costa Rica consist of 50 stamps arranged
in five horizontal rows of 10 stamps in each row, and Setting A was one
of 50 covering the whole pane. The setting, in which there are five

different types, is fully described in the Philatelic Record of March,
1886, and I cannot do better than repeat the description here :

—

" Costa Rica (Guanacaste).—Messrs. Whitfield King & Co. send
us a sheet of the 1 centavo in which the surcharges vary from that

described and delineated in our January number. The sheet consists

of fifty stamps in five rows of ten and the whole of the surcharges are

applied vertically, as in the 10 centavos.
" In the first vertical row, and in the two lower stamps of the

second vertical row, ' Guanacaste ' is in ordinary type, as in those
hitherto seen with the horizontal surcharge, but larger and thicker,

measuring i8Jmm. in length, wrhereas in the horizontal surcharge the

word measured 17mm.
" In the three upper stamps of the second vertical row, and in

those in the third and fourth vertical rows, ' Guanacaste ' is in similar

letters to the former, but measures 20mm. in length.
" In the fifth vertical row ' Guanacaste ' is in fancy capitals of

3^mm., and measures in length 20mm.
" In the sixth and seventh vertical rows ' Guanacaste' is in thin

Roman capitals of 3jmm., and measures in length 15mm.
" In the eighth, ninth and tenth vertical rows ' Guanacaste ' is in

thicker Roman capitals of 3mm., and the length is 2ijmm.
" We are informed that out of a considerable consignment by far

the larger quantity was, as before, with the horizontal surcharge."

The 5c. slate and 10c. orange of this Setting A had already been
chronicled in the Philatelic Record of January, 1886, and in the
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following May number the 2c. carmine of the same setting is noticed.

The horizontal surcharge alluded to in the foregoing extract must have
been what I call Setting D. Two other horizontal settings, C and E,
were also chronicled in the May number. Most likely Settings A, C,

D and E were all made about the same time. Setting B was never

chronicled in the Philatelic Record. I shall speak of it later. Setting F
was probably of much later date, possibly it did not appear until 1887 ;

but I have preferred to include it in Section I. so as to keep stamps of

the same type together in the same section.

Plan of Settiiig A •

I 2 2 2
1

3 : 4

!

4 5 5 5

2 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 5

2 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 5

5I I 2 2 3 4 4 5 5

I I 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 5

In the setting T) pe 1 occurs 7 times.

2 „ 13 „

3 >> 5 "

4 » I0 »

5 „ 15 >.

If it were not for the two lowest stamps in the second column
being Type 1 and not Type 2, all the horizontal rows would be alike,

and we might then suppose the setting to have been one of 10 repeated

five times on the pane of 50 stamps. This is the conclusion arrived at

by Messrs. Collin and Caiman. The two surcharges of Type 1 in

the second vertical column had evidently escaped the notice of these

authors, or else they had not a complete sheet to go by. I have never

myself seen a complete sheet, but the Editor of the Philatelic Record,

in the extract given above, states distinctly that he had " a sheet
"

before him when he wrote, and his description is otherwise too

categorical to admit of any doubt.

There seem to be no minor varieties in the setting, at least I am
unable to detect any. Measurements and detailed descriptions of the

five types would be superfluous here, seeing that my readers have the

facsimiles before them in the autotype plate, and I therefore omit
them. What perhaps may be of more interest to them is my idea of

the relative rarity of the types and values either between themselves or

as compared with other settings. It is quite evident that the relative

rarity of the types depends upon the frequency with which they occur
in the setting, and that therefore the rarest is Type 3, which ought to

be three times as rare as Type 5, the commonest type. As regards the

different values, I rank them in the following order :—First in point of
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rarity comes the 2c. carmine. I really cannot say whether it is rarer

unused or used. My own experience leads me to believe that it is

rarer used, but it may be accident that has brought the unused to my
notice. I have never seen a used copy, and not more than about
half-a-dozen unused. This value is not given by Messrs. Collin and
Caiman in their catalogue as existing with any one of the five types of

Setting A, and I think that this omission on their part is very good
evidence of the rarity of these five stamps.

Second in degree of rarity I place unused specimens of the ic.

green. Although nothing like as rare as the 2c, they are still good
stamps, especially the rarer types. Used they are not nearly so rare,

although by no means common. On the same level with the ic. used
are unused 5c. slate. All the foregoing stamps are difficult to find,

and with one or two additions from other settings may be looked upon
as forming the Philatelic aristocracy of Guanacaste.

Altogether of lower rank are the 5c. used and the 10c. orange
unused. The former is fairly common, and the latter very common
indeed. It is to this last I alluded when I said that I thought that

remainders of one stamp had been put on the market. How far this

may be true I cannot say, but one thing is certain, that is that the

stamp is very plentiful. I have never seen it used, and I suppose in

that state it might be counted as one of the rarities of the country,

but I should advise my readers to be cautious of investing their money
in a postmark when the mint stamp can be bought for a few pence.

To make up complete sets of all four values used seems to me to

be an impossibility, seeing the dearth of 2c. and 10c. in that state,

although such sets of the ic. and 5c. can be made more or less easily.

Complete sets unused are not unattainable, but take a long time to get

together. For the general collector the best plan is to take unused or

used as they turn up, and even then the 2c. is so difficult to find that

the set may take a long time to complete.*

The surcharges of Setting A are all printed so as to read downwards.
This seems to be the nearly universal rule, but I have in my collection

a ic. green with Type 2 on which the overprinted word reads upwards.
Messrs. Collin and Caiman in their " Catalogue " describe a 5c. slate

in the collection of Mr. C. B. Corwin. This stamp has been twice
surcharged, and has on it our Type 1 reading downwards as well as

our Type 4 reading upwards. The sheet of which this stamp formed
part must have originally presented a curious variety of combinations
of two types ; in fact, there must have been eight such in all, and my
readers who are interested on these points will find them enumerated
correctly in Collin and Caiman, or may reconstruct the doubly sur-

charged sheet for themselves by the help of the plan of Setting A
given further back.

Setting B.

Although I have never seen even a pair of stamps of this setting,

there can be no doubt that it consisted of a single type. It is

catalogued and illustrated by Messrs. Collin and Caiman as their

*Since writing the above I have secured two used copies of 10 centavos yellow of
Printing A. One has the usual circular date stamp, but too faint to read the town-name

;

the other shows- part of an oval double-lined frame and the word " Naranjo," which is the
name of a town in Guanacaste, about thirtv miles to the north of Liberia.
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" Type 9," and the only value given as existing with this overprint is

the " 5c. purple." In the last edition of Moens' Catalogue six vertical

surcharges are enumerated ; of these his first type is our Type 2,

Setting A ; his second our Type 4 ; his third our Type 3 ; his fourth

our Type 5 (although in this case there is obviously a mistake in the

length of the surcharge, which is 22mm., not 2o£ as he gives it) ; and,

finally, his sixth is our Type 1 of the setting. He was evidently

unaware that all these five are found on the same sheet, as he omits

the ic. and 2c. of our Type 2 ; but he gives all four values for the

other types, and there can be no doubt that the above identification is

correct. There remains his fifth vertical type, which is described as

being " 2i|mm.X 3mm." I think that he has made some confusion

here between his fourth and fifth types, and that by the latter is meant
our single type Setting B, although the correct dimensions of this are

21mm. X 2^mm. In no other way can I account for his six vertical

types ; and, moreover, he catalogues only the 2c. carmine under the

head of his fifth type, in any case showing that it was rare relatively

to the other five vertical types.

Beyond these two chronicles I know of no other notice of this

surcharge. I have met with it on the 2c, 5c. and 10c, and illustrate

a specimen of each value from my own collection. These three stamps
came from as many different sources ; the surcharges are all alike, as

my readers can see for themselves, and I have no doubt they are

genuine. I am strengthened in my belief in the authenticity of this

overprint by the fact that I have never met with an unused specimen
of any one of the three values. The 5c. is not very rare. I have seen,

I daresay, about a dozen specimens. The 2c. and 10c. seem to be
rarer; of these I have not met with more than three or four each.

These two last are nearly, if not quite, as rare as the commoner types

of 2c. of Setting A.

It will be noticed that in all the three stamps illustrated the sur-

charge is slightly out of the perpendicular. This is frequently to be
seen in stamps of Setting A, and appears to be characteristic of vertical

surcharges in Guanacaste. I mention all these points, as doubts have
been thrown on the authenticity of this surcharge by a well-known
Parisian philatelist of no mean authority, but on what precise grounds
I know not, although I fancy the confusion in Moens' Catalogue has
something to do with it.

Setting C.

This setting was chronicled in the Philatelic Record of May, 1886.

It is the commonest, used or unused, of all the settings, and its one
type is in point of size smaller than any other surcharge found on
these stamps. It was printed in red on the ic, 5c. and 40c, in black on
the ic, 2c. and 10c, and also double, once in black and once in red,

on the ic. One surcharge in the setting has the overprinted word
spelt " GNANACASTE "; I do not know the position of this variety

in the setting. The ic. green with red surcharge, according to Collin

and Caiman's " Catalogue," exists with the surcharge inverted.

Setting D.

This was chroniciled in the Philatelic Record of March, 1886. It

was made in red on the 5c. and 40c, and in black on the ic, 2c, 5c,
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ioc. and 40c. All the black surcharges are common, except, perhaps,

the ic, but used copies of the 2c, ioc, and 40c. are not often met
with. The 5c, with red surcharge, is a good stamp either way, but it

is rarer unused than used. The 40c, with red surcharge, is not given

in Collin and Caiman's Catalogue. It was unknown to me until it

was given in Stanley Gibbons' Catalogue for 1902. Since then I have
seen a few copies of it, all unused ; but I should not like, on so short

an acquaintance, to hazard an opinion as to its degree of rarity.

Setting E.

This Setting, chronicled in the Philatelic Record of May, 1886, is

identical in Type with Type 1 of Setting A. It exists in red on the

ic, 5c. and 40c, and in black on the 2c. and ioc. The ic. is given

in Stanley Gibbons' Catalogue as existing with double surcharge, one
red and one black, but I have never seen a specimen of this variety.

Setting E is a good deal rarer than Settings C or D, at least in all but

the two lowest values. The ioc. orange of this Setting, with black

surcharge, is a fairly rare stamp.

Setting F.'&

I have already said that I think this Setting may be of as late a

date as 1887. It was made in black on one value only, the 2c.

carmine, and is very common unused. I have never met with a used
specimen.

Overprints on the postal ftscals.

In 1884 provisional postage stamps were made by overprinting the

word " CORREOS " in black on two fiscal stamps of the same date

—

the ic. carmine and 2c. blue of the design lettered " Timbre
Proporcional" in the label at the foot. Of these two provisionals, one
only, as far as I know—the 2c. blue—was surcharged for use in

Guanacaste. It is known to me surcharged with Settings A and D in

black, but although the last is by no means rare, the stamp is not

mentioned by Collin and Caiman as having been surcharged for

Guanacaste. As regards the same provisional, with Setting A, I have
only seen one specimen, and that unused, but I am informed of the
existence of others. In the absence of used specimens it might be
as well to suspend our judgment as to the exact Philatelic status of

both of these stamps, especially as regards the latter.

The same two Settings, A and D, are found in black on the fiscal

stamps proper of 1884, that is, the above-mentioned ic. carmine and
2c. blue without the word " CORREOS " overprinted. These were
no doubt originally intended for fiscal use in the province of

Guanacaste. They are chronicled as fiscals by Moens in his Fiscal

Catalogue, 7th edition, and as " Revenues used for Postage " in Collin

and Caiman's Catalogue. Both values are common with Setting D.
Setting A is scarcer, but I suspect they are held by dealers in fiscal

stamps. Possibly some of the readers of the Philatelic Record, who
move in fiscal stamp circles, may be able to throw some light on this

subject. I have a copy of the 2c. blue overprint with Type 2 of

Setting A obliterated by a date stamp of some sort that is only partly

legible, but the town name is " San Jose," the capital of Costa Rica,
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which is perhaps not in favour of this specimen having been postally

used in Guanacaste. At the same time the use of these two fiscals for

postal purposes in the other parts of Costa Rica was so general that it

is more than likely they were similarly authorised for Guanacaste,
although their use may have been limited.

Setting G.

This Setting, which consists of two types arranged in the Setting

in alternate rows, was applied in black only to the 5c. purple of 1887.
This stamp so surcharged, together with the 10c. orange of the same
issue, constitute what I have called Section II., but the 10c. was
overprinted with Setting F, also in black, which has been already

noticed. It is more than probable that the 2c. carmine, with Setting

F, that I have included in Section I., was issued in 1887 with the

above-mentioned 5c. and 10c. of the new design, as it wras then the

current 2c. of Costa Rica. The 5c. of Setting G is very common,
both used and unused, and so is the unused 10c. of Setting F, but I

have never seen a used specimen of this last.

Settings H and I.

These two Settings printed in black on the stamps of 1889 form
Section III. of our list. The stamps of this date consisted of a set of

nine values, to all of which Setting H wras applied. The Setting

contained an error of surcharge, in which the name is printed
" GUAGACASTE," but this error must have been corrected, as it is

only known to me on the 1 peso blue, of which there is a postmarked
specimen in my collection. It is this stamp that I give as an
illustration of Setting H. A note in Stanley Gibbons' Catalogue
states that " several of the values" exist with the error, and Scott

catalogues the 50c. as well as the 1 peso, so it may well be that other

values exist.

All the values of this issue are common unused, with perhaps the

exception of the four lowest values. These are certainly highly

priced in dealers' lists, but there are plenty of all of them about, and I

fancy their rarity is more imaginary than real. All values are plentiful

used, indeed quite suspiciously so. Can it be that " postmarking

"

was overdone to the extent of causing a comparative dearth of certain

of the values in the unused state ?

The date of issue of stamps with Setting H was early in 1889.

The surcharge is described and illustrated in the Philatelic Record of

May of that year.

Setting I was applied to the four lowest values only. I am not

sure of the date of issue of stamps with this setting. I can find no
notice of it in the Philatelic Record. In Moens' Catalogue the date is

given as September, 1889, and in Scott as 1890. It may be remembered
that the stamps of 1889 were printed in London, and according to

Senf's Catalogue Setting I was overprinted on the stamps by the

printers in London, while Setting G, like all the former Guanacaste
surcharges, was made locally. This being the case, it seems to me
that very likely the two settings were both issued about the same time
in 1889.
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Setting I contains an error, that is an overprint in which the

second "A" of the word is without cross-stroke, like a "V" inverted.

This error is found on all four values.

Before concluding these Notes I will add something as to postmarks

found on stamps with the Guanacaste overprints. The most usual, and
the most satisfactory as far as a Central American postmark can be said

to be so, is an obliterating stamp consisting of the word " LIBERIA "

in tall Roman capitals, measuring about 15mm. X 4mm., enclosed in

a single-lined oval of 23mm. X 12mm. It is generally very distinctly

struck either in black or in violet aniline ink. Quite 75 per cent, of

used Guanacaste stamps are so cancelled. Unfortunately other post-

marks are seldom as distinct. Most of them appear to be date-stamps,

with the date in the centre of two concentric circles, between which is

the name of the town above, and " Costa Rica " below. Most of

these date-stamps are inscribed " San Jose," but I have also in my
collection stamps postmarked " Punta Arenas " and " San Ramon."
Punta Arenas is in the province of Guanacaste, but San Ramon is not,

any more than San Jose, which is the capital of the whole country.

Besides these date-stamps I have stamps obliterated by a design of

parallel bars, and also with a long rectangle, containing an inscription

which is illegible. Without precise knowledge of the terms and
manner of issue of the Guanacaste stamps, it would not do to con-

demn postmarks other than " Liberia" or other towns in Guanacaste
as bogus, nor to hold the surcharges on such stamps as false while

admitting the obliterations to be genuine. At the same time it must
be admitted that a great number of obliterations on the stamps of

1889, especially the higher values, have been done par complaisance,

probably in the capital.

My readers will observe that while giving them my idea on the

relative rarity of the various surcharges, I have been silent as to

absolute value. My purpose in this is to avoid misleading them in

any way. The demand for Guanacaste is almost nil, but if this were
to increase I have every belief that the supply would increase with it.

Many stamps now lying perdu and neglected would be brought forward
for sale, and many of my present opinions as to relative rarity might
prove to be erroneous. At the same time it is probable that stamps
now procurable for pence would rise in price to shillings, or even to

pounds. In fact, in the absence of a market it is impossible to

estimate absolute value.
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Notable Philatelists

E. J. Nankivell,

THE Philatelic Lion of the hour is assuredly the subject of our

sketch this mouth. Ever since he sold his collection of

Transvaals to Messrs. Stanley Gibbons, Limited, a few weeks
ago, all the philatelic journals have had notices concerning the sale,

and this is not to be wondered at in view of Mr. Nankivell being so

widely known, and the amount of the purchase price. The latter we
believe to be the largest yet paid for the collection of the stamps of

one country alone.

In making the announcement of the purchase, Mr. C. J. Phillips

comments upon the scope of the collection as follows :
—" In each set

or printing of the old stamps Mr. Nankivell takes a row of four picked

shades of single stamps, unused. If there are four values in a set, we
find on the first page of each issue four stamps of each value, unused,

then a page of the same stamps with the fine roulette, then a page of

wide roulettes, more or less according to variety. Following the

unused single stamps we find one or more pages, as may be necessary,

of unused pairs, strips and blocks of four, and the collection is very

strong in this respect."
" Next we have just the same repeated in used stamps. After this

there come several pages of ' varieties,' such as tete-beche, inverted

surcharges, defective lettering, etc., etc. In fact this collection may
be said to consist of four ordinary unused collections, plus four used
collections, plus an unused collection in pairs and blocks, plus a used
collection in pairs and blocks."

" The great charm about the collection is the exquisite condition

of almost every stamp—each one with large margins, well centred,

carefully selected shades, so much so that there seems no redundant
copy in the whole collection, which ranks worthily with two other

well-known specialised collections, viz. :—the British stamps of Mr.
H. J. White and the Ceylon of Baron A. de Worms."
W7

e must confess to a feeling of sadness coming over us whenever
we hear of the sale of a well-known collection, and the present is no
exception. We quite agree with Mr. Phillips when he says it will

be a great pity if this collection should have to be broken up, and
rejoice at the opportunity he is giving collectors of purchasing it intact

at a very large discount off catalogue rates.

Although Mr. Nankivell has parted with his Transvaals, it must
not be supposed for an instant that he is giving up collecting, for such
is very far from being the case. He runs a general collection with
voluminous notes for reference purposes, and, as we stated last month,
has the makings left of a fine limited specialist's collection of Transvaal.

Mr. Nankivell has been interested in them too long to give them
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up altogether ; in fact we hear that since he sold he could not resist

the temptation of acquiring a strip of six, which is probably unique.

As a journalist Mr. Nankivell is widely known, and readers of the

philatelic press have much to be thankful for. His contributions

possess a vivacity and succinctness, which is really charming, mellowed
as they are by expressions of opinion which, in the main, are

remarkably sound. As a leader writer or for short newsy paragraphs
we believe him to be the cleverest philatelic journalist of the day.

For this reason, now that he has parted with a collection which must
have occupied so much of his little spare time, we hope to see him
devote it to other countries and write articles full of philatelic merit

of the truly scientific kind. One of these articles has been promised
by him to our readers for many months, dealing with China, and they
will be pleased to hear that its advent is now within the pale of

practical politics.

Mr. Nankivell commenced collecting in the early days, about 1866,

but it is not so much with this early collection, which shared the fate

of those of so many other youths, that we are concerned, but rather

with his later career, which may be said to have commenced in the

year 1881, when he joined the Philatelic Society of London.
Although at that time Mr. Nankivell had sold his general collection

he tells us that he had retained his Transvaals, and his introduction to

Mr. Tapling, who was most enthusiastic upon the country, may have
had not a little to do in making Mr. Nankivell develop into what he
has subsequently ascended to, the recognised expert in Transvaals.

When Mr. Westoby resigned in January, 1896, he accepted the

vacant Editorship of this paper and retained it for three years,

assuming control again soon afterwards as one of a syndicate which
purchased the paper from Messrs. Theodor Buhl & Co. A limited

company was registered and Mr. Nankivell was once again in the

editorial chair until his retirement in 1901. He is still an occasional

contributor to our columns, and in addition writes the English letter

for The American Journal of Philately, the Philatelic Notes in that boys'

paper called The Captain, and is interested in The Connoisseur. Needless
to say he possesses a fine philatelic library, in which he takes only the

best books, not believing in rubbish.

Mr. Nankivell is always regarded as the thorn in the side of the

Premier Society. He is never tired of telling the Council of its short-

comings, and never sparing in his criticisms, which are often of a

scathing character. It is, therefore, not surprising to find that he is

almost universally looked upon as the critic. Whether he is so by
nature or whether his vocation has made him so, we must leave others

to judge. This, however, we do say, that he acts with the object of

bettering the existing state of things and uses his voice and pen with
conspicuous ability, aiming at the goal which he has set up as his ideal.
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Competitive System at Exhibitions.

By J. H. Abbott.

THE vexed question at the present time is, What inducements can

we offer in the various classes to make the medium, or rather

the average collector an exhibitor? He shuns the Exhibition

knowing he has no chance with the man who has a deep pocket,

although possibly up to a certain point he possesses a fine specialised

collection of a country minus the specimens which run up to many
pounds. In the discussion one solution of the difficulty has not, I

believe, so far been suggested. It will be within the memory of most
Philatelists that at the Manchester Exhibition a Second Division was
created in the rarity class in which the value of the stamps exhibited

in this Second Division was limited to two pounds. This class secured

an entry of 14, all medium or average collectors, and I contend that

had not this Second Division been scheduled we should have missed
seeing the 600 or 700 stamps shewn, most of them in fine condition,

and proving a very interesting series. Why should not this method be

applied to the various countries in the other divisions, thus creating a

Second Class in each of them ? Even if two pounds were made the

limit it would leave very few gaps in the exhibits. I should have the

stamps over two pounds (if this limit be fixed) removed from the

collection, and if any were possessed by the exhibitor they could be

mounted on a separate sheet marked "not for competition." I mention
two pounds as the limit, but make it thirty shillings or a pound, so

long as you can induce the average collector to come in and shew7 us

what he has. I think the medium collector generally goes for the w7hole

world, but if you could show him that he has a chance of competing
successfully with his fellows, he would go in for the limited specialism

so admirably championed by Mr. Oldfield, and confine himself to a few
countries or a continent. In time he would become a Philatelist as

well as a collector, with greater benefit to himself and others.

Supposing the limit be fixed at 30s., used or unused. If you turn

to Stanley Gibbons' Catalogue you will find how few stamps are

priced above that figure. Commencing with the colonies, Antigua has
only 3, Bahamas 10, Bangkok 3, Barbados, a large colony from a

Philatelic standpoint, only 9, Bechuanaland 13, and so on; of course

some of the Australian colonies run up to a larger number, but a good
many of the varieties, unused, are practically unobtainable by the

wealthiest collectors, and are never sought after by the medium
collector. Then again, by this limitation of value it would benefit the

collector by inducing him to put the strength of his purse into the

medium stamps, selecting fine copies where previously he would have
been content to take second rate ones, and as the collection of fine

copies grew it wrould become an increasing pleasure to him and his

friends of the same cult. In the next Exhibition give this system a

trial in preference to taking out whole issues, as has been done in the

past, which in some cases means robbing a collection of possibly one
or two types often very interesting. Take Fiji as an instance, under
the cutting out system the first two issues would be missing, but under
the limited value system they would be represented and add consider-

ably to the interest of the exhibit.
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The eailiest information as to Neiv Issues will be much appreciated by us, ami will be duly credited
to the correspondent, or firm, sending it. Our foreign subscribers can materially

help us in this direction. When possible, a specimen should
accompany the information, and be addressed to

G. Fred. H Gibson, /, Clarence Street, Manchester.

The British Empire,

Hong Kong.—Mr. Peckitt sends us two
new stamps of the design illustrated below.
They were received by the mail reaching
London on the 16th instant, with the infor-

mation that the others of the set would not
be issued till a few months had elapsed.

»%31!M.'M!W:Fl [%Jr

Adhesives.

Wmk. CA and Crown, perf. 14.

8 cents violet and grey-black on white.
12 ,, marone and green on yellow.

Newfoundland.— In addition to the 2c.

and 3c. stamps which we chronicled some
time back as having been found imperforate,
the ^c. has now been discovered in this

condition. The American Journal of Philately

also mentions the ic. imperforate vertically.

Adhesives.

ic. slate-green, variety, imperf.
ic. green, variety, imperf. vertically.

New Zealand.—The Australian Philate-

list has seen the 4d. on the new watermarked
paper, but perforated 14.

Adhesive.

4d. chestnut and blue, perf. 14, wmk. single-lined NZ
and Star.

Orange River Colony.—Mr. Peckitt

sends us the first value of the new set. So
far we have not heard of any other denomi-
nation being issued.

Adhesive.

id. carmine, wmk. CA and Crown, perf. 14.

South Australia.—The 3d. postage due
has now appeared in Type B (space at foot

filled in), perforated 11 x iig.

As these stamps are apparently in no way
peculiar to this particular Colony, we shall

in future chronicle any addition to the set

under the head of "Australian Common-
wealth."

Adhesive.

Unpaid letter stamp.

3d. emerald green, Type B, perf. 11 x uh.

Sudan.—The 1 and 10 piastres stamps
are out in new colours ; they are also water-
marked with the Star and Crescent.

Adhesives.

Wmk. Star and Crescent, perf. 14.

1 piastre black and red.

10 „ ,, ,,

Foreign Countries.

Austria. Post Offices in Crete.—
The 5 and 10 heller of the current set have
been surcharged for use here. The word
"centimes" appears in block capitals at

the foot of the stamp, "heller" being
barred out at top and bottom.

Adhesives.

5 centimes in black on sh. dark green.
10 ,, ., ioh. rose.
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Corea.—Though we have not yet seen
the stamp, we hear from various sources of

the issue of a Commemorative variety,

though what it is to celebrate we are so far

rather at a loss to know.

Adhesive.

3 cheun orange.

Cuba. —The inscription on the Special
Delivery Stamp has now been corrected,

reading " Inmediata " in lieu of "Imme-
diate " as previously.

Adhesives.

Special Delivery Stamp.

ioc orange, corrected inscription.

Ecuador.—We have the 25c. tall upright
fiscal of the 1901-2 series overprinted
" Correos un centavo " in thin capitals

within a single-lined oval frame.
The surcharge is in black and is applied

vertically.
Adhesive.

1 centavo on 25c. yellow (fiscal, series 1901-2).

France.—Messrs. "Whitfield King & Co
send us various of the stamps listed below,
while particulars of some are derived from
foreign exchanges.

In several instances the sets appear now
to be completed.

Adhesives.

Issue for Alexandria,
ioc. red.

15c carmine.
20c brown and violet.

25c. blue.

30c. lilac.

Issue for P.O.'s in China.

ioc. red.

15c. carmine.
20C. brown and violet.

25c. blue.
30c. blue.

Issue for P.O.'s in Crete,
ioc carmine.
15c. red. ,

2oc. brown and violet.

25c. blue.

30c. lilac.

Issue for Morocco.
25 centimos in black on 25c. blue.

Issue for Port Said.

ioc carmine.
20C red-lilac.

25c. blue.

30c. violet.

Hayti.—The American Journal of Philately

mentions the existence of the 2c. Unpaid
letter stamp surcharged " Gt. Pre," etc., in

red instead of in black.

Adhesive.

Unpaid letter stamp.

2C. dark indigo, surcharged "Mai. Gt. Pre. 1902"
in red.

Honduras.—A new set of eight values

is just to hand. We do not know who the

celebrity depicted is, but he certainly has

rather a one-sided appearance. The stamps
are on plain white paper, perforated 12.

Adhesives.

1 cent emerald green.
2 cents carmine-rose.

5 ,, blue.
6 ,,

purple.
10 ,, brown.
20 ,, ultramarine.
50 ,, vermilion.
1 peso orange.

Iceland.—We illustrate below the design
of the new set. As mentioned in our last,

the ordinary Postage and Service Stamps
are alike except that the inscription on the
one reads "Frimerin," and on the other
" Pjonusta "

Having so far only chronicled the 6 aur
grey with the new surcharge, we copy the
list given below from the Philatelic Journal
of Great Britain. In the case of those
perforations that are queried, they have
elsewhere been listed as 12J, but the stamps
are not known unsurcharged with that
perforation.

Adhesives.

3 aur yellow, surcharge black, perf. 12J.
o „ carmine,

,, ,, ,,

o „ blue, „ carmine, „
5 ,, blue and brown, surcharge carmine, perf. 12A.
o ,, lilac, surcharge black (?), perf. 14 x 13^.

„ red and blue, surcharge black, ,,

Official Stamps.

5 aur brown, surcharge black (?), perf. 14 x 13I.

10 ,, ultramarine, surcharge black, perf. i2i.
20 ,, green,

,, ,, (?), perf. 14 x 13A.
50 ,, hlac, ,, ,, (?),

Paraguay.—Here apparently, as in many
another instance, surcharging once started
is very difficult to stop, but surely the supply
of 1 and 5 cent, stamps must be very much
overdue. Messrs. Whitfield King & Co.
send us three new varieties, a 1 cent, on the
1 peso of 1900-2, and 5 cents,, both on the
60 and 80 cents, of 1802.
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The surcharge is in three lines, in black,
reading upwards.

Adhesives.

Habilitado
i peso slate-blue, surcharged en un in black,

i cent, i

Habilitado
6oc. orange, surcharged en cinco in black.

5 cent. 5

8oc. pale blue, ,, ,, ,,

Persia.—We regret to learn that pro-

visionals, formed by surcharging values of

the new set have already made their

appearance.
The 3 chahis and the iokr. have been

surcharged "2 chahis" and " 12 chahis "

respectively, together with their equivalent

in Persian, while the 5okr. green has been
pressed into service for two new values,

2 and 3 tomans.
The surcharge on the 3ch. is applied

diagonally from left to right, while on the

10 and 5okr. it reads across the foot of the

stamp. Six values have also appeared with
the Official overprint.

Adhesives.

2ch. in blue on 3CI1. grey-green.
i2ch. ,, iokr. rose.

2 tomans in blue on 5okr. green.

3 ,, in black ,, ,,

Official Stamps.

5 chahis red, surcharged " Service."
12 ,, blue, ,, ,,

1 kran lilac, ,, ,,

2 krans, ultramarine, ,,

5 ,, red-brown, ,, ,,

10 ,, rose, „ ,,

Peru.—We have seen the 10 soles

Unpaid letter stamp of 1899, surcharged
"Deficit un centavo " in two lines. The
surcharge is in black, and is applied

diagonally, though we believe it is also to

be found placed horizontally.

Adhesive.

Unpaid letter stamp.

ic. in black on 10 soles brown-lilac.

Portugal. Portugese Colonies.—
Though we should hardly imagine the

recently created stock of Provisionals had
been worked off, we have seen a quantity of

new stamps for the various Colonies. All

are of the 1898 type, and we believe the

list below to be a complete one.

Adhesives.

ssue for Angola.
i5r. grey-green.
25r. carmine.
5or. brown.
65r. dull blue.

75r. lilac.

U5r. orange-brown on pink.
i3or. brown on straw.
40or. dull blue on straw.

Issue for Cape Verde.
I5r. grey-green.
25r. carmine.
5or. brown.
65r. dull blue.

75r. lilac.

ii5r. orange-brown on pink.
i3or. brown on straw.
40or. dull blue on straw.

Issue for Guinea.
i5r. grey-green.
25r. carmine.
5or. brown.
65r. dull blue.
75r. lilac.

ii5r orange-brown on pink.
i3or. brown on straw.
4oor. dull blue on straw.

Issue for Inhambane.

air.

5r.

1 or.

i5r.

2or.

25r.

5or.

65r.

75r-

ioor.

ii5r.

i3or.

20or.

40or.

5oor.

7oor.

grey.
orange-yellow.
light green.
grey-green.
grey-violet.

carmine.
brown

.

dull blue.

lilac.

dull blue on blue.
orange-brown on pink.
brown on straw.
violet on pink.
dull blue on straw.
black on blue.
grey-black on straw.

Issue for Lorenzo Marques.
i5r. grey-green.
25r. carmine
5or. brown.
65r. dull blue.

75r. lilac.

U5r. orange-brown on pink.
i3or. brown on straw.
40or. dull blue on straw.

Issue for Macao.
2a. grey-green.
3a. slate.

4a. carmine.
5a. pale yellow-brown.
6a. red-brown.
8a. grey-brown.

10a. dull blue.

12a. lilac.

13a. grey-brown.
18a. orange-brown on pink.
20a. brown on straw.
31a. violet on pink.
47a. dull blue on straw.

Issue for Mozamrique.
i5r. grey-green.
23r. carmine.
5or. brown.
(>5r. dull blue.
75r. lilac.

ii5r. orange-brown on pink.
i3or. brown on straw.
40or. dull blue on straw.

Issue for Portuguese Congo.
i5r. grey-green.
25r. carmine.
5or. brown.
65r. dull blue.
75r. lilac.

ii5r. orange-brown on pink.
i3or. brown on straw.
4001-. dull blue on straw.

Issue for Portuguese India.

1 Jr. slate.

2%r. pale yellow brown.
3r. dull blue.

9r. grey violet.

it. carmine.
2t. brown.

2it. dull blue.

3t. blue.

5t. brown on straw.
8t. violet on pink.

i2t. green on pink.
1 rupia dull blue on straw.
2 ,, grey-black on straw.
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Issue for St. Thomas and Pkinci

i 5 r. grey-green.
25r. carmine.
Sor. brown.
6sr. dull blue.
75r- lilac.

nil". orange-brown on pink.

i3or. brown on straw.
40or. dull blue on straw.

Issue for Timor.

3a grey-green.
^a carmine.
oa pale yellow-green.
9a red-brown.
10a grev-brown.
12a dull blue.

13a lilac.

15a violet.

22a orange-brown on pink
30a brown on straw.
47a violet on pink.

78a dull blue on straw.

United States.—Mr. E. P. Reynolds,

Jr., and Mr. \V. H. Peckitt send us four

more of the new series. None of these can
be considered so successful as some of the

preceding values, unless we except the 3c,
which, as will be seen below, is rather

pleasing.

Issue for Zambezia.

i5r. grey-green.
25r. carmine.
501% brown.
65r. dull blue.

75r. lilac.

ii5r. orange-brown on pink.

i3or. brown on straw.

40or. dull blue on straw.

Servia.—Messrs. Whitfield King & Co.

send us tbe 25 and 50 para and 1 dinar in

the new type. In the case of the two
lower values the design is slightly smaller.

Adhesives.

25 par. ultramarine, perf. n h.

50 ., yellow-buff ,,

1 dinar pale-brown ,,

,„. r
; - ;.-• •

Adhesives.

1 cent, green, perf. 12, wmk. USPS.
3 cents, violet ,, ,, „
4 cents, red-brown,, ,, „
10 cents, brown

Notes and News.
Russian Stamps Printed in 1902.

According to the Russian Journal Gazeta.

the number of Russian stamps printed in

1902 are as follows :
—

Kopek

35

46,000,000
52,000,000

39,000,000
7,500,000

17,500,000
196,000,000
18,000,000
13,000,000

4,500,000
500,000

Belgian Telegraph Stamps used Postally.

Until the end of last year the Belgian
Telegraph Stamps could be used for the
franking of express letters, hence we find

so many of these stamps with postal

obliterations. Since the 1st of January,
1903, this has been forbidden, and ordinary
postage stamps have to be used. If any
express letters franked with Telegraph
Stamps are found in the letter boxes, they
will be treated as such if the right amount
of postage has been affixed (25 centimes).
The telegraph stamps are, however, not
obliterated, and the postage plus the
express fee are collected from the addressees.

Whitfield King's Catalogue.

The fourth edition reaches us from the
publishers of this, we believe, the only
catalogue framed upon lines whereby only
standard varieties of the postage stamps of

the world are chronicled. From it we learn

that the total number of all known varieties

of postage stamps issued by all the Govern-
ments of the world up to the present time
is 17,382 ; of this number 194 have been
issued in Great Britain, and 4,758 in the
various British Colonies and Protectorates,

leaving 12,430 for the rest of the world.
Dividing the totals amongst the Continents,
Europe issued 3,917, Asia 3,120, Africa

3,342, America, including the West Indies,

5,625, and Oceania 1,378. A comparison
of these figures with those published in

November, 1901, will shew that 1,301 new
varieties of stamps have been issued
throughout the world in the space of sixteen

months. The issue, throughout the British

Empire, of new stamps bearing the portrait

of King Edward is largely responsible for

this increase.

The Republic of Salvador has issued
more varieties of postage stamps than any
other country, the number being 404.
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Boyaca, Poland and Wadhwan have each

found a solitary specimen suffice for their

postal needs.

The present edition, in cur opinion, is a

distinct improvement upon the last, several

countries have been re-written and with

good effect.

The stamps of the Royal Mail Steam
Packet Co., Suez Canal and Tierra del

Fuego are omitted because they are con-

sidered locals.

The catalogue is printed in excellent type

and should be in the hands of every beginner

and general collector, for whose benefit it is

published.

Fanciful Surcharges.

As our readers are doubtless aware,

a number of the stamps of Hong Kong
bearing surcharges in Chinese characters

are now upon the market with these

characters in various abnormal positions.

We hear that such were not issued from the

Post Office, and that the dies have either

been stolen or sold. This accounts for the

numerous varieties already existing, and, no
doubt, the manufacturers would welcome
suggestions for further improvements.

Philatelic Journalism.

A curious development arising out of the

copying of articles of merit by one paper
from another has recently occurred in

America. Some years ago Mr. Duerst wrote

a series of papers on Roumania which
appeared in the Philatelic Journal of Great

Britain. These were afterwards translated

(with the permission of the author) by
Count d'Assche for a Paris paper, and are

now being re-translated into American by a
Translantic collector. We are looking

forward to them being once more put into

English for the edification of the readers of

some of our contemporaries, andit will then
indeed be amusing to compare them with
the original.

The New Supplement.

Last month brought to hand Messrs.
Stanley Gibbons' supplement to the last

edition of their catalogue. It is printed to

correspond with the catalogue—a decided
improvement. At the end of the supplement
three pages are devoted to a special offer of

uncut and reconstructed sheets of Afghani-
stan at very moderate prices, ranging from
25 to 50 per cent, under the regular catalogue
rates. The collection offered is an extremely
fine one, and merits the serious attention of

every student of these really extremely
interesting stamps.

The Auctions.

The collection of Mr. G. L. Edwards was
sold by Messrs. Puttick & Simpson at the
end of last month. The English were
noticeable, and included 1840 id. black, a
block of 20, with side margins and inscrip-

tion, "brilliant condition but rather creased,"

^12 5s. A superb block of ten 2d., 1840,
with side margin, ^"32. A block of six 6d.,

octagonals, slightly creased, £ij. A block
of four iod. octagonals, with large margins,
one stamp slightly creased, /15. A pair of

is. octagonals, Die 2, one slightly damaged,
£6 5s. The 2d. large Crown perf. 16, no
gum, £g 5s. 1855 issue, small Garter, 4d.

carmine, a pair, corner perf. missing, ^12 ;

ditto, medium Garter, a single with part

gum, on blue paper, ^12 ; ditto on white,

£6 5s. 10s. grey, Maltese Cross, 12 guineas.

£1 brown-lilac, £iy. 5s. Plate 4 on bluish,

£y ios., three specimens all brought the

same price, which is a remarkable coinci-

dence, ios. Anchor, -£48. 1888, £1 Orbs,
10 guineas. In addition to the Great Britain

there were some fine Colonials, all the

stamps in the sale being unused. British

Bechuanaland "Protectorate" ios. £g 5s.

Gibraltar, value omitted, £10—a good price,

as the stamp was creased. Cape triangular,

is. dark green, a block of four, £13.
6d. bright mauve, a block of four, £5 7s. 6d.

is. emerald green, a block of four, £\%.
These last three lots, we presume, came out
of " the find " a few years ago, and their

owner, we should fancy, lost money on them.
Lagos ios. lilac-brown, 11 guineas. Sierra

Leone 4d. blue CA, £g—a much lower price

than it would have tetched before that little

lot turned up. Bahamas is., superb, £5,
very cheap. St. Christopher one penny on
2^d., the rare small surcharge, £ig. British

Guiana 1862 Provisional ic. full roulettes

and gum, ^22 ios , a rare stamp in this

condition.

A Disappointment.

The recently issued 2c. stamp for the
United States does not please the critics, so

the order has gone forth, according to the

Metropolitan Philatelist, to the Bureau to pre-

pare a new drawing.
What the Bureau will do in the way of a

new design it is too early to undertake a
forecast. The sketch has not really been
begun ; the artists are sort of working out
schemes in their minds, which will later be
reduced to paper and out of them will finally

grow the completed design. The Bureau
has had no suggestions from the Post Office

Department ; it will go ahead on its own
responsibility and get out a design that

seems to meet its approval and submit it to

the Department.

Splits.

Collectors have not been troubled much
lately with cut stamps used provisionally.

The class were becoming so troublesome at

one time that they fell into disfavour. This
has probably a good deal to do with their

disappearance. The Danish West Indies,

after the recent outbreak of surcharge fever,

has revived them in the form of the 4c. cut
diagonally for use as a 2c. stamp. These
are offered in America for is. 6d. each.
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Editorial Notes.

THE Connoisseur, which was started at the end of igoi to minister

to the pleasure of Collectors of all kinds, has not had long to

wait for the inevitable rival. The Burlington Magazine has just

come to hand. With their rivalry we are not concerned. But it is

a curious fact that both started with the same editor.
in nc s

-j>he fj rst editorial in the Connoisseur was disfigured with

Ignoramus a sneer at Stamp Collecting. The writer thereof did

not long occupy that editorial chair. Now he sits in

the editorial chair of the new magazine, and once more the poor man
vents his little spite on Stamp Collecting. Why, we know not, unless

it be that in his case Stamp Collecting plays the same part in his little

life that King Charles's head played in the life of another afflicted one.

We are told that " the desire to collect in the abstract—the mere
collecting for the sake of collecting—is one of the crudest of instincts

inherited from the less reasonable of our animal ancestors." Apparently
the present editor of the Burlington will have to re-write Natural
History. And then he goes on to say that " the man who collects old

masters as another collects railway tickets or postage stamps displays

his affinities." Ah, well. There are affinities and affinities, editorial

and otherwise, and we fear the new magazine is not to be congratulated

upon the peculiar affinities of its present editor.

The Connoisseur learnt to its cost that it does not do to collect

editors of the sneering type. At best they are an expensive luxury,

especially if they happen to be descended from " the less reasonable of

our animal ancestors."

Mr. Oldfield's paper upon Limited Specialism upon which we com-
mented last month has since appeared in the Monthly

Pendragon Journal, and Mr. C. J. Phillips is the first to accept Mr.
Redivivus. Oldfield's challenge. Each side has now got an ex-

perienced Field Marshal, and all that is further required

is for the Generals, Colonels and Majors to have their say, and the

rank and file will fall in with the victorious side.

A veritable Pendragon controversy arises before our eyes. Who would
have thought that after nigh upon forty years, this bone of contention

would once again loom on the horizon. Yet surely this is what
is actually taking place, making due allowance for the different con-

ditions under which collections are made to-day as compared with the late
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sixties. The effect of the decision which was arrived at during the

period we mention has proved of inestimable value to Philately.

The system of collecting it encouraged as being the correct system,

and which at the time was referred to by some as the " French School/'

has unquestionably turned mere stamp collecting into philately.

No one would dream of returning to the order of things which
existed in those days, but the question is whether the success and dis-

tinction which certain prominent philatelists have gained by the stud} 7

of large quantities of stamps has not turned their heads, and made
some of them go considerably too far in the best interests of philately,

knowing that the further they go the further the common herd will

follow. Let us pause for an instant to take in the situation. The most
advanced student of the " French School " would be considered a

veritable tyro in the advanced Specialism of to-day. It is difficult, if

not impossible, to say where the advanced Specialist of to-day does
draw the line. He accepts all varieties of perforations, even of the

Waterlow machines, a condition of things which to our minds requires

reform, he collects microscopical varieties of surcharged stamps which
necessitates his taking entire sheets or panes just as the surcharge

happens to be set up, he collects plate numbers which are expressed

only upon the margins of the sheets, thus requiring corner blocks or

pairs, and we believe some go so far as to collect the sheet numbers
which are progressive, for example, the current issue of Spain. In used
stamps, the town obliterations on the stamps of Thurn and Taxis, have
long been a favourite and perhaps harmless amusement on the Con-
tinent. A friend only recently wrote us he had some two thousand
different varieties of these stamps alone. The English stamps used
abroad threatened collectors here a few years ago, and now a rage is

being cultivated for early dates which has certainly more to commend
it than postmark collecting in general. To the omnivorous collector

we are sorely tempted to say, " Success hath made thee mad."
But no, it is not the philatelist who collects in this way who is

mad, on the contrary, thereby he shows his wisdom. He follows this

plan, knowing it to be the true one, whereby alone he can hope to make
discoveries, and his object in collecting upon this plan is one of study

alone. But is this true with many who follow his example ? We fear

not. These collectors build up, or attempt to build up, colossal col-

lections on these lines not for that purpose but simply because they

consider it to be the fashionable and correct thing to do. Because, as

Mr. Oldfield puts it, it is recognised now-a-days as the only way to

collect, it is with the object of altering this condition of affairs

that Mr. Oldfield has opened the campaign.

Will the Collectors' Catalogue question never die ? Shall we never

9
be free from its perplexities and its problems ? Even its

The Col lectors
interest opponents are everlastingly stirring up the dying

Again. embers of controversy. A sense of unrest, of something
lacking, is kept alive in the philatelic soul. The dealer

candidly asserts that his catalogue is compiled for trade purposes, and
the collector wearily shakes his head and plaintively asks for a collectors'

catalogue. Leading specialists tell him to possess his soul in patience,
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and to be thankful for the crumbs that fall from the dealers' table. At

best it is an unsatisfying condition of things that reigns in the philatelic

world. It is not even a compromise, for the all-powerful dealer settles

the question of varieties, both great and small, to suit his own peculiar

needs and ideas. Pie is the sole master of the situation, and the poor

helpless general collector, snubbed and cajoled, by friend and foe, by
dealer and specialist, trudges along the road that has been so arbitrarily

marked out for him by his trader, with all its disappointing sinuosities

between infinitesimal varieties of paper, perforation, and shade, inverted

stops and thickened letters.

According to Mr. Castle, in the London Philatelist, " the final stages

of discussion have elicited the general opinion as to the excellence of

the idea and the utter impracticability of putting it into execution."

What a confession ! If an idea is excellent, and there are not brains

enough, or enthusiasm enough, to carry it through, then are we poor
indeed. In the opinion of the advocates of the catalogue compiled for

collectors by collectors the end is not yet. Not a few are patiently

content to let the idea ripen, as they believe it must when the average

collector is sick and tired of dealer-made varieties. We can do little

more than watch the progress of the enthusiastic reformer, and note

his quiet determination to have his catalogue. Meanwhile, let us hope
that he will not land us in a Babel of Catalogues, from the frying-pan

into the fire.

Morocco Agencies.

A paper read before the Manchester Philatelic Society on

February 20th, 1903.

By J. C. North.

THE Empire of Morocco, the largest of the Barbary States, is

situated in North-West Africa. It is divided into numerous
States ; the portion north of the Atlas Mountains consists of the

Kingdom of Fez and Morocco, the southern parts being Dra, Sus,
Tafilet, Tuat, Wadi and others, which are again sub-divided into

districts, each under the governorship of a " Kaid." As we have lately

seen, these Kaids or local chiefs are semi-independent.

Morocco formed a part of the Roman province of Mauretania, and
was conquered by the Vandals in 429, regained by Belisarius and
subjugated by the Arabs early in the eighth century. From that period
to 1647 it was ruled by a number of short-lived dynasties. In 1647
the Sheriff of Tafilet united the whole country under one government
and founded the present dynasty. Europeans know little of the
interior of Morocco, the area of which is estimated at about 314,000
square miles, with a population of about 8,000,000.
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The reigning Sultan or " Emperor," Mulai Abdul Aziz, was born in

1878 (the son of Sultan Mulai- Hassan), and on the death of his father

1894 was proclaimed Sultan in the Sherifian Camp June 7th, 1894.

He is a very progressive young man, being very friendly with
Europeans, and encourages European manners and methods, which has

led to the recent unsuccessful revolt.

The Postal arrangements in Morocco are many and curious. The
native services are maintained by post-runners between the different

towns, or by camel, there being neither railways nor wheeled vehicles

in Morocco. You may, perhaps, remember some two or three years

ago I exhibited to you some portions of envelopes shewing peculiar

hand stamps. During my various recent visits I have made inquiries

regarding these stamps, and find that at the several large towns, where
a post is maintained, letters (on payment of the rate for carriage) are

impressed with a hand stamp containing the name of the town and a

fac-simile of the Sultan's signature. Specimens of these I have here

for inspection. Owing to the insecurity of the Moorish post, and its

inability to maintain an ocean post, the British, German, French and
Spanish have erected and maintain post offices at the following cities

and towns:

—

Great Britain—Tangier, Tetuan, Laraiche, Nabat, Casa Blanca,

Mazagan, Saffi, Mogador, and Fez.

Germany—All above, and in addition at Mequinez, Marakesh
(Morocco City) and Alcazar.

France—All above.

Spain—The coast towns only.

There have been several local postal services established by private

individuals, but most of these are now incorporated in the British and
French services.

Before 1898 stamps of the several European countries served for

postage by their respective ships between coast towns. The postmaster
of the British Post Office in Tangier had repeatedly urged on the

authorities at Gibraltar, whose stamps he used, the necessity of

marking the postage stamps in some manner to shew in the accounts
that the maintenance of a Post Office in the coast towns was justified,

some question having been raised on the subject. It was therefore

decided to overprint the stamps of Gibraltar with the words " Morocco
Agencies." This was done at the printing-office of the official gazette,

The Gibraltar Chronicle, the overprinting being in black ink, and the two
panes, each of 60 stamps of 120 stamps per sheet, being done at one
operation.

In this the first setting there are two varieties, one being the sixth

stamp of the sixth row in the right-hand pane, the letter A of Agencies
being without cross-bar, thus A. When this was detected in the Post
Office at Gibraltar the type was reset. The second variety occurs on
the second stamp of the eighth row of the right-hand pane, the S of

Agencies having a long tail thus £.

The type being reset (and I believe electrotypes taken) other print-

ings were made, which seem to have been done carelessly, as many
varieties of poor printing occur, in some cases the whole word Morocco
being missed out through want of ink. There are, however, three

permanent varieties in this setting. The first is on the first stamp in
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top row of the left-hand pane, the M of Morocco is damaged. Second,

in the sixth vertical row in the left-hand pane the serif of g in Agencies

is missing. Third, on the fifth stamp in the fourth row of the right-

hand pane, " en " of Agencies are joined together.

A strange variety which I here shew is the double print of sur-

charge on the right-hand pane only. I bought three rows of this,

right across the sheet, to shew that the left-hand pane is normal

;

these were all with the exception of a single copy that I could save

from ordinary usage in Tangier.

In the second setting of Gibraltar prints the following values I

shew in complete sheets, the overprint being in blue ink instead of

black ; viz., 40c, 50c. and 1 peseta.

The printing in Gibraltar being unsatisfactory, it was ordered that

the stamps should be overprinted in London by Messrs. De la Rue,
about the end of 1899. The type is of a different font to that

previously used in Gibraltar, and is easily distinguished from it by
noting that the serif of g is in the Gibraltar print near the crown,
whilst in the London print it is at the side g, and the M of London
print is a little narrower than the Gibraltar print.

On the first sheet of the London print, which I received when
issued, I noticed two varieties in the surcharge.

First, on the third stamp of the seventh row of the left-hand pane
the left serif or top of ~M was appreciably longer than on any other

stamp in the sheet.

Second, on the fifth stamp of the third row of right-hand pane I

found the N-C joined together by a hyphen-like stroke. All the above
noted varieties you will see in the blocks and sheets here shewn on
every value.

In July, 1 90 1, at Casa Blanca, there appears to have been a shortage
of the 5c. value ; this was for only a short time (I was told only a few
minutes, until the package of stamps arriving were opened, as the
mail steamers only call for perhaps an hour), so the 10c. stamp was
allowed to pass cut in half, here shewn on the envelope, which I was
lucky enough to get from its then owner.

I have here a unique variety—the 25c. value. As you will note in

lower label, 25ce is missing, thus : [ ntimos 1 ; this was rescued from
an envelope, the owner of which did not know of its Philatelic interest,

and so allowed it to be replaced by one of the common or garden
variety.

I may say that another method of distinguishing the Gibraltar
prints from the London prints, if the stamps are unused, is that the
impression on the latter is deeper or heavier than on the former, and
shews on the back of the stamp.



The late Henry Stafford Smith.

The death of Mr. Henry Stafford Smith at his residence

at Brighton, on the 23rd February, has removed yet another
of the few remaining links of the past. In days gone by his

name was constantly on the tongue of collectors of all

classes and the older ones among our readers will in common
with ourselves readily recall the time when " Stafford

Smith " occupied the position analagous to that of Stanley

Gibbons to-day. How we used to buy his packets and
mount our stamps in his " Permanent " Albums, which must
have had a very large sale ! This was in the late sixties,

seventies, and into the eighties. After this the old firm did

not keep pace with the times, owing, we believe, to the

increasing age of the central figure and his declining health.

The consequence has been that the name which was
once a household word is scarcely known to the collectors of

to-day, who will, however, we feel sure, appreciate reading

the following excellent biography written by his old associate,

Mr. Overy Taylor, for Messrs. Alfred Smith and Son's Monthly
Circular :

—
" If Stafford Smith—to give him the name by which he

was best known to collectors—did not give to stamp-
collecting a name, I am inclined to believe he was practically

the first to give it a ' local habitation ' in England. There
had been for some years previously gatherings of stamp-
collectors in Birchin Lane and its alleys for the exchange
of specimens ; advertisements in the ordinary newspapers,
offering stamps for sale, had been numerous, and descriptive

catalogues had been published; but I think Stafford Smith
was the first to open an office solely for the sale of foreign

stamps. Well I remember it. It was in George Street,

Bath—his native city and mine—and was started in 1862,

immediately after he had left the bookseller on the other

side of the street, to whom he had been apprenticed—

a

small shop, the windows filled with sheets of stamps, and
the young proprietor busy with his correspondence and in

executing the orders which flowed in from all parts.

"To the novel business on which he had embarked he
brought those orderly methodical habits which always
distinguished him, coupled with a quiet courtesy and tact,

and above all with that firm integrity in all things, great or

small, which soon led to the spread of his fame as a reliable

dealer. Added to this, he gave himself up to the careful

study of stamps, of which he almost from the start gained a

wonderfully complete and accurate knowledge. Very rarely,

if ever, was he deceived by a forgery, however slight its

points of difference from the genuine might be. Moreover,
he was in communication with the few recognised authori-

ties of the day on collecting, notably with Mount Brown, of

whose catalogue he received a large-paper copy from the
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author, which he regarded as one of the most prized books
in his Philatelic Library.

" In less than a twelvemonth from the date of the opening
of his office the business grew to be too extensive for one
person to manage, and he took his brother, the late Mr.
Alfred Smith, into partnership with him, the firm then
becoming ' Stafford Smith and Smith,' and immediately
signalising itself by the issue on the ist January, 1863, of the

first number of the Stamp Collector's Magazine—the earliest

periodical publication devoted to the advancement of the

new pursuit (Le Timbre-Post did not appear until the 15th of

the same month). The S.C.M., under the experienced editor-

ship of Dr. C. W. Viner—happily still with us—was an
immediate success. It was brightly written and teemed
with useful information. Dr. Gray, of the British Museum,
and Mount Brown were among the contributors to the first

number, which was, moreover, illustrated with very good
engravings, and it long continued to be the leading organ of

the stamp-collecting world.
" Such was the beginning of the career of my deceased

friend. Its subsequent progress is well known. In 1866

Stafford Smith removed to Brighton, leaving his brother to

carry on the Bath business, and himself founding a fresh one,

which has ever since been in the first rank. He at the same
time issued the Philatelist, which ran for 12 years, and he
made a speciality of the publication of useful stamp albums,
which have run through many editions. His influence in

the earlier years of stamp-collecting was great ; he helped to

establish it on a solid and sensible basis, and to the last he
retained his interest in it. He was brought into frequent

contact with all the leading Philatelists, and his sound
judgment and large experience were always at the service of

those who appealed to him for guidance. Probably there is

hardly a rare stamp among the older and more valuable

which at one time or another has not passed through his

hands, and he has seen the price of many of them in recent

years multiplied tenfold—yea, even in some instances fiftyfold.

As a pioneer in stamp-collecting, as one of the most efficient

organizers of the pursuit, his name will long be remembered.
" May I add a few words as to Stafford Smith—the man

—

in private life ? I have known him ever since 1856, when he
and I were boys. Personally I have experienced in the days
long gone by the greatest kindness, and received the greatest

help from him ; and I am one of many who could say as

much. His gentle affectionate nature, his quiet, dry, un-

wounding humour, his forethought for everyone about him,
his abnegation, all helped to form one of the most beautiful

characters it is possible to conceive, and, together with his

family and his friends, I mourn their loss."

The illustration, being an enlargement from an amateur photograph of a
group, the only one obtainable, is unfortunately by no means satisfactory.
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The Mulhausen Exhibition.

P
HILATELISTS have been catered for this Easter in a manner
which as a body they delight in at Mulhausen. An Exhibition,

the chief feature of which was intended to be the stamps of

Alsace and Lorraine, had been announced for some months past ; it

was duly opened on Easter Day at 2.30 p.m., and remained open until

Thursday at 7 p.m. Admission 5opf.

The locale was the Ausstellungs-Gebaude, or the New Museum, a

substantial stone building and the principal public building in

Mulhausen. The stamps were arranged in two very good picture

galleries on the second floor, which were well lighted from above. The
stamps were shown in square glass cases which were rather too deep.

Unused strips and blocks have always a tendency to cockle, a fault

which was not in this case counteracted at all by the glass coverings.

The pictures were allowed to remain in the galleries and probably
enhanced the general interest taken by the public, as thereby their

attention was not wholly confined to the stamps.

The members of the jury were :

—

Paul Kohl, Chemnitz,
Hugo Krotzsch, Leipzig,

Pierre Mahe, Paris,

Baron de Reuterskiold, Lausanne,
Carl Willadt, Pforzheim,

who assembled on Saturday with the exception of the veteran Monsieur
Mahe, who through ill health was prevented from officiating, and his

place was taken by Monsieur Lemaire.
The attendance on Sunday was over six hundred, and four hundred

on Monday; figures which cannot fail to be regarded as extraordinary for

a place situate as Mulhausen. It only goes to show the interest which
is being taken at the present time by the general public in anything
pertaining to stamps, and surely there is no better recruiting ground
than the floor of a good Exhibition.

Before passing to a critical review, attention ought to be called to

the social side. On the Saturday evening all the visitors and members
of the different Committees met in the large Drawing Room of the

Hotel Central and exchanged compliments. A fair sale of stamps
ensued, the demand for rarities, however, we are told, exceeded the

supply. An adjournment was made to the Brasserie National about
11 o'clock, and high spirits prevailed until the small hours. The
more prominent among those present were Baron de Reuterskiold and
the other members of the jury whose names have been mentioned,
Messrs. Vienot, F. E. Wilson, Gutman, Steffner, Mertzanoff, Maudry,
Stock, Kosack, Booleman, Koch, and Hupfeld.

The opening ceremony was short. Mr. Vienot, in a few words,
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welcomed the visitors and proclaimed the Exhibition open. A Tom-
bola was held during the afternoon, which proved a great success, the

prizes being albums, magnifying glasses, &c.

The Banquet was held at midday on Monday. After the inevitable

photograph group had been taken, a good band played all the time, and
the usual speeches were made in French and German. Many con-

gratulatory telegrams arrived during the dinner, one being from the

Mayor, who was unavoidably absent at Montreux. The menu was an
artistic production in green and gold on a white card, the central

design being the head of Philatelia, who however does not appear to be

as good looking and seductive as we have always been taught the

Goddess really is.

The plan of exhibition was evidently very weak, in point of fact so

weak that it was not perceptible. Alsace Lorraine was first and the

rest of the world anywhere. The exhibits were therefore grouped as

far as possible thus

—

Alsace Lorraine.

Germany and States.

France and Colonies.

Switzerland.

Europe.

Great Britain and Colonies were apparently not on the map used.

No suitable provision was made for them in the original scheme of the

Exhibition, and, as was only natural, none were shown. This is rather

strange as it was only recently we were told by a Continental paper
of repute that the Colonies were enjoying a large sale and becoming
very popular in the Fatherland.

The best specialised collections in the Exhibition were Mr. Crocker's
Hawai and Japan, Mr. Koch's German States with Roumania and
Switzerland, Mr. Hupfeld's Alsace Lorraine with German States and
Colonies, Mr. Mertzanoffs Greece, and Mr. G. Marechal's Alsace
Lorraine.

List of awards and brief notes on some of the exhibits :

—

Alsace Lorraine.

Joseph Hupfeld, Gold Medal and Diploma of Honour.
Unused only shown in detail, some 3,000 specimens in all, including

singles, pairs, blocks, part sheets, some very good shades. Eight pages
of the ic. and two to four pages of each of other values. Inverted nets
singles in shades, including two 5c, pairs and blocks of four of all

values other than five 5c. Six sheets of Thurn and Taxis Die proofs,

as shown by him in Paris 1900.

G. Marechal, Gold and Diploma.
A collection of Alsace Lorraine in reference to postmarks only.

This is believed to be the largest and best of its kind. It occupies
five albums, but only a few pages were on view.

Joseph Vienot, Gold and Diploma.
A fine lot of used, loose and on entires principally for postmarks.

Gustave A. Schoen, Silver Medal ; Charles ^'alch, Diploma.
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Germany and States.

George Koch, Gold and Diploma of Honour.
An award that was very justly deserved. A grand lot not over

elaborated, and containing nearly all the rarities in beautiful condition

unused and used.

Alsace. Full set unused with inverted net.

Bergedorf. Used 3, £sch., 2, 1, 1^, 3, 3sch., 2, 4sch.

3 + 4 on entire letter.

1 + 1

•2 + 2+^ + 2 on entire letter.

Brunswick. Diagonal half of 2sgr., 1863, on entire.

pair £gr. green perce.

Bremen. Pair iogr., rouletted, used.

,, Four iogr., ,, ,, on entire.

7gr., perf., iogr. (four) on entires.

Hamburg. 4s , imperf., superb double print unused.
Imperf.

, 3 used 4s., also 3 + 4 on piece.

,, ,, gs., used (two).

Perf., pair gs., used, with town pmk.
,, ,. >> gs., ,, ,, bar

Lubeck. Error 2J, used.

,, ,, 2|, unused, two vertical pairs containing one error in each. Very good
shades.

Saxony. Three singles and pair 3pfg. red-red, also two singles on entires.

Jn.g. error blue, unused.
Baden. Landpost, 4 and a half i2kr. on letter.

,, ,, half of i2kr. ,,

gkr. green, error of colour, used, superb.

Bavaria. Block of 12 ikr. black, with one tete beche, unused.

,, ,, 15 imk., imperf., unused.
Unpaid, pair of 3kr., 1862, one being Empfange.

Mecklenburg Schwerin. Scott No. 4, used loose and on letter.

Strelitz. The two shades of ^s.g., used.

,, Pair one-third and strip of three ditto on letters, used.

,, ,, isch. violet on letter.

Oldenburg. Mostly used and superb, single and strip of three J 1852/55.
Strip of three ^ 1858 on letter.

Schleswig. Used 1st issue pair of two on piece, also 1 -f 2sch. on letter.

Joseph Hupfeld.

The same exhibit which gained a gold medal " avec felicitations du

Jury" at Paris in 1900, was a grand specialised lot, but was fully

decribed in the reports of that Exhibition. The Gold Medal and
Diploma of Honour awarded to Mr. Hupfeld was not for this exhibit

(as we have seen, this was bestowed upon Mr. Koch), but for his

exhibit in Alsace Lorraine Section.

Ernst Paulus, Silver and Diploma.
A single specimen collection, mostly used, of German States and

some of the German Colonies, all very neatly mounted. The most
noticeable in the unused were Hanover 1 blue, Saxony 1850 3pp., and
^n. gros, black on pale blue error ; Hamburgh, both the gsc. used.

Mr. Paulus also showed his general collection of the world, containing
in all between 12,000 and 13,000 stamps.

France and Colonies.

With the exception of the exhibit of Count Durrieu, which was
hors concours, the exhibits were weak and call for no special notice.

Silver medals and diplomas were awarded to Ad. Becker and Gustave
A. Schoen. Count Durrieu displayed French Congo 1890 issue, very
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elaborately specialised, die proofs, essays, colour trials, etc., and a lot

of printer's waste; French Colonies 1892-1900, Guadeloupe, New
Caledonia, etc., a great many pairs with millesimes and errors in the

printing.

Switzerland.

Swiss Philatelic Society, hors concours.

One card of Basle artistically arranged (a collective exhibit), four

of the essays and sixteen of the 2^r., and nine ditto on entires and also

the forgeries. This was awarded a Diploma.

George Koch.
Another fine exhibit of this collector, who, as we have seen, secured

the highest award under a previous division. In addition to Switzerland,

his exhibit included other countries. We had better describe them :

—

Double Geneva loose used and on letter.

1845-47. 5c. dark green large eagle, unused, top row of 10 with full margins and
inscriptions.

Bale. 2^r., 1845, 3 used singles, 6 used on one letter.

Vaud. 4c, used, 2 ditto on one letter.

Zurich. 4c. and 6c. with vertical and horizontal lines used.

4c. on letter.

Single, pair and block of 4 Scott's No. 14, used. Very fine lot.

Roumania (Medal under 6).

Moldavia. 27, 54, 81, 108 paras, used, cut square. All superb.

27, 54 and 108, on letters, ,,

1858. 5p. black on blue, unused (? right)

8op. on blue, used (three).

1862. Hand struck and plate printed not divided, but some nice shades,
unused and used.

1869. 15b. rose red, laid, unused.

1871. 10b. yellow
1876. Error 5b. blue, used, on piece with two 10c. Very fine.

Rarities of all Countries from a general collection. Grand lot,

one of the very best exhibits :

—

Lagos. 2s. 6d., 5s , 10s., unused. Barbadoes. i on half 5s. uncut pair, used.

British Columbia. 50c, 1$ unused, p. 14. Oil Rivers. Blocksof 4 each, Scott's 44,

45. 40, 42.

St. Vincent. 5s. Star unused and used, 4c!. on is. used.

Trinidad. First issue 5s. and 20s. C.C., unused.
British Guiana, ic. and 4c, 1850, used (Nos. 6 and 7).

Scott No. 14, used, superb.

Canada. i2d., used. North Flanders, is., scarlet verm., used.

Nova Scotia. Both shades of is. New Brunswick, is.

U.S. St. Louis. 10c. used. Baltimore. 5c, used.

U.S. State. 2, 5, 10, 20$, unused.
Bulgaria. 5 red, error, on letter.

Austria. Mercury, rose and yellow, used, vermilion, unused.
France. Error 10 4- 15c. se tenant, unused.
Naples. Blue arms, loose, used and on letter, blue + 3 loose, and 1 un letter.

Tuscany. 3 lire. Finland. Used Tete teches of Scott's 18, 21 and ^y.
Sweden. No. 33, used. Great Britain, i V.R., unused, iod., Plate II., used.
Heligoland, i and 5mks., se tenant, unused.
Spain. 1851, 2, 2r., 2 ditto, used, on piece.

1852, 2r. (two) Madrid 3c. on entire.

Scott's No. 38b. in a strip of 5.

Ceylon. Imperf. 4 + 5d., used, on piece.

British Protectorate. Scott's 5, 6, 7, 8, unused.
Mauritius. 2 singles and pair, 1 Post Paid, 1st. state. 2 ditto, 2d. used.

,, 2 of Scott's No. 14, used.

Swazieland. 10s., unused. Etc., etc.
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The followiner entire uncut sheets :

—

lb

Hamburg. 4SCI1 , imperf. 12 x 8. Bremen, iogr., perf. 6x6.
Wurtemburg. 5mk. 5 x io, jokr. (six stamps).

Bavaria. 1849/58, 1 rose, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18, two panes of each, 9x5.
1862, 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18 brick-red,

1867/68, 6kr. blue, 6 brown, 9 and i8kr. ,, 6 x 5.

• 1870/73, iskr., perf.,

1876, 5opfg. red

Unpaid, 1862, 3kr. (with error) ,, ,, 5x9.
Heligoland. Mk.i and 5.

German Colonies. Nearly complete sets of eagle type.

Germany, 1900. All values in sheets of 100, 2-8opfg.

1900. imk. (three shades), two each, 2, 3 and one of 5 (10 x 10).

Charles E. Hoffmann obtained a Silver Medal for Swiss fiscals.

Europe.

Charles de Loriol, Silver and Diploma.
A single specimen collection, used and unused.

Dr. H. Lux, Silver and Diploma.
A fair collection in six volumes.

J. H. Grell, Silver and Diploma.
A collection in two volumes.

Ernst Paulus, Silver and Diploma.
A large number of European countries in this instance were shown

in frames well arranged and mounted with care. Most of the ordinary
rarities were included.

Eugen Bing, Bronze and Diploma.
A very nice collection of entires.

There were two exhibits, hovs concours, deserving of notice, that of

Th. Lemaire, a lot of rarities including a new Mauritius Post Office

2d. on entire, but unobliterated. We are told an offer of 20,000 marks
was refused. And a lot of rarities shown by Paul Kohl.

Hawaii and Japan.

H. J. Crocker, Gold Medal and Diploma of Honour.
The finest exhibit in the show. Very rich in the rarities of both

countries. Mr. Crocker's Hawaii are acknowledged as being the finest

collection of these known, and of necessity alone they would be
formidable competitors for the chief award. His Japan are also a
splendid lot, but these were only partially displayed in the cases.

Other Countries.

M. Z. Booleman, Silver and Diploma.
Good collection of the Transvaal, also a lot of Pietersburg, and a

small lot of Orange River Colony.

Ernst Paulus, Silver and Diploma.
Display of rarities.
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Gelber, Silver and Diploma. .

A specialised collection of U.S.A. in two albums, very neatly

arranged and mounted.

Andre Markl, Bronze and Diploma.
For British Zanzibar.

F. H. Kahle, Bronze and Diploma.
For specialised collection of Mexico.

Specialised Collections of a Single European Country.

Em. J. Mertzanoff, Gold Medal and Diploma of Honour.
Mounted on 396 cards, and containing 20,000 unused and 6,000 used,

in addition to 1,200 envelopes with 3,500 stamps on them. A well

deserved award. This exhibit bore on the face of it the work
that we ourselves can speak to as having been devoted to the

study of this country. We have to thank Mr. Mertzanoff for sending

us some very interesting notes on the Exhibition, but although he has

praised the other gold medal awards he says nothing about his own
exhibit. Fortunately another good friend, Mr. Frank Wilson, who is

most indefatigable in seeing all the Exhibitions wherever they are

held, has written us another description which speaks in high terms of

Mr. Mertzanoff's exhibit. This praise we can emphasise by a personal

knowledge of the collection.

Theodor Gunther, Gold Medal and Diploma.
A specialised collection of Greece in six volumes. A very fine

exhibit, but lacking in interest when compared with the former exhibit,

by which it was dwarfed.

This collection was shown in Paris in 1900 and obtained a gold

medal.

Carl Gunther, Silver and Diploma.
Saxony. A specialised collection in four albums, including the

error ^n. gros blue.

Ad. Becker obtained a silver for a small lot of used Baden. 1).

Schneider a bronze for a nice lot of Romagna, showing unused, used,

reprints and forgeries, and including two genuine 6 bani used on entires.

H. Appel a similar distinction for a small specialised collection of

Luxembourg unused and used and Roumania unused. P. R. Kleeberg
ditto for Luxemburg. Phillip Kosack ditto for Iceland unused, the

best things being two sheets of the 1897 provisional prir in black and
prir over 3 on 5 aur green, showing the different types on the sheet.

Stamps of other Countries.

Dr. Herxheimer, Gold Medal and Diploma.
A splendid collection of novelties from 1890. Many fine things,

mostly unused, including the type-written and MS. surcharges of

British East Africa, 1891-4, etc. The collection was well mounted.

Literature.

Messrs. G. Hamilton-Smith & Co. again secured an award for

their permanent albums, and bronze medals were also gained by
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Mr. R. Friedl and Paul Kohl for albums. Mr. C. F. Lucke staged a fine

lot of trade accessories, and obtained a gold medal. Silver medals
were also taken by Hugo Krotzsch, Paul Kohl (for his catalogue), C.

Gutmann, and bronze medals by A. E. Glasewald for his library,

Gelli & Tani (for their catalogue), and a Diploma was given to the

Ratisbona Society.

Curiosities.

Diplomas were bestowed upon J. Besanson-Rapp, B. Mayerhofer
for three magnificent tableaux made of stamps, and Ferdinand Menke.
Philipp Kosack showed ten albums of forgeries, and obtained a

Diploma.
Odds and Ends.

Mrs. Edith Field, Silver and Diploma.
Cape triangles, including both errors of the woodblocks, also

unused Gambia, Gold Coast, and Gibraltar. A pretty exhibit

Georg Bruckner, Bronze and Diploma
A collection of U.S. America, well mounted.

D. Field, Bronze Medal and Diploma, and Baron Sloet d'Oldruiten-

borgh a Diploma for an entire sheet of 200 Belgium 40c. carmine red

of the 1849 issue unused, marked " Ministere des Travaux Publics."

Messrs. Carl Willadt & Co. displayed rarities not for competition.

An artistic post card was issued by the Committee and commanded
a large sale among the visitors to the Exhibition, which, although not
ranking in the first class, yet as a whole was a decidedly interesting

one and proved a success. As will be seen there were a few first-class

exhibits, ones which would have merited distinction at any of the big

Exhibitions of the past, but apart from these five or six exceptions the
other exhibits fell below the recognised standard. The competition in

the different divisions was poor, due to the lack of a sufficient number
of exhibits of high class, but this must not detract from the merit of the

particular exhibits which gained the award known as Gold Medal and
Diploma of Honour. Each exhibit which obtained this distinction

was well worthy of it. The gap which divided these exhibits from the
others in the same class was very marked.

The jury are to be congratulated upon their awards and the manner
in which they discharged their duties—very wisely not bestowing all

the medals at their disposal. Of the fifteen gold medals announced
only nine were awarded, and of the eight given for stamps alone two
were taken by special collections of Greece, which says much in favour
of the growing popularity of this country.
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The earliest information as to New Issues will be much appreciated by us, and will be duly credited

to the correspondent, or firm, sending it. Our foreign subscribers can materially

help us in tliis direction. When possible, a specimen should

accompany the information, and be addressed to

G . Fred. H Gibson, 1 , Clarence Street, Manchester.

The British Empire.

Cape of Good Hope.—The last value
to hand of the new set is the fourpence,
it shows the King's head in an oval, and is

printed in sage green.

Adhesive.

4d. sage green, wmk. Crown and CA, perf. 14.

Cayman Islands. — The stock of id
Queen's head issue having at length been
exhausted, the new id. has now been issued.

It is of the same type as the value
illustrated below except that the numeral
of value appears on a lined background.

Adhesive.

id. carmine, wmk, Crown and CA, perf. 14.

Fiji.—All the values of the new King's
head set have now arrived in London. They
are of the ordinary " Postage and
Revenue " type, and bear on the top label

the word " Fiji " with an ornament on each
side.

Adhesives.

Jd. green wmk. Crown and CA, perf. 14.

id. purple and black on red ,, ,,

2d. ,, orange ,, ,,

2^d. ,, blue on blue ,, ,,

3d. ,, blue ,, ,,

4d. ,, black ,, ,,

5d. ,, green
6d. ,, carmine ,, ,

is. green and carmine
5s. green and black
£1 grey black and ultramarine ,,

Great Britain.— Mr. Peckitt has shown
us three values of the current set over-
printed " Admiralty Official " in two lines,

in black.

Other denominations are reported, but
we have not seen them at time of writing.

Adhesives.

Official Stamps.

M. green, surcharged " ^^faF " in blackl

id. carmine ,, ,, ,,

i§d. purple & green „ ,,

Malta.—We have been shown by Mr.
Peckitt three stamps of the new set. They
are of very similar design to the old half-

penny except that the head within the octagon
now appears on an oval medallion sur-

rounded by a white border ; the label bear-

ing the value at foot also now extends right

across the bottom of the stamps.
In the case of the two bi-coloured stamps

the head is in the second colour named.

Adhesives.

Jd. green wmk. CA and Crown, perf. 14.

2d. pearl-grey and red-violet
3d. red-violet and pearl-grey

New Zealand.—We illustrate below a
particularly hideous "Express Delivery"
stamp just issued.

It is printed in bright violet, the 6d. in

the centre being in vermilion, and is water-

marked single-lined N Z and Star.

Iilhitti ~" '"iifTT

Adhesive.

Express Delivery Stamp.

6d. violet and vermilion, wmk. single-lined N Z and
Star, perf. 11.

Niue.—Emeu's Weekly states that the 3d.,

6d. and is. New Zealand have been issued

with this overprint. It is in dark blue, and
there do not appear to be any errors either
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in these or in the similar values for Penrhyn
Island, which have also come out.

Adhesives.

Neri> Zealand stamps surcharged in dark blue.

3d. yellow-brown, wmk. NZ and Star, perf. 11.

6d. rose, ,,

is. red, ., ,, ,,

Penrhyn Island.—As above, the same
three stamps have been issued here.

Adhesives.

New Zealand stamps surcharged in dark blue.

3d. yellow-brown, wink. NZ and Star, perf. n.
Gd. rose, ,, ,, ,,

is. red, ,, ,,

Southern Nigeria.—We illustrate the

design of the new set, all values of which
have now been received in this country.

South Australia.—The 2s. 6d. chroni-
cled in our November issue now appears in

quite a different shade, a deep violet ; it has
not had a very long life in the first colour.

Transvaal.—We have been shown two
high values of the current set which we
list below.

Adhesives.

£1 violet and black, wmk. Crown and CA, perf. 14.

£5 violet and orange ,, ,,

Victoria.—Messrs. J. H. Smyth & Co.,
writing under date 24th February, inform
us that the current §d. has recently
appeared perforated 11.

Immediately upon hearing of the ex-

istence of this novelty Messrs. Smyth wrote
for confirmation to the Government Printer
at Melbourne, who replied saying "

I beg to inform you that a new machine has
been introduced into this department, the
gauge being 11."

It is reported that the id. also exists with
this perforation, but so far no specimens are
to hand.

Adhesive.

id. green, perf. n, wmk. V and Crown.

Foreign Countries.

Colombia.—We have seen several new
stamps, all of the usual roughly lithographed
description.

They consist, with others, which we note
from contemporaries, of the following :

—
5c. blue, this we illustrate ; 50c. (Simon
Bolivar) ; 1 peso (General Prospero Pinzon);

5 pesos (arms) ; and 10 pesos (arms).

All are on plain white paper and are im-
perforate, while it will be observed that,

following the precedent set in the Cartagena
issues, two of the values appear in several

colours.

Adhesives.

5 cents blue, imperf.

50 ,, vermilion ,,

50 ,, brown
50 ,, orange ,,

1 peso brown ,,

1 ,, blue ,,

1 ,, dull yellow ,,

5 pesos brown-lilac ,,

10 ,, emerald green ,,

Corea.—E-wen's Weekly mentions three

provisionals and describes the surcharge as

consisting of the Chinese equivalent for
" Cheun " with one, two, or three horizontal

bars above, all in black.

Adhesives.

1 cheun on 25 poon lake of 1895-9, perf. n§ x 12.

on 50 poon violet of 1895-9, Perf- I2J x J S-

Costa Rica.—Certain values of the cur-
rent set has been overprinted for Official

use, the surcharge is in black, but there are
two varieties of the 2 cents., in the second
of which the overprint is in green and reads
" Provisorio Oficial."

Adhesives.

Official Stamps.

1 cent, black and green, surcharge " Oficial " in black.
3 cents. ,, vermilion ,, ,,

5 .. ,- pale-blue ,, „
10 ,, ,, yellow-brown ,, ,,

20 ,, ,, lake
50 ,, blue and lilac

1 col. black and olive
1 ,, black and carmine ,, ,,

2 cents, black and vermilion, surcharged " Provisorio
Oficial " in green.

France.—We have just received the fust
value of the new set, a 15 centimes printed
in blue-green ; as will be seen below
simplicity of design is certainly its greatest
if not its only recommendation.

Adhesive.

15 cent, blue-green.

Further to our lists in December and
March we have now to add the following
issues for foreign offices,
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[-SSUE FOR CAVALLE.

15c. carmine.
20c. brown-violet.
1 piastre on 25c. blue.

Issue for Crete.

1 piastre on 25c. blue.

2 piastres on 50c. brown and lavender.

4 ,. ifr. lake and yellow-green.

8 ,, 2fr. slate and dull yellow.

20 ,, sfr. deep blue and buff.

Issue for Dedeagh.
ioc. rose.

15c. carmine.
20c. brown-violet.
1 piastre on 25c. blue.

Issue for Levant Offices,

ioc carmine.
15c. pale red.

20c. brown-violet.
1 piastre on 25c. blue.

4 piastres on ifr. lake and yellow-green.
8 ,, 2fr. slate and dull yellow.
10 ,, sfr. deep blue and buff.

Issue for Morocco.
10 centimos on ioc. rose.

15 ,, 15c. carmine.
20 ,, 20c. brown-violet.

Issue for Zanzibar.

1 anna on ioc. rose.

ih annas on 15c. carmine.
2'

,, 20c. brown-violet.
ih ,, 35c. blue.

Somali Coast. — Some time back we
chronicled and illustrated three stamps, a
1, 2 and 5c. of a new design. We have now
seen twelve other values ; up to the 15c.

they are of the type shown below, but from
the 20c. to the 75c. they are of a large

rectangular shape showing a camel, etc., in

oval centre. The 1, 2 and 5 francs are also

large sized, and these depict three natives
with shields, spears, etc., etc.

Adhesives.

4 centimes blue and carmine.
10 ,, carmine and orange
15 ,

chocolate and blue.
20

,
purple and green.

25 ,
blue and pale blue.

30 ,
red and black.

40 orange and blue.

50 ,
green and red.

75 ,
orange and lilac.

ifr. orange-red and lilac.

2fr. green and carmine.
5fr. orange and blue.

Danish West Indies.—The supply of

2 cents, stamps having been temporarily ex-

hausted the use of the current 4 cents, cut
in half was sanctioned; the specimens we
have seen have been divided diagonally.

Adhesive.

A of 4 cents, blue and brown, perf. i2§, used as 2 cent.

German Empire. Levant. — The
Monthly Journal has received the 1 piaster

on 20 (pf.) and the 5 piaster on 1 mark with

slight modifications in the type of the

surcharge, the most prominent being that

the letter " A " of " PIASTER " now has a

conspicuous horizontal serif at the top in

each case. The 1 mark stamp is in a

more dull shade of carmine than before.

Both are in the types of 1900, inscribed
" REICHSPOST."

Iceland.—In addition to the list given

in last month's number, we gather from
various sources that the following ordinary

and official stamps have appeared with the
" 1 Gildi " surcharge.

Adhesives.

5 aur dull green, surcharged in carmine.

5 „ ,, ,, „ variety, inverted
surcharge.

Official Stamps.

3 aur yellow, surcharged in black.

grey,
carmine

Italy. Eritrea.— Our correspondent
in Italy sends us twenty-two additions to

this colonial issue. The ordinary postage

stamps in value from ic to 5 lire have been
overprinted, and the set of unpaid letter

stamps is also made use of. The surcharge
is in black, and as in the last two issues is

applied in a straight line.

We are informed that, in addition to the

above, a special delivery stamp is in

preparation.
Adhesives.

Surcharged " Colonia Eritrea" in black.
1 centesimi brown.
2 ,, orange-brown.
5 ,, pale green.
10 ,, lake.

20 ,, orange.

25 ,, blue.

40 „ brown.
45 „ grey-green.

50 ., mauve.
1 lira green and brown.
5 lire rose and blue.

Unpaid letter stamps.

Surcharged " Colonia Eritrea " in black.

5 centesimi orange and magenta.
10 -

20 .. ,,

30
40
50
60 „
1 lira blue and magenta.
2 lire ,,

5 ,.

10 ,, ,, ,,

Nicaragua.— Four stamps of a new
issue are to hand, they bear a portrait in

circular frame in the centre, the value is

expressed in words at the foot of the de-

sign and in numerals in the top corners.

Adhesives.

ic. emerald-green, black centre.
2C. carmine
5c. ultramarine

ioc. orange-yellow
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Persia. — There is another low value
provisional that we omitted to mention last

month, the "Service" surcharge has also

been applied to the values of the set other
than those we also listed then and to one of

the provisionals.

Adhesives.

ich. in black on 3ch. green.

Official Stamps.

ich. mauve surcharged " Service " in black.
2ch. grey
3ch. green
ioch. light-brown
5okr. green
2 tomans on sokr. green

Roumania.—The Monthly Journal has re-

ceived the following unchronicled varieties.

Adhesives.

Unwmkd. paper, tinted pink at back.

5 ban. emerald, perf. 13J.

35 ., drab, compound perf.

40 ,, green ,,

Unpaid letter stamps.

30 ban. emerald, perf. 11^, wink. Arms.
50 .. .. ..

"
., PR.

Salvador.—A new set has made its

appearance. So far we are without par-

ticulars or a specimen to give an illustration.

but list below the denominations which have
so far been seen.

Adhesives.

1 cent, dark green.
2 cents, red.

3 .. orange.

5 .. dark bine.

10 .. dull lilac.

12 .. slate.

13 .. red-brown.
24 .. red.
26 .. yellow-brown.
50 .. yellow.

100 .. light blue.

United States.—The only value of the

new series to chronicle this month is the 6c.

It bears the portrait of Garfield and is

printed in brown-rose.

Adhesive.

6c. brown-rose, perf. 12, ,-mk. USPS.

Notes and News.
Decrees: Italy.

No. 47.
Referring to the Terms of the Postal

Laws approved by the Royal Decree of

December 24th, 1899, No. 501 ;

Referring to the Order for the execution

of the said Terms approved by our Decree
of February 15th, 190 1, No. 120

;

Referring to the Royal Decree of

November 27th, 1902, No. 705, which
ordered the issue of special stamps, letter

cards and post cards available for letter

and parcel post of the Colony of Erythrea
either locally, or with the Kingdom of

Italy, or with foreign countries.

Referring to our Decrees of June 6th,

1901, No. 255, September 12th, 1901, No.

442, and July 3rd, 1902, No. 295, by which
new types of stamps were arranged ;

In view of the opportunity of extending
the modifications introduced for the values

in circulation in the interior of the King-
dom to those for external correspondence of

the Colony of Erythrea

;

On the proposition of our Secretary of

State for Posts and Telegraphs,

We have Decreed as follows :

—

Art. I. After April ist, 1903, for letters

from the Post Office of the Colony of

Erythrea, either locally or for other

Italian offices, there shall be on sale

the same types of stamps issued accord-
ing to our Decrees of June 6th, 1901,

No. 255, September 12th, 1901, No.

442, and July 3rd, 1902. No, 295, sur-

charged " Colonia Eritrea" by the
Government Printing Bureau.

Art. II. The types of stamps, post cards
and letter cards now in use for the said

correspondence shall continue so until

March 31st, 1904. After this time
their use shall cease, but they can be
exchanged at any Post Office in the
Colony of Erythrea from April ist,

1904, to March 31st, 1905, after which
time they shall cease to be of any
value.

Art. III. According to Art. 139 of the
Order approved by our Decree of
February 10th, 1901, No. 120, the
Administration of Posts and Telegraphs
shall have power to decide whether the
stamps, &c, mentioned in Art. II. of
this Decree shall be put on sale for

collectors, and to fix the price after

March 31st, 1905.

We order, &c,
Rome, Jan. 4th, 1903.

VICTOR EMMANUEL.
T. GALIMBERTI.

Witness : The Keeper of the Seals.

COCCO-ORTU.

No. 52.

Referring to the Terms of the Postal
Laws approved by the Royal Decree of
December 24th, 1899, No. 501 ;
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Referring to the Order for the execution

of the said Terms approved by our Decree
of February 15th, 1901, No. 120;

Referring to the Royal Decree of

November 27th, 1902, No. 705, which
ordered the issue of special stamps, letter

cards and post cards available for letter

and parcel post of the Colony of Erythrea
either locally, or with the Kingdom of

Italy, or with foreign countries.

In view of the opportunity of issuing

special Unpaid Letter Stamps for the use
of the Post Offices of the Colony of

Erythrea.
On the proposition of our Secretary of

State for Posts and Telegraphs,

We have Decreed as follows:

—

Art. I. The issue of special Unpaid Letter
Stamps for use in the Colony of

Erythrea. These stamps shall be
identical with those in use in the
interior of the Kingdom, but shall be
surcharged in black, " Colonia Eritrea,"

by the Government Printing Bureau.

Art. II. The said stamps shall be intro-

duced on April 1st, 1903, on which
date the use of the Unpaid Letter
Stamps now in circulation shall cease,

and the stock remaining shall be sent

by the Government of the Colony to

the central office of the Ministry of

Posts and Telegraphs.

We order, &c,
Rome, Feb. 1st, 1903.

VICTOR EMMANUEL.
T. GALIMBERTI.

Witness : The Keeper of the Seals,

COCCO-ORTU.

Dangerous Forgery of the Iceland Provisional
1807.

Mr. W. T. Wilson informs us that the
surcharge has been imitated by lithography
" prir " in black over " 3 " in red on 5 aur
green, perf. 14 x 13J.

The shape of the Icelandic " p " is wrong,
and there is a dot over the "i" instead of

an accent.
Forged Zululand.

Mr. Ewing, Secretary of the Stamp Trade
Protection Association, Ltd., writes us to

warm our readers against forged Zululand
on the English stamps. The surcharges
are being manufactured on the Continent,
and the stamps bearing the forged sur-

charge are, we are told, now making their

appearance in this country.

The Malta Question.

There seems to be a little misapprehension
in reference to our Editorial comments last

month. Taken in conjunction with what we
said in September last, we hoped the
position had been sufficiently explained,
but this appears to be scarcely the case.

The gravamen of the charge against the
late postmaster of Malta, was the way he

abused his official position by taking the
errors from the sheets, and disposing of

them through his agents, with material
financial benefit to himself. This was
common knowledge in the trade, and we
are surprised that Ewen's Weekly Stamp
News was not aware of it.

We think, however, the Editor must
have been ignorant of it, otherwise we are

quite unable to follow the spirit of the
following observations appearing in that

Journal of April 4th, 1903 :
—

" The postmaster of Malta has been
placed on the retired half pay list, chiefly

through the action of Mr. J. C. North,
representative of the Philatelic Record and
Messrs Whitfield King & Co., who were
so indignant at the issue of a " Pnney "

error and at the unauthorised " ticking " of

2^d. stamps which followed, as to induce
the Colonial Secretary to order a Govern-
ment inquiry at Valletta ! Even then the

postmaster would probably have got off, as

no one else appears to have been anxious to

give evidence in such a matter, but we
learn from the Philatelic Record that Mr. J.

C. North visited Malta and gave evidence
in person. To allow such an error as the

"Pnney" to pass into circulation is no
doubt a very reprehensible matter, but it

seems to us that the action taken is carry-

ing matters a little too far
"

"English as She has Spoke."

A Frenchman has been sending out
circulars from Bordeaux asking for stamps
in exchange. He says :

—
If you will send me all your Used

Postage Stamps well mixed, not teared,

dirty, or destroyed from Natal, I shall

send you free of carriage per Registered
Book Post the following articles.

1. A Pocket Walking Stick, very nice for

the spectacle and evening parties, very
straight closed in a sheath, with the
explication.

2. A New Pocket Knife, composed with a
Stamp with initials for the sealing-wax,
the handle is of mother of pearl, a
Cigar Cutting, 2 Blades of fine Steel

and a cork-screw.

3. A New Pocket Penholder, with a
reservoir for the ink. With this Pen-
holder you can write more of 60000
words without to recover ink. I send
this article with the explication.

It certainly wants some " explication !

"

Worthless Locals of Madagascar.

Under the above heading the S.C.F.
announces some interesting revelations re-

garding the "placing" of the remainders
of certain rubbishy local issues of Mada-
gascar. Its readers are reminded that as

long ago as 1895 these stamps were exposed
by that paper when they made their appear-
ance. The memories of present-day col-

lectors are proverbially short.
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Editorial Notes.

THE Home Authorities at the beginning of the year once more
sent a communication to the Federal Government of the
Australian Commonwealth urging the latter to become a party

to the Penny Postage Union, and suggesting that the reduced rate of
one penny per half ounce to all parts of the Empire

Imperial
should come into force at the end of the year. The

Postage Papers were referred to the Postmaster-General, who, we
are told, carefully went into the subject again. Senator

Drake has always held that the rate to the Mother Country cannot be
reduced to a penny so long as the inter-state rate remains at twopence.
He has reported that the cost of establishing penny postage throughout
Australia would involve the following losses : To New South Wales,.

£83,000 ; Victoria, £55,000 ;
Queensland, £58,886 ; South Australia,

£40,000 ; Western Australia, £34,200 ; Tasmania, £24,500 ; or a total

loss of £295,586. He further calculated that if the penny rate were
extended to the United Kingdom and all the British possessions, there
would be an additional loss of £20,924, making a grand total of

£316,510. In view of the present annual deficit on the working of
the Postal Department, he recommended the Cabinet to decline to
accede to the request which had been made to them, at the same time
renewing his offer to permit the residents of the United Kingdom to
stamp letters addressed to any part of the Commonwealth with only a
penny stamp.

We are not told the basis upon which these estimated losses have
been calculated, or whether any allowance has been made for the
increase in correspondence which the penny post always brings in its

train. At all events, it is quite evident that Senator Drake is not
another Sir Rowland Hill, and there is little encouragement for hope
under existing conditions. That Imperial Penny Postage will come
about we have no shadow of doubt, and perhaps the quickest way to
that end would be for the Home Authorities to accept the offer made
to them. When letters from home begin to arrive franked with pennv
stamps, we foresee an agitation amongst our colonists to be placed •

upon a similar footing which it will be impossible to suppress. There,
is no surer way of enforcing a truth than by example.
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The public press has recently been indulging in gibes and jeers at

philatelists consequent upon the rumour that stamps had
Somaliland. been issued in Somaliland. It is said that the post office

at Berbera has been inundated with letters containing

remittances, and as no postage stamps have been issued, these have
caused the officials much annoyance and trouble.

It is quite certain that specimens purporting to be Somaliland
stamps are on the market, and it is equally certain that they have
never emanated from Somaliland, which is still without any distinctive

postage stamps of its own. Under such circumstances the press have
jumped to the somewhat natural conclusion that such specimens are

forgeries.

This is a harsh term to apply to them, and from a philatelic point

of view entirely incorrect, in that a forgery is an imitation of an
issued stamp, and not a label which has never been issued. The
latter, if printed without authority, is termed bogus. What appears
to have happened is that some Indian stamps have been surcharged
Somaliland, and sets have been sent to the Universal Postal Union at

Berne. Possibly these have not been surcharged " Specimen," and
whether, after distribution from Berne among the foreign countries

entitled to them a leakage has occurred, or whether the leakage has
taken place where the stamps were overprinted, is not known. We
suspect the former, as instances occur from time to time of stamps of

other countries being chronicled by some magazines in the shades of

colour or perforations of those sent to Berne, but which vary from the

actual stamps as issued. We do not consider that the distribution of

stamps from Berne in itself is sufficient to give such a status, and
under the circumstances detailed above, assuming the overprinting to

have been officially sanctioned, we would place them in the category
of stamps prepared for issue but never issued.

Mr. Bassett Hull expresses the opinion that all the current stamps
issued by the different States forming the Australian

Hybrids. Commonwealth should be classed under Australia, and
not under the different States issuing them. In other

words, that all the stamps issued by these States after the date of

the formation of the Commonwealth are stamps issued by Australia,

and not by New South Wales, Victoria, or as the case may be.

The question is certainly an interesting one and has a wider signi-

ficance than appears on the surface. If the eminent authority we
have quoted be correct, then the task of the old collectors, many
of whom have determined to stop at the inauguration of the

new period, is complete. This is certainly not the view at present

taken by them, but no doubt if only they were able they would ba
delighted to accept it as correct ; as to Philatelists who have revelled

in the beauties of their favourites in the past, the current issues are

positively painful.

What about the new collector who is looking forward to com-
mencing upon Australia with the first issue of the Commonwealth ?

Will he have to begin with these current issues ? We fancy not. To
the new collector the prospect of obtaining them even to-day is almost
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hopeless, and if he waits to commence until the end of the five years,

the task will be positively appalling.

Theoretically, no doubt Mr. Bassett Hull is correct, but practically,

from a purely philatelic point of view, we incline to a different opinion.

After all, the stamps are neither one thing nor another. They are a

species of hybrid which in another hobby would be named Australia

X Victoria, Australia X New South Wales, and so on.

A curious condition of affairs will be brought about if these

stamps in the future are, for the reasons stated, neglected both by the

present and future schools. It is certainly nothing more than they

deserve, but present holders need not take serious alarm, for even
under such conditions there would always be some demand, however
small, amongst the peculiar class who collect anything which is out of

the beaten track and in which few others have any interest, and where,
consequently, plenty of bargains to their way of thinking are to be had.

We learn from Messrs. De la Rue & Co., and are officially informed
by the authorities of the British Museum, that the

Plates Museum have received the complete set of the copper
plates used for printing the Orange Free State stamps.

The plates were, we presume, the property of the late Government
of President Steyn, and in the events that have happened there is no
one to claim them. It was a happy idea of Messrs. De la Rue & Co.
to select the British Museum as a receptacle for them. We only wish
all the colonial plates out of use were there also, instead of being here,

there and anywhere.
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Notes on the Third Issue of Holland.

By E. W. Wetherell.

DURING the past year several minor varieties of the 1867 issue

of Holland have been noted in the Philatelic Journal, and as these

variations from the normal are difficult to account for, I think it

will not be out of place to summarise our knowledge of this most
interesting issue. Much has been written on this subject by M. Moens
and Messrs. Gordon Smith, Stewart Wilson, Gillespie, and the Rev.
Dunbar Dunbar.

On the 4th September, 1867, a royal decree was published announc-
ing that a new issue would shortly appear, and the stamps were
described as

—

Blue for the 5c.

Red for the 10c.

Ochre for the 15c.

Green for the 20c.

Violet for the 25c.

Golden for the 50c.

" The stamps of the new issue of 5, 10 and 15 cents, will] be sold as

soon as the present stock is cleared.

The stamps of 20, 25 and 50 cents, will be put into use on the 1st

October, 1867."

The plates were ready as announced, but only the three high values

were put into circulation as the stock of the low values of the 1864
issue was still uncleared, but the entire issue was shown at the Paris

Exhibition in July, 1867.

As the high values appeared before the others the order of the

perforations may be obtained from them, and as the 50 cents, is always
perforated 12^ X 12 it is clear that this was the first perforation

in use.

It is now well known that there are two types of each of the values,

and these types are illustrated differently in Gibbons and Bright, the

latter being correct. It is supposed that the first series (Type I) was
printed from the plates delivered by the engraver and the second from
plates delivered by the printer, because either the figures had not been

inserted by the engraver or had been damaged in the printing. The above
extract from M. Moens' articles may throw some light on Dr. Chance's
note. As I have been unable to trace any difference in the main
design of the stamps, I think it is probable that all the plates were
made from one die and the values inserted afterwards. My surmise

that this is the case is strengthened by the fact that the figure of value,

particularly in the case of the 10c. (Type I) is much better defined

than the word " cent.," not only in the case of Dr. Chance's abnormal
specimens but in every stamp of this type I possess. In Dr. Chance's
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specimens the lower line of the frame is, however, quite distinct and
clear and the letters of " cent." all indistinct at the bottom. If the

figures were inserted separately that would not account for the distinct

frame and indistinct cent, unless we consider that the frame was also

inserted later and was not present on the die. This would seem a very
far-fetched theory were it not for Mr. Stewart Wilson's recent discovery,

illustrated in the October number of the Philatelic Journal of India and

*>A++*i4MhM.^^^ 0*0^:^Jt>

reproduced above, in which it will be seen that the space between the

upper lettering and the frame is abnormally large. It appears quite

possible therefore that both figures and frame are insertions and that

the indistinct lettering above referred to is due to a damage and not

to wearing of the die.

Dr. Chance's specimens are perf. 12J X 12 and are Type I, and as

i2| X 12 is the first perforation the stamps must be from quite an early

printing, and it would appear very unlikely that a retouch would be

necessary so early in the lifetime of the plate. Mr. Stewart Wilson's

specimens (two) are also Type I, perf. 12J X 12, and he has not found

the same abnormality on Type II.

The perforations of this issue have long been a worry to specialists

of Dutch stamps, and the following is Mr. Gordon Smith's opinion

with regard to the small perforation "It would still

remain impossible to assign the greater number of single specimens
to a particular perforating machine. The collector therefore may
rest content with the classification 13-14, being assured that an attempt

at sub-division is wasted effort." Such an opinion coming from so high

an authority should be final, but both Mr. Stewart Wilson and myself

believe that a differentiation is possible, and personally I have not

found any perforations which do not agree with my classification, but

there can be no doubt that the punches of the perforating machine
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varied in thickness and thereby produced very different appearances in

these products.

The following is a list of the perforations of this issue, and the dates

obtained from dated post-marks are

—

12\ X 12 ... ... ... ... 1867
10" X 10J 1868

13I clean cut ... ... ... ... ... 1869

14 in combination with 13J or 13 (small holes) 1870

A X in thLe annexed table implies that the stamp is known.

TYPE 1.

White paper.
Bluish
paper.

Clean cut.

I2§ X 12. 10 x io|. 13*.

(n|x 13.)

13 x 14- 13* x J 4- 14. I2§ X 12.

5 cent. .

.

X X X XXX
10 ,, X X X
15 .. •• X X X
20 ,, X
25 „ X
50 „ X

1 1 1

TYPE II.

White paper.
Bluish
paper.

Imperf. I2§ X 12. 10 x 10A.
13*.

Clean cut. 13 * 14- I3l x 14. 14. 13*. 14.

X5 cent. .

.

X X X X X X X
10 „ X X X X X X X X X
15 - • X X X X X X
20 ,, X X X X X X
25 „ •• X X

50 „ .. X X

M. Moens mentions two comb machines perforating respectively

12J X 12 and 10 X ioj, and three single-line machines perforating

13^131 and 14. These last have small holes 'usually, but I have many
specimens of the 14 perf. with large, clean-cut holes, and consider that

these are probably due to a new set of punches inserted in the old

14 machine.
When 14 is present it is always vertical or all round ; the other two

machines may be found compound with it, producing 13 x 14,

13J X 14.

The stamps perf. 13J, gauging frequently 13J X 13, and with clean

cut holes, I consider to be quite distinct. The holes are always larger,

and 14 is never found combined with them, and it is very probable that

it is an entirely new machine and similar to, if not the same as that

used for the clean cut perforation of the next issue—the 13-14 small

holes being separated from the 13I perforations in that issue—and
should equally well be differentiated in that of 1867.
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Although at first sight there appears to be so much difficulty in this

matter, if it be remembered that 14 always occurs as a vertical perfora-

tion when in combination, it is easy to subdivide the issue into four sets

by merely measuring the vertical perforation. We then get (a) 12, (b)

io|, (O 13^, (</), 14; the first three are distinct vertical perforations,

and we may then further subdivide " d" if inclined to specialise, into

13 X 14, 13} X 14, 14, and 14 large holes. Herr Krotzsch mentions
another distinct perforation gauging 14^- with very minute holes. I

consider this is due to very small punches being employed in the 14

machine.
In my own collection is a curiosity, namely, the 15 cents, perf., 12J

at top, 12 at the sides, and 13! large holes (clean cut) at the bottom.

As the 12J X 12 was a comb machine it is difficult to account for this

curiosity unless the bottom row of the sheet had escaped perforation

at the bottom and this being noticed afterwards the 13J machine was
used to perforate the bottom row, or it is possible that 133- was a

marginal perforation around the entire sheet. The latter is the more
probable theory as we have proof that there was a marginal perforation

in the case of the |c. figure type, since some of these stamps may be

found twice perforated at top and these two top perforations are of

different gauge, one being nf and the other I2-|, and the one at bottom
of the stamp is also I2|. Now, it is impossible for the 124 gauge to

appear on the left-hand vertical row as this row7 is always n| X 12,

hence I2| occurring in the same position as nf on the left vertical row
can only be an extra perforation, and my copy of this stamp shows a

white margin above, so it is undoubtedly the left top corner stamp
which would be one of those most likely to show the marginal

perforation.

The paper of this issue varies from thin to quite thick and the gum
also varies very much, being usually yellowish, but thick dark brown
gum is common on the 10c. value.

The bluish paper is a great difficulty, as so many of the stamps show
a very slight amount of blueing, and only the 5c. and 20c. show it very

distinctly, but every gradation may be met with in the case of the 20c,
from distinct bluish to perfectly white.

The imperforate stamps noted above were not a regular issue but

were made by the Government and supplied to M. Moens as a favour

for one of his clients. It is probable that a few may have passed the post,

but being very rare and not a regular issue, they may be ignored by
all but the most ardent specialist.

The stamps of this issue were printed by Messrs. Enschede & Sons.
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Notable Philatelists.

Dr. Franz Kalckhoff.

THE subject of our sketch this month is one of the most eminent
philatelists on the Continent. As a good worker, scientific and
careful writer and painstaking student, he is excelled by few,

and if his name is not so well known by us as by our philatelic brethren

in the Fatherland, it is simply because many of his smaller articles are

too difficult to be adequately translated.

Franz Kalckhoff was born on the ioth of November, i860, in

Berlin, where his father followed the trade of a raw silk merchant.
After having passed his final examinations at a grammar school there,

he devoted himself to the study of chemistry at the University of

Berlin, and graduated as Doctor of Philosophy at the end of 1883.

He then served as a chemist in various works at Berlin, Hoechst-on-
the-Main, Huddersfield and Prague. In 1893 he returned to Berlin,

became Assistant Examiner to the Imperial German Patent Office,

and was appointed, in 1901, Imperial Counsellor (Regierungsrat) and
Member of the Board of the Patent Office.

Dr. Kalckhoff's philatelic career began in his early school days, as

he was first induced to collect by the present of a stamp album at

Christmas, 1868. His interest was maintained and largely increased

by the extended business correspondence of his father, which reached
back to the early fifties, and provided many treasures in old German
and other European stamps. This general collection, although still in

existence, never reached any very great proportions, nor was it of any
special importance. Since 1890 he has specialised telegraph stamps,
of which he has now a very nice collection of over 2,000, and he is,

in addition, an ardent collector of the very numerous entires of the

German Empire with all their " finesses."

Coming to literature, Dr. Kalckhoff's first notes on philatelic

matters appeared in 1879 in the Wiener Illustrierte Briefmarken Zeitung
and in the Illustriertes Briefmarken Journal. But it was not until 1888
that he entered the ranks of philatelic authors by joining the staff of

contributors to the Grosses Handbuch der Philatelie, edited by Herr
Lindenberg. From the end of 1891 to 1894 he edited the Illnstrierte

Briefmarken Zeitung (Leipzig). Besides this he contributed to most of

the German philatelic journals, very often under the nom de plume of
" A. Franz," " F. Andreas," &c. He also wrote the " Berlin Letters

"

for Stanley Gibbons' Monthly Journal under the pseudonym of
" Franciscus." He still contributes to the Deutsche Briefmarken
Zeitung (Leipzig).

In 1892 he published his first book on Reprints, which was trans-

lated into English by Mr. H. Hilckes.
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During his stay in England (1889-1890), in Huddersfield, Dr.
Kalckhoff became a member of the Philatelic Society, London. The
Berlin Philatelic Society has counted him amongst its members since

1888, and elected him successively Librarian, Hon. Secretary, Vice-

President, and, last year, President, when the Club's first president,

Herr Lindenberg, left Berlin.

Dr. Kalckhoff also took a very active interest in the organization

of the Philatelisten Tage at Prague, 1892, Berlin, 1893, and Kiel, 1894.
The growing demands on his time and vigour during the last few

years by his official duties have diminished Dr. Kalckhoff's philatelic

activity, much to our regret. All his spare time—and he is not over-

burdened with it—he gives now almost entirely to the duties which
he undertook on accepting the position of President of the Berlin

Philatelic Society, but still we hope he will find time to enrich our

knowledge of philatelic matters by the publication of further works.

&(*& c^

A Note on Greece.

By W. Doming Beckton.

<yjf VERY interesting discovery to specialists has just been made by

fJL Mr. Yardley in a specimen of the 1 lepton printing H showing
JL X the flaw No. 2, that is the one behind the head. The copy is

used and dated 1868. I attributed these flaws to injuries received by
the plates during the process of cleaning, to which they were subjected

in 1870, and which, coupled possibly with a somewhat different

method of printing carefully executed, produced the distinct Printing I

of 1870, popularly known as the short lines on the neck. It is

abundantly clear that we must date back the injury to the plate at

least one printing, and absolve the people who cleaned it from having
done the damage.
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The Post during the Siege of Paris

Translated from " Le Collectionneur de Timbres-Posted

IN
addition to the carrier-pigeon post, the only means by which

outside news reached the besieged town of Paris, several systems

were proposed and tried. Unfortunately they all failed, but it is

none the less interesting, from the historic point of view, to enumerate
and briefly describe them.

Cables.—As soon as the Capital was threatened with a siege, the

idea of secretly submerging a telegraphic cable in the Seine was
carried out, but the Germans, either because they had been warned,
or because the idea was too simple, discovered and destroyed the cable

as soon as they came.
Couriers.—During the early part of the siege, certain brave men

succeeded in crossing the hostile lines and in carrying official letters

and even letters from the Departments. Several of them, however,
almost all humble post office officials, fell victims to their devotion.

Balloons.—Attempts were made, especially by the M.M. Tissandier,

to direct balloons into Paris. In spite of the patience and the courage
of the aeronauts, their attempts were fruitless. The same problem
was intently studied in Paris, and we remember to have seen on the

walls a bill informing the public that M. Dupuy de Lome was con-

structing a navigable balloon, by means of which provincial news
would be received.

Dogs.—On January 13th the balloon "General Failherbe " brought
five dogs, which were accustomed to drive herds of cattle to the

Parisian slaughter-houses. These dogs were brought as near to the

town as possible, and their collars filled with despatches. They were
then let loose, but none reached their destination.

Logs, Corks, Cork, Glass or Metal Balls.—Sundry suggestions were
made to the Government that letters should be enclosed in floating

bodies, thrown into the current of the Seine or its tributaries, and
collected as they passed through Paris by specially arranged cords
across the stream. There again the forethought of the Prussians
caused them to be on the alert. " They had organised in the Seine
and the Marne double, triple and quadruple dams, which did not leave

space for even a gudgeon to pass. A messenger even assured us,"

said M. Steenackers, " that the enemy did not burn floating wood or

other wreckage caught in these barriers before having chopped it

up and reduced it to the condition of lilliputian matches."
M. Lacoin proposed the use of small balls of caout-chouc, not more

than a centimetre in diameter, ballasted so as to remain just under the

water. The inventor intended them to be accompanied by colouring

matter or sawdust to signal their arrival in Paris.

Another system of hollow zinc spheres, 40 or 50 centimetres in

diameter, was suggested by M. de Castillon Saint-Victor. These were
complicated. " When the ball was full of despatches and letters,"
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says M. Steenackers, " it was weighted to the required water line by
weights fixed to movable rods. Then, the point of departure of the

balls to Paris and the point of arrival being known, the clock-work
was wound up to provide for a journey according to the current of

5, 6, 7, io or 12 hours. The sphere travelled at some distance below
the water, and when a dial reached the fixed mark the trigger released

a spring which pushed out of a tube a small tricoloured flag, intended
to attract the attention of those who were watching for its arrival by
its colour and the inscription which it bore." This scheme was,

however, never carried out.

System of M.M. Robert, Delort and Vonoven.—This system, which
was tried for nearly a month, is interesting from the Philatelic point of

view because it necessitated the creation of a special tax, established

by a Decree. The notice to the public runs thus :

—

" An offer has been made to the postal authorities to transmit letters

from the Departments to Paris by a means which the inventors have
patented. This method, in order to ensure its success, must be kept

secret, but it has been considered sufficiently practicable to be tried.

" Consequently the authorities, whose duty it is to use any means
appearing suitable for the transmission of letters to the Capital, has

authorised the trial of the new scheme, without accepting any
responsibility.

" An agreement has been made to this effect between the Postal

Authorities in Paris and the inventors, and approved by a Decree of

the Government of National Defence dated December 23rd. By the

terms of this Decree, letters to be sent to Paris must be prepaid by
stamps to the value of 1 franc, 20c. being for the Post Office and 80c.

for the expenses and risks of the undertaking. The maximum weight

of letters is fixed at 4 grammes. Letters from France and Algiers for

Paris which the public will send by the method in question, besides

complying with the aforementioned conditions as to weight and
postage, bear in very legible characters on the address the words Paris

par Moulins {Allier).

" The senders, having thus prepared their letters, will only place

them in the box in the ordinary way."
Article 3 of the Decree says that the sum of 1 franc paid for

delivery of each letter will be appropriated as under : 20c. to the

Postal Authorities and 80c. to the inventors of the system, half to be

paid to them when the letter is handed to them, and half placed to their

credit or paid to their representative in Paris by the Receiver General

of the Posts of the Seine on the receipt of the letter at the Parisian

Post Office.

But this system affording no results, the postal authorities published

the following letter (Moniteur Universel de Bordeaux, January 31st,

l87 1):—
"The service by Moulins is temporarily suspended. A definite

decision will be made after the enquiry, which is opened to-day for

the public benefit.
" The authorities having no certain information as to the success

of their efforts, earnestly beg those persons who can positively state

that they have received answers from Paris to letters sent by the

Moulins means to inform the postmaster at Bordeaux."
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The system of MM. Robert and Delort, which had been kept secret,

consisted in enclosing the correspondence in zinc spheres, provided

on the circumference with kind of wings of the same metal, which
were intended to expedite their course even if they reached the

bottom of the water. The size of the balls was almost that of a

child's head, and after being filled with letters the opening was
soldered up. Special cords, such as those we have already mentioned,

were to stop these balls in Paris at the Port a l'Anglais. The service

commenced on January 4th and was suspended on the 31st.

The invention of these spheres dates, it seems, from long before the

Siege of Paris, their use being originally for the fraudulent conveyance
of alcohol and cigars.

These balls, as we have said, did not reach their destination
;

some, however, were fished out later (near Corbeil and at the mouth of

the Seine). One of the latter contained 700 letters, which were sent

to those to whom they were addressed. (Report of M. Eschasseriaux,

Official, 31st July, 1871).

Another sphere, discovered in June, 1873, contained amongst
others a letter from Dax, posted on Dec. 31st, 1870, and addressed
A. Monsieur P. Lacoin, 36 Rue du Bac 36, Paris, par Moulins (Allier).

It is franked with a 20c. blue Bordeaux, 1st type, and an 80c. also

Bordeaux. These stamps are cancelled with the lozenge of dots with
large figure 1283, and on the back is the date of arrival in Paris

(June, 1873).

A second letter remained still longer submerged ; it left Viella

(Gers.) in January, 187 1, and was only found on July 7th, 1876. In
this case the writing of the latter shows through the address, as a

damage to the ball had admitted a little water which had spoiled all

the correspondence.

About twelve months ago, if our memory serves us, we heard of one of these letters,

discovered with others in the neighbourhood of Paris, being duly delivered after having
been over 30 years in transit. This instance easily beats the records given in the paper.

—

Ed.

The Competitive System at

Exhibitions.

By Anton. M. van Hoek.

&& FTER my visit to the Philatelic Exhibitions at London, Man-
LX Chester and Paris, and after I had carefully studied their
A 1 programmes, I only then found out how difficult, yes, almost
impossible, it was to compose a programme by which all sorts of

collectors would have an opportunity of participating with success in

an Exhibition, without being, as Mr. Doming Beckton so rightly calls

it, outstripped by the Great Moguls.
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I also would much like to offer an opportunity to smaller

collections, amongst which are some very interesting ones, of com-
peting with each other; but also, according to my opinion, we must
not, through aggravating stipulations, render it so difficult for the

larger collectors that they might decide not to exhibit, which would
cause great loss to the Exhibitions and make them lose much of their

attraction.

Allow me to explain to you what induced the committee of the

Exhibition at the Hague in igoi to decide to compile the programme
in the manner which they did, and I believe that it is only because the

Dutch language is so little understood abroad that this system is being
overlooked.

Class I. Division A.—The Netherlands and Colonies, unused
special collection.

Class I. Division B.—As above in used stamps.

Class II.—The Netherlands and Colonies, used and unused mixed,

but likewise special collection.

Class III.—The Netherlands and Colonies not special.

Class VIII. Division A.

—

Special collections of

:

Germany with the old German States.

France.
England.
Italy with the old Italian States.

Spain.

Switzerland.

Class VIII. Division B.

—

Special collection of a country of Europe
not mentioned in Division A.

Class VIII. Division C.— Three countries of Europe, no special

collections.

Thus this programme is continued with the other parts of the world.

That the Netherlands and Colonies appear ^in the foreground every-

body will understand, as the Exhibition took place in Holland. It is

the same as at Manchester with England and Colonies, and at Paris

with France and Colonies.

I believe that with these conditions a step was made in the right

direction, but I must acknowledge that it is still open to many
improvements.

The main point with me, however, remains that the judges should

be requested to pay more attention to the philatelic than the material

value of the collections. That is to say, that the preference be given

to a collection which is very well arranged and shews philatelic

knowledge, even if a single rare stamp should be absent, above a

collection which is complete but not so well manipulated.

According to my opinion the solution can only be obtained, as I

mentioned before, through an International Society of which the

leading philatelists of the different countries become members.
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The earliest information as to New Issues will be much appreciated by us, and will be duly credited

to the correspondent, or firm, sending it. Our foreign subscribers can materially

help us in this direction. When possible, a specimen should

accompany the information, and be addressed to

G. Fred. H Gibson, 7, Clarence Street, Manchester.

The British Empire.

British Somaliland.—In view of the
considerable discussion that is going on
with regard to the stamps of this Protector-

ate, we have refrained from chronicling
them until we were actually in possession
of a set. Mr. Peckitt has now sent us the
complete series which we list below.
The overprint is in black and is in tall

thin capitals.
Adhesive?.

hand. The value at foot is in the second

colour mentioned below.

Surcharged
British

Somaliland
in black.

J anna pale green (India, 1900).

1 ,, carmine ,,

2 annas violet ,,

o.\ „ blue ,,

3 „ brown orange (India, 1882-95).

4 ,, slate-green
6 ,, pale brown ,,

8 ,, dull mauve ,,

12 ,, brown on red
1 rupee carmine and green ,,

2 rupees yellow-brown and carmine ,,

3 ,, green and brown
5 ,, violet and ultramarine

Service stamps.

As above, with " On H.M.S." in addition.

\ anna pale green.
1 ,, carmine.
2 annas violet.

8 ,, dull mauve.
1 rupee carmine and green.

Cape of Good Hope.—We hear the 3d.

and 6d. values have been issued, but so far

the only new value we have seen, in addition
to those recently chronicled, is the 5s.

The portrait appears in an oval, sur-

rounded by a fancy frame, on either side of

which is a tablet with the value in figures
;

this is also shown in words on a label at the
foot.

Adhesive.

5s. brown-orange, wmk. Anchor, perf. 14.

Gibraltar.—Messrs. Whitfield King &
Co. send us specimens of the new set which
appeared on May 1st. There are nine
values, ranging from ^d. upward to 20s.

So far we can only give particulars np to

the is., as the higher values are not yet to

Adhesives.

Perf. 14, wmk. CA and Crown.

Jd. pale green and emerald,
id. lilac on red.

2d. pale green and carmine.
2*d. lilac on blue, value in black.

6d. grey-black and carmine.
is. lilac and violet.

Great Britain.—We stated last month
that other values of the new "Admiralty
Official " stamps than those chronicled

were reported to exist. We have now seen

three more denominations with this over-

print—the 2d., 2^d. and 3d.

Adhesives.

Official stamps.

2d. green and scarlet, surcharged
official

"' in ^^ack -

2id. ultramarine ,, ,, ,,

3d. brown on yellow ..
'

,,

India.—The 2, 3 and 4 annas are the

latest to arrive ; they are of practically the

same type as previously, and the colours

are also identical.
Adhesives.

2 annas violet.

3 ,, brown-orange.
4 ,, slate-green.

Chamba State.—The Monthly Journal

has seen the current 3 pies grey surcharged

for use here. We also have the 2a. violet

(Queen's Head) with both the ordinary and
the service overprint.

Adhesives.

3P. grey (1902) surcharged "
gtSe"* in black -

2a. violet (1900) ,, „ ,,
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Service stamps.
" Chamba

2a. violet (1900) surcharged State in black.
Service"

Gwalior.—The three stamps listed in

February now come surcharged for Service

use.
Adhesives.

Service stamps.

3p. grey, surcharged in black.

Aa. green ,, ,,

la. carmine ,, ,,

Jhind State.—We have the £a. pale

green (Queen's Head) overprinted " Service

Jhind State " in black.

Adhesive.

Service stamp.
" Service

ia. pale green surcharged Jhind in black.
State"

Patiala State.—A correspondent has
shown Ewen's Weekly the following, all on
values of the new set.

Adhesives.
'

' Patiala
3 pies grey, surcharged gtate .. in black.

^ anna green
1 „ carmine
2 annas violet

3 „ orange-brown ,.

Malta.—Mr. North sends us a specimen
of the new shilling value ; it was issued on
April 6th. The new id. is also just to

hand ; this we are informed came out on
May 7th. Both are of the same type as the

other values recently described, the head is

in the second colour mentioned.
Adhesives.

id. carmine and black, perf. 14, wmk. CA and Crown-
is. deep violet and slate ., ,,

New South Wales.—The new 2s. 6d.

has been sent us within the last few days ;

it is printed in bright blue-green on white
chalky paper and is perforated n£, wmk.
Crown and NSW.

Adhesive.

2s. 6d. blue-green, perf. nh, wmk. X SW and Crown.

New Zealand. — From the Monthly
Journal and the Australian Philatelist we list

following :

—

Adhesives.

Wmk. single-lined NZ and Star.

4d. orange-brown and blue, perf. 14.

Sd. deep blue, ,, n.
2s. green, laid paper, ,, n.

Niue.—We were most decidedly too
sanguine in saying there did not appear to

be any errors in the new surcharge, as we
gather from contemporaries that actually

the word denoting the value on the 1/-

stamp is spelt incorrectly, reading as it

does, " Tahae Sileni," instead of " Taha,"
or " Taha e Sileni."

Though to the unlearned in this Poly-
nesian dialect the variation does not appear
of much importance, it is to the initiated of

great significance, the word "Tahae"
meaning literally " thief." Fearing to

shock the gentle aborigine of Niue, not that

we should imagine he ever sees, much less

uses, a stamp of higher value than id., the
Wellington General Post Office are making
every effort to recover the few that have
been sent out Luckily none had got so far

as the island itself; indeed, they had only
just arrived in this country when the error

was discovered.

St. Lucia.—Two more values have just

come in. This time not pictorial, but of

the ordinary "Postage and Revenue"
description. This brings the new set up to

four, not including the commemorative
label.

Adhesives.

2jd. lilac and ultramarine, wmk. Crown & CA, perf. 14.

3d. lilac and yellow ,, ,, ,,

Sudan.—We appear to have omitted to

chronicle the 3 and 5 mill with the new
watermark, and also the new official stamps,
the latter formed by surcharging certain

values of the current set O. S. G. S. The
overprint is in black in block capitals.

Adhesives

Watermark, star and crescent.

3 m. mauve and green.

5 m. carmine and black.

Service stamps.

3 m. mauve and green, surcharged O.S.G.S. in black.

5 m. carmine and black
1 piastre blue and brown
1 ,, black and red
2 piastres black and blue

5 ,, brown and green ,.

Tasmania. — The Philatelic Journal of
Great Britain states that the perforation of

the current id. and 2d. has been changed
from 12 to 11, though, by the way, we
think this should read, " from 12^ to 11."

The Australian Philatelist has seen both
stampswithcompoundperforation.il x 12^.

Adhesives.

id. red, wmk. V & Crown, perf. 11 and perf. 11 x 12$.

2d. violet ., .. ,, ,. ,,

Victoria.—As will be seen by the above
item the printers have not been long in

getting in some fancy work with the new
machine, nor has Victoria itself been
neglected, as Eiven's Weekly now confirms
the existence of the id perforated 11, and
has also seen the ^d. perforated 12 on
three sides and 11 on the fourth.

Adhesives.

Wmk. V and Crown.
^d. green, perf. 12 on three sides, 11 on the fourth.
id. rose-red, perf, 11.
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Western Australia.—A new printing,

a new perforation, and three new values to

chronicle this month is bad enough, though

it is some small comfort that the latter new-

comers are the Colony's own swan type

instead of the new " adapted " designs.

Adliesives.

Wmk. V and Crown, perf. n.

2d. yellow.

Wmk. V and Crown, perf. 12*.

4d. red-brown.
Sd. yellow-green (type of *d., 1885-93).

od. orange ( ,, 4<i. >> )•

iod. red ( „ 2§d., 1901).

Foreign Countries.

Colombia.—Even though we credited

the 50c. and 1 peso stamps each with several

colours, we find from the Monthly Journal

that our list was incomplete ; from the same
source we also learn that the latter value

comes in two sizes, 18 x 24 mm. and 20 x

26^ mm.
Adliesives.

50 centavos green (Simon Bolivar), imperf.

50 ,, rose ,, ,, ».

1 peso carmine rose (General Prospero Pinzon) .,

1 ,, dark blue ,, „ ,, >>

5 ,, pesos, blue-green (Arms), ,,

France.—Messrs. Whitfield King & Co.

send us the 25c. in the new type ; the 10c.

is also just to hand.

25c. ultramarine.

The special stamps for Foreign Offices,

etc., are still appearing, though most sets

are now quite complete. This month we
have the following, some of which have
been sent us by the above firm.

Adliesives.

Issue for Levant Offices.

30c. lilac.

Issue for Morocco.

1 peseta in black on 1 franc lake and yellow green.

Issue for Port Said.

15c. carmine.

Holland. Dutch Indies.—Specimens
of the new issue are now to hand, and we
illustrate the type below. All are on plain

white wove paper, and are perforated 12J.

Adliesives.

10 cent, grey-black

12*

15
20

25

30
50

dark blue,
brown.
greenish slate.

mauve,
brown orange,
lake brown.

- ' * • ' • . i

Iceland.—We are enabled, from various

sources, to add particulars of more of the

recent surcharges. With those already

specified we hope the following makes a

complete list. There are also two stamps
not previously chronicled unsurcharged.

Adliesives.

3 aur yellow (first type), perf. i2i

50 ,, carmine and blue, ,,

Surcharged " I Gildi," etc., in black or carmine.

3 aur yellow (first type), perf. i2§, black surcharge.

4 ,, grey and rose, ,, ,,

16 ,, brown, ? perf., ,,

40 ,, lilac, perf. i2§, ,,

100 „ lilac and brown, ? perf.,

Variety, " I " omitted.

5 ,, green, perf. i2§, carmine surcharge.

Official stamps.

Surcharged " I Gildi,' etc., in black.

16 aur carmine, perf. 14 x 13^.

50 ,, lilac, ,, Variety, " I " omitted.

Nicaragua.—The American Journal of
Philately specifies the following two new
provisionals :

—

Adliesives.

6 cents, in black on 10c. violet (1900).

1 peso ,, „

Norway.—The 35 Ore green now comes
with the new perforation, 14J x 13^.

Adhesive.

35 ore green, Perf. 14J x 13A.

Portugal. Nyassa.—Messrs. Whitfield
King & Co. send us five additions to the

terrible list of Portugese Colonial pro-

visionals.
Adhesives.

Surcharged " Provisorio " vertically in black.

i5r. buff-brown and black.

25. orange

8or. mauve and black, surcharged '-65 Reis " in black.

1 5or. orange-brown ., ,, "115 ,. ,,

3oor. green ,. „ "230 ,, ,,

Paraguay.—Though with just one more
provisional to list this month, we hope the
surcharging epidemic has died out, as a new
set has now made its appearance, particu-

lars of which, with an illustration of the
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design, we give below. The stamps, as will

be seen, are of a larger size than usual;

they are lithographed on plain white paper,

perf. ii^. All values are found surcharged
for official use, the overprint employed is

the same as that used in the 1889 set.

Adhesive.

Habilitado
ioc. rose (1900-2) en cinco in black.

5 cent. 5.

A dliesives.

1 centavo grey.
2 centavos blue-green.

blue,
brown,
rose-red.
dark blue,

mauve.

Official Stamps.

1 centavo grey,' surcharged i: Oficial " in black.

2 centavos blue-green,

5 ,, blue,

10 ,, brown,
20 .. rose-red, .. ,, ,,

30 ,, dark blue,

60 ,. mauve, ,, ,, ,.

Persia.—We learn from the Monthly

Journal of a new setting of the recent pro-

visionals in which the value is printed

Chahis instead of CHAHIS. These have
the circular surcharge in rose. Beyond this

(we quote the Monthly Journal) there is a set of

these stamps, including the 1 kran with value

in capitals, surcharged with a device consist-

ing of the Arms in a circle in the centre,

surrounded by an oblong octagonal frame,
inscribed " * provi * soire" *, with a
fourth star in the centre below, and date

1321 (in Arabic) at left, and "1903" at

right, impressed in dark blue.

Two surcharges we have not mentioned
before are also to be found below.

A dliesives.

Type set stamps inscribed " Chahis" with circular
surcharge in rose.

2 chahis, red-brown.
5 •, red.

10 ,, olive-yellow.

12 ,, blue.

The same with octagonal surcharge in blue.

1 chahi, grey.
2 chahis, red-brown.
5 „ pale red.

10 ,, olive-yellow.
12 ,, dark blue.
1 kran, purple.

Surcharged with " Provisoire," etc., in oblong
in black.

8 chahis, orange on greenish (1899).

1 chahi, grey with the 1900 surcharge in violet.

Salvador.—In listing a new set last

month we should have added the following
provisionals which we have not given in

our columns before.

1 centavo on 2c. rose (1900).

1 ,, ,, 3c. black ,.

1 ,, ,, 5c. greenish blue (1900).

San Marino.—Mr. Peckitt sends us
specimens of the new set of twelve values,

ranging from 2c. to 5 lire. Quite sufficient

we should imagine for all postal require-

ments. The 2C. bears a large numeral in

the centre with foliage on either side, while
all the other denominations are of the design
shown below. The stamps are on very
thin white wove paper, and are water-
marked with a large crown sideways.

A dliesives.

centesimi dull mauve.
green.
dull lake.

orange.
blue.
lake.

vermillion.
yellow.
brown.

1 lire dull green.
2 ,, violet.

5 ,, deep blue.

Servia.—The 15 and 20 para of the new
type have now been issued.

A dliesives.

' 15 para violet, perf. n§.
20 ,, orange ,,

Spain. Morocco.— Mr. Peckitt sends
us the four stamps surcharged for use from
offices here. The overprint is applied
diagonally in block capitals. We do not
know whether it is found on the ioc. both
in blue and in black, for though we have
seen it listed as occurring in the latter

colour, it is distinctly in blue in the specimen
before us.

Adhesives.

Surcharged "<%£%£&* in red.

I c. de p. green (Spain, 1872-7),

5 centimos dark green (Spain, 1900-2),

25 centimos sky-blue ,,

Surcharged
" C£-

e
^?ol

in b,ue.

10 centimos rose-red (Spain, 1900-2),

Fernando Po.—The set for the current
year has just been seen, but whether in a
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" Specimen " condition or otherwise we are

not aware; type as usual, but dated 1903.

Adhesives.

5 centinios green.

10 „ blue.

25 ,,
carmine.

50 ,, brown-lilac.

75 ,.
lilac.

1 peseta rose.

2 pesetas olive.

5 ,,
vermilion.

Spanish Guinea.—We find that though
the expectation of a new set was referred

to in one of our issues last year, we have

not yet actually given particulars of the

different values, all of which are now out.

The set consists of the following, all in the

type of the current Fernando Po, but

lettered " Guinea Espaiiola, 1902."

Adhesives.

5 centimos, green,
ndigo.10 ,,

25

50
75

1 peseta
2 pesetas

5

lake.

brown-purple.
lilac.

rob.ine.

bronze-green.
pale red.

Notes and News.

Notice to the Public.

For the time being, the Post Offices in

St. Croix will admit the use of 4 cents,

postage stamps cut in half diagonally for

the prepayment of postage, say in those

cases where the amount of the postage is

covered by the payment of two cents, or

less.

The correspondence thus prepaid should

be handed in over the counter, and not

dropped in a letter box.

The use of postage stamps thus cut will

be disallowed, as soon as 2 cents, stamps
have been received, about which publication

will be issut-d.

Government, St. Croix, the 10th Feb., 1903.

P. G. V.

LIMPRICHT.

India.

We are pleased to see the announcement
of an impending handbook to be issued by
the Philatelic Society of India. The sub-

ject is India, and it is to be written by Mr.
L. L. R. Hausburg and Mr. C. Stewart
Wilson. The publication of the London
Philatelic Society has for some years now
been acknowledged to have become out-of-

date.
Obituary.

The late Mr. W. A. Smith, junr., was,

according to the Metropolitan Philatelist, one
of the most painstaking amateurs who ever
amassed a great collection in New York,

and his untimely end is mourned by stamp
collectors generally. Mr. Smith displayed

special interest in minor varieties, errors of

all sorts, including imperf. and part per-

forated stamps, inverted and double sur-

charges. His collection is to be sold by
auction in the autumn. The sale is to be
entirely without reserve.

New Canadians.

We are told that the die has been made
in England, but that the stamps will be
printed as usual by the American Bank Note
Company. We understand that the portrait

of the King is a much more pleasing one
than on the British stamps ; in fact, gossip

says that it is due to this that a new issue is

in contemplation for Great Britain. There
is certainly room for improvement in the
present issue, although we are loth to

advocate a new one so soon.

Belgian 5 francs.

Le Timbrophile Beige contains a warning
concerning certain forgeries of the above
which are on the market and being sold at

low prices. They are said to be well executed,
but a little smaller than the genuine stamps,
the paper is more highly finished, but the
colour of the stamp is perfect. 11 s'agit done

d'etre proudent. The maker of these forgeries

has been arrested, and the cliche used for

making the forgeries, as well as the dies used
for obliterating them, were seized by the
police at the same time. Collectors would
do well in remembering that the names of

the towns upon the latter dies were Antwerp,
Menin and Maeseyck.

A Re- Discovery.

The Australian Philatelist, after having a
playful rap at the London, Philatelist for

publishing a note by the Rev. P E. Raynor
upon the difference in the size of the water-
marks in New South Wales 1871-83 issues

i

as a new discovery, proceeds :

" As long ago as January, 1895, we
published papers written by Dr. A. E.
Weightman, R.N., in which he not only

j

referred to the two varieties of watermark,
! but gave accurate dates of issue to each.

I

Further, in the same issue of our journal,

in the Oceania Catalogue, we illustrated

the two types of watermark so clearly that

no student could fail to distinguish the
striking points of difference.

" Although Gibbons' catalogue has never
essayed to chronicle the two types, and has
persistently referred to the Centennial series

as being on paper with watermark ' Type 18
'

(the small Crown of first type), both Scott
and Senf have for many years catalogued
and priced both large and small crowns.
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"It is perhaps a case of ' even Homer
nods ' when we find such an advanced
Philatelist as the Rev. P. E. Raynor over-

looking the fact that these watermarks have
been known and described for years past,

but when he suggests that the blunt angles

of the letters in Type 2 are due to ' the

bending of the wires used to form the

watermark,' surely Homer must have fallen

completely into the unconsciousness of

slumber ! It is many years since the old-

fashioned plan of making the watermarks
by wire ' bits ' gave way to the simpler and
cleaner cut method of impressing them on
the pulp by means of the 'dandy roll,'

upon which the design was engraved in

relief. The first type of the CrowmN.S.W.
watermark was made in this way in 1870,
and in 1880 the dandy roll was replaced by
one on which the design had been re-drawn.
It would be practically impossible to pro-

duce so small and complicated a watermark
as the Crown-N.S.W. by means of the
hand-bent wire bits. The dandy roll was
even adopted to produce the single line

figure watermarks of Victoria. Hand made
bits were, like hand engraved stamps,
subject to variation in type as regards the

individual figures on the one sheet ; whereas
the dandy roll watermarks are as exact
reproductions as the multiples on an electro-

plate."

Federation.

A movement is on foot for the federation

of the Philatelic Societies in Australia.

The suggestion emanates from the secretary

of the Tasmanian Society, it has received
the approval of the Sydney Philatelic Club,
of the Philatelic press, and Mr. Bassett Hull
has put his full energy into the scheme. In

a circular letter dated 9th March, 1903,
this enthusiastic Philatelist, who is acting

as Hon. Sec. pro tern, of the movement, asks

for the co-operation of the other Australian

Philatelic Societies with the Sydney Phi-
latelic Club, and adds that Melbourne is

suggested as the most convenient centre for

the annual meeting of the new body. This
letter has been discussed by the Philatelic

Society of Victoria with the result that the

proposal has been negatived. It is the irony

of fate that the Society, to throw cold water
upon the scheme, should be the one whose
headquarters have been selected as the
venue of the annual gatherings of the new
body.
Those Australian Philatelists who have

been surprised why the societies at home
have not amalgamated, especially as the
distance between their several headquarters
is so short, will now perhaps understand the
reason why.

Russia.

As the Russian stamps seem at present
to be in a transition stage so far as the
papers are concerned, it may not be without
interest to mention that a friend bought
entire sheets at the St. Petersburg Post

Office this month as follows: 3k., 4k., 5k.,

20k., 35k., 50k., 70k., Laid horizontally;
ik., 2k

,
7k., 10k , 14k., Laid vertically.

The sheets contain 100 stamps in four panes
of 25. and two values have large numerals
in the corner, probably the plate number.

Mulhausen Exhibition.

We learn that Mr. E. Stock, of Berlin,

and Mr. Becker, of Basle, were placed on
the Jury for judging the literature in place

of Messrs. Kohl and Krotsch, who were
themselves exhibitors and competitors in

this class. We much regret the.information
reached us too late for our original report,

which, as our readers would see for them-
selves, was in print a few days after the

Exhibition.

The Last of Malta.

The Daily Malta Chronicle of May 7th pub-
lishes the following Government Notice :

—

" With the approval of the Right
Honourable the Secretary of State for

the Colonies, His Excellency the Governor
has been pleased to make the following

appointment, to take effect from the 22nd
July next, viz.

:

""Mr. T. Vella, Collector of Customs,
to be Postmaster-General vice Mr. S.

Camilleri, retiring.

"Three months vacation leave having
been granted to Mr. S. Camilleri previous
to his retirement, from the 22nd ultimo,

the above-mentioned appointment will

take effect provisionally from the nth
instant.

" By command,
" E. M. Merewether,

'

' Lieutenant Governor.
" The Palace, Valetta,

" 6th May, 1903."

Great Britain: O.W. Official (Queen's Head).

A complete set of these stamps were
offered and sold at Mr. Darlow's sale in

Manchester on the 13th inst. ; they

realised :

—

£ s. d.

id. red, an unused pair . . 1 10 o

{.d. Kreen ,, ,, ..320
Id. lilac, similar ,, . . 1 10 o

5d. Queen, unused (1 stamp) 3 15 o

iod. ,, ,, ,, 650
Newfoundland : 1890 3 cents.

The colour of this stamp on one of the

printings in slate-grey is apt to run, making
the stamp appear on salmon coloured paper.

It is curious that slate-grey should produce
the peculiar shade in the paper it does, and
we can easily understand that some col-

lectors have thought that the paper was
originally tinted. That such is not the case

is shown by a half sheet lying before us,

with margins, in which the latter show no
discolouration, except at the extreme ad-

joining the stamps. The stamps were
printed by the British American Bank
Note Co., Ottawa.
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Editorial Notes.

IT
has just come to our knowledge that the Editor of The Burlington

Magazine takes exception to the paragraph headed " Pinpricks by
an Ignoramus " in our April number. It is necessary to point

out that this journal is published entirely in the interests of Philately

by a small body of amateur collectors who subscribed the

Peccavimus? necessary capital in the Limited Company by which it

is owned, and they are extremely sensitive at anything
which may be said derogatory to their hobby. Labouring under a

sense of wrong done, as it seemed wilfully, to Philately, the paragraph
was written by way of a reply, and was never intended to be taken

personally. We very much regret that the gentleman in question

should take it so much to heart, as we never for a moment thought he

would do so, but would rather treat it in the journalistic sense as a

forcible expression of opinion in the abstract, for which it was intended.

As the Editor of The Burlington Magazine has misinterpreted our
intentions, perhaps we on our part have misinterpreted his personal

convictions. Possibly some day we may have the pleasure of his

acquaintance and thus be afforded the opportunity of convincing him,
if needs be, that there is as much genuine pleasure and benefit to be
derived from Philately by the connoisseur as from the other forms of

collecting of which he is an admirer. In any case we exceedingly

regret that the observations in our April number should have irritated

him in any way, and apologise for causing him pain.

Under Notes and News will be found a report of certain proceedings
of a very grave character instituted by the Inland

Departmental Revenue. The proceedings have reference to the over-
Stamps, printed British stamps for the Government Departments,

and have created, as our readers will readily understand,
considerable excitement and interest in philatelic circles. One of

those concerned is well known as the joint author of the standard
work published by the Philatelic Society, London, on the stamps of
the British Isles, and is himself a member of that body. We refrain

from in any way commenting upon the affair so long as it is sub judice,

but whatever the result of the proceedings may be, it seems to us
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perfectly clear that the authorities have determined to put a stop to

the sale of the Departmental Stamps in an unused condition.

Germany has issued, as our readers are aware, a special official

series for use in her various Government departments, and here again

it is against the regulations to sell them to the public. We hear
difficulties are arising in Germany consequent upon some officials

substituting unused current stamps for the official ones in their

possession, and selling the former at fancy prices, and that proceedings

are contemplated with a view to effectually stopping the practice.

In the Philatelic Record, Vol. XXIII. , we published an illustrated

.
article by Mr. Grunewald upon the Prince Imperial

Imperial
Essay, and it was stated that a few copies only were

Essay. printed in black, and only one existed in blue.

Some weeks ago we were therefore surprised to see

a set of these essays printed in nine different colours, namely,
olive-green, red-brown, pale green, bistre, dark blue, brown,
orange, carmine, and lilac, and represented as being the suggested
colours for the contemplated new series in 1870 in the order of

value ic, 2c, 5c, 10c, 20c, 30c, 40c, 80c, and 5fr. The matter
seemed to be one which called for comment, and would have been
referred to last month but for pressure upon our space. Since
then we have received Le Collectionneur de Timbres-Poste, in which an
interesting article upon them speaks of the Constitutional difficulties

in 1869, of the ill health of the Emperor Napoleon III., and his

contemplated early abdication in favour of his son with the Regency,
and that the idea of issuing stamps bearing the Prince Imperial profile

was one means of adding stability or preparing the populace for the

new order of things. M. Joubert, who was at the time in the employ
of Messrs. De la Rue & Co., produced the matrix, and it is said the

order to do so was kept a secret in Paris at the time to prevent

complications before the whole scheme, of which this new issue was to

form a part, matured ; hence the reason of the work not being entrusted

to the workmen at the Paris Mint. The matrix, however, must have
been sent to Paris, as, after the death of M. Hulot, it was found
amongst his effects, together with a number of the essays which are

now upon the market ; the number has not transpired, but it must be
considerable.

Although we hold the opinion that Philately and Finance are entirely

distinct studies and ought to be kept apart as far as
1 a

5 y possible, yet now-a-days all sorts and conditions of men

Finance. are so terribly practical and so thoroughly imbued with
the spirit of making money that even in their hobbies it

is difficult for them to disassociate their minds from the element of

£ s. d., whilst we fear that in many cases no attempt is made to do so.

We are fully aware of the heavy expenditure which Philately calls for

to-day and also realise that no man with any brains will incur that

heavy expenditure without a reasonable probability of being able at

some future time, if necessary, to recoup himself the greater part of his

outlay ; he would be a fool otherwise, and fools can never make
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philatelists. To prove the existence of the reasonable probability of

which we have spoken requires no labouring on our part; it is sufficient

to point to the leading philatelists, to none of whom could the epithet

which we have employed be applied. To do more than we have in-

dicated is no part of the creed of a good philatelist, although we hear

whispers from time to time that some who think themselves such are

actuated more by a sense of how to make cent, per cent, than by any
deep affection for stamps themselves. Whether this is really so or only

jealous scandal we cannot say ; we devoutly hope the latter.

In the foregoing note we have endeavoured, to the best of our ability,

to explain the policy of this Journal upon the financial
rop e

side of Philately, and having thus prefaced our observa-

Profit ? tions we desire to call attention to an article in the May
number of The Monthly Journal entitled " Philately as an

Investment," written by Mr. C. J. Phillips, well known as the head of

the firm of Messrs. Stanley Gibbons, Ltd. Two-thirds of the article

are devoted to " What to avoid " and " Beware of Speculation in New
Issues," and this portion commends itself much more to us than the

remainder, which is practically a tip as to what countries will be
popular and hence increase in value in the future. As to the former,

we desire to congratulate the writer upon the soundness of his argu-

ments and the ability with which he has put them forward, and in so

doing commend them to the serious attention of our readers.

Of the rest of the article Time alone can show the truth. We have
no faith in tipsters, philatelic or otherwise, our experience rather being

that the stronger the tip the greater the uncertainty, this possibly

arising from the character of mind prone to this vocation. The
American journals are as a rule plentifully supplied with tips given by
persons more or less unknown and therefore ignored, thus furnishing a
reason why they never come off. In order to score a success the
country advised must be taken up not by an isolated few but by the
general body of collectors, and particularly by some leading specialists

who, as a rule, do not believe in tipsters. We are very far from saying
that Mr. Phillips, especially in the wide range of choice he has named,
will not be a true prophet ; no one certainly will accuse him of being
a general philatelic tipster. We only remember his attempting to read
the future on one previous occasion, and that is over ten years ago. It

was in 1891 when he gave a list of stamps in The Monthly Journal with
their current prices and an estimate of their value in 1902. The latter

figures were thought to be extravagant at the time, but have since been
more than justified. He has therefore made a reputation in this direc-

tion which, coupled with the exceptional knowledge afforded by a large

turnover in stamps, together with a strong personal following amongst
the leading collectors of the day, ought to secure that acceptance of his

advice which, as we have shown, is so essential an adjunct to success in

a prophecy of this character.
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Notable Philatelists

W. Grunewald

WHEN M. Lemaire offered a gold medal at the Paris Exhibition
of 1900 for the best collection of French stamps shewn by
an exhibitor living outside France, little did he think that

the successful competitor would likewise carry off the gold medal
offered by the Exhibition Committee. Such, however, was the case,

and the particular collector who achieved this signal success was none
other than the subject of our interview this month.

Commencing collecting in 1879, he did very little until 1890, when
he joined the Manchester Philatelic Society from which time he
became an enthusiastic collector, and after a few years' labour on
general lines, an education so necessary to achieve success as a

specialist, Mr. Grunewald, in 1897, determined that the time was ripe

to confine his attention to a single country, with a view to attaining

approximate completeness. France, a very difficult, wherewithal one
of the most popular, countries in Europe, was his choice, and the

result has been certainly remarkable, Mr. Grunewald possessing

probably the finest specialised collection of this country in Great
Britain. With it he obtained the gold medal at the Manchester
Exhibition in 1899, and two gold medals at Paris in 1900. Since then
the collection has not been shown, but it has been materially added to,

and is a fine example of a specialised collection.

Having obtained comparative completeness in France, Mr.
Grunewald is now nibbling at two other smaller European States.

He was elected Vice-President of the above Society in ii

the place of the late Mr. Petri, a position which he still occupies.

Notable philatelists are not content simply to amass quantities of

stamps, they take an intelligent interest in the pursuit, and having its

welfare at heart become active workers in some form or another for

the benefit of philately in general. With some this takes the shape of

imparting through the medium of the philatelic journals the result of

their researches. Others devote their energies to maintaining and
increasing the usefulness of philatelic societies. Mr. Grunewald,
although an occasional contributor to our columns, devotes his

energies rather to the latter sphere of influence.

The Secretary of the Manchester Society informs us that it is as

Comptroller of the exchange packets that he has in the past rendered
services of the greatest importance to that Society. Under his

management this particular branch, which is carried on with a view to

assisting the less advanced members, has considerably prospered.

May he long be persuaded to occupy a position in which he is

rendering such useful services to his brother members.
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Reprints of the Stamps of Hamburg
on Watermarked Paper.

By Captain Ohrt.

From the " Germania-Berichte."

LATELY there has been a case in which two blocks of Hamburg
stamps of i^sch. of the 1864 issue have been pronounced to be
originals by one expert, and reprints by the Germania Ring.

Neither Senf nor Kohl in their catalogues have mentioned my assertion

that certain ij and 2^sch. printed lithographically were reprints, in

spite of the watermark, and I will therefore prove the correctness of it.

To do so I must remind my readers that in consequence of the

German-Danish war, Hamburg occupied the Danish head post office

in that town on the 21st of February, 1864. The Hamburg Corre-

spondent printed the following notice :

—

The authorities of Hamburg have taken possession of the

Royal Danish Telegraph and Post Offices. . . . They have
undertaken the forwarding and the delivery of all postal matter,

engaged all the old officials to continue the service, and
appointed the postal secretary, Mr. W. Lavezzari, to be the

Director of this postal service.

As the rate of postage to Schleswig-Holstein was 4sch. Danish, or

ijsch. Hamb. Courant, the Hamburg Postal Administration had to

issue a stamp of i^sch. The Hamburg stamps up to this time had
been printed by the Senatorial letter printer, Th. G. Meissner (now
Lucke & Wulf) by typography. To make the original matrix (in

brass) and the printing plates (by stereotype in type-metal) would have
taken six weeks, and this was considered too long under the circum-

stances. The post office therefore gave an "order to the lithographic

printer, C. Adler, in Hamburg, to print as quickly as possible 500 sheets

(=1,000 panes) after the style and in the arrangement of the current

Hamburg stamps. Owing to the shortness of time, neither designs

nor samples (essays) w7ere asked for or submitted ; the fancy varieties

on coloured paper without watermark, which have been considered

essays or proofs, are reprints done privately by Adler for J. Goldner in

1873 from the original matrix, which is still in existence.

So much for the historical part, and I will now describe the

manufacture of the printing plates to enable me to prove my premises.

The First Printing Plate.

Mr. Adler ordered his lithographic artist to draw at once upon a

hard lithographic stone with a steel needle one design of the current

Hamburg stamps, but of the value of ijsch. Of this single drawing,

the " original matrix," a lithographer can make transfers on to a larger

stone by means of Chinese paper. Generally, in order not to wear out

the original matrix too quickly, the required number of stamps in the

pane—in this case 96—are not made direct from it, but only a limited
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number of transfers are taken in the first instance. Adler therefore

only made twelve transfers from the " matrix," cut them down to shape,

arranged them in three rows of four, and printed them on a small

printing stone. Let us call this the intermediate stone, and the twelve

stamps thereon the intermediate print-block.

The intermediate stone would then look like this illustration, and I

have numbered the stamps 1—12.

From this intermediate stone several transfers—again by means of

Chinese paper—were taken, each containing twelve stamps. Eight of

them were then transferred, as the following illustration shows, to the left

half of a large stone (the printing stone), and in order to print larger

quantities, the whole eight blocks were transferred at one operation to

the other half of this large stone. By this means 192 stamps could be
printed at the same time.

I 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 II.

9 10 » 12

III. IV.

I

V. VI.

VII. VIII.

Pane I. Pane II

The large stone used for printing.
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Lithography is well known to be a printing or reproducing process,

which gives a rather irregular or varying result. The printers' ink

does not always flow evenly, and, according to this perhaps unavoid-

able reason, we find in the drawing of the transfers thick lines or

blotches, or, on the other hand, white places. Transferring the

original matrix twelve times to the intermediate stone, every one of

the twelve stamps shows some such characteristic inaccuracies, which
I will give now :

—

I. Stamp shows a small white line (tear) through the TM of POST-
MARKE—most probably there was a little hair on the matrix.

Further, a small line on the margin below the left bottom corner.

II. Stamp : In the brickwork between the figure 4 and the letter R of

POSTMARKE there is a small blotch.

III. Stamp : The outer vertical line shows a break near the H of

Hamburg.
IV. Stamp : Between the two fine inner lines to the left of the P in

POSTMARKE there is a coloured dot.

V. Stamp : The vertical stroke of the figure 4 shows a wedge-shaped
indent at the top. The left-hand vertical outer line is thicker

near the left-hand corner at the top.

VI. Stamp : The inner vertical line between the 4 and the c of Schilling

shows an indent. There is also a coloured dot between the H
and A of HAMBURG in the lines of shading.

VII. Stamp: The thick outer line at the bottom shows an indent
underneath the K of POSTMARKE. In the upper end of the

dividing line of \ there is a coloured dot.

VIII. Stamp : The lower curve of the S of Schilling is broken.

IX. Stamp : There is a coloured dot on the B of HAMBURG.
X. Stamp : There is a small coloured dot inside the G of HAMBURG.
XI. Stamp : On the margin of the stamp there is a small coloured dot

in front of the P of POSTMARKE.
XII. Stamp: On the margin over the left-hand top corner there is a

small coloured dot.

All these varieties can be found in the stamps of the imperforate
first issue and on those of the first printing of the second perforated

issue.

According to official papers, stamps of the value of ijsch. of the

imperforate issue, 1864, were ordered on the 22nd of February, on the

. . of March, on the 18th of May, and on the 25th of August, 1864,
of course from C. Adler. All the stamps were printed with the first

printing stone, and all originals must therefore show one of the above
detailed twelve variations. This can be done very easily, if the
obliteration is not too heavy.

Part of the last printing (ordered 25th of August) seems to have
been perforated about the middle of September, 1864, and consequently
all the variations of the first printing stone can be found on the oldest

perforated ijsch. stamps. In autumn, 1864, it was seen that the first

printing stone was entirely worn down, sheets printed from it at this

period were considered waste, and sold in 1868 (June) with all remainders
to Goldner.

(To be continued.)
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The Schafer Sale

THE very fine collection of Holland and Colonies formed by Mr.
H. Schafer, which was awarded the gold medal presented by
the Queen of Holland at the Exhibition at the Hague, 1901,

was sold by auction by Messrs. J. L. van Dieten, Jr., and Anton M.
van Hoek, on January 26th, 1903. The sale was held at Amsterdam,
and ranks as the most important of the stamps of Holland and
Colonies which has ever taken place. The catalogue contained 664
lots—a large number to get through in one day; however, an early

start was made at 10 o'clock in the morning, with an interval in the

afternoon, and the second half commenced at 7 o'clock at night.

Starting so early in London would be a novel experiment, and we fear

would not commend itself to buyers generally. It would verily be a

case of the early birds catching the worms. This, we believe, is the

first instance on the Continent where so large a sale has been confined

to the stamps of a specialised collection covering so little ground ; a

similar event occurred in London when Mr. Pearce's Transvaals went
under the hammer, but that is the only other instance we can call to

mind.
We give a few of the prices for the best things, but our readers in

considering them must remember that it is the practice in Holland (a

practice which we believe is prevalent on the Continent) for the

purchasers to pay the auctioneers' fees, which are ten per cent. The
effect is that the buyers had to pay ten per cent, over the quotations

we give, by which amount the prices realised ought to be increased

from an English point of view. It would be well for such of our
readers who contemplate bidding for stamps sold at future sales on
the Continent to bear this little but nevertheless important fact in

mind.

Holland.

1852.

1867.

1867.

1867.

1852.

1864.

1864

Unused.

5 cents, milky-blue

5 cents, perf. io£ .

.

15 cents. ,, lof .

.

20 cents. ,, iof .

.

15c, block of four

15c, ,,

15c, strip of three

Unpaid. 1881.

1894.

ij cents., Type IV., perf. nj
5 cents., Type IV

12J cents., Type IV., perf. 12J
., - „ „ 13*
15c, Types I. and II., perf. u£
25c , ,, I. and II., perf. 11J
25c, Type III

,
perf. n£

25c
, ,, IV., ,, 11J .

.

2jc, 5c, i2^c, block of four of each
showing Types I.., II., III., and IV

£ *
o 15

2 2

17 2

9 4

4 12

3 18

2 6

27 2

2 10

3 4
4 6

3 11

5 16

Holland. Used.

1867. 15c. perf. 10J, Type I.

15c. ,, 10J, Type II.

20c. ,, io|

20 16 o

6 14 o

4 12 o

100
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Holland. Used.—{Continued.) 1 s. d.

1867. 25c. perf. 14 X 14.. H 12

1 891. 5c. yellow on envelope 4 12

Unpaid. 1881. 12^, Type IV., perf. \\\ 10 8

>, 1894. 5C
'

Types II. and III 4 6

Dutch Indies.

1869. 2g. 50c. perf. 1 1 J, block of four 5
Unpaid. 1882. 75C , Type III ., perf. ni| 2 10

If 1882. 75C-
, ,. iv. . „ -11* .. 8 8

,, 1874. 5C , block of four, used on entire.

.

6 M
Curacao.

Unpaid. 1890. 25c .Type II. 14 4
1879. ioc perf. ii*. used 5 8

Unpaid. 1890. 25c , Type II., used 7 2

Surinam.

1892. i\r on 50c ., perf. 12^ 3 4
Unpaid. '

1885. IOC. , Type II. 8 10

, 1885. IOC. , Type II., used .

.

8 6

The fine collection of proofs of Holland and Colonies
were sold in one lot for 19 2

The total sale realised ^555.

SMMfr*9

Another View of Ensuring Better

Competition at Exhibitions.

By Geo. B. Duerst.

SEVERAL papers have recently appeared with regard to offering

inducements to the collector, and more particularly the

philatelist of moderate means to participate in stamp Ex-
hibitions. No doubt rules to attain this object are very difficult to

frame, because under no circumstances must they be of such a trend

as to exclude the collectors of larger or unlimited means, nor to make
the conditions too onerous or too vexatious.

In the 1899 Manchester Exhibition some such effort was made by
sub-dividing certain expensive countries ; for instance Ceylon from
1863, New South Wales from i860, Victoria from 1862, Western
Australia from 1861, British Guiana and Mauritius from 1863,
Roumania without Moldo-Wallachia, and Switzerland without
Cantonals were entered for competition in a lower class than the

entire countries. That this was a decided success was proved by the

entries in the 1899 Exhibition, and further proof was given by the

Committee of the 1900 Paris Exhibition following on the same lines.

At the Hague and at Mulhouse I did not find any such sub-division
;
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most probably they did not expect such a considerable number of

entries of all countries. The Exhibitions have verified this fear, as in

both Exhibitions very many countries were not shown at all, whereas
at Manchester and Paris their number was very small.

Having been interested in, and worked for several Exhibitions, I

may claim to have some knowledge of the inner workings of such

shows, and to be frank with my readers, it has always been more, and
never less, a questiori of cost, why so many countries have to be put

together in one and the same class. Medals, especially gold ones, are

very expensive, and this has in many instances restrained Committees
from giving them in larger numbers when they should have done so,

for to promise such medals and afterwards not to give them, is of

course absolutely unfair. In order to avoid the stumbling block of

cost, I propose in the first instance to do away with medals altogether,

and only to give diplomas. An intrinsic value hardly exists in bronze
or silver medals, and to show them, as the proud owners would like to

do, is difficult, whereas handsome diplomas can be framed, and then

speak for themselves. I believe that nine out of ten prize-winners

would rather have a diploma than a bronze or silver medal. What
the gold medalists think about this matter I do not know, as their

medals have a certain value (when they are not silver-gilt), but as

generally only the " Great Moguls," as my friend Mr. Beckton
humorously calls them, receive such tokens, I think the intrinsic

value will not count for much with them.
Futhermore, and as a special inducement, I should give a " Special

Grand Prize" to be competed for by those receiving first class or gold

diplomas ; a " Special Prize" for those receiving second class or silver

diplomas; and a "Special Prize" for those receiving third class or

bronze diplomas. These three specials could be in the shape of cups
of varying sizes suitably engraved.

So far I have only spoken of the awards, and have not shown how
the competitive system could be improved. But my readers will soon
see why I have done so.

As I have said before, the cost of medals has always been a very

serious item of expenditure for any Committee to face, and has been
very often the cause of bunching countries in one class, which should
never be made to compete with each other. I do not think I need
give any instance from recent Exhibitions, as the absence of those

having no chances, speaks eloquently enough. Reading through the

list of any Exhibition scheme, it is generally obvious which countries

in each class will receive the higher prizes, if properly shown, and
which will get no awards at all. By only giving diplomas, a Com-
mittee would be enabled to make more classes, thus ensuring a much
fairer competition than hitherto offered. In any large International

Exhibition I do not see any reason why each country (if large), or

three to six colonies should not each form a separate class, and that

according to value a first, second and third, or only a second and
third diploma should be given ; the number of diplomas to be reduced
in case insufficient competition exists. For instance, a country like

Greece (in view of what happened at Mulhouse) could well form a
single class, and I am sure for three diplomas we should get seven
competitors. If, however, only five entered, two diplomas would
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suffice ; if only three, one would be enough. In German States I

should put for instance : Oldenburg, Hanover, Brunswick, and
Schleswig-Holstein together, but I should not let them compete with
the following group : Hamburg, Bremen, Lubeck, Bergedorf, and
Mecklenburg. Each group I should consider as a competitive class

by itself. I quite admit such a system would create a great number of

classes, but it would be the only fair way of securing competition.

Now to induce the medium collector to compete, I propose to sub-

divide each of the above-mentioned classes, namely, into one for the

large collectors, and another for the smaller ones. For instance, for

Belgium I should say : sub-division A, value of collection up to £50,
and sub-division B, value of collection above £50. Of course this

means a special and careful study of each class by competent men, as

the mean value would change with every country or group of countries

forming a class. Each competitor would give the value of his exhibit

when entering, and the Judges or the Committee would be empowered
to reject any collection from competition where the value had been
understated in order to have more chance of a prize, unless the owners
were willing to sell at the price stated. I do not think anyboby would
overvalue his exhibit, as that would generally debar him from getting

a prize.

I know that this plan has difficulties, but I do not think they are

of such magnitude that a Committee of well-known philatelists could

not by correspondence settle the figure for each country where the line

of value should be drawn. Lists of the various countries, with an
explanation, could be sent to 20 or 30 philatelists, and everyone could
fix this limit without very much trouble. The average amount could
then be easily regulated by the Committee from the answers received.

If the views were too wide apart for some countries, then these could

be submitted to other philatelists, and I believe in the end a very

satisfactory and workable basis would-be the result, giving medium
collectors an interest and a chance without barring the large ones.
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The earliest information as to New Issues will be much appreciated by us, and will be duly credited

to the correspondent, or firm, sending it. Our foreign subscribers can materially

help us in this direction. When possible, a specimen should

accompany the information, and be addressed to

G. Fred. H Gibson, /, Clarence Street, Manchester.

The British Empire.

Barbados.—The colour of the 2s. 6d.

has been changed, as Mr. Peckitt has just

sent us the newcomer; it is printed in violet

with value in green.

Adhesive.

2S. 6d. violet and green, perf. 14, wmk. CA and Crown.

Cape of Good Hope.—The last to arrive

is the new 6d. It is printed in red-violet,

and shows the head in an oval. The value
is indicated at the top in words and on a
label at either side, the name of the colony
being at foot.

Adhesive.

6d. red-violet, perf. 14, wmk. Cabled Anchor.

Cyprus.—The 30 paras and 12 piastres of

of the new set are now out, designs and
colours as before.

Adhesives.

30 paras violet and green, perf. 14,wmk. CA and Crown.
12 piastres, brown-orange and black, perf. 14 „

Gibraltar.—We have now received the
high values referred to in our last number

;

there are four, 2s., 4s., 8s and 20s. About
the size of the 5s. Trinidad they present a
very fine appearance, and will do nothing to

lessen the popularity of a very favourite

group of issues. The value is in the second
colour noted.

::

Adhesives.

2S. green and ultramarine.
4s. lilac and green.
8s. violet and olive on blue.

20s. violet and black on red.

Hong=Kong.— Since listing a few values

in March last, the only stamps to come to

hand of the new set are now sent us by
Messrs. Whitfield King & Co. in the 30 and
50 cents and 1 and 2 dollars, but below we
give particulars of these and all the others

beyond the two above referred to. The head
is in the second colour named.

s^GECQHa^t

A dhesives.

Wmk. CA and Crown, perf. 14.

2C. green.
4c. brown on salmon.
5c. orange and green,

ioc. blue and mauve.
20c. brown and black.
30c. black and light green.
50c. lilac and light green.
$1 olive-green and purple.

$2 red and dark grey.

$3 blue and dark grey.

$5 blue-green and mauve.
.$10 brown and grey-black on pale blue.

India.—The 8 annas is just to hand ; as
in the case of the other denominations the
design is practically the same as before.

Adhesive.

8 annas aniline mauve, wmk. Star, perf. 14.

Chamba State. — Messrs. Whitfield
King & Co. send us the 3 pies, an J and 1

anna (King's head) surcharged for use here,
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the first named we chronicled last month,
but had not hitherto seen the others.

A clhesives.

Aa. green (1902) surcharged C
%^^

a
in black.

State
ia. carmine

Johore.—The 4c. yellow and red and the
4c. green and rose have been surcharged

3 cents and 10 cents respectively. The
overprint is in black and two short bars
beneath the new value cancel the old

denomination expressed in either corner.

Adhesives.

3 cents in black on 4c. yellow and red.

10 „ ,, 4c. green and rose.

Mauritius.—Mr. W. H.Peckitt sends usa
new 6c, and though it apparently supersedes
the stamp of 1902 overprinted " Postage
and Revenue," the newcomer bears no
such inscription, being of the ordinary arms
type. It is printed in lilac on red paper
with the value in vermilion.

Adhesive.

6 cents, violet and vermilion on red, perf. 14,
wmk. CA and Crown.

Seychelles.—The Philatelic Journal of
Great Britain states that the stamps of the
new set show no variation from the Queen's
head issue beyond the portrait and the inser-
tion of the crown above it as in the Cayman
Island design. Below will be found par-
ticulars of the new series.

Adhesives.

Perf. 14, wmk. CA and Crown.

2C, red-brown and green.
3c, blue-green.
6c, rose.

12c, blue-green and dark drab.
15c, ultramarine.
18c, yellow-green and carmine.
30c, green and violet.

45c, chocolate and carmine.
75c, violet and orange.
R 1.50, black and carmine.
R 2.25, mauve and green.

Tasmania.—Messrs. Whitfield King send
us the gd. blue, which is now printed in

Melbourne and watermarked V and Crown.

Adhesive.

gd. blue, perf. 12J, wmk. V and Crown.

Foreign Countries.

Argentine Republic.— We hear that

the Harbour Works stamp illustrated be-

low has been surcharged " Valido por 5
centavos—Servicio Interior" in order to use
up^the large'stock remaining on hand.

Adhesive.

5c. deep blue, surcharged Valido por 5 centavos
Servicio Interior.

Colombia.—Postal rates have evidently

much increased in the town of Bogota, as

the \ centavo local has been replaced by a
10 centavos of the same design. The stamp
is imperforate, and is printed in black on
pink tinted paper.

Adhesive.

ioc. black on pink paper, imperf. (Local for Bogota).

Of the stamps mentioned below the first

three and the registration label are the 1902
designs changed in colour, but the 5 and 10

pesos belong to the new lot recently listed.

Adhesives.

4 centavos blue on green imperf.

5 ,, blue on azure
20 ,, grey blue on salmon

5 pesos green on blue
10 ,, green on yellow green
20 centavos blue on blue (registration stamp)

Antioquia.—The Monthly Journal chroni-
cles the 2C. of the 1902 type in a new colour.

A dhesive.

2C. mauve, perf. 12.

Corea.—We illustrate below the com-
memorative stamp chronicled some time
back.

France. Somali Coast.—Le Timbrophile

Beige mentions the existence of the following

errors and varieties.

4c. imperforate.
5c. imperforate horizontally.

4c. blue and brick-red instead of bright rose, and the
50c. green and carmine instead of vermilion.

15c. imperforate on right side.

40c. horizontally imperforate.
75c. vertically imperforate.

From another source we hear of the
following—5c. yellow-green, centre blue-

green, and the 30c. with centre inverted.
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Tahiti.—Ewens' Weekly mentions the
following provisionals both overprinted on
stamps of the Etablissements de l'Oceanie.

Adhesives.

Surcharged " Tahiti-10-centimes " in three lines.

25c. black on rose.

40c. red on yellow.

Mexico.—Messrs. Alfred Smith &• Sons'

Monthly Circular states that the following
changes of colour have been made.

Adhesives.

1 centavo dark lilac.

2 centavos green.

5 ,, yellow orange.
10 ,, blue and orange.

Roumania.—Mr. A. W. Rothchild, our
correspondent in Bucarest, writing under
date, 15th May, advises us of the new
commemorative stamps as follows : "I now
send you a complete list of the so-called
' Post Office Inauguration ' stamps which
ought to have been issued two years ago,

when the Post Office here was to have been
officially inaugurated ; this publicaly never
took place, and the stamps remained in the
safes till yesterday, the Roumanian 1st of

May, when they were sold to the public.

They were printed in Paris and in a very
restricted number.only, the lower values of

the upright type are already sold out."

Had this letter not been delayed we should
have been able to give these particulars in

our May issue, but it, with various specimens
of the new set, and in addition a complete
series kindly sent us by Messrs. Whitfield
King are only just to hand. The set con-
sists of fifteen stamps in two designs. The
first is a long oblong in shape and shews
the early primitive office, from which a
diligence drawn by four horses is just

setting out ; the value is carried on a fancy
label on the right hand, while below on the
left is the word " Romania " The other
design is of a much more ambitious descrip-

tion ; at the top in a circle is the portrait of

the King, immediately beneath the facade of

the new post office is shown, underneath is

" Romania," and another diligence, this

time a very miniature one ; the value is

denoted at foot and also in the upper
corners. The oblong stamps are surface

printed on pink surface tinted paper, and
are perf. 14 x 13^; the upright values are

engraved and printed on thick toned wove
paper, perf. 13^ x 14.

Mr. Duerst adds to the above the infor-

,

mation that the stamps are printed in sheets
of 80 and 60 respectively, and that though
apparently commemorative, they pay post-
age out of the country; the numbers issued

!
are given in brackets.

Adhesives.

j

Large oblong, wove paper, perf. 14 x 13^, no wmk.
1 ban olive-brown (299,920).

3 bani brown-lilac (299,920).

5 ,, pale green (399,920).
10 ., rose (399,920).
15 .. black (499,920).
25 ., dark blue (99,920).

40 ,, dull dark green (99,920).

50 ,, orange-yellow (99,920).

Tall rectangular shape, wove paper, perf. 13J x 14,

no wmk.

15 bani black (50,000).

25 ,, bright blue (25,040).

40 ,, bright green (25,040).
50 ,, orange (25,040).

1 leu sepia (25,040).

2 lei pale brick red ) , .

2 ,, bright orange-red j
^ 25'°4°)-

5 ,, dark violet (25,040).

Russia. Levant Offices.—The 1 piastre

is now surcharged on the iokop. vertically

laid paper.

Adhesive.

1 piastre in red on 10k. vertically laid paper.

5ervia.—The 10 para of the new type
has now been issued ; it is printed in dull

rose and perforated 11^.

Adhesive.

10 para dull rose, perf. n§.

United States.—We have not had any-
thing to chronicle here since April, but in

the last few days we have been shown the

50 cents. It is, as before, printed in orange ;

the design will he seen below.

Adhesive.

50 cents orange, wmk. USPS.
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Philately in the Mags.
New Zealand: The Half = Penny "Pictorial"

and Penny "Universal" Issues of
1900=1902.

Mr. C. A. Gilles in The Australian Philate-

list describes the various papers as follows :

The paper first used was that known as
" Waterlow," and although the watermark
is, whilst generally indistinct, similar to

that on the subsequent "Basted" paper— i.e.,

double-lined—still this variety when unused
can easily be picked out, inasmuch as it is

a good deal thicker and softer than the

"Basted" or any of the other succeeding
papers. Moreover the gum is either dull

or gritty — often flaky—in appearance, and
the paper decidedly opaque.
Next came that from the Basted Mills.

This, whilst thinner in texture, is a tough
semi-transparent paper, and rough to the

touch. The gum is also clearer and whiter,

and if the stamp be held up to light face

outwards the colour shows through much
more brightly than in the case of the former
variety.

I have seen it stated elsewhere that

these two papers are easily distinguishable,

inasmuch as the watermark in the former
(Waterlow) is N.Z. over a star, whilst in the

latter (Basted) the N.Z. is under the star.

The test is, however, unreliable, as I have
the latter with the watermark either way.

Following upon this came the first lot of

paper supplied by Cowan & Co., and which
was unwatermarked. This paper is also

thin and tough, but more opaque than the

Basted variety.

Finally— at least, let us hope so— came
the Cowan watermarked paper, differing

from the previous " Waterlow " and
" Basted," more especially in that the

watermark is a single-lined one and stands
out very distinctly. The marginal letters,

NEW ZEALAND POSTAGE, in all three

varieties of paper, are, however, double-
lined, and in that respect the watermarks
are similar.

With regard to the seeming complexity
in the varieties of perforation, the real

explanation is that the Government printer

as a matter of urgency, used the two
machines, gauging respectively 11 and 14,

simultaneously, in order to expedite the
supply.

In order to avoid any possible confusion,

Mr. Gilles deals with the two denominations
separately, starting with the Jd. value, and
which he subdivides into the following

groups :

—

3d. green (" Pictorial")

A. Perf. 11.

Paper—" Waterlow."
Gum—Bright (thick) to Dull (thin).

Wmk.—Double-lined N.Z. over star.

Date of Issue—10th March, 1900.

This stamp, the shades of which vary
from apple green to yellow and deep green,
succeeded the London printed |d. pictorial.

The plate was prepared in London by
Messrs. Waterlow and Sons, who also
struck off the first printing in purple there.

All the subsequent printings in green were
the work of the Government printer at

Wellington, to whom Messrs. Water-
low & Sons had forwarded the plates of all

the " Pictorial " series.

B. Perf. 14

14 x 11

11 x 14

Paper—" Waterlow."
Gum—Yellowish to white and gritty.

Wmk.—As before.
Date of Issue—November, 1901.

This, with the id. Waterlow, was the
first time the new machine gauging 14 was
brought into use.

These varieties were also the first of the
" compound," and are by far the commoner.

C. Perf. 14
14 x 11

11 x 14

Paper—" Basted."
Gum—Bright to clear.
Wmk. -As before (or inverted).
Date of Issue—December, 1901.

Of this issue attention must be drawn to

the variety perf 11, which must be quite
the scarcest of all the recent ^d. and id
varieties, as only one sheet appears to have
been so perforated. I regard this, however,
as an error of perforation.

D. Perf. 14
11

Paper—" Cowan " (1).

Gum—White to dull.

Wmk.—None.
Date of Issue—January, 1902.

As the paper from which this variety was
printed was only used as a stop gap this stamp
will probably become as scarce as the previous
compound varieties. The second variety of

perf. on this paper is again an error.

E. Perf. 14
14 x 11

11 x 14

Paper—"Cowan" (2).

Gum—White and shiny.
Wmk.—Single-lined N.Z. over star.

Date of Issue—May, 1902.

The two latter varieties of perf. may also,

I think, come under the heading of errors,

as I gather that at the most there were only
a couple of sheets of each so perforated.

XX.
id. carmine (" Universal ").

A. Perf. 12J—16 (London print).

Paper—" Waterlow."
Gum—White.
Wmk.—None.
Date of Issue.—1st January, 1901.
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This stamp was engraved by Messrs.

Waterlow & Sons, who printed a supply of

two millions, which they forwarded to the

colony together with the plates. There is

little difficulty in distinguishing this printing

from any of the locals (perf. 14), for not

only are the perforations clean cut, but the

colour is in a deeper shade, somewhat
approaching lake.

B. Perf. it.

Paper—" Waterlow."
Gum—Bright (thick) to Dull (thin).

Wmk.—Double-lined N.Z. over a star.

Date of Issue—10th March, 1900.

This was the first stamp locally printed,

and varies greatly in shade — from pink,

scarlet, rose and carmine to dull red-brown.

The dull gum was applied to the last

printings only of the ^-d. and id.

C. Perf. 14.

Paper—" Waterlow."
Gum—Yellowish to white and gritty.

Wmk.—As before.

Date of Issue—November, 1901.

Although the £d. Waterlow exists in the

two compound perfs., it is to be noted that

the id. Waterlow does not.

D. Perf. 14

14 x 11

11 x 14
II

Paper—" Basted."
Gum—Bright to clear.

Wmk.—As before.

Date of Issue—December, 1901.

These are the only compounds of the id.

to be found (other than the errors elsewhere
chronicled). Of the variety perf. 11 I

believe there were only one or two sheets,

and this I also list amongst the errors.

E. Perf. 14
14 x 11

Paper—" Cowan " (1).

Gum—White to dull.

Wmk.—None.
Date of Issue—January, 1902.

The second variety here is again an error.

So far as I know, only one sheet was ever
found.

F. Perf. 14
14 x 11

11 x 14
Paper—"Cowan " (2).

Gum—White and shiny.
Wmk. Single-lined N.Z. over a star.

Date of Issue—May, 1902.

Here, again, we may put down the above
compound varieties as errors. Probably
one or two sheets of each exist (to date hereof).

Notes and News.
"O.L. " Monaco.

Lately unused Monaco stamps with the

overprint " O.L." in a circle formed by dots

have been offered by dealers in full sets as

rarities. They were said to be "Pro-
visionals," but no indication of the meaning
of the mystic letters could be obtained.

The history of this overprint is as follows :

On the frontier of France and Monaco,
called " Monte-Carlo Superieur," there is a

letter-box on French territory. Letters

franked with either French or Monaco
stamps can be posted there, and, although

on French territory, letters franked with

Monaco stamps are not surcharged as being

unpaid. The nearest French post-office is

at " La Turbie," about i£ hours from the

letter-box, whilst it is only five minutes to

the post-office at Monte Carlo. In con-

sequence of an arrangement with the French
authorities at La Turbie, this letter-box is

cleared from the post-office at Monte Carlo

owing to its being the nearest. Every letter

found in this letter-box and franked with

Monaco stamps receives the O.L. impress,

which is said to mean " Origine Locale."

At first this impress was put on the stamps,

and they were afterwards regularly obliter-

ated ; but now the overprint is not put on
the stamps themselves, but is put on the

envelopes.

It is therefore quite evident that unused
stamps with this impress cannot legitimately

exist, in fact no such stamps are to be

bought at any post-office ; consequently all

those offered are the work of some obliging

official and are more bogus than anything
else. Even used stamps having this impress
do not seem to be worthy of collection

except by the believer in postmarks.
A letter-box has now been fixed on Monaco

territory on the frontier so that letters,

stamped in France, must bear French
stamps.

Spring Cleaning.

" Ordinary Spanish stamps wanted in any
quantity" has been the text of many an ad-
vertisement lately. Good prices were always
offered and paid. This seemed very curious
as neither a new issue nor a change of the
colours was published. The Spanish police

have now solved the puzzle by discovering a
band whose work consisted of washing the
stamps and preparing them for sale again to

the public for use. The large turnover and
the quantities of such washed stamps found
causes the authorities to believe that the
operators had the assistance of some postal

officials and the sale of the stamps. It

seems to us that the system of selling un-
used stamps at all the small tobacco shops
in Spain instead of having post-offices

renders the authorities very liable to frauds
of this kind.

A Chameleon Post Office.

Historically the post-office at Emden is

one of the most interesting. According to
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the Post its name was changed seven times
in sixty-four years. In 1807 it was called
" Royal Dutch," in 181 1

" Imperial French,"
in 1813 " Royal Prussian," in 1815 "Royal
British-Hanoverian," in 1837 " Royal
Hanoverian," 1866 "Royal Prussian," in

1868 " North German Confederation," and
since 1871 " Imperial German."

Commemorative Cards.

The 1st of May was the fiftieth anni-
versary of the first Congress of the Argentine
Constitution. To mark this event special

commemorative post-cards have been issued
bearing an appropriate design on the front.

The value is 5 centavos. As we do not collect

postcards, we are pleased to note that the

admirers of them have not been overlooked
and that the poor postage-stamp collector

has for once been left in peace. There
were 26 members in the first Congress, and
all the portraits are given on the backs of

the cards ; every one has a card to himself,

so that 26 different cards exist. The Argen-
tine post-office has evidently agood business
manager at the head of affairs. We wonder
if there are half-a-dozen collectors in Eng-
land who would pay a crown for a set.

Oh Solitude!

For a lonely and many-sided job, says the
Raihvay Magazine, there are not many to

compare with that of the station agent at

Ccrrour station on the West Highland
section of the North British Railway, who
acts as stationmaster, signalman, porter,

goods clerk, booking clerk, parcel clerk,

telegraph clerk, postmaster and postal
telegraph clerk. He is perched on the top
of a hill in Inverness-shire, 1350ft. above
sea-level, two miles from the nearest neigh-
bour, ten miles from school, twenty-eight
miles from a doctor, baker, butcher, shoe-
maker or tailor, yet the number of letters

that pass through his hands is wonderful.
In two months over 6,000 letters and parcels
came by post, 800 parcels by train, and in

addition, 600 postal telegrams were received.
In the morning he finds the grouse sitting

on the house and on the window sill, and
often enough the red deer eat his kale.

Post Office Anomalies in Montenegro.

The 77/. Brief. Journal reminds its readers
that the Austrian post-office was obliged
some years ago to discontinue the money-
order service with Montenegro, because this

country did not transmit the amounts which
the Austrian or Hungarian post-office had
paid to the addressees. The amount was
said at the time to be more than £50,000.
Part of the debt was paid with the help of

Russia, and the interrupted service was
re-instituted.

The principal figure in this luckily not
often recurring scandal, was the Director of

the Montenegrin post-office, formerly a
sergeant in the Army, named Spiro Popo-
witsch Jabutschauin, who, when charged,

took the full blame upon his own shoulders.
In spite of this he was appointed Governor
of the district of Zeta with the salary of a
minister.

His successor as director of the post was
the son of the Prince's aide-de-camp Popo-
witsch, a young man, by education an
electrical engineer. He investigated the
affairs of the post-office and of his pre-

decessor and found that Spiro had never
during the eleven years of his service

furnished any accounts. He found that

Spiro owed the State about £70,000. This
is a very large amount for a country like

Montenegro, and although Spiro is reputed
a very rich man, not the least attempt has
been made to recoup the amount.
The III. Brief. Journal adds that this " Idyl

from the Black Mountains " reminds them
of a letter from a Munich stamp dealer,

who wrote them some years ago that when-
ever he sent money there for stamps he had
always to wait a very long time, because the
postmaster took the money, bought little

pigs with it, fattened them up, and only sent

the stamps after the pigs were sold and, we
suppose, when he had made a profit.

Such a state of things seems to be in-

credulous, but it is vouched for by people
conversant with the country and the in-

habitants.
Bravo

!

The centenary of the colony of British

Guiana will be celebrated in September of

this year and the Government is not doing
anything therein, but the celebration will

be carried through by the inhabitants.
" We are going to have an exhibition of

xurios, old china, pictures and other articles

of virtu belonging to the old Governors of

the colonies of Demerara, Berbice and
Essequebo and the old inhabitants. We
hope to have a fine show.
"You may let the editor of the Philatelic

Era know that the Governor of the colony has
been approached in order that he may have
a set of centenary stamps ; but the Governor
retorted that stamps done in this way was a
speculation and he will not tolerate anything
of this sort."

Aitutaki.

This island, which has just been provided
with id. stamps overprinted " Aitutaki," is

situated about (roughly) 700 miles East of

Niue, 700 miles South of Penrhyn, and 700
miles West of Tahiti (these distances are

only approximately estimated by us), and is

just North of the Cook and Hervey Islands.

The principal of the Cook Islands are

generally given as Rarotonga, Mangaia,
Aitutaki, Atiu, Mitiaro, Mauke and
Takuatea, whilst the Hervey Group, which
is a little to the North, consists of two
coral atolls, one very small, known as

Manuae and Te-auotu. As Aitutaki is still

further North, it seems to be hardly
correctly grouped with the Cook Islands. It

is described in Stanford's London Atlas as

a " volcanic island and atoll."
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Inland Revenue Prosecution.

At Bow-street, Henry John Richards,
cycle dealer, of Russian-road, Wandsworth-
coraraon ; Anthony Buck Creeke, solicitor,

Leadenhall-street ; and Alfred Waterhouse,
a clerk in the Works Department of the

Admiralty, were charged with stealing and
receiving stamps.
Mr. R. D. Muir, who prosecuted (in-

structed by Mr. Highmore, of the Inland
Revenue), said the prisoner Richards was
brother of a man named Percy Richards,
who when recently arrested on a charge of

forgery, was in possession of documents
which showed that he had sold to a firm of

stamp dealers a number of old Office of

Works stamps which were not issued to the

public. Many of these were on the market,
and the well-known fact that they could not

be honestly obtained seemed to have in-

creased their value to an extraordinary
degree ; in fact, some of these stamps of the

face value of a few pence had been sold for

as much as £64. Most of the stamps must
have been obtained from Somerset House,
where they were issued for the use of the

departments. On January 30th last Richards
sold some Offjce of Works stamps to a
dealer named Field, of the Royal Arcade,
Bond-street, for /20, although their face

value was very small ; and later attempted
unsuccessfully to sell him some old

Board of Works stamps. Creeke was a
solicitor who had for many years had an
extensive knowledge of stamps, and he was
admitted to the archives of Somerset House
in order that he might have an official

source of information for the purpose of

writing a book upon the stamps of the
British islands. This book had long since

been completed, but Creeke wyas still allowed
to go in and out practically as he liked, and
there could be no question but that he made
the acquaintance of officials who had access

to stamps which were of great value to

collectors. It would also be proved that

Creeke had sold stolen stamps to a dealer
named Ginn, and he was actually in the

possession at the time of his arrest of stamps
which he must have known were stolen.

With regard to the prisoner Waterhouse, a
quantity of Government parcel stamps had
been stolen from the room in which he worked

.

Evidence of arrest having been given, the
prisoners were remanded.

—

The Daily Tele-

graph.
Condition.

The American Journal of Philately says :

—

" The modified and sensible view in relation

to collecting, the one which exists most
widely among collectors of the present, is

to be satisfied with the best possible speci-

mens. Starting with this idea, one may
build up a most valuable and perfect

collection. The appearance in it of even a
bad specimen of a stamp which is not
obtainable in any other condition, is de-
rogatory neither to the value nor the ex-

cellence of a collection. We may mention,

for example, one of the best collections in

this country wherein may be found a badly
damaged copy of the 10 cent. Baltimore
stamp. There are only three specimens of

this known, and only one of them can be
called perfect. The stamp in its ordinary
condition, that is the condition of two out

of three, is worth several thousands of

dollars.

"It is much rarer than the first issue of

Mauritius, and is a prize even in its poorest

shape. The difficulty with the collector

who even allows to himself the possibility

of placing an injured stamp in his collection

is that he will not discriminate, as such
collectors will frequently take stamps which
are easily procurable in fine condition and
allow them a place which should never be
occupied by anything except a fine specimen.
The good specimen is the only specimen
when such a stamp is obtainable. There is

no question that the desire for fine stamps
will continue and will increase among
collectors."

Commemorative Issues.

" The Optimist," writing to the Metropoli-

tan Philatelist, makes the following sensible

comments, which we are pleased to see :

—

" The subject of a commemorative series

for the St. Louis Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position is being agitated. At the Post
Office Department no definite information
as to action or non-action in this matter can
be obtained. It can be stated as a fact,

however, that the officials in the Department
are personally opposed to the issue of any
special stamps for use at the St. Louis
Exposition.

" Whatever may be the decision of the
Department on this point, it is certain that

a large proportion of the stamp collectors

of this country and the world will sincerely

hope that the proposition may be turned
down. We have a new and distinctive

series just completed. In a sense this is a
special series in that it is on a level with
commemorative issues in that each stamp is

different. This set ought to fill the bill for

several years. If some big World's Fair
should come along in 1910, it is not likely

there would be serious objections to a new
series on the part of collectors. A new
series, even though of only four or five low
denominations, following close upon the
heels of the series just issued, would not be

i
likely to attract new collectors, and would
be calculated to lessen interest in United
States stamps. I believe the majority of

i

collectors are against a commemorative set

I

for the St. Louis Exposition."

Servian Postal Arrangements.

Servia seems to have been treated very

I

shabbily up to the present time as far as
i postal facilities are concerned. In 1901
:
there were only 100 post offices in the
country, but according to a recent minis-
terial decree 4,194 new ones will be opened
in the course of the next twelve months.
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Indian Native States.

In an article lately appearing in the
Mitteldentsche Philatelisten Zeitung on the
stamps of the Native States of India, the
writer affirms that they are only of a
private nature, and should not be included
in our albums. It would be much better if

writers seeking to enlighten others stuck to

hard facts instead of expressing personal
opinion based upon their own inclinations.

The Stamps of Livonia.

In the Illustr. Briefmarken Journal we find

a few notes on the creation of the stamps of

Livonia, which may be of interest.

The district of Wenden, or " Wenden-
schen Kreis," is one of the largest of the
nine districts of the Russian province of

Livonia, and is about as large as the Grand-
Duchy of Oldenburg. Its shape is long and
narrow. Proportionally few Russian post

offices existed, and the great length of the
district from north to south not only made
the service difficult but also caused delays
in delivery, wherefore it became absolutely
necessary to make better postal arrange-
ments. The representatives of the district

suggested a scheme for a district postal

service to be quite separate from the
government postal service. This scheme
was submitted to the diet of Livonia, who
decided to lay it before the government for

confirmation, which was accordingly done
and obtained. In the district of Wenden
special district post offices were instituted,

whose duty consisted in the forwarding of

all postal matter within the district, with
the result that few government post offices

were quite neglected except for correspon-
dence addressed to places outside the district,

which had to be forwarded as before to the

government offices in the principal towns as

heretofore. All letters handed over to the

government postal service had to be
franked with Russian stamps in addition to

those of the district of Wenden ; letters

posted and intended for addresses within

the district, only bore Wenden stamps.
These were always obliterated with pen and
ink ; the Russian stamps, however, with
dies, which are sometimes also seen on
those of the district when they happen to

adjoin the Russian stamps on the envelope.
The early stamps had no inscription of

value, but all, with the exception of the
green oblong stamp, were of the value of 2

kopeks. Lately a few more governmental
post offices have been opened, yet the
district postal service is still in full working
order and enjoying practically a monopoly
of the custom.

A Novel Letter Carrier.

Finding that a letter collecting box at

Frieburg (Baden) contained no letters for

over three weeks, the suspicions of the local

postman were aroused. He examined the

box and found a blue jay nested within.

The three weeks' letters were discovered in

the corner of a field near by, where the jay
had carried them as soon as they were
posted !

A Penny in the Slot Machine.

A French postal clerk has evolved a
simple apparatus for dispensing with
postage stamps, and enabling anyone to get
a letter franked after office hours or when
without stamps. The apparatus can be fixed

to any pillar box. A coin is dropped into a
slot, the corner of the letter is inserted and
the machine stamps the envelope with the
amount paid.

British Somaliland.

Just as we are going to press we hear that

the above stamps have been issued, or, to be
more correct, that they are to be purchased
from the trade in London. We presume
some at all events have reached the country
of origin, and wonder what are the feelings

of those who are said a short time ago to

have paid as much as £10 a set.

Correspondence.
Stamp Obliteration.

To the Editor of the "Philatelic Record."

Dear Sir, — In the Editorial of the
February number of the Philatelic Record

you describe an invention by means of

which stamps can be obliterated chemically
so as to effectually prevent them from being
cleaned and used again. Some of the most
ingenious inventions originated in France.
In 1850 MM. Melletand Pichot caused some
essays to be chemically prepared, which,
when brushed over with an acid, caused the

parts so moistened to appear in blue.

One of the most remarkable of these

inventions, however, is one devised by M.
Spiers, which, however (fortunately perhaps

for the inventor), never reached the ex-

perimental stage. His idea was to place
fulminate of mercury between the gum and
the back of the stamp ; all that the Post
Office officials had to do in order to obliterate

the stamps (and probably themselves also)

was to beat the stamp with a hammer

—

Nature did the rest. An improvement on
the last would be to substitute nitro-glycerine

for the mercury fulminate ; this would pro-

bably be more thorough in its work.
None of these, or any of the numerous

suggestions which were submitted to the
Government were, however, adopted.

—

Yours truly,

A Subscriber.
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Editorial Notes.

WE have given considerable prominence this month to the

Zahlmarken stamps of Germany, and our readers may be

surprised at our action in so doing. We anticipate their

enquiries by at once admitting that the status of these stamps does

.
not justify our action in the matter. We have taken this

lcla
course for the sole object of again calling attention to

et hoc genus *ne sei"i°us developments which are continually occurring

in this class of label. If collectors will include them in

their collections it is as well that they should know at once what they
have to face. The proverb about small beginnings is well known.
Many collectors think they have only to obtain one of each value of

these stamps to be complete. The sooner their thoughts on this

subject are shattered so much the better. There are no less than
twenty-six different districts already, which means twenty-six different

sets (others will probably be added), so that the collector's difficulties

are increased proportionately.

Surely the time has come to dispense with stamps of this character.

We advocate going much further and cutting out all stamps of the

official and unpaid letter class, although the latter should be the last

to go under. But we should prefer even the unpaids to go rather than
continue the existing order of things.

Stamps of the Army Official and Board of Education class we
have never had any patience with, and have no sympathy with any
who may recently have burnt their fingers in dealing in them.

Two years ago we advocated that all this genus should be cut out
of Messrs. Stanley Gibbons' catalogue, and look forward to the next
edition in the full expectation that as to some of the derelicts our
prognostication may prove to be correct.

The Report of the Hon. Sec. of the Philatelic Society of London is

invariably good, solid reading, and often contains a
A Homily, feature upon which to hang some comments of an

Editorial character. At this time of the year, which our
friend Major Evans is pleased to call the Gigantic Gooseberry season,
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those upon whom the duty devolves of putting together a few thoughts
which are gracefully termed Editorial comments, are doubly grateful

that the Report comes at such an opportune moment.
The key touched upon by Mr. Tilliard in the present instance is

what may be termed the evils of undisclosed reserves at auctions. This
is what is said :

—

" The change which appears to have come over the auction sales is

worthy of notice. Although these are more numerous than ever, and
are apparently well supported, collectors cannot fail to have observed

that sales by auction are no longer so reliable a means either of

acquiring or disposing of good stamps as heretofore. Rightly or

wrongly, an impression is abroad that most of the lots offered for sale

in this way are protected by undeclared reserves, owing to a large

proportion of the stamps included in the sales being the property of

dealers, and if confidence is to be restored some authoritative statement
on the subject should be forthcoming by the auctioneers engaged in

the trade."

We propose to quote from the Editorial comments of the London
Philatelist upon this paragraph to show the view taken by that eminent
authority, in which we entirely concur.

" An evil has, however, gradually crept into prominence in con-

nection herewith that seriously calls for amendment. The Hon.
Secretary of the London Philatelic Society, in his able resume of the

events of the year, published in this issue, calls attention to the rapidly

growing practice of stamps being actually or presumably sold with
reserves, and of the owner, either by himself or agent, bidding for the

same against the would-be purchaser. We believe we are correct in

stating that such bidding on the part of the owner is entirely illegal,

and that in such case the last bidder has the right to claim the lot.

Whether this be so or not, it is manifestly unfair on the part of the

vendor. The purchaser has no chance of getting the lot, although
unknown to him, below what the vendor considers its value, and he
has every chance of paying any price beyond that."

Now it is well settled Law that the employment of " puffers," as they

are called at auctions, is illegal. A case of this kind was

the
6
SubTect! recently reported in The Field and commented upon at

the time. The sale in that instance was a horse, but

whether the article sold be a horse or a postage stamp the principle is

the same. An auction is presumed to be without reserve unless other-

wise stated, and although it is not necessary in law for the auctioneer

to declare the limit in cases where the conditions of sale reserve the

power for the auctioneer to bid on the vendor's behalf, yet in all other

cases when he does so bid on the vendor's behalf he is acting contrary

to the law, unless the fact is stated to the assembled bidders before the

lot is put up. In such a case where the lot is bought, and the buyer
ascertains that the price has been run up against him by anyone acting

as agent for the seller, he can bring an action and will be successful,

on the ground that such conduct amounts to a secret reserve and
causes the sale to become fraudulent.
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It can be stated in the conditions of sale that the vendor reserves

to himself to bid one or more times by himself or his agent (the

auctioneer), in which case the vendor is within his rights, but if

nothing be said, no "puffer" can be employed. The law is very

stringent on this subject, and " vendors who contrary to the law
employ puffers would do well to remember that, if detected, they have
not only to disgorge their money, but may be prosecuted for fraudulent

dealing."

Now what is the position of philatelic auctions ? Our experience is

that the printed conditions reserve no power to the
General vendor to bid by himself or his agent. Admittedly the

f
"<? 'J*

"* auctioneers do bid, and some of them very frequently by

°Po \
C
° t ^ie vendors' instructions. Lots are sometimes marked

Stamps withdrawn because they have not reached the reserve,

and although this is a preferable course in our opinion to

adopt, rather than publishing the price at which they have been bought
in, yet the fact of their having been bought in at all under the general

conditions ruling in auctions of stamps is distinctly illegal.

We cannot help thinking that the philatelic auctioneers have not
given this matter their serious attention up to the present time, and
certainly have not been alive to the fact of the way in which they
have been and are being made tools for the breaking of the law.

Some of them are auctioneers of very high standing in London, firms

who sold by auction long before postage stamps were ever issued, and
who certainly would not knowingly or wilfully do that which could be
called " shady," let alone unlawful.

We fancy they have fallen into the error by reason of the usual

form of general conditions of sale of property, containing as they
invariably do, power to the auctioneer to bid. They have
been so used to sell under conditions so framed that they have over-

looked the fact that the usual form of conditions of sale of stamps
does not give them that right. Such conditions of sale were framed,
we surmise, in consultation with the prominent members at the time
of the London Philatelic Society, upon whose initiative Messrs.
Ventom, Bull & Cooper held the first auction in the eighties.

This auction was a distinct success, and of necessity others quickly
followed, at which similar conditions ruled. The difficulty can easily

be overcome by those auctioneers who desire to continue the present

practice inserting a condition in the terms we have indicated, and
printed among the usual conditions appearing in their catalogues,

the other auctioneers maintaining the existing conditions and refusing

to accept any reserves which are not stated in the catalogue and can
be seen at once by intending purchasers.

We anticipate it being urged, on the auctioneers' part, that no harm
is being done by the present condition of things—that

Conclusion. tney ^° not run UP stamps, but simply bid on the

vendor's behalf against bond fide bidders in the room, and
consequently, even when the lot is bought in, the published price is
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only one bid in advance of one which has been made at the time, and
thus no one can be seriously misled. We cannot accept this as the

true position. Whenever a stamp is run up by the vendor against the

buyer an enhanced price is obtained, and therefore, a fortiori, the

recorded price is fictitious. It matters not whether the stamp is sold

or bought in under such conditions, the price is fictitious and therefore

misleading.

Another harm that is being done is that it often happens the same
stamp is "sold" (?) several times over during the season, thus making
it appear considerably more common than it really is ; the true facts

probably being that it has not once reached the possibly high reserve

the owner has chosen to put upon it. This is a state of affairs good
neither for dealers, collectors nor the auctioneers themselves.

We cannot help feeling very strongly that all such practices must
cease if the auctions in the future are to command the success they
have experienced in the past. We have no hesitation in saying that

the auctioneers who first boldly let it be known that not only will

they decline to sell stamps subject to reserves, but will decline to

sell stamps upon which there are reasons for believing the vendor is

employing an outside agent to run them up, would secure a measure
of success much in excess of that ruling to-day.

We are firm believers in the usefulness of the auctions. We
believe that conducted on new lines they would prove in the future, as

they did at the outset, of the greatest value to Philately, and be the

friend of the dealer and collector alike by reason of establishing and
maintaining stability in prices. Although tempted in the past more
than once to say something on this subject, we have restrained

ourselves in the fear that we might thereby involuntarily do harm
rather than good, but after the authoritative pronouncements we have
quoted we feel that this can no longer be the case. The remedy is in

the auctioneers' hands, and we sincerely trust the leading ones will

apply that remedy and with no uncertain hand.
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Holland. The 1867 Issue,

By R. F. Chance, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

IN
the May number of the Philatelic Record there appeared an article

on this issue from the pen of Mr. Wetherell, which article is full

of interest and ingenious suggestion. The chief points with regard

to the stamps themselves, apart from perforation, which he urges, are

the following :

—

(1) That there was one original die for the whole design, less the

frame and numerals, which die was used for the manufacture of

the plates for all values.

(2) That the two types are the result of different plates, the

numerals having been inserted at different periods and by
different people. (As suggested by M. Moens.)

(3) That the frame was added after the making of the plate.

I propose to take the points one by one :

—

(1) Concerning this, I don't think there is an element of doubt, as

the design appears absolutely identical in every stamp of each of the

six values which I have examined ; more particularly so with regard to

the top right corner ornament, which is not square, but an upright

oblong and out of " true " with the right Greek bordering as compared
with the ornament and border on the left. This probably has arisen

by the engraver starting with the middle letter R without getting it

properly centred, and working backwards and forwards, with the result

that the word " Nederland " finished too much to the right, and the
ornament had to be cramped in consequence. This cramping of the

ornament is without exception.

(2) The time has now arrived when the suggestion of M. Moens on
this point must, I think, fall through, because the two types, at any
rate in some of the values, are found " se tenant." At the Hague
Exhibition, Mr. Van Kinschot showed a strip of 3 of the (?) 50 cent., one
of which was type 1 and the others type 2. At the same exhibition

was shown a pair of the 25c. showing the two types, and I have a
similar horizontal pair of 50c. in my own collection. This being so, it

is only reasonable to suppose that the two types may yet be found on
the same plate in the four lower values. Of course there may have
been plates, and there may possibly still exist complete sheets showing
only one type, and one can only assume either that the figures were
punched on the plate and two punches used, or that there were at least

two roller dies used for making the plates, the figures on which were
not identical. The latter surmise is probably the one nearer the truth,
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and what presumably happened was that one roller die was discarded

before all the impressions had been made on the plate and the plate

then finished with the second roller die, which was of type 2. This
would not in any way interfere with plates having been previously

made all of type 1, or subsequently all of type 2. Whatever caused
the roller die to be changed, resulting in the two se tenant types in the

25 and 50 cents, must have taken place during the making of the plate,

and it may be a coincidence that it occurred during the making of a

plate in the two highest values. It may also have occurred in the

other values, but till we find them showing the two types se tenant we
cannot prove it. Again, the two roller dies for each value may have
been used indiscriminately, but this is unlikely, and until we see a full

sheet which shows the two types we cannot say if this were so, or if

type 1 reaches to a certain stamp, the plate being finished with type 2.

The finding of the two types se tenant will also crush the opinion held

by some that the frame was added to the plate in type 1 and added
afterwards to the die which made the plates of type 2.

(3)
" That the frame was added after the making of the plate "

; at

least, this is the only construction I can put on what Mr. Wetherell
says. To me this seems more than far-fetched in spite of his argu-

ments in its favour, as the frame would either have to be punched or

drawn by hand round each impression on the plate. Is it possible to

assume either of these to have taken place when we consider the almost
absolute regularity of the position of the frame in both types of all

values ? The frame would not have been added on the roller die as it

would have been next to impossible to raise it in relief and it would
have been much simpler to have it on the original die. Cannot we,
therefore, find some more simple cause for the wide white line and for

what I have called a (?) retouch ? I believe we can, and it is this. The
frame is known to be made up of three or four very fine lines. Could
not the lowest of these have become (a) nearly worn out, or (6) filled in

with dried ink. This is not only possible, but probable, and it is borne
out by a specimen I have in my collection of the 10c, type 2,

12J X 12, where the "white line" is broad at the left end and
narrow at the right, and in this, with a lens, one can see the lowest

frame line gradually lessen and finally stop about the first E of
" Nederland." This theory will also account for my (?) retouch, dried

ink having blocked the engraving right across the stamp, the figures

only escaping on account of their greater depth, as is noticeable in all

the type 1 specimens of this value. If this is so, one might ask, why
do we not find varieties of a similar nature in the other values ? and I

suggest as an answer that it may be due to some inherent peculiarity

in the red ink, which is not found in the other colours.

I would also point out that the white line varies in apparent thick-

ness, the average being rather wider than Mr. Stewart's illustration of

the normal. I can only now regard these differences as due to quantity

or density of the ink, and being such, as printers' freaks.

While on this issue may I warn collectors against a very clever

faked 10 X 10J 15c type 2, which I saw recently. On the whole the

perfs. are well done, but very few are quite round. The copy I saw
was well centered and lightly cancelled.
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Holland. The 1867 Issue. Type I

By C. Stewart-Wilson.

SOME months ago (p. 429, Vol. VI.), I published a note in this

journal about a curious variety of the 10c. Holland, 1862 issue,

type 1, in which the top line of the frame was abnormally far

off the inscription " nederland." Since then I have been keeping

my eyes open for similar variations, and have come to the conclusion

that practically no two stamps of this issue and type quite agree in

the frame. Taking the corner ornaments as points to start from,

some stamps seem to shew the frame nearer one and further from the

other, with all sorts of minute varieties. Sometimes the frame line is

not quite straight, and it often shews a slight bend at one or other of

the corners. Sometimes one of the lines is prolonged beyond a corner,

and sometimes there is a thin extra line outside the frame. Blocks
show these varieties, and so I can only suppose that the frames were
drawn on the plate for each stamp singly, so that each stamp on the

sheet varies slightly from every other one. The stamp mentioned
above appears to me now to be only an exaggerated instance of these

varieties.

I can find no trace whatever of this peculiarity in the stamps of

type 2, so that I presume that the frame lines were, in the case of that

type, drawn on the die.

I have only to add that the colour trials of the type 1 stamps
appear fully to bear out my remarks above, showing that it cannot be

a case of retouching.

Owners of sheets or large blocks of these stamps could assist

materially in getting to the bottom of the question. I do not suppose
that, without a magnifying glass and sore eyes, these stamps could be
plated, but probably a great man}- of them could easily be accurately

placed. Next month I shall return to this point in connection with
an article by Mr. Wetherell in the Philatelic Record.

* We have to thank Mr. Stewart-Wilson for sending us an advance proof of this

article, which is to appear in the Philatelic Journal of India.
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Notable Philatelists

E. W. Wetherell.

IT
is now almost universally admitted that every man should have
some hobby to serve as a relaxation from his business or pro-

fessional duties, and to divert his mind from the worries and
anxieties inseparably connected with them. Unfortunately, it some-
times happens that a man's attention becomes so concentrated upon
the one chosen hobby that it can be given to nothing else, and most
of us have suffered from wearisome repetitions of varied and varying
exploits by the enthusiastic fisherman, the marvellous performances
of the keen golfer, or gazed with sadness and even occasionally with
awe, upon travesty after travesty of ourselves and our acquaintances
exhibited by the delighted but somewhat unsuccessful photographer.
The subject of our interview need, we feel sure, be in little fear of

becoming a nuisance to his friends in this way, for whilst his hobby is

undoubtedly " collecting," the variety of his interests is so great that

there can be no opportunity for his ideas to run continuously in the

same groove. Nineteenth century invitation cards, early Victorian

visiting and playing cards, autographs, coins, fossils, shells, scorpions,

and books dealing with the period of Napoleon are amongst the things

which occupy his attention in^ addition to postage and fiscal stamps.
Mr. Wetherell was born in 1869, and commencing to collect stamps

at the early age of five, he specialised in English id. reds, which, for

purposes of convenience no doubt, as well as for the sake of economy,
he threaded on cotton, and thus dispensed with the necessity of an
album. He was educated at Queen Elizabeth's School, Sevenoaks,
and his collection at the time of leaving consisted of some 2,000
varieties. After a further course of study at the Royal College of

Science, South Kensington, he took his degree of A.R.C.S. in 1894,
having become a Fellow of the Geological Society in 1891. He is the

second oldest member of the I.P.U., which he joined in 1887, and
regards that year as the beginning of his serious devotion to Philately.

By this time his collection had reached 6,000, and he gave himself up
to specialism. In 1896 he took up fiscals, and recommenced his

general collection, which has increased so rapidly that it now numbers
about 60,000 specimens. He takes all countries and collects separately

used and unused, as well as entires and fiscals, but excludes all

Commemorative, Hospital, and Seebeck issues. His special aversion

is the perforation gauge.
He specialises principally in Great Britain and European countries,

amongst his treasures of the former being the iod. plate 2 and two
used copies of the gd. with hairlines, whilst his Russians are practically

complete according to catalogue. He has also fine lots of the stamps
of almost every country, his Canada are complete in shades, but the

1 2d. is a specimen copy, his Ceylon are complete and include two 46..

imperf., and the 2s., as well as shades of all the others, and in
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Griqualand he is only short of two or three varieties. He has a very

large number of German, Russian and U.S. entire unused envelopes,

and a collection of envelopes and ship letter stamps saved from wrecks,

which we fancy is unique.

In Indian philatelic circles Mr. Wetherell occupies a prominent
position. He is the Honorary Secretary of the Bangalore Stamp Club
which now comprises 135 members, one of the Council of the Philatelic

Society of India, a member of the Fiscal Society, and the Ganges
and Dum Dum Club, was Editor in 1902 of the Philatelic

Journal of India, for which he has written a large number of articles

and still contributes extensively to its columns.
It must not be imagined from the foregoing remarks that Mr.

Wetherell is one of those unfortunate mortals whose time is occupied

exclusively with his own amusements and interests, or even that he

devotes his energies entirely to the philatelic public. He holds the

position of 2nd State Geologist and Assistant Secretary to the Govern-
ment of Mysore and Professor of Geology at the Central College,

Bangalore, and it is therefore quite safe to say that he must be an
exceedingly fine specimen of the busy man.

>?pdj>*JSH

Reprints of the Stamps of Hamburg
on Watermarked Paper.

By Captain Ohrt.

From the " Germania-Berichte."

(Continued from Page 108.)

The Second Printing Plate.

After the stone used for the first printing plate, now practically

worn off, had been ground, the new (second) printing plate was
manufactured in the same manner as above described (by means of

blocks of 12 stamps), but was more carefully done as more time was
allowed. The second printing is, therefore, clearer, and the differences

less marked, nevertheless they can be easily seen under the magnifying
glass, and are as follows :

—

I. Stamp : The fine line surrounding the stamp is broken between
"ch" of "Schilling."

II. Stamp : In the upper end of the fractional bar there is a small
coloured dot, and the foot of the second "i" of "Schilling"
shows a small hook.

III. Stamp : In the upper end of both the figures " 1 " there is a dot,

also another one on the margin underneath the lower left-hand

corner.
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IV. Stamp: Between the " Sc " of "Schilling" there is an oblique

line.

V. Stamp : Over the top of the second down stroke of the " U " there

is a dot. There is also an additional coloured line on the upper

half of the " R."
VI. Stamp: The first down stroke of the " H " of " HAMBURG " is

broken at the top.

VII. Stamp: Over the " MB," but on the outside margin, there is a

coloured dot.

VIII. Stamp: There is a small stroke between the fine and the thick

lines surrounding the stamp just under the second down stroke

of the " M " of " POSTMARKED
IX. Stamp : There is a fine line to the right of " el " of Viertel."

X. Stamp : There is a fine line under the first down stroke of the

"A" of " POSTMARKED
XI. Stamp : There is a break in the top of the " n " of " Schilling.'

The two surrounding lines over the " 1 " of " Viertel " are

connected by a line.

XII. Stamp : The end of the head of the " T " of " POSTMARKE "

is very much longer and ends in a dot.

These two printing plates, as described by me, are the only ones
which have been used for the printing of the originals of both the

ijsch. issues. The second printing plate was ground in the summer
of 1866, when the printing of this value was transferred to the

Prussian State printing works.

The Third Printing Plate.

When we examine the stamps, which we maintain are reprints, we
find that they must have come from a totally different printing plate.

Contrary to the practice followed in 1864-1866, when plates for the

ij and 2^sch. were always made of 8 intermediate plates of 12

stamps ; a new arrangement was then adopted. This printing plate of

the i^sch. consists of 6 intermediate plates of 16 stamps, and that of the

2^sch. of 24 intermediate plates of 4 stamps. This is exactly the

same arrangement that we find on the older reprints of this value

(without watermark) printed about 1870. I have before me the
photograph of a whole sheet of this ijsch. reprint with watermark. On
this one can easily see the intermediate plate of sixteen stamps (in

four rows of four) and note the following differences of the third

(reprint) printing plate :

—

I. Stamp : There is a small horizontal stroke in the centre of the door,

it looks nearly like a door handle. The shading lines before the
"A" of" HAMBURG" are united by a dot over the first "e"
of " Viertel "

; there is a stroke connecting the two surrounding
lines of the stamp.

II. Stamp : There is a large dot in the first down stroke of the " 4
"

nearly at the end.

III. Stamp : The foot of the " 1 " is broken, showing a white spot in

the dark portion. There are two thin horizontal strokes between
the two surrounding lines to the right of " E " in " POST-
MARKE."
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IV. Stamp : The " B " of " HAMBURG " is connected by a fine line

with the upper design. Over the ornamentation in the right-

hand upper corner there is a spot on the outer surrounding line.

V. Stamp : There is a fine line between the two surrounding lines over
the cross in the right-hand top corner.

VI. Stamp : There is a large blotch between the " B " and " U " of

"HAMBURG."
VII. Stamp : The brick of the gate just over the " S " of " POST-

MARKE " contains a small dot. The star over the " 1 " shows
a small dot in the lower part on the right.

VIII. Stamp : In the upper part of the small " 1," and in the

horizontal stroke of the " 4 " at the end, there are small dots.

There is also a dot over the first half of " M " of " HAMBURG"
and the second downstroke of the same letter is connected with
the upper design.

IX. Stamp : There is a large dot in the upper end of the small " 1
"

;

there is also a dot between the "M" and "B" of "HAM-
BURG," and a line unites the two surrounding lines in the top
left-hand corner.

X. Stamp : There is a small dot in the middle of the " U " of

"HAMBURG."
XI. Stamp : There is a large blotch underneath the " O " of " POST-

MARKE."
XII. Stamp : The foot of " S " of " Schilling " is broken.

XIII. Stamp : There are two small lines underneath the foot of the

first downstroke of " H " in " HAMBURG."
XIV. Stamp : There is a curved line over the " h " of " Schilling."

XV. Stamp : Similar to No. 2, but the dot is higher on the first stroke

of the "4."

XVI. Stamp : The " I " of " EIN " is broken at the top.

That these stamps cannot be originals (1864-1866) is amply proved
by the following :

—

*

I. That they were printed with a plate, which did not exist in 1864
and 1866.

II. The entirely different arrangement and size of the intermediate

plate.

III. The absence of figures of the rows on the margins. The original

imperforate sheets always contain these figures, only the last

printing of the perforated issue is without these figures, and just

to take as a model such a sheet was a misfortune for Goldner.

IV. Last, not least : The non-existence of used specimens. So far,

specialists of the stamps of Hamburg have searched in vain for

used copies of this shade.

When was this printing done, and by whose order ? An approxi-

mate period can be fixed, because perforated specimens exist. The
perforating machine for the original issue was the property of Adler,

and had been used for the first time in the autumn of 1864, and was
sold at the end of the eighties to somebody in Altona. The printing

must therefore have been executed between 1864 and 1889. We must
deduct the time October, 1864, to May, 1866, because during this

period all printings were done with the second printing plate, whereas
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a new plate (the third), as I have shown you above, was made for this

printing. This printing must, therefore, have been made later, and if

so, is unquestionably a reprint.

That the reprints were done during the time Hamburg issued stamps
(June, 1866,—end of December, 1867,) seems absolutely impossible,

because the firm of Adler did not receive any more watermarked paper
after the 1st of June, 1866 ; besides, the control of the postal official

Ruge was extremely strict, even to the return of every spoilt sheet.

Therefore, not one sheet could have got out then. Further, these

stamps are always found with original gum, quite contrary to the

remainders which Goldner bought in June, 1868. They would,

therefore, seem to have a later origin. I suppose that Adler, who held

the original die so late as October, 1896, and who since the early

seventies has been engaged making the numerous reprints (without

watermark) for Goldner, also did some, even if only in small numbers,
on watermarked paper for the same dealer. That Goldner at that time
attributed value to watermarks is proved by his express request to

make reprints for him of the first issue of stamps of Prussia on
watermarked paper. Very large quantities of the old watermarked
paper remained in the hands of the authorities at the end of 1867, as

can be proved by documents, and it is quite possible that Goldner
received some with the remainders. It would have been quite easy to

obtain it at the beginning of the seventies. In the early eighties it

was used at the post office No. 3 for scribbling paper, and the postal

officials obligingly handed a sheet to those asking for it, so that it will

be seen that the fact that these stamps which I feel convinced are

reprints are on watermarked paper counts for nothing.

Correspondence.
Gambia Perforation.

To the Editor of the '

' Philatelic Record.
'

'

Dear Sir,—I have in my collection

sheets of the i\ Gambia CA in the ultra-

marine and pale ultramarine shades.

It may interest your readers to know (it

will certainly answer Mr. E. D. Bacon's

query in the January number of the Philatelic

Record) that the sheets of the pale ultramarine

were perforated with the comb machine

used for perforating stamps printed in

horizontal rows of twelve without the

vertical division, as my sheet of the pale

ultramarine has no extra perforation down
the margin, whilst the darker shade has.

The gum is white.

St. Helena Jd. and id. (Queen's heads)

were printed from plate 3 previous to issue

of King's head values.—Yours faithfully,

St. Albans, J. H. Roskilly.

June, 1903.

Prince Imperial Essays.

To the Editor of the ''Philatelic Record.
1 '

Dear Sir,—May I be allowed to point
out that your Editorial Note in June on the
Prince Imperial Essays is liable to mis-
interpretation as regards the status of the
impressions now offered for sale.

1 understand that original contemporary
impressions are, as Mr. Grunewald stated,

of considerable rarity. Similar impressions
have been made lately in black or blue on
India paper from the original die, that is to

say, the large circular die illustrated in the
Record in 1901. The scarcity of these
impressions depends on the will of the
owner of the die, who would be wise to

limit the number printed.

The sets in nine varieties of colour, which
are being sold for a few shillings a set, are
not printed direct from the die, but from
electrotypes recently made therefrom.
These impressions are rectangular in shape
and not larger than an ordinary postage
stamp.—Yours truly,

37, Essex Street, B. T. K. Smith.
Strand, W.C.
June 29th, 7903.
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The so=called "ZAHLMARKEN" of

Germany.

FROM later reports to hand it seems that our description (February,

1903), and for the matter of that, those given by all our
English contemporaries, were only partially correct, as we have

now seen such stamps containing other figures than 21 in the centre.

It appears that the various States and some institutions have the

right of franking their correspondence by means of these stamps, and
the number simply indicates which State, etc., has used them. No. 21,

being the number of Prussia, are of course the most common, hence all

papers giving this number and illustration.

The various numbers denote the following :

—

No. 1. The Duchy of Saxe-Meiningen.

,, 2. The Administration of the large military Orphanage at

Potsdam.

,, 3. The Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg- Schwerin.

,,4. ,, ,, Mecklenburg- Strelitz.

,, 5. ,, „ Hesse.

,, 6. The Principality of Lippe-Detmold.

,, 7. ,, __
Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt.

,, 8. ,, Schaumburg-Lippe.

,, 9. The Duchy of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha.

,, 10. The Principality of Waldeck and Pyrmont.

,, 11. ,, Reuss, younger line.

,, 12. The Duchy of Anhalt-Dessau.

,, 13. The General Administration of the Thuringian Associa-

tion of Customs and Taxex at Erfurt.

,, 14. The Principality of Reuss, elder line.

,, 15. The Grand Duchy of Saxe-Weimar.

,, 16. ,, ,, Bade.

,, 17. The Thuringian Provincial Court at Jena.

,, 18. The Solicitor-General's office at this Court (No. 17).

,, 19. The Offices of the Governor of Alsace-Lorraine.

,, 20. The Committee of the Grand Ducal and Ducal Saxon
University at Jena.

,, 21. The Kingdom of Prussia.

,, 22. The Principality of Schwarzburg-Vondershausen.

,, 23. The Grand Duchy of Oldenburg.

,, 24. The State of Bremen.

,, 25. The Duchy of Saxe-Altenburg.

,,26. ,, Brunswick.

Undoubtedly several more exist, but so far we have not seen them.
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The earliest information as to Neiv Issues will be much appreciated by us, and will be duly credited

to the correspondent, or firm, sending it. Our foreign subscribers can materially

help us in this direction. When possible, a specimen should

accompany the information, and be addressed to

G. Fred. H Gibson, 7, Clarence Street, Manchester.

The British Empire,

Bermuda.—A correspondent of the
Philatelic Journal of Great Britain has made
an interesting discovery in the shape of the
6d. stamp perforated 14 x 12^. Writing
under 29th May, he says ".

. . . the 6d.

stamp on sale now in the Hamilton Post
Office is of the same perforations as two of

the obsolete Bermuda stamps—namely, the
3d. buff and the is. green, 14 x 12J. The
colour is also a brighter mauve than the
6d., 14 all round. The stamps are kept in

the Treasury, and given out to the Post
Office as required. Very few 6d. stamps
are used, so the stock in the office is seldom
replenished. The 6d., 14 all round, are all

sold out, and this new lot, 14 x ii\, has
has just been received from the Treasury,
where they have been lying for years."

Adhesive.

6d. bright mauve, wmk. Crown and CC, perf. 14 x 12$.

British Somaliland. — Though not
quite in sympathy with the chronicling of

every trifling variety in surcharged stamps,
we transcribe from Ewen's Weekly Stamp
News the following list of variations to be
found in this recent overprint. We do
so more especially as, when looking at an
issue like that of the first set of Zanzibar
or British East Africa, it is obvious of what
assistance a similar analysis would be had
one been made at the time.

(i.) Sheets of 240, 20 rows of 12 ; horizontal margin
running through centre of sheet dividing it

into two panes (as in British stamps).

No. 5. The 4, 8 and i2as. have small " L " in
" Somali."

No. 18. The Ja. has ! instead of second I in
"British"; the ia. and 2a. show
the variety " BRIT SH, ' the second
" I " being represented by the faintest
of dots level with the top of the
other letters.

Nos. 22, 30. The \, 1 and 2as. have small L in
" Land."

No. 33. The \, 1, 2, 4, 8 and i2as. have small N
Land."

3as. have small L inNo.

No.

The \, 1, 2,
" Land."

The 1 and
"Somali "

"British."

2as. have small L
the £a. has two !

No. 109. The h anna has apostrophes instead of
I'sin" BR'T'SH," etc.

No. 116. Wrong fount D in " Land," much too

thick ; all values
No. 127. Short second I in " British,'' J anna.
No. 132. The \, 1 and 3a. have 'dropped' S in

" Somali."
No. 169. Error "BRIT SH." In the \, 1 and

2 annas the second I is omitted ; in

the 3as. it prints faintly, and in the
other values clearly.

No. 172. Small wrong fount L in " Land"; all

values.

Nos. 218, 233, etc. "Somali" has ! instead of 1

in the \ anna.
No. 228. "Somali" has : instead of 1 in the

\ anna.
No. S36. The S of " Somali " and left stroke of

M are almost entirely missing.

(ii.) Sheets of 320, 20 rows of 16; margins divide
into four panes, each 10 rows of 8.

Same varieties as above.
Type 116 (Nos. 152 and 160) and Type 172 (Nos.

228 and 236), same as above.
Type 172 (Nos. 228 and 236), small L in " Land."

Gibraltar. Morocco Agencies.—Ewen's
Weekly Stamp Neivs has seen a " specimen "

set of the new issue with the King's head.

The Gibraltar plates are used with the

values in centimos and pesetas, the "Morocco
Agencies " being as usual in black.

Adhesives.

Surcharged «£££ in black.

5 centimos grey-green and green.
10 ,, lilac on red.

20 ,, green and carmine.
25 ,, lilac and black on blue.

50 ,, lilac and violet.

1 peseta black and carmine.
2 pesetas black and ultramarine.

Great Britain.—The current shilling

stamp has now appeared with the " Board
of Education " overprint.

Adhesive.

Official stamp.
Board

is. green and scarlet, surcharged of in black.
Education

India.—This month we have only news

I

of the 2J annas of the new set and of three
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service stamps beyond those listed in

January.
A dhesives.

2ja. ultramarine.

Official stamps.
On

2h annas ultramarine, surcharged H M in black.
S

4 „ olive green ,, ,, ,,

8 ,, magenta ,, ,, ,,

Gwalior.—Sending a very late comer in

the shape of the Ja. pale green of 1900
surcharged for use" in this State, Messrs.
Whitfield King & Co. write as follows :

—
".

. . . a small number of the J anna
yellow-green ' Queen's Head ' Indian stamps
were overprinted for Gwalior just previously
to the issue of the King's Head stamps of
the same denomination, and we are informed
that they were all sold within a few days."

Adhesive.

§a. pale green (1900), surcharged " Gwalior," etc.,

in black.

Jhind.—The Monthly Journal has seen the
£a. pale green (Queen's Head) with the
overprint " Jhind State " for use here.

Adhesive.

Ja. pale green (1900), surcharged
'state"

in black.

Nabha.—As in the case of the other
States, the low values of the new set have
been overprinted " Nabha State."

Adhesives.

3 pies grey (1902), surcharged "^*^? in black.

§a. pale green ,, ,, ,.

ia. carmine ,, ,, ,, ,,

2a. purple
,, ,, ,, ,,

3a. orange-brown ,, ,, ,, ,,

Natal.—This set must surely be now
quite completed, as, in addition to the
seventeen stamps we have already listed,

we have now received the three specified

below. All are of the small type illustrated.

Adhesives.

z\. ultramarine wmk. Crown and CA, perf. 14.

4d. brown and carmine ,, ,,

4s. yellow and lake ,, ,,

St. Christopher and Nevis. — Mr.
W. H. Peckitt has just sent us the new set

for joint use in these two islands. They
are not pretty, as will be seen from the
illustrations.

The first design is allotted to the ^d., 2d.,

2^d., 6d., is. and 2s. 6d. values, while the

id., 3d., 2s. and 5s. show the allegorical

group so familiar to us.

All are watermarked Crown and CA,

perforated 14, and
second colour given.

the centre is in the

Adhesives.

Wmk. Crown and CA, perf. 14.

Jd. green and lilac.

id. carmine and grey-black.

2d. brown and lilac.

23d. ultramarine and grey-black.
3d. orange and green.

6d. purple and grey-black.
is. orange and green.
2s. black and green.

2s. 6d. mauve and grey-black.

5s. sage green and lilac.

St. Helena.—Mr. Roskilly and Messrs.

Whitfield King & Co. send us specimens of

a new pictorial issue, which we illustrate

below.
We are informed that they were issued

on May 30th. The £d., 2d. and is. show
the first view, while the id., 8d. and 2s.

illustrate " The Wharf."
All are on Crown and CC paper, per-

forated 14. The view is in the second
colour given.

, _._. _ ^.^Jj^

Adhesives.

Wmk. Crown and CC, perf. 14.

id. green and brown,
id. carmine and grey-black.

2d. sage green and grey-black.

8d. brown and grey-black.

is. orange and brown.
2s. violet and grey-black.
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Sudan.—Our May list of the surcharged

official stamps should have included the

2m., which we now list below.

A dliesive.

Service stamp.

2m. green and brown, surcharged O.S.G.S. in black.

Victoria.—The type of the current
shilling stamp has been recut ; the result-

ing differences are not very obvious how-
ever, and the head is still very indistinct as
regards the features.

A dliesive.

is. orange yellow. Type recut.

Foreign Countries.

Adhesives.

20C. red-violet.

30c. violet.

Dedeagh.—The 20 piastres on 5 francs

has been issued here.

Adhesive.

20 piastres on sfr. blue and yellow.

Hoi-Hao.—Messrs. Whitfield King & Co.
send us most of the values of this set with
the overprint in black instead of in red as

heretofore. They also point out that the

native surcharge is not as in the previous

issue, as it is now different on each stamp,
representing the denomination in Chinese
money.

Argentine.—Though we did not chronicle

the provisional mentioned in our last without
having seen it specified in several contem-
poraries, we now hear that so far no such
variety has really made its appearance.

Colombia. Antioquia.—The American
Journal of Philately states that the Return
Receipt stamp has been changed in colour
from black on rose to slate.

Adhesive.

3c. slate, Return Receipt stamp.

Bolivar.—Three high values have made
their appearance for this Province ; they
are the usual hideous lithographs we have
become familiar with from this part of the

j

world, and bear portraits of the celebrities I

mentioned below. All are imperf., on laid I

paper.
Adhesives.

1 peso orange on salmon (Fernandez Madrid).

5 pesos carmine on azure (Rodriquez Torices).

10 ,, deep blue on green (Garcia de Toledo).

I

Danish West Indies.—The Metropolitan

Philatelist is informed of the issue of a new
2 cents stamp.

Adhesive.

2 cents rose.

France.—Mr. W. H. Peckitt sends us

the 20c. and 30c. in the new type.

Adhesives.

ic. black on azure, surcharged in black.
2c. brown on buff,

4c. purple-brown on grey,
5c. green on pale green,

ioc. black on lilac,

2oc. red on green,
25c blue on pale blue,
30c. cinnamon on drab,
40c. red on yellow,
50c. carmine on rose,
ifr. olive green,

Zanzibar.—The 3 annas stamp of the
new set is now to hand.

Adhesive.

3 annas on 30c. lilac.

Guatemala.—Seven stamps have been
surcharged " 25 centavos," a value not
represented in the current set, and we list

all below. There seems, however, to be a
little doubt as to the status of the first four,
as our correspondent in Guatemala informs
us that they were '

' not put into circulation
to the public." All are on the bird type.

1903

25

CENTAVOS

25 centavos in black on ioc. brown.
25 , 75c carmine.
25 150c. dark blue.
25 , 200C. orange yellow
25 ic dark green
25 , 2c rose.

25 , 6c. bright green.

Iceland.—The Monthly Journal enables
us to add the following to the varieties we
mentioned in May.

Adhesives.

Variety with " I " omitted.

16 aur brown, perf. 12J.

Surcharge inverted.

3 aur yellow (first type), perf. 12J.
100 ,, lilac and brown, perf. 14 x 13J.

Official stamps.

3 aur ochre, perf. 14 x 131.

5 ,, brown, „

Italy.—The stamps overprinted for
i
Albania now appear with the value only
surcharged.

A dhesives.

5c. green, surcharged 10 para.
20c. orange,

,, 35 ,,

25c. blue,
,, 40 „
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Russia.—The 3kop. is the latest to

appear on the vertically laid paper.

Adhesive.

3kop. carmine, vertically laid paper.

Salvador.—The Illust. Briefmarhen Journal
has seen a new set for Official use. " The
words Franqueo Oficial are in small capitals

diagonally across the centre of the current
issue of stamps. The words are not over-
printed, but engraved on the plate, and are
consequently printed in the same colour as
the stamps."

Adhesives.

Official stamps.

ic. dark green.
2c. red.

3c. orange.
5C. dark blue,

ioc. dull lilac.

I2C slate.

13c. red-brown.
24c. red.

26c. yellow-brown.
50c. yellow,

iooc. light blue.

Liberia.—Le T. Beige reports the 16c.
lilac of 1894, OS in blue, surcharged
" Ordinary " in black in the same manner
as the other values in 1901.

Adhesive.

16c. lilac (OS in blue), surcharged " Ordinary "

in black.

United States.—Messrs. Whitfield King
& Co. send us a specimen of the new 15 cents,
at the same time advising the issue of the
1, 2 and 5 dollars, though these are not yet
to hand.

Adhesive.

15c. sage green, wmk. USPS.

Philately in the Mags.
Servian Provisionals.

A complete series of stamps with portrait

of King Alexander has been in preparation
for some months in Paris. They were
engraved by M. Mouchon, and consist of

nine values, 1, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50 paras and
1, 3 and 5 dinars, the medallion being in

one colour and the frame in another. The
perforation of the last two was not finished,

the 5 dinars not even being gummed. They
were nearly ready and urgently wanted in

Belgrade, where the current ones were
almost exhausted. The day but one after

the coup d'etat, a special representative

living in Paris was instructed to take at

once into Servia the stamps whether com-
pleted or not, and also the engraving types

and cliches. All these were handed to him.
What will be the end of these stamps ?

Will they be destroyed without any being
issued, which would enable the authorities

to dispose of them to collectors, or will the

portrait of the murdered King be blotted

out by a surcharge ?

The following note addressed to La Patrie

by its Belgrade correspondent shews that

the business spirit is quite awake :

—

Belgrade, June 19th. The Postal Authori-
ties withdraw to-day (Friday) all the
stamps bearing the likeness of the late

Sovereign. They put into use a provisional

type consisting of a white eagle bearing in

its claws the arms of Servia surrounded by
a wreath of laurels. The stamp bears at

the top the name of the country, and at

foot the value. German and Austrian Jews
have secured all the stock of the Alexander
stamps. They are having them obliterated

at Belgrade and expect to sell them at
greatly enhanced prices. The provisional
type will be much sought after, as the new
King will shortly adopt a new design.

—

Le Colkctionneur de Timbres-poste.

Lightly Cancelled Australians.

The difficulty of obtaining lightly marked
specimens of Australian stamps is daily
increasing, from the fact that in most
offices a double cancelling stamp is used,
one bearing the date and name of the post
office, and the other bearing an obliterating
stamp of heavy bars ; the former being on
the left, and the latter to the right. As in

99 cases out of 100, the stamps are in the
right-hand corner, they are frequently
obliterated almost beyond recognition.
Wholesale dealers, abroad, should bear this

in mind.

—

The Australian Journal of Philately.

An American Opinion.

Mekeel's Stamp Collector at the close of a
lengthy article upon Limited Specialism
says :

—
The phrase, " limited specialism," coined

by Mr. Oldfield is in one sense unfortunate.
Instead of limiting the pleasure and interest

of a collection, it would seem that by such
a plan they would be appreciably enhanced.
It is the bloating class of specialism which
is in the truest sense limited—which limits

its followers' aims, ideas and philatelic out-

look. Specialism at the present time is

swathed and bandaged. It is hampered
from free movement by ball and chain. In
course of time a freer, broader specialism
must and will be evolved. Whether it will
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be on the lines of Mr. Oldfield's plan it

would be hard to say, but that plan
certainly has many points to commend it.

We would not be understood as thinking
or saying that philately's future is in any
sense bound up in the future of specialism.

The proper methods to be employed in

generalism are of even greater importance,
because to the end of philatelic time
the generalists will always preponderate in

point of numbers ; but more of the able

men of philately are engaged in formulating
plans for specialism's future than for that

of general collecting, because of the fact

that the bulk of our leading writers and
thinkers are themselves specialists of one
sort or another. Generalism, which is

always less spectacular, is, however,
gradually evolving methods of its own
which bid fair in the long run to do away
with many of the things that cause some
philatelists to regard general collecting as

impracticable. With these methods we
will not at this time attempt to deal ; but
we will record our prediction, which we
believe time will amply verify, that general
collecting, as practiced by the most astute

generalists, will ultimately acquire some of

the most advantageous of specialism's

methods, and that the specialism of the
future will not be by many degrees as far

removed from general collecting as it is to-

day. That the two should ever come closer

to each other in idea and purpose than
they are to-day may seem preposterous

;

but in philately it would often appear that

the seemingly preposterous things are the
ones that come to pass.

Bavaria : Originals or Reprints ?

The Homeric battle between Mr. Kosack
and the Bavarian Philatelic Society has at

last been decided in favour of the former
by an official certificate of the Bavarian
Postal Administration.

Hitherto we have remained neutral in

this matter for the sole and all-sufficient

reason that the stamps under discussion

had not been seen by us, and we had no
space to give from time to time all the
various opinions, reasons, and counter-
reasons of the champions of both sides.

We are quite satisfied with the official

document and now confine ourselves to the
salient points.

I. issue, 1849-58.—The 1 Kreuzer black has
never been reprinted. The stamps of
this value on paper with silk thread
must be considered as trials The
values 3, 6, 9, 12 and 18 Kreuzer have
not been reprinted.

II. issue, 1862.—This issue has never been
reprinted. Fifty sheets of each value
were retained, and these proved suffi-

cient.

III. issue, 1867-68.—Fifty sheets each of
the 6 Kreuzer blue, the 9 and 18
Kreuzer, were retained. Later on, in

1873, 2 sheets of the 12 Kreuzer were
found

; also in 1875 several sheets of
the 6 Kreuzer brown with silk thread.
The postal administration admits having
reprinted for the Vienna Exhibition in

1873 the values of 1, 3, 6 brown, 7 and
12 Kreuzer of this issue. But as no
paper with silk threads could be found,
it was decided to draw red lines on the
back to imitate the red silk threads.
Only a few sheets of each value were
printed. A further reprint of the 1

and 7 Kreuzer (perhaps also of the

3 Kreuzer) was made by a high postal
official named Dusch in 1886.

VI. issue, 1870-75.—This issue has never
been reprinted.

The stamps offered by Mr. Kosack are
consequently remainders. The bulk of
these remainders in the Post Office archives

j

is not known, Mr. Kosack, so far, having only
succeeded in obtaining possession of a very
limited quantity about a sheet of each
value. To know that large quantities of
stamps hitherto justly looked upon as the
gems of a country of such philatelic interest

as Bavaria exist, and can be tapped at
a price, is very disquieting to collectors of
old German States. It would have been
much better had the whole lot been con-
signed to the flames.

Guatemala.

In a philatelic contemporary, some doubt
!

has been thrown upon the genuineness of
,
the 20 centavos dark olive-brown and the
25 centavos blue-green stamps of Guatemala

! 1892 issue. A reader of The Philatelist has
written to the Director of the Post Office at
Guatemala and asked him whether these
two values were official, where they were

\
printed, and in what numbers. He received
an answer in due course, and from it we
learn that the two stamps are official, and
were issued by the State, that they were

I printed like the others of this design in
I New York, and that the numbers were 9,000
! for the 20c. and 10,000 for 25c. Also that
they were in circulation during July and
August of last year.

-e^rr9*e*
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Notes and News.

Indian Fiscal Arrangements.

Comment is made by the Civil and Military

Gazette of Lahore on the public incon-
venience caused by the Custom House
regulations, by which letters sent to India
containing dutiable articles undeclared must
be opened by the addressee, wherever he
may be— possibly in some remote up-
country station—in the presence of the local

postmaster, and then re-posted to Bombay or

Karachi for assessment of duty before final

delivery. The public, says our contem-
porary, are irritated at the delay, and at

times take vigorous action by way of

protest, For instance, a peppery up-country
colonel, who, receiving back a set of

artificial teeth sent home for repair, for

lack of which he had been forced to live

a rather retired life, clapped them into his

mouth on being told they must go back to

Karachi for assessment of duty, and defied

all the departments to take them away
while he drew breath.

Inland Revenue Prosecution.

This prosecution, to which we referred

last month, is still pending. The enquiry
before the Magistrates has not come to a

close, when if the Court be satisfied that

the Crown has made out a prima Jacie case,

the prisoners will be committed for trial.

Consequently some considerable time may
elapse before the case comes to a close.

Among the witnesses called by the Crown
already appear many of the dealers in

London, but our readers can see how the

case progresses from week to week by
looking over the pages of the London
papers each Tuesday morning.

Canada.

Just as we go to press we learn that the

King's head issue came over by the last

mail. There has been so much talk about
this issue consequent upon the active interest

H.R.H. The Prince of Wales is said to

have evinced concerning it, that we await
the verdict of the philatelic press with
interest. The local public press appears
quite satisfied, and describes the portrait of

the King to be a " striking and admirable
likeness."

Federal Stamps for Australia.

We are indebted to the Victorian Stamp
Market, Melbourne, for the following in-

teresting cutting from the Argus, the leading

daily paper in Victoria. If the Argus be
correctly informed, an issue of Federal

stamps is one of the probabilities of the
very near future.

For some reason, not yet explained, the
Postmaster-General intends to shortly issue
complete sets of Federal stamps in all the
States. It was suggested that this should
be done last year, but the central postal
authorities explained that the idea was
impracticable in view of the book-keeping
provisions of the Constitution Act. At the
present time each State postal department
is carried on as a separate institution so far
as its revenue and expenditure are con-
cerned If a Federal stamp, exchangeable
throughout the Commonwealth, was sold
in Melbourne and used in Sydney, Victoria
would gain the revenue, and New South
Wales would have to perform the service
of transmission and delivery. This would
not be in consonance with the book-keeping
sections, and consequently the suggestion
made over twelve months ago was not
entertained.

Since then some of the State Premiers,
fearing that the central administration
might be tempted to introduce uniform
stamps, have protested against the idea,
and pointed how their interests might suffer

by such a departure Senator Drake,
however, sees his way not to interfere with
State rights and yet to introduce what he
describes as " Australian stamps." Designs
have not been called for publicly, nor lor

that matter departmentally, but a design
has been received by the Postmaster-
General, and it will probably be accepted.
" It is the work of an Australian," he
remarked on Saturday. "We might get
finer draughtsmanship by going abroad,
say to the United States, but I prefer to
have the stamp designed, engraved and
printed in Australia, so that it may be in
every sense Australian."

It is understood that the King's head,
which at present figures on all State stamps,
will not appear on the Federal stamps, but
that something symbolical of the Common-
wealth will be substituted. Beneath this

symbol the name of the State within which
the stamp will have currency and its value
will be printed. By this device of issuing
sets for each State separately, the Federal
stamps will not be interchangeable, and
therefore the constitution will be observed.
The stamps now sold in the various States
will not be withdrawn, but no more will be

j

printed, and as the sheets are exhausted
i
Federal stamps will be sold instead.—
S. C. F.

-c.- -Kr-
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Editorial Notes.

THERE has been a great flourish of trumpets over the too long

delayed Federal stamps, but the recent issue of the Queensland
ninepence, the forerunner of the series, makes one regret that

their appearance has not been still longer deferred. The design is

taken from a medal in the possession of Postmaster-

"and
^ Senator Drake, who seems, according to the Australian

Little Wool j°urna l s > to have selected the design himself from those

sent in by competitors, whom he again appears to have
nominated. There is much dissatisfaction in Australia, not only with
the miserable result of the competition, but at the fact that the

competition itself was not properly thrown open to the best artists of

the day. Messrs. J. H. Smyth & Co., to whom we are indebted for a

specimen of the stamp, state that Victoria has still a large stock of

stamps of all denominations on hand, so none of the new stamps will be
issued there for the present, although we gather that they will be seen
in New South Wales almost at once. May we hope, before any other

values are printed for the different States, that the central figure may
be redrawn and made a little less wooden. At present Britannia looks

as if she were suffering from a bad attack of rheumatism, seated amongst
boxes of the remedies she has tried in vain. The remainder of the
design is too ill-conceived to be capable of improvement, it requires

remodelling before anything satisfactory can be made of it. If this is

the best Australian artists can do we fear the Government will have to

look elsewhere. We cannot, however, believe this to be the case, but
rather that Mr. Drake's dictatorial methods are accountable for more
than appears on the surface. A further announcement has been made
that Mr. Drake is considering the question of issuing pictorial post-

cards, and as these are dependent for their sale upon their artistic

merit, very different abilities will have to be brought to bear before a
financial success can be claimed from their introduction.
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The Forty-Ninth Report of the Postmaster-General, issued during the

month, shows on the whole a satisfactory increase in the

p I~ !?

a volume of work in all departments. It is, however, in

Craze postcards that the most noticeable increase has occurred,

this being one of 0/9 per cent, following upon one of 6*2

per cent, in the previous year. The craze for pictorial cards is

responsible for this large increase, the proportion of these being two-
thirds of the whole number carried by the Post Office.

That a very large business is being done at the present time in

pictorial cards must be patent to anyone walking through the streets,

where they form the window attractions not only for stationers' shops
but those of many other businesses. On the Continent especially is

this the case ; in fact, they seem to have completely edged out the

cheap kind of postage stamp approval sheets and packets which
hitherto occupied their place.

We do not think that as yet any harm has been done to Philately

by the new craze, but it must be patent to anyone possessing any
power of observation that if the pictorial card takes the place of the

cheap approval-sheet trade, the lowest grade of stamp collecting will

not in the future receive that addition to its ranks which its devotees

would desire, and this must in the long run affect the number of our

elect.

Contemporaneously with the receipt of the Postmaster-General's
report comes a book entitled "All About Postcards," to which we refer

elsewhere. This book, issued by one in the trade, affords further

evidence to our minds of the
>
way in which this card craze is being

pandered to at the present time. The book in question deals with the

postcards of the official class in an intelligent and skilful manner, but

the attempt of the editor to place the pictoral card upon the same high

pedestal is a mistake from the postcard collector's point of view, and
from that of a philatelist utterly impossible. We do not say that the

pictorial card is devoid of interest ; it is a nice plaything, but, like all

playthings, after a time interest wanes, and will not be kept alive we
hope by any red herring drawn across the trail.

The time is fast approaching when the committees of the various

Philatelic Societies will have to decide upon the plan of

An campaign for the coming season ; in point of fact the

Open Field, syllabus of the Birmingham Society has already been

published, and the energetic hon. sec. is to be con-

gratulated upon being once more first in the field.

We can speak with some degree of authority upon the increasing

difficulties which the secretaries of philatelic societies experience in

forming the programme for each succeeding session. The time has

come when the older members consider they have had their day, while

the younger ones, and those who never do anything but talk at the

meetings, are ever ready with the plea of lack of knowledge. They
never seem to realise that in earlier days the older ones now doing the

work were similarly situated, and would have remained in the same
unenviable position had they not bestirred themselves and undertaken

their share of the work.
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There is a great deal too much laxity among the recruits, due,

doubtless, to the fact that publications have rendered stamp collecting

more of an arm-chair kind of hobby than it used to be. In the past a

collector had to study his stamps and ascertain varieties for himself,

otherwise he missed golden opportunities of picking up the " good
goods," as an old exponent of the Manchester School so aptly termed
them.

We can hear the carping youngster say, " Oh, those were the good
old times, there are no bargains to-day and further discoveries are

impossible." Stuff and nonsense. Papers recently published have
demonstrated the contrary but, mark you, all these papers have been
written by members of the old school, a fact which further emphasizes
the point we desire to make.

Indolent is a strong word, but we fear not too strong to apply to

the new collectors as a class, who are lazy to the backbone. The
sooner they know the truth the sooner may some of them realise that

it was not in this way that the old school collected and gained

knowledge when they were young. Some of them must surely be fired

with an ambition to continue the work of the seniors, and the sooner

they awaken to a sense of duty the better. There is plenty of scope

yet in the philatelic field of research for brains and strength of purpose
to use them, and we sincerely hope the coming session may bring forth

some juniors of promise. They are wanted in all philatelic societies

alike from that of London to the one which meets in a coffee house.

A Philatelic Exhibition affords convincing evidence of the vitality

possessed by the society responsible for its management.
Phi 'atel

^
in We have often noted that these efforts are made by

America societies at the zenith of their fame, and that those

incapable of the effort are for the time being more or less

in a moribund condition.

The Sociedad Filatelica Argentina has for the last few years,

through the pages of its excellent Journal, been gradually but surely

working its way to the front amongst the societies of the world. It is

to be congratulated upon its success in that direction achieved by the

meritorious philatelic work of its members, who are now seeking to put
the crowning stone upon their labours by holding an Exhibition next

month in Buenos Ayres. Most heartily do we wish them the success

which they deserve.
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Notable Philatelists.

Dr. Jose Marco del Pont.

IN
view of the Buenos Ayres Philatelic Exhibition announced for

the beginning of September next, of which Dr. Jose Marco del

Pont is one of the promoters, the present is an opportune moment
for the subject of our sketch appearing in these columns. Dr. J. M.
del Pont has been a collector for a number of years, and is, perhaps,

the most widely known amongst those resident in South America.
He is the possessor of a collection of stamps of enormous size,

the magnitude of which our readers will be better able to gauge
when they bear in mind that his interest is chiefly centred in South
American countries, which are notoriously prolific, especially when
specialized to the extent indulged in by this notable collector.

The multifarious varieties of Mexico, for instance, have not daunted
him in the least, and he finds time to take South American fiscals in

addition to postage stamps. He is a most indefatigable worker and a

voluminous writer on philatelic subjects, many of his articles having
attained a high standard of merit.

Amongst them we may mention the study on the stamps of Cordova,
published in Santiago de Chile in 1873; the stamps of the Republic of

Argentina, published in Buenos Ayres in 1895 ; the 1858 issue of the

stamps of the Republic of Uruguay, published in 1895 ; and the stamps
of the Argentine Confederation, published in Buenos Ayres in 1901.

It was in 1885 and 1886 that he wrote his notable work on the

surcharges on the stamps of Mexico which brought him warm praise

from such philatelists as Dr. Legrand, M. la Renotiere, Campbell,
Mirabaud, Caillbotte, and others, and a supplement, embodying in a

concise form additional and more recent information on the subject of

these surcharges has just come to an end in the June number of the

Revista de la Sociedad Filatelica Argentina.

He has also written standard works on fiscal stamps, the most
prominent of which, we understand, is one dealing with those of the

Argentine Republic.

He is a member of the Societe Francaise de Timbrologie, and in

the year 1884 was elected a member of the committee of that Society.

He is also a prominent member of the Argentine Society.

As President of the Postal Commission in 1893 he attended the

destruction of the following plates, stones and cliches of the older

issues of Buenos Ayres and Argentine :

—

Buenos Ayres.

1858 : One wood block containing 36 metal blocks of the 2ps. Ship type.

One ,, ,, 36 „ ,, ips.

One ,, ,, 20 ,, ,, 3ps.

One „ „ 2 ,, ,, 2ps.

One „ ,, 2 „ ,, ips.

1859 : Three copper plates containing 40 stamps each of the head of

Liberty type of 4 reales, ips., 2ps.
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Argentine Republic.

1862 : Three lithographic stones of 70 stamps each " Coat of Arms "

type of 5, 10 and 15 centavos.

1864 : Four copper plates of 100 stamps each with portrait of Riva-

davia ; two of 5 centavos, one each of 10 and 15 centavos.

A parcel containing three dies of 5, 10 and 15 centavos of 1864, three

dies of 5, 10 and 15 centavos of 1867, five dies of 1-4, 30, 60

and 90 centavos of 1873.

Brazil.
Varieties of Type in the 100 and 200 reis of

1894 and 1900.*

By Dr. Pirl.

LOOKING through some Brazilians, which I obtained on my
journey in December, -1901, I noticed some differences in the

single coloured stamps with head of Liberty of 100 and 200 reis

of the 1900 issue (Senf 125 and 126, and Kohl 115 and 116), which
appear to me to be more important than the appended footnotes in

these two catalogues would lead one to suppose. Senf writes: "The
printing plates for this issue were made from the cliches of the

bi-coloured issue of 1894-5, the fitting in of the centres was, however,

not done very carefully, so that apparently several types exist."

Kohl's explanation is clearer: "Of the stamps Nos. 115 and 116

there have been noticed two types, one with and one without

surrounding line."

—

Monthly Journal, 1890, p. 76.

These footnotes do not in my opinion explain the matter sufficiently,

as the two types are more than accidental varieties, and differ not only

in the surrounding line of the oval, but also in other points, which I

will now explain.

When the Brazilian Postal Administration decided in 1899 to print

the 100 and 200 reis stamps, which were mostly required, in one
colour in conformity with the edicts of the Universal Postal Union,
the printing works belonging to the State at first employed the same
plates and the same manner of manufacture as before, i.e., the sheet

had to pass twice through the press, although only one colour was
applied, once in order to print the frame (formerly red and yellow

respectively), and the second time in order to print the oval containing

the head (formerly black) and the value. This, of course, had now
been done in one colour, red or blue as the case might be, and as

uniformly as ever possible.

* Translated by G. B. Duerst from the Deutsche Bviefmarhen Zeitung.
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100 reis, carmine and black : This value exists in two types as far

as the centre is concerned, as the head of Liberty was newly engraved
in 1897.

A. Clear impressions, with obliterations dating from 1894-1896,

show the following details of the original printing plate : a hairline,

which winds from the lock on the forehead to the eyebrows ; a plain

lock of hair near the ear, the pecten of which shows marked shading

;

a long neck ; the leaves of the laurel wreath are shaded completely,

and the face has a serious expression.

B. Besides the stamps as above described (printed from the first

plate), there are specimens, dating from 1897, which are printed from
a plate having a re-engraved centre. Such specimens show the

following details in the head of Liberty : the hair line is absent, the

lock is shorter and broader, the pecten is not shaded, the neck is

short, the laurel leaves are lighter, and the face bears a more affable

expression.

100 reis carmine : For the first printing of this one-coloured stamp
the plate of the re-engraved 100 reis stamps was employed, as it had
been used for the bi-coloured stamps.

This can usually be seen by the centre being more on one side

or the other, so that the thick coloured line surrounding the oval,

but belonging to the frame, is covered by the parallel lines of the

background, also because the centre generally is in a slightly different

shade from the frame. This clearly shows that the stamps were
printed in two operations.

200 reis yellow and black : Whether for this value a second
engraving was made I cannot say, because I have not sufficient

material, at the same time I do not consider it probable. All

bi-coloured stamps show the following characteristic details : from the

lock on the forehead there can be seen one hair reaching down to the

eyebrows, all the laurel leaves are half white, the ear is rather indistinct,

the lower part of the neck is not touched by the hair, the parallel lines

of the background fill the oval completely when well centred.

200 reis blue: The first printings of this value show the minutest
details of the drawing of the bi-coloured 200 reis stamps, irrespective

of various patches, &c, caused by the wear and tear of the plate.

That the sheets of this value have also been produced in two
operations is proved by the oval being badly centred and by the slight

difference in the shades of the centre and the oval.

Totally different from the above is the so-called second type of

these two one-coloured stamps. By the single colour printing the

technical difficulties and also the cost were considerably reduced, and
this caused the Administration very soon to order new plates, which
required only one operation. Obliterated specimens show this to have
happened in the year 1900.

To begin with, this issue is distinctive in having white margins of

ijmm. between the stamps, whereas these margins were only fmm. in

the first issue. A completely new plate must, therefore, have been
made, which is about 2cm. larger than the one used for the first issue.

The old frame was used, and the oval and the value fixed in such a

manner that a displacement was absolutely impossible.

It is very difficult to recognise the details of the head in con-

sequence of the very bad printing ; a good magnifying glass, however,
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shows that for the heads of both values the re-engraved head of the

100 reis stamp was used.

A very simple means of distinguishing these plates is as follows :

—

100 reis : The parallel lines of the background do not touch the

coloured surrounding line, but end at the white horse-shoe-shaped line.

200 reis : The horse-shoe-shaped oval, which is formed by the

parallel lines of the background is smaller than the coloured surrounding
line, which is always the same distance from it.

The differences between these types are, therefore, greater than the

footnotes of the catalogues lead one to suppose, and they make two
entirely different issues, which ought to be specially catalogued.

I may add that every value of the 1894-5 issue has a specially

drawn oval. In the values of 10, 20 and 50 reis the varying drawing
of the rays is the principal point of difference.

Ed. Note.—In connection with the above stamps the following

extract from the American Journal of Philately is interesting :

—

" In the American Journal of Philately for August, 1901, we described

counterfeits of the 300 and 500 reis of the 1894-97 issue, which had
been used to defraud the Government. We also mentioned that a

counterfeit of the 200 reis was said to exist. The same correspondent
who sent us the previous information has now kindly shown us a

counterfeit of the 200 reis, blue, on the original cover, and cancelled

March 28th, 1903. For the benefit of our readers we will describe a

few of the points wherein this counterfeit differs from the genuine
stamp :

" The impression is cleaner and sharper. This is particularly

noticeable in the ruled lines which form the background of various

parts of the stamp, which are usually blurred in the originals. The
lines behind the word ' reis ' are especially distinct, while on the

originals these words often appear as though on a solid panel. In the

spandrels above ' reis ' the counterfeits have crossed vertical and
horizontal lines, while the genuine stamps have only horizontal lines,

the lower ones being broken and irregular.
" The white face of the numerals ' 200 ' is ornamented with dots

and dashes. These have nearly disappeared in most originals, but are

very distinct in the counterfeits, making the figures appear bluer.
" The shading lines of the face are heavier, more regular, and less

broken to represent lights and shadows. The central oval is surrounded
by a thin, sharp line in the counterfeit, and a broad, heavy one in the

genuine stamps.
"The leaves of the laurel wreath have each a strong, dark outline,

and the one at the right forms a straight line with the stem.

"The letters of * unidos do brazil' are ifmm. high, instead of

ijmm.
" The colour is a dark blue, which does not differ materially from

that of the genuine stamps. The perforation, like that of the

counterfeits described in 1901, gauges nj."

^^
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Reviews.

Railway Stamps.

WE have received from Mr. H. L'Estrange Ewen a priced

catalogue of the Railway Letter Stamps of the United
Kingdom, issued from February 1st, 189 1, to the end of

April, 1903.
It will perhaps surprise collectors who take no interest in Railway

Letter Stamps to know that out of the 570 varieties described in this

catalogue, no fewer than 29 are completely unknown, and something
like 100 others are in an unnsued condition claimed to to be as rare or

rarer than the Post Office Mauritius. We are told that the sudden
demand in 1898 on the part of collectors caused many Companies to

have new printings, but that since then the tendency has been to order

larger and consequently less frequent supplies. The largest number of

stamps issued by any one Company to date is the 205,000 of the North
Eastern Railway Company, who are responsible for the largest number
of varieties, namely, 71. The smallest number is 200, for the. North
Pembrokeshire and Fishguard Railway Company. The largest

number ever printed at one time for a Company is 120,000 for the

Great Western Railway Company, whilst the smallest is about 60, for

the East London Railway Company.

Postcards.

We have also received a handy volume entitled " All About
Postcards," by Mr. W. J. Scott, of Leeds. The subject is treated in

a most cosmopolitan manner, the book embracing not only Official

Postcards, but also those of the pictorial class, the collection of which
is defended and, indeed, advocated.

Personally, we think it a mistake to mix up cards of this kind with
postcards, the latter being a term which ought in a philatelic sense to

be applied only to those cards issued by the postal authorities.

Pictorial postcards are purely articles of commerce, and must always
remain so, in spite of all endeavours to give them an importance which
they in no sense deserve. A collection of them can never attain

completeness, and from this inherent defect alone they are incapable
of obtaining any higher place amongst hobbies than is at present
assigned to them, the fashionable diversion for the moment amongst
the intelligent and the ambition of children and those in their second
childhood. The book in question gives a price list of the Official

issues of many countries, followed by one of cards of the pictorial

class, and is published by Messrs. Scott & Wilson, 4, Reginald Mount,
Leeds.
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The earliest information as to New Issues ivill be much appreciated by us, and will be duly credited

to the correspondent, or firm, sending it. Our foreign subscribers can materially

help us in this direction. When possible, a specimen should

accompany the information, and be addressed to

G. Fred. H Gibson, /, Clarence Street, Manchester.

The British Empire.

Antigua.—Mr. W. H. Peckitt sends us
a very fine and large (and unnecessary ?)

set for this island.

The stamps which we illustrate below
bear, up to the half-crown value, inclusive,

a representation of the seal of the Island,

while the 5s. has a portrait of His Majesty.

All are printed in two colours, the second
named being that of the centre. Water-
marked CC and Crown, perf. 14.

Adhesives.

Perf. 14, wmk. CC and Crown,

^d. green and slate-black,

id. carmine and slate-black.

2d. orange and mauve.
2id. ultramarine and slate-black.

3d. orange and green.
6d. slate and red-lilac,

is. purple and ultramarine.
2s. violet and pale green.

2s. 6d. mauve and slate-black

5s. violet and green.

Australian Commonwealth.—If, with
hopes certainly unwarranted by recent

Colonial issues, we looked forward to an
artistic, pleasing, on even only striking

design for the new uniform set for the

Commonwealth, the specimen just to hand
would quickly dispel any illusion we might
have entertained
Commonplace in appearance, wanting in

taste with regard to colours, the ninepence
we illustrate below forms one of a set which
will be evidently a degenerate successor of

the many beautiful stamps that have always
made the Australian Colonies such a
favourite group.
We are indebted to Messrs. J. H. Smyth

& Co., of Sydney, for the copy illustrated
;

they write : "Herewith a specimen of the

new Federal stamp, oxl. value, Queensland
variety. Those for New South Wales have
not yet been issued, as there is a big supply
of the old ninepence in stock. We have
seen the former, they are the same as

Queensland, but with New South Wales at

foot. The design is condemned everywhere."

|52J

"'ISsaks
irMHB^^^L

Kflu >ot
jRrt!"

Adhesive.

Perf. i2?r (nearly), wmk. V and Crown.
9d. yellow-brown, name of value in ultramarine.

The Australian Philatelist states that the

4d. and 5s. unpaid letter stamps have now
appeared with the blank space at foot filled

in. (Type B.)
Adhesives.

Unpaid letter stamps.

4d. emerald green, Type B.

5s.
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Aitutaki.—Messrs. Whitfield King & Co.
send us the set just issued for this Pacific

Island.

As was expected, the current New Zealand,
six in number, have been overprinted as in

the case of Niue and Penrhyn Islands. The
surcharge is in two lines, first the name
"Aitutaki " in thin tall block capitals,

followed by the native equivalent of the
currency underneath.

All are watermarked single-lined NZ and
Star, the §d. and id. perf. 14, while the

others are perf. 1 1

.

Adhesivcs.

h\. green, surcharged "Aitutaki," etc., in red.

id. carmine, „ ,, ,, blue.
2^d. blue, ,, ,, ,, red.

3d. brown, ,, ,, ,, blue.

6d. carmine, ,, „ ,, blue,

is. bright red, ,, ,, ,, blue.

British East Africa.—Messrs. Alfred
Smith & Co. advise us that the one anna
has been changed in colour to aniline pink,

as in the case of the same denomination in

Uganda. The specimen before us is post-

marked " April — ," probably the month of

issue.

Adhesive.

1 anna aniline pink.

British Somaliland. — From Eivm's
Weekly Stamp News we take the following

interesting particulars as to the numbers
issued of the recent set. All the figures are

plus 722 of each value for distribtition by
the Postal Union Office.

Ordinary stamps.

h anna . . . . . . 200 sheets.

1 ,, . . . . . . 200 ,,

2 annas 200 ,,

2J ,, 200 ,,

3 200 ,,

4 ,, . . . . . . 200 ,,

6 100 ,,

8 100 ,,

12

1 rupee
2 rupees

3 ..

5 M

100
100

50

50
50

Service (" On H. M. S.") stamps.

h anna 30 sheets.

Ceylon.— Though we believe other

values are already issued, we have, so far,

only received the five cents of the new set.

It is printed in the same colour as before,

but shows the head on an oval medallion
within a curved rectangular frame bearing
the usual inscription.

Adhesive.

5c. lilac, perf. 14, wmk. CA and Crown.

Canada.—We have now received the

much-looked-for set showing what may
certainly be considered a more pleasing

portrait of His Majesty than we have

hitherto seen on any of the new stamps.
The values, so far, are five in number, and
we are very glad to note that the hideous
shade of yellow in which the 7c. previously
appeared has been slightly improved.

Adhesivts.

Unwatermarked, perf. 12.

1 cent green.
2 cents carmine.

5 ,, deep blue.

7 ,. olive yellow.
10 ,, lilac.

India. Gwalior.—Uniform with the
t^a. pale green ordinary postage chronicled
in July, we have now the Service surcharge
on the same stamps. As we remarked then,
it is curiously late, though probably in this

case it has not been required for use, though
available for some time.

Adhesive.

Official stamp.

§a. pale green (1900), Service surcharge in black.

Jhind.—The Monthly Journal mentions
the receipt of the current | and 1 anna with
Service overprint.

Adhesivcs.

Official stamps.
Service

Ja. pale green (1903), surcharged Jhind in black.
State

ia. carmine
,, ,, ,,

Nabha.—From the same source we gather
that the J, 1 and 2 annas of this State have
also been issued for Service purposes.

Adhesivcs.

Official stamps.
Service

Ja. pale green (1903), surcharged Nabha in black.
State

ia. carmine ,, „ ,,

2a. mauve ,, ,, ,,

Johore.—The two provisionals recently
issued exist without the original value being
cancelled by bars. As these were apparently
ruled by hand, the omission in some cases
is not remarkable.

Montserrat.— Mr. W. H. Peckitt also

sends us the set for this island, and while
not of the same size as those of Antigua,
the stamps have a very handsome appear-
ance. The values up to the half-crown,
inclusive, are of the type illustrated below,
but that of the five shillings value is

identical with the same denomination in the
before-mentioned set, except of course as

to the name of the island. The small
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stamps are watermarked CA and Crown,
and the five shillings CC, all perforated 14.

§d. green and pale green, perf. 14, wmk. CA & Crown.
id. carmine and slate-black, ,, ,, „
2d brown ,, ,. ,, ,,

2§d. ultramarine ,, ,, ,, ,,

3d. lilac and salmon, ,, ,, ,,

6d. olive and lilac, ,,

is. violet and pale green, ,, ,,

2S. orange „ ,, ., ,,

2s. 6d. black ,, ,,

5s. carmine and black, perf. 14, wmk. CC & Crown.

New Zealand.—The five pence, nine
pence and two shillings all now appear with
the new single-lined NZ and Star water-

mark, perforated 11.

Acihesives.

Wmk. single-lined NZ and Star, perf. 11.

5d. red-brown,
gd. lilac.

2s. green.

Orange River Colony.—Several corre-

spondents send us seven values of the new
set in addition to the one penny carmine
which we chronicled in March. The four

pence, six pence and shilling are bi-coloured,

the head being in carmine, and present a

very handsome appearance. The perfora-

tion is 14 and watermark CA and Crown.

Jd. bright green, wmk. CA & Crown, perf. 14.

2d. brown, ,, ,, ,,

2hd. ultramarine,
,, ,, ,,

3d. lilac, ,, ,, ,,

4d. sage green and carmine, ,, ,, ,,

6d. lilac and carmine, ,, ,, ,,

is. ochre and carmine, ,, ,, ,,

Penrhyn Island.—The latest supplies

of the one shilling value to hand are in the
bright red shade, not in the dull vermilion
on which the overprint first appeared.

Seychelles.—Messrs. Whitfield King &
Co. send us the first provisional on a King's
Head stamp. They give the following par-

ticulars of its origin :
" These stamps were

issued at the beginning of July in conse-
quence of the 3c. King's Head having
become exhausted. No one person was
allowed to purchase more than 60 stamps,
notwithstanding which they were all sold

out on the day of issue there were
33,000 stamps surcharged, of which 500
were destroyed as they were not well done."

3 cents

Adhesive.

3 cents in black on 15 cents ultramarine.

Sierra Leone.— So far we have only one
value of the new set— the penny,—and we
believe we are correct in saying that no
others are yet issued. With the exception
of the head there is no variation from the

previous type.
Adhesive.

id. lilac and carmine, perf. 14, wmk. CA and Crown.

Zululand.-The Monthly Journal reports
having seen the 2d. stamp of the 1888 issue

with the overprint inverted. It is on an
entire original envelope along with an
ordinary 4d. stamp, both being postmarked
" rorke drift — natal—6-11-88," the other
marks being " g.p.o.—natal—e No. 9-88.,"

and in London on November 30th.

Foreign Countries.

Abyssinia.—We hear that the stamps
of this country have again been overprinted,
but particulars are not to hand ; moreover,
we have not yet had specimens of those
surcharged " Posta," so should like to see

the new surcharge before chronicling.

Austria. Levant.—The Monthly Journal
has seen four of a new series for these

offices. The figures denoting the values in

heller are omitted, but the new overprint is

added at top and bottom.

Adhesives.

10 para dark green, value in black, perf. 12^-13^
20 ,, rose, ,,

1 piaster ultramarine, ,,

2 ,, pale blue, ,,

Bosnia. — As in two recent instances, the

40 heller now appears with numerals at

lower corners in black.

Adhesive

40 heller orange and black, perf. 12 \.
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Colombia. Boyaca.—In this part of

the world a year is quite a long time to

elapse without a new issue, and we are,

therefore, not surprised to hear of a new
set of four values for this Province.

Following the usual precedents, the changes
are duly rung upon the colours and per-

foration.

The io and 20c. have Arms in centre
;

the 5c c. has a Portrait, and the 1 peso a

large figure 1 on ornamental ground. All

lithographed on thin white wove paper.

Adhesives.

10 centavos grey, imperf.
10 ,, black, bluish-grey, perf. 12.

20 ,, brown, red-brown, imperf.

20 ,, „ „ perf. 12.

50 ,, dark blue, deep greenish blue, pel t. 12.

1 peso dull lake, bright vermilion, perf. 12.

France. Senegambia and Niger.—
From Messrs. Whitfield King we have an
entirely new series for this settlement, all of

the usual French Colonial type.

Adhesives.

1 centime black on azure.
2 centimes brown on buff.

4 ,, purple-brown on grey.

5 „ green on pale green.
10 „ rose red.

15 ,. grey.
20 ,, red on green.

25 ,, blue.

30 ,, cinnamon on drab.

40 ,, red on yellow.

50 ,, brown on azure.

75 ,, brown on orange.
1 franc olive green.

Holland. Surinam.—A 5 cents of the
same type as the J cent chronicled early

last year has appeared here.

Adhesive.

5 cents rose, perf. 12J.

Roumania. — The 15 bani lilac-grey

chronicled by us in April, 1902, has been
improved in colour, our correspondent in

Bucharest, Mr. Rothchild, sending us a
specimen in a much more decided shade
of lilac ; in fact, it could now be hardly
described as of the former shade at all.

Servia.—We have not had long to wait
for the Philatelic signs of the recent political

changes here. Messrs. Whitfield King &
Co. send us anew set which, though bearing
a portrait of the late King, and doubtless
intended for issue in due course, are now
obliterated so far as his portrait is con-
cerned by a surcharge showing the Arms of
Servia on a mantle. The overprint is applied
in various colours as specified below ; the
portrait is in all cases in black, the colour
given being that of the frame.

Adhesives.

1 para lilac, Arms in blue.

5 ,, yellow-green, ,, ,,

io „ carmine, ,, black.

'5 .- grey,
20 ., orange,
25 ,, blue,

.1

50 „ grey, ,, red.
1 dinar dark green, brown
3 ,, mauve, ., lake.

5 ,, brown, ,, blue.

Spain. Fernando Po.—We are rather
at a loss to understand the great discrepancy
between the new set for 1903 listed below
and the stamps specified in our May
number, but in the present case Messrs.
Whitfield King and Co. have the set in

question ; we therefore chronicle it, and
can only suppose that the 1902 set was
supposed to be duplicated for this year's

use, though such was not the case. The
stamps are of the 1902 design, but the
inscription is slightly modified.

Adhesives.

Jc. violet.

$c. black,
ic. red.

2C. green.
3c. blue-green.
4c. lilac.

5c. lake,

ioc yellow.
15c. blue-green.

• 25c. red-brown.
50c. olive-brown.
75c. carmine,
ip. purple-brown.
2p. bronze-green.
3p. claret.

4p. dark blue.

5p. dark blue,
iop. orange.

Elobey, Annoben and Corisio —E' Echo
de la Timbrologie chronicles the undermen-
tioned set, type of 1899 set of Fernando Po,
dated 1903. Adhesives.

J de c. carmine.
|c. dark violet.

ic. black.
2C vermilion.
3c. dark green.
4c. blue-green.
5c. violet,

ioc. claret.

15c. orange.
25c. dark blue.

50c. red-brown.
75c. dark brown.
1 peseta orange-red.
2p. violet-brown.

3p. olive.

4p. garnet.

5P. green,
iop. blue.

United States.—Though we have not

yet seen specimens of the new one, two and
five dollars stamps, the portraits are those

of Farragut, Madison, and Marshall re-

spectively. We understand the two dollars

is considered to be the most handsome
stamp of the whole new series.

Adhesives.

1 dollar black.

2 dollars blue.

5 ,, green.

cO*gHg*
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Philately in the Mags.
The Roumanian Issue of 1903 and Speculation.

Mr. Rudolf Zoscsak has sent the follow-

ing to the Post :

—

The new Central Post Office in Bucarest

was finished in 1900, and it was intended that

it should be opened by the King in person in

the beginning of 1901. In consequence of

the fall of the Conservative ministry and the

new government being Liberal and very

parsimonious, the ceremonial inauguration

was vetoed, and the new building was
opened in the first half of January, 1901,

for use without any festivity.

Reports were already current in 1900 that

the postal administration had ordered in

Paris a commemorative stamp for the

new post office. The new building was
opened, but no stamps appeared ; on the

other hand those then in use were printed

on paper which had a rosy tint on the

reverse and the large watermark (the

Roumanian coat-of-arms) covering twenty-

five stamps.
The rumours of a special issue, however,

did not cease, although nothing definite was
known. The Roumanian Lloyd of the 24th

of April, 1903, had a notice that it was
intended to issue special stamps for the

inauguration of the new post office. But
as this had not taken place, and in. all

probability now never would, it had been

decided to sell these stamps (about three

millions) from the 1st of May. Then
followed a description of the stamps, which
we gave in our last number.
When I saw on the 2nd of May one value

of each set I went at once to the Post

Office to get the whole set for my collection.

To my great surprise and regret I found
that the entire quantity of the vertical 15,

25, 40 and 50 bani stamps was already sold

out. Each value is said to have been issued

in 25,040 stamps. This was caused entirely

by speculators.

The stamps were printed in Paris and
cost fcs.11,000. The total face value was
fcs.500,coo, so that the postal administra-

tion has had a gain of fcs. 489,000. A
banking firm in Bucarest has bought for

fcs.12.000, a London dealer for fcs. 10,000.

The 1 leu value was sold out in a fortnight.

Of the horizontal set executed in typo-

graphy the 25 bani value was sold out in

four days, and the 1, 3, and 5 bani values

by the end of the month.

Argentine: 1892=98 and 1899=1900 Issues.

In the lllustrierte Briefmarken Zeitung we
find the following note respecting these

issues :

—

The watermark on these stamps exists

really in three sizes, although generally

only two sizes, small and large, are recog-

nised. These stamps have been issued,

however, in various perforations, which, so

far, no catalogue has mentioned. I have
found the following :

—
Issue of 1892-98.

Watermark, small sun.

i, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 12, 16, 24, 50 cent, 1, 2 and 5 pesos,
perf. 1 1 J.

ft, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 12, 16, 24, 50 cent, and 2 pesos, perf. 12.

|, 1, 5, 10, 50 cent and j peso, perf. n£ x 12.

Watermark, large sun.

£, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 12, 16, 24, 30, 50, 80 cent, 1, 1.20 and
5 pesos, perf. n£.

£, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 12, 16, 24, 30, 50, 80 cent, 1, and 1.20

peso, perf. 12.

J, 5, 10 and 12 cent, perf. nft x 12.

10 cent, perf. 12 x 11ft.

1 peso, perf. 12 x 12 x nft x 12.

50 cent, perf. 12 x 12 x 12 x nft.

Issue of 1899-1900.

Watermark, large sun.

All values in catalogue, perf. n J.

§, 1, 2, 5, 10, 12, 20, 24, 30, 50 cent, 1 peso, 15, 30,

3 cent, perf. 12.

2, 5, 10, 15 cent, perf. 11ft x 12.

Perf. ni is the ordinary one.

„ 12 is pretty frequently found.

,, n£ x 12 and 12 x n| are rare and some values
very rare.

Guatemala.

In this Central American Republic the

value of the peso has so fallen that the

President issued an order on the 6th of

November, 1902, fixing the same at one
franc

; 50 centavos are therefore equal to

50 centimes or 5 pence, and the new postal

tariff for the Postal Union has been raised

proportionately. For instance, single letters

up to 15 grammes now cost 50c; single

cards, 15c.
;
printed matter, for every 50

grammes or part, 10c.
;
patterns, i-50gr.,

15c, 50-ioogr., 20c. and c; registration

is 75c.

This is the reason assigned why we have
received seven new provisional stamps, 25
centimes on various values.

According to the decree published on the

3rd of April, 1903, the following quantities

were surcharged :

—

1903.

25 centavos black on ic. dark green of 1900 1 10,000

25 ,, ,, 2C. carmine ,, 58,000

25 ,, ,, 6c light green ,, 31,000

25 ,, ,, 10c. brown ,, 8,000

25 ,, ,, 75c. carmine of 1886 6,200

25 ,, red on 150c. blue ,, 6,200

25 ,, black on 200c. yellow ,, 5,700

Victoria.

The 3d. and 6d. value have now appeared
perforated 1 1 ; the irresistible has at last

happened, as predicted we are commencing
to reap the errors of the Victorian authorities

having two perforating machines. Our
publisher has shown us copies of the current

£d. perf. 11 x 12^; it is quite possible other
values exist. The Rev. Mr. Lane has
forwarded for our inspection some vagaries
which have emanated from the Melbourne
General Post Office. One of these consists
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of a block of 10 " halfpenny " stamps. The
lower horizontal perforations of the upper
row had been placed too high ;

the knife

was then used to divide the two rows of

stamps in the centre ; a thin slip of paper

was then pasted, at the back, over the centre

perforations and just clear of the knife cut

;

after which the sheet had been gummed in

the usual manner. The curious part of it

is that the knife cut each stamp separately,

and the five cuts do not correspond with

each other. The second curiosity consists

of a pair of vertical " one penny " stamps.

The horizontal perforation is double, but

the machine ran one into the other so

closely that it almost severed the rows. To
remedy this minute pieces of paper were

pasted here and there to hold the rows
together, after which the gumming process

was gone on with. It is difficult to under-

stand how an office like the Victorian one,

which prides itself on turning out better

work than any other Government Printing

Office in the Commonwealth, could permit
such bungling work to be issued to the

public. Such would not be permitted in

any private printing establishment. If this

lax system of supervision is allowed, and,

as seems likely, Federal stamps are to be
manufactured in the Victorian Government
Printing Office, it will not be long before

the Postmaster-General will rightly deserve
the censure of the General public —The
Australian Philatelist.

Notes and News.

Oil Rivers Forgeries.

Mr. M. Z. Booleman, of Warmoestraat
193, Amsterdam, has published a circular

dealing with forged Oil Rivers Stamps.

The forgeries consist of spurious surcharges

on English stamps. Enlarged photos

accompany the circular, which show very
clearly wherein the forgers have erred. Mr.
Booleman is to be congratulated upon the

thoroughness in which he presents his sub-

ject, and for his enterprise in having the

treatise printed in four languages—Dutch,
English, French and German.

In the Cause of Charity.

We have received a price list bearing the

above heading, of Australian stamps,
collected and sold, in aid of Rest Haven
Sanatorium, Sydney, New South Wales.
The prices asked for the stamps which

are quoted in this list are those ruling

to-day, and no particular inducement from
a financial point of view is held out to

collectors, who, nevertheless, we feel sure,

will not allow such consideration to interfere

with their charitable intentions.

Philo-Photography.

To Mr. R. Stewart, of Invercargill, New
Zealand, belongs the honor of having
brought under public notice the discovery
of a simple process whereby watermarks
may be easily distinguished. Photographic
material is brought into use, but a camera
is dispensed with. All that is required is

the usual photographic printing paper, a
printing frame and a bright sun. Place the
stamps (preferably face downwards) on the

paper in a frame, expose it to the sun, and
that portion bearing the watermark, being
thinner, allows the rays of light to penetrate
more rapidly through to the sensitized

surface, and a distinct photograph is the
result. This may be " fixed " in the usual

manner known to photographers (and who
is not a photographer now ?).

So far as we are aware this information is

new to the philatelic world. Its simplicity

recommends it and its value is apparent.

How many heartburnings would have been
saved had collectors known how to definitely

ascertain the watermark of certain stamps
on which the value depended, and which
were proof against benzine, ether, chloro-

form, light, black surface or anv other

assistant.

—

The Australian Journal of Philately

.

The Federal Stamp.

"Censor" writes: A supply of the gd.

value of the new Federal series of stamps
recently announced has arrived in Sydney,
and although not yet on sale, I have been
permitted to see some specimens. One
reason given for the issue of this new series

is that a request has been received from the

British authorities to the effect "that the

late Queen's head be removed from all

stamps as soon as possible," but, having
waited so long, would it not have been better

if the Postmaster-General had waited a little

longer and had submitted to him designs

which would be worthy the occasion, and
taken steps to see that they were satisfactorily

printed ?

The design of the stamp has already been
described in your columns. The initial

letters of the various States and the dates
of their birth appear so very indistinctly as

to be almost invisible to the naked eye.

Senator Drake, in reply to Senator Pulsford's

query re the order of the names of the

States on the arch, said they were so ar-

ranged as to place the oldest States nearest

to the mother earth, from which the arch
rears. This is all "bunkum," and, as Mark
Twain would say, "too thin." It will be
noticed that this arrangement places Queens-
land in the position of prominence, namely,
at the top of the left pillar of the arch,
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Victoria being at the top of the right pillar.

Consequently Queensland catches the eye
first, Victoria next, while New South Wales
is placed virtually last. The scheme is a
very ingenious one

;
perhaps the fact that

Messrs. Drake, Scott and Oxenham (Mr.
Drake's Private Secretary) are Queens-
landers may account for the adoption of such
a plan. I fail to see the necessity for the

particulars regarding the States to be men-
tioned at all, but one glaring omission will

be apparent to everyone, namely, that the

word "Australia" is conspicuous by its

absence. The three figures of value placed
as they are would suggest that the design
had been taken from a pawn ticket (and not
a medal). I may remark that the figures in

the two upper corners are in deep blue, on
a white circular background, while that

below the female is white on blue, the name
of the State being also in deep blue. The
general colour of the stamp is a very pale
brown, somewhat similar to the gd. stamp
which has done duty for upwards of 30 years.

As to the printing, it seems to me that the
stamp has been produced by what is known
as the zinco-etching process, a cheap method.
Stamp collecting, or "philately," has got
beyond the boy and girl stage, and the
advent of new stamps causes considerable
comment. Those above referred to are
printed on paper watermarked V and Crown,
which, although an insignificant matter to

the general public, has considerable mean-
ing to a philatelist. Is it any wonder that

there is much indignation at the idea of the
stamps being printed in Melbourne and
foisted upon New South Wales ? The plant
at the Sydney Government Printing Office

is superior to that in Melbourne, and the
work turned out is far and away ahead of

that produced in any other Australian States.

On what ground, therefore, will Mr. Drake
excuse this deliberate slight ? Until the
Federal Printing Office has been installed,

each State should have its fair share of work.
From what I can ascertain, the Sydney Post
Office is being belittled on every possible
occasion and treated in a subsidiary manner.—Sydney Evening News, July 8th.

An Exhibition.

A Philatelic Exhibition, organised by the
Argentine Philatelic Society, is announced
for September 5th to 8th. It is to be held
in the Capital, and to be confined to col-

lectors in South America. The President
is Mr. Jose V. Frugone, who is assisted by
three secretaries and a strong committee in

each of the seven sections into which the

Exhibition for administrative purposes is

divided, Dr. Jose Marco del Pont presiding
over the postage stamps. The other divisions

are Fiscals. Postcards, Picture Cards,
Literature, Objects of Philatelic interest,

and an Auction.
The Exhibition will comprise postage and

telegraph stamps, postcards, envelopes,
fiscals, and picture cards. There are three

classes for postage stamps as follows:—

I. General collections.

II. Collections of a continent or a
group of countries.

III. Rarities.

Class II. is divided into 22 divisions,

much after the same idea as other exhibi-

tions, but the grouping of the countries is

very different, those of South America
being given a prominence which one would
expect under the circumstances, but which
they have not yet received elsewhere. Gold,
silver and bronze medals are offered, but
we observe that medals are not offered in

each of the divisions of Class II., but a
limited number to cover the whole class.

We are inclined to think this is a step in

the right direction, especially in an Exhibi-
tion of this kind, and we shall be pleased to

hear how the innovation works.

Obituary.

Philatelists of the older school will hear
with regret of the death of Mr. Henry
Buckley which recently took place in

London at the Hotel Victoria. He was a
familiar figure in philatelic circles some
sixteen or seventeen years ago, when he
occupied the position of President of the

Birmingham Philatelic Society. He was
the father of Mr. Hubert Buckley, the well-

known authority on Scandinavian stamps,
who, in collaboration with Mr. A. H.
Harrison, wrote the series of articles on
Norway which appeared in 1898 in this

Journal.

Salvador Remainders.

We are officially informed by a member
of the Government of Salvador that the
stamps of the obsolete series are to be sold

in one lot. They amount in quantity to

something approaching 750,01)0, and are of

the face value of about 60,000 dollars. We
are in a position to give more precise infor-

mation to intending buyers, but it is not a
purchase to be recommended.

Rex v.- Creeke and others.

The present stage of this Somerset House
prosecution is that the prisoners all stand
committed to take their trial at the ensuing
Sessions to be held at the beginning of

September. In the meantime the prisoners

are admitted to bail in their own recog-

nizances.

An unexpected development arose at the

last hearing before the Stipendiary, Mr.
Creeke obtaining a summons against Detec-
tive Ward, charging him with sending a
forged telegram in his (Creeke's) name—an
offence under the Post Office Act.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The French Government intends to estab-

lish post offices in all the larger barracks for

use of the soldiers only.

* * *

The 15 bani value of Roumania, ordinary
issue, appeared early in July in violet

instead of light grey. The remainder of the

light grey stamps will be used up.
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Editorial Notes.

OWING to the abuse of the concessions granted to the public, the

Post Office is said to be seriously considering the advisability

of revising the regulations regarding postcards. The authorities

evidently never anticipated the rage for picture postcards which has
had such a speedy growth, or that this rage would call

. . into being the monstrosities sometimes nearly a foot long
' which the Post Office are now asked to deal with as
" postcards." Moreover, the space provided for the

address is becoming beautifully less, and in a short space of time will

probably become microscopic. Certain regulations exist, but, doubtless,

with the object of fostering what must be a by no means unimportant
source of revenue, the Post Office has treated with leniency what at

first were considered minor infringements of the strict regulations.

We hear, however, that all this is to be altered, and that picture cards

in the future will have to strictly comply with the regulations if it is

desired to use them as private postcards.

It has often been claimed for Philately that one of its chief charms
lies in the opportunity it affords for research. The truth

p
'

i

C

d
°^ ^ms asserti°n we think will not be combatted by

Present. anyone of experience. The very large number of

Philatelic Journals points surely to something of this

kind as much as to the vaunted popularity of the pursuit.

The columns of these Journals have to be filled and, apart

altogether from the scissors and paste division, present month by
month a volume of subject matter our hobby alone provides, a fact

surely sufficient to convince the uninitiated of the wonderful latent

power it possesses in the direction indicated.

Those who read their Journal and take an intelligent interest in

the principal articles of the day cannot, we submit, fail to be impressed
with the breach which is gradually widening between Philately to-day
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and that practised fifteen years ago—a breach already as wide as that

which then existed between Philately and stamp collecting.

While the effect of all this is to put our hobby upon a more
scientific basis, at the same time it must not be thought that the

so doing is rendering the pursuit more difficult. In our opinion the

converse rather is the truth. As in everything else, the art of making
discoveries and researches often in the dark as well as forming the true

deductions to be drawn therefrom are matters of extreme difficulty,

yet when all these are properly presented they brush aside needless

perplexities, and in that way rather decrease than increase the worries

of those who follow in our tread.

An article, the first of a series, from the pens of Mr. Bacon and Lieut.

Napier, R.N., appeared in last month's Monthly Journal

p f
upon the subject of Perforations. This has ever been a
difficult subject, and one which the authors contend has
never been properly approached by philatelists as a

general body. Many of the difficulties at present to be contended with
are due, it is said, and no doubt with much truth, to the faulty and
piecemeal procedure whereby identical perforations have come to be
differently designated, thereby causing great confusion, trouble and
loss of time to collectors in their attempts to find differences where
none really exist.

It will be remembered that these two prominent philatelists first

enumerated the principles upon which the Perkins-Bacon perforations

should be collected, and thereby deserved the gratitude of earnest

collectors for simplifying what before were considered by many a
hopeless multitude of varieties into certain well-defined groups. The
De la Rue perforations do not appear to present anything like the

same obstacles, but the authors go much further by promising to

include the perforations not only of British Colonies who used their

own machines, but also of certain European countries in their system of
" comparative method of investigation." We have no hesitation in

saying that whenever this has been done a great boon will at the same
time have been conferred on Philately.

We have never been able to explain to non-collectors, or even
satisfactorily to ourselves, why the varieties in perforation were
collectable, for the all-sufficient reason that no intelligible system for

the collection of perforations existed prior to the publication of the

book on Grenada, and this only dealt with the Perkins-Bacon machines.
For this cause alone the papers in question will be closely followed

with interest, and will, we have little doubt, afford an excellent

illustration of the principle dealt with in the former Editorial Note.
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Luxemburg.

By Jos. Schock,

President of "L' Union des Timbrophites."

SECOND PART.

The " Official" Stamps.

THE issue of stamps for official correspondence was rendered
necessary by the adhesion of the Grand-Duchy to the Universal

Postal Union, founded in Berne on the 9th of November, 1874.

Until that time, all the official correspondence sent by the public

administrations of Luxemburg had been forwarded free of charge to

the neighbouring States as well as in the interior. The adhesion of

the Grand-Duchy to the Universal Postal Union was, therefore, bound
to make an alteration in the transmission of this correspondence.

Before describing the official stamps, it seems to me to be only

right if I say a few words on the whole question of these stamps,

because most collectors even to-day are ignorant why such stamps
were used in the Grand-Duchy.

In the internal service, official letters had always been carried free.

The signature of some official, or a special autograph die furnished to

each administration, a copy of which had been sent to the postal

administration, or, lastly, the affixing of the official seal, took the place

of the stamps. After the fall of Napoleon I. and the separation of

Luxemburg from France, the regulations for the transmission of these

communications remained in force until January, 1818, in the same
manner as they had been in existence during the time the Grand-Duchy
was called the " Departement des Forets." In January, 1878, a royal

decree appeared, which altered the rules. In order to enjoy free

transmission, all correspondence had to be put in wrappers, which,
besides the address, had to be inscribed with the object of the

correspondence, and had to be signed. This order applied principally

to the parish authorities. After this time several other alterations of

no great importance were made, the last law published on this subject

being dated 1st of October, 1879. As in all foregoing decrees, it

maintained the free transmission of all official correspondence in the
internal service of the Grand-Duchy. Therefore, the correspondence
and sendings of the public service did not need to be franked by means
of postage stamps in the interior of the Grand-Duchy.

The transmission of official correspondence to neighbouring States

exchanged between the various authorities in Luxemburg with those of
these States was regulated by postal treaties which the Grand-Duchy
had made with these various States.

For instance, the agreement between France and Luxemburg,
having regard to official correspondence, was concluded on the 28th
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of November, 1851. Art. 9 of this agreement reads as follows : "All
correspondence exclusively relating to the various public services,

addressed from one State to the other, for which the free transmission

has been authorized in the interior of the State to which the official or

the authority belongs, will be free from all postal charges. If the

authority or the official, to whom such correspondence is addressed,

also enjoys the same rights in his country, it will be delivered to him
free. In the contrary case, he will have to pay the ordinary inland

postage of the country of destination."

The Postal Convention concluded on the 1st of December, 1851,

between Luxemburg and Holland, also contained in Art. 16 a proviso

that the correspondence coming from the Royal Grand-Ducal Cabinet
should be delivered free to all authorities and officials residing in the

Grand-Duchy and vice versa all correspondence addressed by such
officials and authorities to the Cabinet of H.M. the King and Grand-
Duke should be forwarded free of all charges.

The Convention concluded with Belgium on the 22nd of May,
1867, contained the above-mentioned Art. 9 of the French Convention
as Art. 18.

With Prussia, Conventions were concluded on the 12th of March,

1847, and the 6th of November, 185 r, and with the North German
Confederation on the 23rd of November, 1867. This latter Convention
stipulated in Art. 26 that the correspondence of the reigning families

in the contracting countries was to be transmitted free of charge. In

any case, the weight of such sendings had not to be more than ^ kilo

if they were intended for Luxemburg, and 2 kilos if they came from
Luxemburg. The correspondence relating to the Custom's Union had
also to be transmitted free of charge. Such sendings had to bear the

inscription :
" Zollvereinssache " (On Custom's Union Service). On

the contrary, the correspondence which the diplomatic agents

accredited to the various governments sent to their respective govern-

ments had to be paid for according to the ordinary rates.

All these arrangements ceased with the adhesion of the Grand-
Duchy to the Treaty of Berne.

Art. 6 of this Treaty stipulates that the franking of every

communication transmitted by the post, with the exception of

correspondence relating to the postal service, must be with stamps
which were valid for the prepayment of private correspondence.
In order to carry out this proviso, the Government decided to put the

necessary stamps for the franking of all official correspondence at the

disposal of the authorities and officials enjoying free postage with
foreign countries. However, to avoid such stamps being used for.

other purposes, it was decided to provide them with a control mark.
This mark was at first the word " Officiel " printed on the ordinary

stamps, later the letters S.P., signifying " Service Public."

This intention of the Government was brought to the knowledge
of the officials and different authorities by the following circular :

—

" Circular of the 4th of June, 1875, concerning the fulfilment of the

Postal treaty of Berne of the 9th of October, 1874.
" The treaty of Berne of the 9th of October, 1874, the provisions of

which will come into force on the 1st of July next, prescribes in Art. 8
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that official correspondence relative to the postal service is alone

exempted from postage, and with that exception no free postage or any
abatement is allowed.

" Furthermore, the article states that the franking of any correspon-

dence whatever can only be done by the postage stamps or stamped
envelopes used in the country of origin, and that correspondence

insufficiently prepaid will be charged as not franked at all, i.e., double

the postage, deducting the value of the stamps affixed, will be charged.
•' The result is that from the ist of July next all official correspon-

dence between the different administrations of the Grand-Duchy and
the administrations of the countries in the Union, must be franked

according to the prescribed tariffs by means of Luxemburg postage

stamps, or will be penalised by being surcharged by the receiving post

office in a like manner as unfranked letters. The signature or the

application of an official seal does not obviate the application ot

postage stamps.
" In order to facilitate the forwarding of correspondence, a special

set of postage stamps will be made, which are only to be used for the

franking of official correspondence. These stamps will be affixed by
postal officials at the offices where such correspondence is handed in.

''All official communications, which, according to the various

agreements in force have the right of free postage, have to be handed
in at the post office, where they will be stamped.

''The officials, whom this matter concerns, are requested to take

note of the above.

" Luxemburg, 4th June, 1875.

" The Members of the Government,

" (Signed) F. de Blochausen, N. Salentiny,
"V. de Roebe, Alph. Funck."

The Administration of the Post informed the officials in the

following note :

—

" No. 1546.—Manner of franking official correspondence in international

intercourse. . . . To fulfil the treaty of Berne.

" Luxemburg, nth June, 1875.

" The collectors (officials at the Post Offices) will receive herewith
a circular of the 4th of June, 1875 (Mem. II., p. 150), concerning the

franking of official correspondence addressed to the countries of the

Postal Union and are requested to act accordingly.

During this month the Administration will forward to all offices a

quantity of the special postage stamps, which have been mentioned in

the instruction sent herewith.

" The Director of the Postal Service,

" (Signed) Bernard."

The first official stamps were therefore put into circulation on the
ist of July, 1875. They only differ from the ordinary stamps then
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current in the Grand-Duchy by the black surcharge of the word
" Officiel " printed on them. This word was printed in thick capital

letters 2mm. high, and the length of the surcharge is from 25-25^mm.

The first stamps which received this surcharge were the following:—

I centime light brown, rouletted in coloured lines. 1872 :issue.

2 centimes black, ?> white lines. 1867 j>

10 j» lilac, >? coloured lines. 1871
»

?

I2.JL rose, >> 5 J 1865
5 >

T21 carmine, J5 J> i873
J5

20 >5 chocolate,
> J

Mai ch, 1872
) >

25 J5 ultramarine, >> ,, October, 1865
J J

25 >> dull blue,
." > >

»

1872
J 5

30 JJ red-violet, 5> >? 1867
> J

40 )> vermilion, >> ,, 1866
) >

40 ?> orange (2sh.), 5) >> 1874 ?>

1 franc bistre and black, ?5 >> 1873 J5

A few days after these stamps had been put into circulation the

following circular was issued :

—

i^

" No. 1752.—Official Correspondence with Foreign Countries.

" Luxemburg, 3rd July, 1875.

" Referring to the circular of the 4th of June, 1875, the officials of

the Post Office are informed that until further order exemption from
paying postage for official correspondence to foreign countries is only

allowed in addition to the official correspondence of the Government to

that of the Court, the law courts, and the director of telegraphs.
" Postage stamps bearing the word ' Officiel,' to be used only for

the franking of official correspondence to foreign countries, will be put
at the disposal of such officials as are concerned.

" All other official correspondence with foreign countries must be
sent through the medium of the Government.

" In consequence, the last paragraph of the chxular of the 4th of

June is cancelled.
" On the other hand, official correspondence coming from foreign

countries and addressed to members of the Government, of the Court
and law courts, will be delivered to the addressees free of charge,

whatever may be the tariff of the country of origin.

" The Director of the Postal Service,

"(Signed) Bernard."

(To be continued.)
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Notable Philatelists.

Baron Anthony de Worms.

Cit MONGST the classic collections of the philatelic world, that of

fmX Ceylon, belonging to Baron Anthony de Worms, occupies a
A X. most prominent position, and the story of its construction,

although perhaps familiar to some, is well worthy of repetition.

The first Baron, who received his title in the early part of last

century, came over to England from Austria after the battle of Waterloo
with the first Rothschild, with whom he was intimately connected in

business. He settled in this country, became a naturalised Englishman,
and his grandson, the subject of this interview, was born in London in

1869. At the age of six he had made a small collection, which was
considerably enlarged in 1882 by the discovery of his father's old and
forgotten Lallier's Album containing a quantity of stamps, particularly

old unused Europeans which had been bought at the various post

offices at the time of issue. Although sharing the fate of specimens
mounted in this style of album and trimmed to the shape and size of

the ideal of the author, which was by no means that of the enlightened

philatelist of more recent years, it of necessity contained many fine

things, and what is of more importance, it aroused the keenest interest

in the mind of its new owner. This was further accentuated by the

discovery soon afterwards of a large number of duplicates which, not
having been in any way tampered with, were actually more valuable

than the collection itself. Amongst those worthy of special mention
being several unused blocks of the first issue of Ceylon.

An important event -about this time which caused the Baron to

work on systematic and scientific lines was the friendship formed with
Mr. M. P. Castle, which subsequent events only served to cement more
closely. It was doubtless through Mr. Castle's influence that he
became a member of the Philatelic Society, London, in 1887, at the

early age of 18, being then the owner of a collection practically

complete, and including most of the great rarities. At the Exhibition
in 1890 at the Portman Rooms, organised by the London Society, he
received a bronze medal for his display of Antigua, Montserrat, and
British Honduras.

He, however, soon made the inevitable discovery which every
general collector makes sooner or later, and began to look round for a

country to specialise. The factor which in a large degree influenced

his decision in favour of Ceylon was that his uncle had extensive

plantations there, and he concluded that he would consequently have
an excellent chance of adding to the rarities which he already

possessed. But unfortunately it generally happens that the country of

origin is the worst place in which to seek for its rarities, and this

proved no exception in his case, and his hopes were realised, not

in Ceylon, but much nearer home, in a well-known resort in the
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Strand, where he bought from Mr. Peckitt the well-known collection

formed by Mr. Thornhill.

Much valuable information has resulted from Baron de Worms'
researches, including his important discovery of the two types of the

Crown and CC watermark, the subject of a paper read before the

London Society in 1901 by his brother, Baron Percy, who is certainly

a philatelist, although not a collector.

Specialism naturally led to the disposal of his general collection

but he has not confined himself exclusively to the one favourite

country, as he has fine specialised collections of S. Helena, the West
African Colonies, <&c. These he has twice exhibited, together with his

Ceylons, obtaining two gold medals for the latter and a silver one for

the former at the London Exhibition of 1897, and three gold medals
and a silver at Manchester in 1899 for Ceylon, as well as a bronze for

Lagos and Sierra Leone.
The Baron has spared no expense in bringing his collection to its

present high standard of excellence, as instanced by his purchase at

auction, some 8 or 10 years ago, of the 4d. imperf. in mint condition

for, we believe, £130. He is a keen appreciator of really fine con-

dition, and is ever on the alert to replace by a superior copy any stamp
which, to most people, would seem perfect. It is little matter for

surprise, therefore, that his Ceylons have obtained their undisputed
position, not only as the finest collection of that country in existence,

but as a worthy rival to the English of Mr. White, the French of

Comte Durrieu, and the Swiss of M. Mirabeau, amongst the classics of

philately.

The Official Stamps Prosecution.

The following epitome of this case is collated from two leading
London daily papers :

—

Trial before the Recorder, Sir Forrest Fulton, K.C.

At the Central Criminal Court, Sept. nth, I Mr. Gill, in opening the case, said the
before the Recorder, Walter John Richards,

j

indictment which the prosecution had
late principal clerk at Somerset House, and

j
elected to proceed on charged the two

Anthony Buck Creeke, solicitor, were in-
j

prisoners — Walter John Richards and
dieted for being in the unlawful possession
of certain Government stamps which had
been fraudulently mutilated. There were a
number of counts in the indictment alleging
other offences in connection with official

stamps. Percy Richards, 19, clerk, and
Henry Richards, 29, cycle maker, were in-

dicted for receiving stamps, and Alfred
Waterhouse, 24, clerk, was indicted for

stealing and receiving certain official stamps.
Mr. C. F. Gill, K.C, and Mr. R. D. Muir

prosecuted on behalf of the Inland Revenue
authorities; Mr. Williams appeared for
Richards ; and Mr. Lincoln Reed for
Creeke.

Anthony Buck Creeke—in two counts with
being in the possession of three 10s. official

Government stamps which had been fraudu-
lently mutilated. Richards had been for

many years in the service of the Inland
Revenue Department at Somerset House.
In August he was promoted to the position

of principal clerk in the postal branch there

at a salary of /540 a year. The greatest

confidence was reposed in his integrity. In
conjunction with another official holding a
similar position Richards had custody of

the whole of the stamps at Somerset House,
which were of the " face " value of millions

of pounds. Every precaution was taken to
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guard against the possibility of the stamps
being fraudulently dealt with. The whole
of the stock of stamps was kept in a double-

locked safe, and it could not be drawn on
except by two persons acting in conjunction.

Richards was one of the persons who had
access to the safe ; he would have sole

charge of the issue stock, which would be
replenished from time to time as required.

With regard to the stock drawn from the

double-locked safe a system of accounting
was necessary to enable Richards to show
how the stamps had been used. The stamps
the subject of the particular indictment

were "overprinted " official stamps, which
were for the use of surveyors of taxes, and
for public institutions, &c,—they would not

be used for ordinary purposes nor issued to

the public. In some instances stamps
would get damaged in one way or another.

Richards had a discretion in dealing with
the damaged stamps ; it was his duty to

make application for warrants to cancel the

damaged stamps. Another way of dealing

with stamps was by "overprinting" them
with the word " specimen," which would
render them useless. The "specimen"
stamps would indicate the amount of

the expenditure incurred in connection

with the work done by the Post Office

for public institutions. By no legitimate

means, said Mr. Gill, could these stamps
come into the possession of the public.

Case for the Prosecution.

The case for the prosecution was that

certain of these cancelled stamps had been
improperly dealt with. Creeke was a
solicitor, having offices in Leadenhall Street.

He was an authority on stamps of Great
Britain and had produced a work on the

subject. In the capacity of an author he
had applied for and had been given by the

authorities every possible facility for ac-

quiring information relative to stamps at

Somerset House. He was frequently there,

and in this way became acquainted with

Richards and other officials. Government
stamps, it was recently discovered, were
being dealt with by dealers, and when
inquiry was made it was ascertained that

Creeke had been disposing of some of them.
In one instance stamps, "face" value

/8 15s., were sold by him to a collector for

^"85. When arrested there was found in

his pocket-book by Detective- Sergeant

Ward, the officer in charge of the case,

three pieces of mutilated 10s. stamps.

Richards had to render an account of

stamps drawn from the stock, and the theory

put forward by the prosecution was that,

being anxious to get possession of those

which were of value to collectors, he made
up the deficiency by piecing together other

stamps to represent the genuine stamps.

Richards, when arrested on June 9th, denied

the allegations of any fraudulent dealings

with the stamps. Shortly before he was
suspended from duty it appeared that he
had made an application for a warrant to

cancel stamps of the "face" value of

£yi 7s 6d. This was done, but several
of these were subsequently found to be
missing.

Evidence was called, amongst the wit-

nesses being Mr. Highmore, assistant solici-

tor to the Board of Inland Revenue. He said
that he had had charge of the inquiry into

the alleged misapplication of official stamps,
and was present at Bow Street Police Station
on June gth, the date of Creeke's arrest,

when he received from Police-Sergeant
Ward a wallet which had been found in the
prisoner's possession, and which contained,
imongst other things, three pieces of 10s.

mutilated stamps. The importance of this

discovery did not become apparent until

later, when, after an examination had been
made of a set of stamps which had been
cancelled by warrant in April, it was found
that what purported to be genuine damaged
stamps were made up of pieces of other
stamps ingeniously gummed together.

Other witnesses repeated the evidence
they gave at Bow Street, and eventually
Richards and Creeke, on the advice of their

counsel, withdrew their pleas of not guilty

and pleaded guilty to the first count of the
indictment.

Sentence was deferred.

Alfred Waterhouse, 24, clerk, was next
placed on his trial, charged with stealing

and receiving 372 " G. P. Official" penny
stamps, 240 twopenny stamps, 120 sixpenny
stamps, ten ninepenny starnps, and 27
shilling stamps.

Mr. Gill, K.C., explained in this case that

the prisoner was a clerk in the employ of

the Admiralty, having been there since

December, 1901. The official stamps in

that department were in charge of Mr. J. M.
Mallet, Registrar of Works, and were kept
in a drawer, the key of which was always
put in a box on his table. Waterhouse had
nothing to do with these stamps officially

On February 10th Mr. Mallet found that

the whole stock of stamps had disappeared.
It was alleged that the prisoner subsequently
sold some of these stolen stamps to a dealer
named Moore in Villiers Street, Strand,
whom he told he obtained them from a
friend who had got them by substituting

ordinary stamps for them on parcels.

Mr. Walter Frampton, counsel for the
defence, elicited from the witnesses that

other clerks in the department had an equal
chance with Waterhouse to steal the stamps
if they wished to do so.

The Recorder, in summing up, said that

Moore had all the attributes of a receiver,

and he had better be careful in future, as

such good fortune as not to find himself in

the dock was very unlikely to befall him a
second time.

After deliberating for some time in private,

the jury returned a verdict of not guilty, and
added a rider expressing the opinion that

the witness Moore should have been charged
as a receiver.
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The Recorder : Yes, we are all agreed
about that.

Mr. Gill said that with regard to the

indictments against Henry John Richards
and Percy Tidd Richards he did not pro-

pose to offer any evidence.

Formal verdicts of acquittal were then re-

turned against the two younger Richardses,

and Henry Richards and Waterhouse were
discharged.

Walter John Richards and Anthony Buck
Creeke, who had pleaded guilty to one of

the indictments against them with respect

to the possession of three mutilated stamps,
were then brought up for sentence.

Mr. Gill said he wished to state a few
facts as to the circumstances of the case.

When the fact that over-printed stamps
were being sold to dealers came to the

knowledge of the authorities, Walter Rich-
ards, being a man in a position of great

trust, was the person selected to make in-

quiries, and there could be very little doubt
that people were put upon their guard by
him. Matters went on until the month of

May, and Percy Richards was then arrested

upon a totally different charge of forgery,

and upon him was found a cheque for £10,
drawn by Stanley Gibbons and Co., stamp
dealers. It was then discovered that he had
been selling Office of Works stamps. Upon
this Walter Richards made an admission to

the authorities that in January, in conjunc-
tion with another official named Douet, he
had abstracted four sheets of Office of

Works stamps, substituting ordinary stamps
of equal face value for them. They divided
the stamps, 400 in number, the suggestion
being that they should retain them for

some time. Douet did retain his, but the
stamps taken by Richards were being dealt

with as early as Jan. 30, a number being
sold by Henry Richards and others by
Creeke. The total face value of the stamps
sold was £g gs., and they realised ^246.
The Recorder asked if Government parcels

stamps had been abstracted from other
departments besides the Admiralty.

Mr. Gill : Oh, yes. It is not improbable
that the theft at the Admiralty was for the
purpose of replacing stamps stolen else-

where.
Addressing the Court in mitigation of

sentence on behalf of Creeke, Mr. Lincoln
Reed said that if that part of the case had
been gone into he would have had no
difficulty in showing that Creeke had no
knowledge of the circumstances in which
the Office of Works stamps were obtained.
They did not reach him from Walter
Richards, but from Henry Richards, who
said he had obtained them from a high
official in the Office of Works. Out of the

total amount he received he only made a
profit of about £24, the balance being paid
to Henry Richards.
The Recorder : Something has been said

about high Government officials being in

the habit of taking these stamps. What do
you say to that ?

Mr. Reed : Yes. It was admitted by Sir

Henry Primrose and Mr. Cleeve, the pre-

sent comptroller, that sets had been taken
for various purposes and some given to

friends. No one regarded it as any offence.

Mr. Gill : I cannot accept that statement.

Mr. Reed : But Sir Henry Primrose said

so.

Mr. Gill said the suggestion that there

was any such practice was entirely without
foundation. On one occasion Sir Henry
Primrose purchased twenty-four halfpenny
stamps and sent four to his son, retaining

the rest. There was a distinction between
high Government officials taking specimens
and people like Richards taking hundreds
of stamps.

Mr. Reed said the fact remained that

these stamps were worth £4 each on the

market. Mr. Cleeve, the present comp-
troller, had stated that he had substituted

stamps by virtue of his office, and also that

five sets of stamps had been withdrawn for

high officials, including Mr. Douet, Walter
Richards' s colleague. They were paid for

in cash, and this necessitated the manipu-
lation of the accounts by direction of the

highest authorities at Somerset House In
these circumstances it was not to be won-
dered at that others took a similar course.

Mr. Llewellyn Williams, for Walter
Richards, pointed out that it would have
been impossible for his client to have taken
the stamps, except in conjunction with
Douet, who knew that high officials were
able to substitute stamps without question.

The Recorder, in passing sentence, said

the case stood in a somewhat different

category to most of those he had to deal

with. He thought it was possible that the

prisoners might not have realised at one
time the extreme gravity of the offence they
were jointly committing. In consequence
of high officials considering they were en-

titled to take some of these stamps, the

prisoners thought they could traffic in them.
But the fact that high officials might take
some stamps for their own collections did
not justify the prisoners in taking large

numbers for the purpose of making money.
At the same time, taking all the circum-
stances into consideration, he thought he
was entitled to deal leniently with the

accused, who would each be sentenced to

six months' imprisonment in the second
division.

*&&
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'The earliest information as to New Issues will be much appreciated by us, and will be duly credited

to the correspondent, or firm, sending it. Our foreign subscribers can materially

help us in this direction. When possible, a specimen should

accompany the information, and be addressed to

G. Fred. II Gibson, 1, Clarence Street, Manchester.

The British Empire.

Ceylon.—We have now received several

more values of the new set. The designs
are very similar to those previously in use.

Adhesives.

Wmk. Crown and CA, perf. 14.

2C. red-brown.
3c. dark green.
4c. orange and ultramarine.

12c. sage-green and carmine.
15c. ultramarine.
25c. )ellow-brown.

Cyprus.—The 45 piastres of the new
set is the latest to appear. Design and
colour much as before.

Adhesive.

45p. lilac and blue, perf. 14, wmk. CA and Crown.

East Africa and Uganda Protector-
ate.—-Judging by the inscription on the

new issue before us, it is under the above
heading we shall in future have to chronicle
the stamps of British East Africa and
Uganda. So far only four of the new set

have been issued, the J and 2 annas, and
the 1 and 2 rupees.

In the two rupee value we illustrate the

design below. The anna values are similar

but smaller in type.

^

„ Lzux.. '-

Adhesives.

^a. green, wmk Crown and CA, perf. 14.

2a. violet and lilac, ,, ,, ,, ,,

ir. green, wmk. Crown and CC, perf. 14.

2r. violet and lilac, ,, „ ,, ,,

India.— Mr. W. T. Wilson sends us the

new six annas. It is printed in bistre, and
as the design is dissimilar from that pre-

viously in use we illustrate it below.

Adhesive.

6 annas bistre, wmk. star, perf. 14.

Gwalior.—In addition to the £a. Queen's
Head, mentioned a few months ago, Messrs.

Whitfield King & Co. supply us with the ia.

carmine (1900), another late comer.

AdJiesive.

ia. carmine (1900), surcharged " Gwalior," etc., in

black.

Jhind.—We mentioned the J and 1 anna
of the 1903 set, surcharged for service use,

some time back, and have now to list the

following on the authority of the Philatelic

Journal of India.
Adhesives.

(1902-3) surcharged i-r-ATF in black.

J anna grey.

3 ,, green.
1 ,, carmine.
2 annas purple.

3 ,, orange-brown.
4 ,, sage-green.
8 ,, mauve.

Adhesives.

Official stamps.

SERVICE
2 annas purple (1902-2) surcharged JHIND in black.

STATE
4 ,, sage-green ,, ,, ,, ,,

8 ,, mauve ,, ,, ,. ,,

Lagos. —We have received advices that

the new set will not be placed on sale until

January, 1904.
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Malta.—We have been sent by Mr. W.
H. Peckitt the new two pence halfpenny
stamp, which is the latest to appear of the

King's Head set.

A dhesivc.

Perf. 14, wmk. CA and Crown.
2;U1 ultramarine and lilac.

Mauritius.—Mr. W. H. Peckitt sends
us the 15c. blue Labourdonnais stamp over-

printed "Express Delivery 15c." in red,

the surcharge appears in three lines in large

block type.

St. Lucia.—The shilling value of the

King's Head set is now to hand, design as

before, name and value in the second colour
mentioned.

Adhesive.

is. green and black, wmk. CA and Crown, perf. 14.

Seychelles.—With regard to the addi-

tional provisional which we chronicle below,
Messrs. Whitfield, King & Co. write

—

"This new provisional was made in con-
i sequence of the 3c. on 15c. stamps having
been sold out almost as soon as issued. To
prevent the 3c. on 45c. being speculated in

and bought up in quantity as the 3c. on 15c.

were, no one is allowed to buy more than
five at a time, and the daily sale is restricted

to 400 stamps. It is thought that by these
means the new provisionals will last until

a fresh supply of the ordinary 3c. stamps
is received from London."

Adhesive.

Express Delivery stamp.

15c. red on 15c. blue, wmk. Crown and CC, perf. 14.

North Borneo.—The 2 cents and 5 cents,

surcharged " British Protectorate," have
received the " Postage due " overprint, it is

applied vertically in black.

Adhesives.

Unpaid letter stamps.

Surcharged " Postage Due" in black.

2 cents green, black and red.

5 cents orange-red, black and red.

Adhesive.

3 cents in black on 45c. chocolate and carmine.

Sierra Leone.—So far only one value,

the penny, has been issued here. It is of

the usual " Postage and Revenue " type.

Adhesive.

id. lilac and rose, wmk. CA and Crown, perf. 14.

Foreign Countries.

Colombia. Bolivar.—From the Monthly
Journal we are enabled to add the following

to those of the issue we recently chronicled
for this Province.

Adhesives.

50c. blue on pink laid paper, imperf.
50c. blue on bluish ,, ,,

50c. purple on brown ,, ,,

50c. purple on white wove paper, pin perf.

5 pesos scarlet on yellow laid paper, imperf.
10 ,, dark blue on greenish blue paper, pin pert.

Registration stamp.

20c. orange on rose laid paper, imperf.

Return receipt stamp.

20c. dark blue on yellow laid paper, imperf.

Too late stamps.

20c. purple on yellow laid paper, imperf.
20c. purple on lilac laid paper, ,,

Boyaca. — Here also we have to add some
colour and perforation varieties to those
before mentioned ; of the former some are

possibly slight shades only.

Adhesives.

10 cents grey, slate, perf. 12.

10 ,, slate, imperf.
50 ,, dark green, perf. 12.

Catjca —Two type-set labels have been
issued for this Province ; the design consists

of a tall rectangular ornamental frame con-

taining an inscription in six lines.

Adhesives.

10 cents black on rose.

20 ,, black on yellow-brown.

Denmark. Danish West Indies.—
Further to the two cents rose listed in July
we are in possession of an eight cents in

brown, both are of the 1900 type.

Adhesive

8 cents brown.

France. Congo.—L'EcJw de la Timbro-

logie records the following provisionals :
—

Adliesives.

5c. on 30c. red on yellow,

ioc. on 2fr. carmine on yellow.

Guadeloupe.—The Monthly Journal gives

lengthy particulars of the undernoted pro-

visional issue, the number of minor varieties

existing being very large. The surcharge is

in black.
Adhesives.

5 (c.) on 30c. cinnamon on drab.

10 (c.) on 40c. red on yellow.

15 (c.) on 50c. carmine or red.

40 (c.) on lfr. olive green,
ifr. on 75c. brown on orange
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Morocco.—The set is now completed by
the issue of

A dliesives.

30 centimos on 30c. brown-lilac.

5 pesetas on sfr. blue and yellow.

Mongtze.—The current set of Indo-
China have been overprinted " Mongtze"
in Chinese characters in black,

A dliesives.

Surcharged " Mongtze " in black "'

ic. black on blue,

2C. red-brown on buff.

4c. purple-brown on grey.
5c yellow-green,

ioc. rose-red.

15c. grey.

20c. red on green.
25c. blue.

30c. cinnamon on drab.
40c. red on yellow.
50c. carmine on rose.

75c. brown on orange,
if. olive-green.
5f. lilac on lilac.

Packhoi.—The Indo-China set have also

been similarly treated here. Messrs. Whit-
field King & Co. send us specimens.

A dliesives.

Surcharged " Packhoi " in black.

ic. black on blue.

2C. red-brown on buff.

4c. purple-brown on grey.

5c. yellow-green,
ioc. rose-red.

15c. grey.
2oc. red on green.
25c. blue.

30c. cinnamon on drab.
40c. red on yellow.
50c. carmine on rose.

75c. brown on orange.
jfr. olive-green.
5fr. lilac on lilac.

Somali Coast.—More errors; this time

the colours of both the ic. and 20c. have
been transposed.

A dliesives.

ic. violet, frame orange.
20c. purple, frame green.

Tahiti.—The ioc. surcharge on the 25c.

and 40c. having been exhausted, the 15c,

(Etablissements de l'Oceanie) has been
overprinted.

Adhesive.

15c. blue, surcharged ioc. in black.

Tchongking. — Continental exchanges
chronicle the set below, and also that fol-

lowing, all are on the stamps of Indo-China.

A dliesives.

Surcharged "Tchongking" in black.

ic. black on blue.

2C. red-brown on buff.

4c. purple-brown on grey.

5c. yellow-green,
ioc. rose-red.

15c. lilac-grey.

20c. red on green.

25c. blue.
30c. cinnamon on drab.

40c. red on yellow.

50c. carmine on rose.

75c. black-brown on orange.
ifr. olive-green.

5fr. lilac on lilac.

Precisely similar is the

n black.

Yunnan-Sen.-
set for this town.

A dliesives.

Surcharged "Yunnan-Sen
ic. black on blue.
2C. red-brown on buff.

4c. purple-brown on grey
5c. yellow-green,

ioc. rose-red.
15c. lilac-grey.

2oc. red on green.
25c. blue.
30c. cinnamon on drab.
40c. red on yellow.
50c. carmine on rose.

75c. black-brown on orang
1 Jr. olive-green.
5fr. lilac on lilac.

Zanzibar.—The American
Philately mentions that one stamp of some
of the sheets of 3 annas on 30c. is sur-
charged " 5 annas " in error.

Holland. —Curacoa.—Messrs. Whitfield
King & Co. send us a new i2^c. stamp for

this Colony. It is precisely of the same
type as the 50c. Dutch Indies illustrated

below, except that the inscription in circle

reads " Kolonie Curacao."

Journal 0/

Adhesive.

i2|c. dark blue, perf. 12J.

Nicaragua.—L'Echo de la Timbrologie

mentions a 5 pesos on 10 cents in addition
to the 6 cents and 1 peso on the same value
listed in May.

Adhesive.

5 pesos on 10 cents violet.

Persia.—Five high values in the type-

set design have been recently issued, the
values are expressed in "tomans." The
usual control mark is in blue, the network
on background is grey.

Adhesives.

10 tomans yellow green, blue surcharge, imperf.
20 ,, blue ,, ,,

25 ,, black
50 ,, violet ,, ,,

100 ,, gold ,, ,,

The Monthly Journal has received the

2 chahis of the above design (with in-

scription of the second type) and the
"PL Teheran " surcharged differently, the
letters "PL" are in heavy type, with serifs,

and " Teheran " is in upright sans-serif

capitals, instead of italic.

Adhesive

2 chahis red-brown, black surcharge (new type).

Portugal. Nyassa.—Messrs. Whitfield
King & Co. send us another set of frve pro-

visionals replacing those chronicled in our
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May issue. The present surcharges are
printed in London and are much larger and
clearer than those specified before.

Adhesive?,

Surcharged " Provisorio " horizontally in black.

i5r. brown-buff and black.
25r. orange and black.

8or. mauve and black, surcharged " 65 reis " in black.

i5or. orange-brown and black ,, "115 reis" ,,

30or. green and black ,, "i3oreis" ,,

Servia.—Not having the overprinted set

before us when chronicling them last month,
we did not mention the perforation, but
now find this to be 13^ to the 1 dinar inclu-

sive, while the 3 and 5 dinars are 11^.

Spain. Spanish Guinea. — Messrs.
Whitfield King & Co. send us specimens of

the new set for this Colony.

The stamps are headed " Guinea Contial -

Espanola," and bear the date " 1903 " at

the right-hand side.

A dhesives.

Jc. black.

|c. blue-green.
ic. claret.

2C. dark olive.

3c. chocolate.
4c. red-orange.
5c. black-brown,

ioc. red-brown.
15c. dark blue.
25c. buff.

50c. rose-lake.

75c. violet.

ip. blue-green.
2p. dark green.

3p. scarlet

4p. deep blue.

5p. dark violet.

1 op. rose.

Notes and News.
Letter Carriers.

The cave-dwellers of Mexico can run
a distance of 170 miles at a stretch, going at

a slow trot steadily and constantly. Fre-
quently a letter has been carried from
Guazapores to Chihuahua, a distance of

over 600 miles in five days, the carrier

living all the time on a simple diet of
" pinole," a finely ground corn mixed with
water into a thin kind of gruel.

A Link with the Past.

Last February there died at Vancouver,
one Samuel Brewer, who was the last

survivor of the English mail coach drivers
of pre-railvvay days. He was 94 years of
age, and declared to be the man who drove
on its final journey the most regular running
mail coach in England, the one plying
between Plymouth and Falmouth. This
was some sixty years ago.

Sirmoor.

Mr. Masson informs us that he has dis-
covered several distinct types in the 6 pies
of the Sirmoor 1885-88 and that he suspects
types in other values too. He has kindly
shown us copies of the stamps, and there
can be no doubt that they differ in essential
points. It is too early yet to say more, but
members who have sheets or portions of
sheets of these stamps would greatly oblige
us if they would kindly lend them to Mr.
Masson, whose address at present is Gul-
marg, Kashmir.—Philatelic Journal of India.

Dutch Perforations.

The Dutch perforation of "14 large
holes " keeps turning up in stamps where it

was hitherto unknown. We have the Dutch
Indies 50c. and f. 2-50 with this perforation,
and Mr. Wetherell now tells us of the ic.

(King's Head) Dutch Indies and the Jc.
1869 issue of Holland.

—

Philatelic Journal of
India.

France.

The new French 15c. stamp (La Semeuse)
was almost issued in a grey shade ; the
stamps were printed, gummed and per-

forated, when the order arrived that the
shade had to be green. All the stock was
at once burned. Was it ?

Apropos of this type and the new Com-
monwealth type, "Dak" sings in the Philatelic

Journal of India :

—

The lady from France she walks like this in a rousey
manner,

The Sydney sort she sits like this in a drowsy manner,
Now which do you like the best, Good Sir,

—

Now which do you like to see—
The crouching crude Australian girl—
Or the lady from gay Par-ee ?

The lady from France she heralds the day in a
breezy manner,

The other one shines in the grocery way in a cheesey
manner.

Now which would you like to be, Madame,

—

Now which would you like to be,

—

The lightsome, lithe, Lutetian lass

—

Or the maiden from far Sydn-ee ?

The Parisian girl is frank and French in a cheery
manner,

The grocery girl is a wearisome wench with a dreary
manner.

So at whom shall we shout a has ! Monsieur?

—

And for whom shall we shout hurray !—
For makeshift, muddling, Minister Drake?

—

Or for Lou bet and Delcasse ?

More Rubbish.

How have the mighty fallen ! The ex-
hibition of Chicago was considered worthy
of sixteen stamps, Omaha of nine, Buffalo
of six, and now poor St. Louis is only to

have four stamps.

A Jubilee.

This month we celebrate the 250th anni-
versary of the postage stamp or its pre-
decessor, the stamped wrapper, because it

was in 1653 that Mr. de Valayer issued his

historical " Billets de Post Paye " in Paris.
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Manchester Philatelic Society.

The following Syllabus has been issued

for the Thirteenth Session :
—

Opening Meeting. Display of stamps cata-

logued (S. G. and C.) at £1 or under.
Limited to 12 by each member.

Auction Lots.
Paper.—Tasmania. L. L. R. Hausburg.
Elementary Discussion—Italy.

Display with Notes—Belgium (later issues).

W. VV. Munn.
Auction Lots.
Display with Notes— Fiji. W. D. Bkckton.
Elementary Discussion—Falkland Islands.

Practical Demonstration of the Colour
Question.

Auction Lots.
Five Minutes with interesting Stamps.
F. J. Beazlev, G. F. H. Gibson, W.
Grunewald.

Elementary Discussion—China.
Paper.—Types of Stamps. N. Heywood.

Display of Stamps of any one Country.
Limited to 12 by each member.

Auction Lots.
Paper—Ionian Islands. W. D. Beckton.
Elementary Discussion— Paraguay.
(Tuesday) Annual Dinner, 6.30 p.m.
Auction Lots.
Display with Notes. — Nicaragua. R.
Albrecht.

Elementary Discussion—Liberia.
Paper.—Young Philatelists and Philatelic

Prospects. J. E. Heginbottom.
Auction Lots.
Display with Notes—Dutch Indies. R. F.

Chance.
Elementary Discussion— Russia.
(Wednesday). Display with Notes—Rou-
mania (from 1893). C. H. Coote.

Elementary Discussion—Hong Kong.
Paper—Saxony. G. B. Duerst.

Tristan d'Acunha.

In consequence, it is said, of the South
African war, there has not been any postal

communication with the island of Tristan
d'Acunha for two years. The service has
recently been recommenced.

Brazil.

Refeiringto the article in this Journal last

month, our readers will remember an ex-

tract from the American Journal of Philately,

in which certain 200 reis stamps were
described as forgeries made to defraud the
Revenue. It seemed to us at the time that

what were denounced as forgeries by the
American Journal 0/ Philately were probably
the stamps from the retouched plate

mentioned by Dr. Pirl, but owing to the
concise description given we could not be
certain of our ground and preferred to make
further investigations. This we have now
done and are satisfied that this, our surmise,
is correct. The stamps are not forgeries,

but are those from the retouched die.

Servia: 1 Para Provisional.

Of the 1 para value of Servia, surcharged
with coat of arms after the assassination of

Alexander, 96,000 are said to have been
issued. 40,000 of these have been bought
by a kind and sympathetic stamp-loving
soul, hence the high price.

1904.

Jan. 8.

„ 15-

,, 22.

Feb. 2.

,, 12.

>, 19-

., 26.

Mar. 4.

,, 18.

• 1 25.

,, 30.

April 8.

„ 15-

The 1867 Issue of Holland.

Dr. Chance has some interesting notes in

July Philatelic Record, which we reproduce,
although we altogether disagree with his

reasoning on the third point. His argu-
ments could not apply to the stamp (of

ours) which is mentioned. We may add
that Dr. Diena tells us cf a 15c. of this

issue (type unfortunately not noted) which
had a similar defect on the top line of the
frame and also a retouched ornament in the
top left-hand corner. Dr. Chance says :

—

[Here follows the article, for ivhich see the

July number']

We may add that we have now three
copies of this stamp (two used and one un-
used). All of them show precisely the same
defect " Quality and density of the ink"
can have nothing to do with it.— Philatelic

Journal of India.

We reproduce the above cutting, written
by Mr. Stewart Wilson, who is himself
much interested in Holland. It is perfectly

clear that there is a great divergence of

opinion at present upon the questions raised

which in our view cannot be settled without
more data to go upon.

Forged Stamps of Thessaly.

We are indebted to Messrs. Whitfield
King & Co. for a set of these stamps, which
they tell us are coming over from Con-
stantinople in considerable numbers, mostly
with forged postmarks. By themselves they
may easily deceive collectors, but when
compared with the originals can be detected
without difficulty.

Mail Service to the Far East.

The P. and O. Company have been ex-

pecting for some time a communication
from the Post Office as to the conditions

for tenders for the continuation of their

service. It is thought that a higher rate of

speed will be required, and this no doubt
can be accomplished to some extent. The
alternative service by the trans-Siberian

route will be quicker by some three or four

days when the great railway is completed,
but the risk of delays in winter, and the

fact that all correspondence carried across

Russian territory passes through the hands
of the Czar's censors, are not likely to make
this route popular. Probably this is a
question which will be one of the first to

which the new Postmaster-General will

give his attention.

How to Make Revenue.

Some more French possessions seem to

be in a very bad way, financially speaking.

Packhoi, Mongtze, Tchongking and Yun-
nansen are going to issue special surcharged
sets from 1 centime to 5 francs. Evidently
the officials there have not received their

salaries for a long time.
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Editorial Notes.

THERE is an old adage, " It never rains unless it pours." We
were forcibly reminded of this during the past month in

receiving, from three entirely different sources, letters and
original correspondence concerning the Madagascar Inland Mail

Stamps. These letters we publish in our Correspondence
rare column. We do not seek to associate ourselves with any

humanum. expressions of personal opinion which these letters may
contain, neither do we think the question of sufficient

importance to open our columns to any further letters on the same
subject.

It seems to us perfectly clear that the stamps were issued and used
for postal purposes, although perhaps only to a limited extent, but
sufficient to prevent the issue being termed bogus. It might be, and
probably was, totally unnecessary, but so are the picture issues of the

Leeward Islands to-day.

The only remaining point is whether the issue was local in its

franking power or not.

All the evidence at present points to the former conclusion, in

which case Messrs. Stanley Gibbons & Co. have erred in placing

the stamps in Part I of their Catalogue, instead of Part III.

But after all, is this so heinous an offence ? The perennial critics

of this firm seem to think so, forgetful of the maxim, li Errare est

humanum"

Whatever may be the cares of a philatelist, and they are by no
means few, he is at least safer from the wares of the

heart! !
forger than the collector of curios. Safer, that is to say,

in this respect, that he has the means of detecting a
forgery when it is offered to him, when the poor curio collector too
often has not. It has recently been stated in the press that one of the
latter paid over £3,000 for a piece of china in Paris, only to find after-

wards that it was spurious, and worth, perhaps, a ten pound note, and
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that an American gave £600 for a set of statuettes in Athens on the

belief that they were centuries old. They had just come from the

maker. There certainly are cases in which the forgeries have been
discovered in time, but hundreds of others in which they are only
found out too late. The difficulty for curio collectors is that frequently

they do not know what special features the original possesses, or they
have no original for the purpose of comparison, and even the greatest

experts are more or less groping in the dark. It is true that they can
make their deduction from a study of the contemporary pieces in the

National Galleries of the world, but even some of these are not with-

out reproach, for it was only recently that Paris was startled to find

that its most cherished antique at the Louvre, the Tiara of

Saitapharnes, is a latter-day production of a man just deceased.

Those who are prone to periods of dejection when the forgery bogey is

particularly prominent, will do well to bear in mind that although
their lot in this respect cannot alt6gether be described as a happy one,

yet their difficulties are far less than those which beset the votaries of

the equally important study of curios.

Philately of the past is brought prominently before our notice by
the names which appear in this number by a mere

e * er
coincidence. It will probably never be satisfactorily

Philately. settled as to who was the earliest collector. We see

from MekeeVs Weekly Stamp Neivs that a claim is put

forward by an American who commenced in 1849.
Although neither Dr. Viner, M. Berger-Levrault, nor Mr. Image

began until considerably after that date, yet we venture to think that

the first of these, being still a collector, is entitled to be termed the

Father of Philately.
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Luxemburg.

By Jos. Schock,

President of "U Union des Timbrophiles.'

SECOND PART.

The "Official" Stamps.

(Continued from Page 162.)

This circular and the regulations contained therein remained in

force until the 30th of June, 1897, when the following order was
published :

—

" Freedom from paying Postage to Foreign States."
" By order dated April 30th last, No. 2683, the Director-General of

Finances has decided that all official correspondence with foreign

countries, with the exception of that of the Government and the
various law courts, shall be franked by means of official stamps by the

officials of the post office.

" In consequence of this decision, the post office at the railway
station at Luxemburg is exclusively ordered from the 1st of July to

frank all official correspondence to foreign countries. All communi-
cations, which the various authorities, officials and other employes
of the State, enumerated in the table below, are allowed to transmit
free of postage, are in future to be sent in a closed envelope with the
inscription :

' Official Letters to be franked,' to the head official of the

post office at the railway station at Luxemburg, who will frank

them by means of official stamps, which are at his disposal, and
forward them by earliest trains. The sender, and also the official at

the railway station post office, have to furnish at the end of each
month a statement showing the details and the total amount of all

such correspondence forwarded. This statement must show the
names of the addressers and of the addressees, the weight of the

correspondence, as well as the amount of the value of the official

stamps used by the railway station post office.

" All post offices are requested to return to me by the 5th of July
all official stamps which may be still in their possession on the

1st of that month.

" Luxemburg, 30th June, 1897.

" The Director of Posts and Telegraphs,

" (Signed) F. Neuman."
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Then follows a list of authorities and officials who have the right to

correspond free with foreign countries for all official correspondence
according to the table published in 1900 by the Administration of

the Post :—

1. The Members of the Government and the Secretary-General.

2. The " Charges d'affaires."

3. All officials of the Law Courts, the Solicitor-General and the

public prosecutors, the examining judges, and the Presidents of

the circuits.

4. The administration of the post and the post offices for all matters
concerning the postal service.

5. The authorities and officials of the customs, having regard to

matters concerning the customs' union in postal as well as

in goods matters.

6. The director of the posts and telegraphs in matters concerning the

telegraphic service.

7. The postal collectors at the town and railway station offices

concerning the journals.

8. The postal collectors at the railway station of Luxemburg and
Rodange and the station masters in France for the postal

parcel service.

9. The head office of posts and telegraphs, and all post offices with
the administration of the Belgian State Railway having regard

to the postal parcel service.

10. The heads of the various public offices (of the taxes, of crownlands,
of customs, of the army, of agriculture, &c).

11. The Architect of the State.

12. The Commissary of the Grevenmacher district.

13. The Commander of the gendarmes, and the chiefs of their stations

at the frontier.

14. The Inspector of rivers and forests.

15. The President of the Agricultural Commission at Luxemburg.
16. The Receivers of the registry taxes.

17. The Bacteriological Laboratory at Luxemburg.
18. The head office of customs at Luxemburg, the customs home office

at the railway station, and all other offices for customs and
excise.

With the exception of the correspondence from the authorities

enumerated under 4 and 5 of the above list, all letters and postal

parcels sent to foreign countries must be franked by means of official

stamps.

Although not mentioned in the above list, all correspondence
emanating or addressed to the Grand Ducal Court enjoyed free postage.

As stated above, the special mark of distinction consisted of the

word " OFFICIEL," printed from 1875 on the ordinary postage
stamps. It was 25 and 25^mm. in length, and the capital letters were
2 mm. high. They were surcharged by Victor Buck.
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The following stamps received this surcharge :

—

a. Rouletted in white lines :

2 centimes black.

b. Rouletted in coloured lines :

1 centime yellow orange.

1 ,, brown (light and dark).

10 centimes lilac (1871)

12^ „ rose.

12J ,, carmine.

20 ,, chocolate (dark and light greyish brown).

25 ,, ultramarine.

25 ,, Prussian blue.

30 ., reddish violet (dark and light).

40 ,, vermilion (dark and light), 1866. -

40 „ yellow orange (dark and light) 1874.
1 franc on 37^c. bistre and black (2 shades).

c. Perforated :

I. Printed in Luxemburg.

1 centime brown.
2 centimes black.

4 ,, blue-green.

4 „ dark green.

5 ,, orange.

5 ,, yellow.

10 ,, dark lilac.

10 ,, lilac-rose.

10 ,, blue-lilac.

10 ,, greyish-lilac.

12J „ violet-rose.

12^ ., carmine.

25 ,, dark blue.

1 franc bistre and black (2 shades).

II. Printed in Harlem.

10 centimes lilac.

25 ,, pale blue.

So far it has not been possible to obtain any official information as
to the manner in which this surcharge was applied. Mr. H. Eltz, the
head office clerk of the Administration of the Posts, told me that at
first this surcharge was put separately by hand on each stamp, after-

wards the word " OFFICIEL " was set up 10 times in a row, and of
this a cliche was made, so that the stamps could be surcharged by
mechanical methods. The printing works, however, did not preserve
this cliche, and a new one from a fresh setting up had to be made
every time the Government required a new supply of official stamps.

This information has been confirmed by Mr. A. Berger, an old
collector of the stamps of Luxemburg, and seems to be correct. We
have indeed been able to prove to the satisfaction of ourselves and
others, that all the surcharges of a horizontal row are alike, whereas
those of a vertical row show numerous variations. To illustrate this,
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we give a description of the minor varieties we have found on a sheet of

the " 1 franc perforated " :

—

Horizontal
Row.

i. The first I is broken at the top on the left-hand side. The C is

flattened at the foot.

2. The first I is higher than the other letters, the C is flattened at

the foot, the second I is broken at the top, and the O is open
at the top.

3. The second I has no line at the top.

4. The first I is much too short, and the second I is broken at the

foot.

5. The two F's are broken at the top on the left-hand side, and
the second I is a little higher than the other letters.

6. The O is open at the top, ^mm. wide.

7. The second I is defective at the top, and the L is lower than the
other letters.

8. The O is flattened at the top, and the upper part of the second
F is broken.

9. The O shows a small damage at the top without being open, the
second F is quite different from the first, the horizontal bar is

defective.

10. The first F is higher than the second, the first I has no foot,

and the L is higher than the E.

The following table shows the position of the varieties in a sheet

of the 1 franc perf. :

—

' 2 « 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

4 4 4 4 •!• 4 4 4 4

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

77 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
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One of our correspondents, who also specialises the stamps of

Luxemburg, has only discovered four varieties on an entire sheet of

the same value. His sheet is made up as follows :

—

1 ' ' 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

1 ' 1 i

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

1 1 1

!

z 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

These four varieties are described by our correspondent as follows :

—

Variety.

1. The second I is broken at the top on the right-hand side.

2. The first F is broken at the top on the left, the second I has

neither top nor bottom stroke, and the L is defective on the

left.

3. The foot of the first I is defective on the left.

4. The first F is broken at the top on the right.

This sheet proves therefore another printing.

In a block of 25 stamps of the 1 centime rouletted in lines, the

same specialist has found five varieties vertically, whereas the sur-

charge of the horizontal rows did not present any differences.

From the foregoing it is therefore evident that the stamps sur-

charged " OFFICIEL" present a plethora of varieties.

(To be continued.)
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Notable Philatelists

Dr. Viner.

TO an overwhelming majority of our readers the existence, and even
the name of the original of our frontispiece are unknown or

forgotten. Yet, some forty years since, Dr. Viner was
prominent amongst the most earnest votaries of stamp collecting, long
before it was accepted and dignified as a science. He was one of the

first few who held weekly Saturday afternoon meetings for discussion,

which eventuated in the formation of the present Philatelic Society, of

which His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales is the esteemed
President. Himself, Sir Daniel Cooper, Bart., Mr. De Joannis, the son
of a Bloomsbury bookseller, and a managing clerk of Lord Brassey,

were the first members, meeting in Great George Street or elsewhere.

Mr. Philbrick, K.C., soon joined, and the meetings were frequently

at his rooms in the Temple. In 1863 Dr. Viner became editor of

the Stamp Collector's Magazine, and afterwards of the Philatelist till

it was discontinued. He was editor also of Oppen's Album from the

8th to the 32nd edition, when the number of postal emissions had so

amazingly increased that the publishers declined the necessary addition

of pages. He edited also a monthly for which he proposed the title of

PJiilotypist, as more applicable than the fanciful name Philatelist. This
had but a brief circulation.

Interviewed upon his reminiscences of the early days of stamp
collecting, he gave us many details, known to few if any of our
living confreres :

—

" Presumably the doyen of collectors, there were scores and scores

before my time. The first collection I ever saw was on a scroll of

parchment belonging to a lady collector. This was in 1854, but I

took no interest in the pursuit till I had long passed my fortieth year.

In i860 I enthusiasted, commencing with a blue French President's

head, and was proud of my sheet when it bore a hundred specimens.

There was more romance than science in those dark days when no
regular shops existed, and the trade was chiefly in the hands of the

office boys who frequented Change Alley, where high, low, rich, and
poor congregated for sale or exchange. We were often raided by the

police. A friend of mine was hauled before the Lord Mayor. I

myself was taken to the police office on the charge of collecting a

crowd and obstructing traffic. The scene was interesting and amusing
—an assemblage of ladies and gentlemen, youths and small boys, each
with a book or books full of stamps, as intent on business as the

regular stock jobbers of the neighbourhood. One of Her Majesty's

Cabinet Ministers was seen there, and ladies with their albums carried
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by livery servants ! A similar assemblage met in the Champs Elysees,

and a similar raiding by the gendarmes, till a certain space of ground
was allowed by the Government for the use of timbrophilists, the
French equivalent for philatelists. At Paris in 1861 I called on all

the ambassadors and charges d'affaires begging stamps, and was fairly

successful, getting some of the second emission of Buenos Aires before
issued to the public. By the way it seems not universally known that
the peso of that state is of different value from that of the other
South Americans, being 2^d. only, not 4s.

;
yet a Buenos Aires figures

in a London dealer's shop window as the highest priced stamp in the
world,—but it is valued at 4s. the peso, not zjd. as it ought. I have
reached twenty-one years more than the three score and ten allotted,

yet I take as great an interest in my comparatively poor collection as

ever."

Obituary.

M. Oscar Berger=Levrault.

n OSCAR BERGER-LEVRAULT, Knight of the Legion of

Honour, Member of the Academy of Stanislaus, a Com-
• mander of the Turkish Medjidie Order, Commander with

the Star of the Venezuelan Bolivar Order, Officer of the Mexican
Guadelope Order, and Knight of several European Orders, has just

passed away at the ripe age of 77.

Born on May 9th, 1826, the son of Peter Berger, who at the time
was a resident in Strassburg (Alsace), he subsequently became
established as a bookseller, printer, bookbinder, type founder, stereo-

typist, lithographic printer, and the possessor of a photographic studio

which was founded in 1676 by Friedrich Wilhelm Schunck, and had
remained in his mother's family ever since. By imperial warrant he

was allowed to add to his father's name of Berger that of his grand-
father on the mother's side, Franz Lorenz Xavier Levrault—who died

in 1821—as possessor of a bookselling and printing establishment,

Rector of the Strassburg Academy and Councillor of the Prefecture

of the Lower Rhine. In 1872 he transferred his business to Nancy,
where he went into partnership with M. Jules Norberg, formerly

director of his printing establishment, the firm employing in 1896
some 500 workmen.

To Oscar Berger-Levrault belongs the merit :

—

I. To have printed and published the first paper devoted solely to

philately.

II. To have written and edited the first really scientific and
systematically-arranged handbook.
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He began to collect stamps in i860, and some friends requested
him to arrange collections for them. As these requests became more
and more frequent, he conceived the idea that the arranging of stamps
in a systematic order could no longer be deferred. He thereupon
compiled a list, which was multiplied by one of his clerks by means of

caligraphy, and despatched copies to his friends. New discoveries

were added and fresh copies, or rather editions, published. Three
consecutive lists were made in this way, but as his correspondents
increased, he multiplied subsequent editions by means of autography.
The first of these lists was handed to the printer in August, 1861, and
undoubtedly published by the 17th of November, for in the original

printed copy in his library is found a note made on that day of the

total number of stamps in his collection. By September, 1864, this

printed list had run to twelve or thirteen editions. The first two or

three editions were quarto size, subsequent ones were octavo, and
printed by means of typography. The first edition contained 973
different stamps.

With reference to the second point, namely, the publication of the

first really scientific handbook, to wit his " Description of the Postage
Stamps known up to the Present Time (comprising more than 2,200
kinds), with Notes in regard to Reprints and Instructions Concerning
the Arrangement of Collections. Strassburg, 1864." The book
appeared in February, and it is said to have created quite a sensation

in German stamp circles. True, there were several catalogues in

existence, Trambergo, Erben, Beyfuss, etc., but none to compare with
this one. It discussed first of all the aim of the writer when publishing

his book, then it gave instructions with regard to arranging a collection

;

many views therein expressed being regarded with favour to-day. He
advised collectors to keep their stamps on loose sheets, to leave stamps
on the entire envelopes, or on pieces of the original, not to cut

stamped envelopes, &c.

It gave the sizes of the different stamps, the paper on which they
had been manufactured (hand-made, machine-made, Dickenson, etc.),

informed collectors if they were perforated, imperforate, rouletted, and
the manner in which they were produced,—engraved, lithographed, or

typographed.
He described all known proofs, essays, etc., and the difference

between the genuine stamps and the forgeries. He gave an expression

of opinion regarding reprints, to which no serious exception would
still be taken.

Even more important than this work is his "Catalogue Methodique

et descriptif de tous les timbres connus, Paris, 1867," in which he gives,

in addition, all the different papers (papier verge, bleute, verge azure,

etc.), all the watermarks, the different kinds of rouletting, and in which
he pays greater attention to the dates of issue for the first time. He
also mentions reprints, errors, and the difference in the perforation, so

that the book contains over 3,500 varieties.

However much we may admire the handbooks of to-day, yet they
cannot command the same admiration as the works of this old

Strassburg printer. Verily the Pemberton of Germany has passed
away !
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W. E. Image.

We have to record with sincere regret the death of Mr. W. E.
Image at the age of 96. It is fifteen years or more since Mr. Image
retired from the active list of philatelists, and he will therefore be
unknown to the school which has sprung up during that time

;
yet to

the older collectors he is well known, and as the possessor of an
exceptionally carefully-selected collection, rich in the great rarities in

fine condition, was a very prominent philatelist a quarter of a century
ago.

He was Bachelier-es-Lettres of Paris and Fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons, London, and enjoyed an extensive practice in

Medicine. In Vol. X. will be found a biographical sketch and portrait,

Mr. Image being the Notable Philatelist of the year. It is told how a

lady from the Cape sent some of the triangular stamps to Mrs. Image,
who, as a good wife, consulted her husband about them, with the

result that he became the collector instead of Mrs. Image. So
exceptionally fine was the collection in many stamps, that we have
heard a late President of the London Philatelic Society (Mr. Tapling)

relate that his first acquaintance with Mr. Image arose from the desire

he had to see an unused specimen of the orange 6d. Victoria (type

186 1 ) which Mr. Image possessed. The collection was especially rich

in Guadalajara, British Guiana, and American Locals, and was
sumptuously housed in volumes worthy of its value.

Curiously enough, Mr. Image was never a contributor to any of the

Magazines, due partly to a distaste of appearing to flaunt as a philate-

list, and partly to a too modest distrust of his own knowledge. The
notes made in the margins of his collections shewed, however, what a

true philatelist he was at heart.

The entire collection was purchased in 1882 by Mr. Tapling, and
he presented his library to the Philatelic Society, London, at the same
time. The later years of his life were spent in Suffolk, for which
county he was a J. P. and D.L., and in Jubilee vear filled the office of

High Sheriff.
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The earliest information as to New Issues will be much appreciated by us, and will be duly credited

to the correspondent, or firm, sending it. Our foreign subscribers can materially

help us in this direction. When possible, a specimen should

accompany the information, and be addressed to

G. Fred. H Gibson, 7, Clarence Street, Manchester.

The British Empire.

Bermuda.— Messrs. Pemberton & Co.

send us the new three pence ; it is in the
" Dock-yard " type illustrated below :—*

Adhesive.

3d. olive and violet, wmk. CA and Crown, perf. 14.

British Central Africa.—Mr. W H
Peckitt sends us the new set for this Colony.
The values range from id. to £10, though
curiously enough the one shilling denomina-
tion is missing. Below we illustrate the

type ; the 2s 6d. and upwards are similar

but larger in size, after the manner of the

East Africa and Uganda Protectorate

recently pictured.

The centres are in the second colour

given.

A dhesives.

Wmk CA and crown, perf. 14.

id. carmine and grey.
2(1. mauve and lilac.

4d. grey-gretn and black.
6d. orange and grey.

Wmk. CC and Crown, perf. 14.

2S. 6d. green and grey-green.
4s. mauve and lilac.

10s. black and grey-green.

£1 carmine and grey.
£io blue and grey.

British Guiana.—A new value is just

to hand. It is of the usual type, and is

printed in green, value, etc. in carmine.

Adhesive.

60 cents, green and carmine, wmk. CA and Crown,
perf. 14.

British Somaliland.—The lower values

of this new set will not apparently have a
very long life, as we have been shown the ^
anna India King's Head surcharged for use
here.

Adhesive.

la. pale green, surcharged SOMALILAND in black '

Cyprus.—The new set is coming out by
degrees. The 1 and 4 piastres are the

latest we have seen. Design as before.

Adhesives.

Wmk. CA and Crown, perf. 14.

ip. carmine and ultramarine.

3p. sage-green and mauve.

India. Gwalior. — The stamps here
appear to be issued in a very erratic manner.
After chronicling the ^ and 1 anna Queen's
Head in recent numbers, Messrs. Whitfield
King & Co. send us the 2 annas violet of

the 1900 set.

Adhesive.

2a. violet (1900) surcharged " Gwalior," etc., in black.

Dominica. —Messrs. Pemberton & Co.
send us the set for this island. The values
up to and inclusive of the half-crown ai e

of the type shown below, but the five
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shillings is similar in design to the same
value in Antigua, which we illustrated in

our August issue.

The centres are in the second colour

given.

Adhesives.

Wmk. CC and Crown, perf. 14.

•|d. grey-green,
id. carmine and grey.
2d. brown and grey-green.
2^d. ultramarine and black.
3d. black and lilac.

6d. orange-brown and grey,
is. grey-green and mauve.
2s. violet and black.

2s. 6d. orange and grey-green.
5s. brown and black.

Orange River Colony. — Messrs. N.
Yaar & Co. advise us that they recently

received among a mixed lot of stamps the

id. carmine Cape of Good Hope surcharged
Orange River Colony with surcharge in-

verted; we fancy this has not been chronicled

before.

Seychelles.— Still they come! this time
the very necessary 3 cents is provided by
surcharging the 18 cents of the current
issue We are without particulars as to

number issued, etc.

Adhesive.

3 cents in black on 18c. sage-green and carmine.

Tasmania.—Mr. W. H. Peckitt sends
us a specimen of the -^d. pictorial, water-
mark V and Crown, perf. 12^; the colour is

a little paler in shade than that of the
London printing.

Adhesive.

id. green, wmk. V and Crown, perf. 12J.

Victoria.—E wen's Weekly mentions the

following varieties of perforation recently

to hand.
A dhesives.

id. rose-red, perf. i2| x 11.

3d. orange-brown, perf. 11.

6d. bright green, perf. 11.

6d.
,, perf. 12^ x 11.

Foreign Countries.

Bosnia.—The 30 heller of the current

series now appears with value in black.

Adhesive.

30 heller grey-brown and black, perf. 12.^.

Bulgaria.—Mr. W. H. Peckitt forwards

us a provisional recently issued.

The 15 stot. has been surcharged for use

as a 10 stot.; the overprint is practically in

the same type as that employed in 19 1 for

the same purpose, but there is no bar under-

neath ; it is applied at the foot of the stamp,

midway between the corner numerals.

Adhesive.

" 10 " in black on 15 stot., lake and black.

Colombia. Bolivar—From the Monthly

Journal we note that there are still some
additions to make to our lists of July and
September ; all are on laid paper and are as

follows :

—

Adhesives

50 centavos bronze-green on rose.

1 peso dull green (two shades) on lilac-rose.

5 pesos carmine on brown.
10 „ purple on green.

Registration stamp.

20 centavos orange on salmon.
20 ,, orange on magenta.

Return receipt stamp.

20 centavos orange on yellow.

Too late stamps.

20 centavos purple on azure.
20 ,, carmine on azure.

Tumaco.—The American Journal of Phila-

tely mentions the existence of a type-set

provisional for this Province.

Adhesive.

20 centavos, black on rose, imperf.

Boyaca.—Le Timbrophilc Beige states that

two high values have now been issued

;

these are further to those we listed in

August and September.

Adhesives.

5 pesos, black on red (Monument of Boyaca).
10 ,, black on buff (General Marroquin).

France. Canton.—The set overprinted
in red on the stamps of Indo-China now
appear with the surcharge in black.
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Adhesives.

Surcharged in black.

1 centime black on azure.

2 centimes brown on buff.

4 ,, purple-brown on grey.

5 ,, yellow-green.
10 ., rose-red.

15 ,, lilac-grey.

20 ,, red or green.

25 ,, blue.

30 ., cinnamon on drab.

40 ,, red on yellow.

50 ,, carmine on rose.

75 ., black-brown on orange.
1 franc olive-green.

5 francs lilac on lilac.

Somali Coast.—We have been sent by
Messrs Whifield King & Co. the three high
values of this set with the colours varied.

They are as follows :
—

Adhesives.

1 franc orange and black.

2 francs green and black.

5 ,, orange and black.

Italy.—The expected Express Delivery
stamp has now appeared ; it is oblong, and
shows a portrait of the King in an oval at

the left; the inscription, Poste Italiane

—

Espresso— Cent 25, in three lines, filling the

remainder of the space.

Adhesive.

Express Delivery stamp.

25c. rose.

Servia.—We have been sent by Messrs.
Whitfield King & Co. a provisional 1 para
stamp formed by overprinting the 5 dinars
of the new set.

The surcharge is in carmine, and reads
" I IIAPA I " and is over the original value
at foot of the stamp ; the arms in this

instance also appear in carmine.

Adhesive.

ip. in carmine on sd. brown and carmine.

Notes and News.

The Birmingham Society.

From the report of the Annual General
Meeting of the Birmingham Society we
learn that /20 was voted in aid of the
permanent collection, which now contains

8,287 mounted in Gibbons' Imperial Albums.
Vols 1 and 2 (2,961 in the Colonial Albums
and 5,326 in the Foreign one), in addition

to a number of Locals, Fiscals, etc., which
will be mounted in other albums in due
course.

The list of members shews a net increase

of 18 over last year, the total now being 318.

Zanzibar.

We are asked to give publicity to the

following notice :
" Mr. W. V. Morten, mem-

ber of the Philatelic Society, London, is

assisting in the compiling of the Society's

handbook on the Stamps of Zanzibar. It

would be esteemed a favour and, it is

hoped, a help to Philatelists generally if

readers who have errors, large blocks, and
more especially sheets or panes of any value
of the Indian surcharged stamps would
kindly send particulars of them to him,
addressed to 205, Sumatra Road, West
Hampstead, which will be duly and thank-
fully acknowledged."

A New Address.

The old established firm of Messrs. Alfred
Smith & Son have removed from Essex
Street to 4, Southampton Row, London,
W.C., a second removal in something like

forty years.

British East Africa.

Mr. Nankivell in the American Journal of
Philately calls attention to the steady rise in

price of the 8 annas grey, and 1 rupee grey
of the Company's issue of 1890-1 He
says they have always been regarded as

scarce stamps, but it is an eye opener to

know that of the 8 annas only 1,500 were
printed, and of the 1 rupee only 2,100
He gives the catalogue (Gibbons) price of

these two stamps from 1896, showing that

the 8 annas, from 8s , has steadily ad-

,
vanced to 32s. 6d., and the 1 rupee, from

I

12s. 6d., to 25s. in the 1903 editions.

I

" Thus it will be seen that the 1 rupee
started as fi'St favourite, then they evened

I

up in 1899 and ran even in price until the
issue of the present Gibbons', when the
truth leaked out (as to the official number
printed), and the price in our Gibbons' is

1 altered in accordance with the now pub-
I lished facts regarding the greater scarcity

J

of the 8 annas.
Another notable thing in connection with

I

these two stamps is the fact that they have
i steadily increased in price over all these
severely testing years from 1896 on through
the following years of inflation, and con-

i

tinuously through the years of subsequent
slump."

I

Parcel Post Facilities.

Replying to a deputation which urged the
! desirability of the Post Office adopting the

1 system of collecting from the consignees of

1
parcels the value of the goods contained
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therein, Mr. Austen Chamberlain said that

he was quite favourable to such an arrange-

ment, the opposition to which came, not

from inside, but outside his department.
He thought, however, that public opinion
required further education before they could
make the advance desired. At the same
time, he said he hoped shortly to announce
increased parcel post facilities, which he
believed would be very useful to country
producers.

The Sixpence Queensland.

Mr. W. A. Hull has shown us another
specimen (a perfect copy) of the Queensland
current 6d. with figures in lower corners
only. The stamp was postmarked. Mr.
Hull found it accidentally amongst an
ordinary lot ; if, therefore, these stamps
were stolen, the thief did not profit much
thereby ; and it is quite evident they were
not pilfered for a philatelist. The discovery
of this second specimen leaves only one to

be accounted for according to the theory of

the Deputy P.M.G. of Brisbane, with which
we don't quite agree.

—

Australian Journal of
Philately.

News from Bristol.

The Bristol and Clifton Philatelic Society

are contemplating holding an exhibition in

Bristol during the season. The object is to

stimulate interest in this centre and thereby
increase the usefulness of the Society

presided over by that well-known and
active collector Mr. P. J. Lloyd. Mr.
Henry Alsop is acting as Hon. Sec, and
his address is Archfield, Gotham Park,

Bristol. At present it is not thought
desirable to offer awards, but perhaps, as

the scheme develops, the committee may
have reason to alter their determination.

Philippine Stamps used in U.5.

Mr. Theodore Siddall, of Manilla, writes

to Mekecl's Weekly Stamp News, as follows:—
In your Washington Notes, issue of June

13th, your correspondent states that the

rules forbidding interchangeable use of

Philhpine and United States stamps have
been made because great numbers of the

Philippine stamps are sent to the United
States in lieu of cash, and subsequently
used in the United Sta'es. I would say

that on inquiring as to this I have been
informed that the postmasters here, who are

also school teachers, where there is a school,

are paid not to exceed $25 per month in

stamps, or in cash, if they have sold so

much or more of stamps. As the letter

postage from one point in the islands to

another is only one cent, and there is

mighty little business even then, and most
of the stamps available to the postmasters

being higher values than the 2c, the only

way they can get their salaries is to remit

the stamps to the United States and buy
something there and have it sent here.

As the United States Government has to

go down in its sock every year and help
out the civil government here, it would
seem to one up a tree that if this rule is

enforced it will simply put the burden, to

this extent, on the American postmasters
here, by obliging them to ship home by
mail the contents of their trunks in order to

get something of their salaries as post-

masters ( which is exactly the method
pursued by my informant).

We understand that September 30th was
the last day upon which these stamps were
available for use in the United States.

The Cistafile.

The above is the name given to a new
system for mounting a collection. The
system has been patented, is also copyright,

and the property of Messrs. Lawn & Barlow,
the stamp dealers of Regent Street, London.
It consists of a number of cards available

for receiving one stamp each. These cards
fit into long boxes, and are fastened by
means of a long pin, much in the same
manner as the leaves of Messrs. Pemberton
Wilson & Co's. old blank albums. When
the cards are in the box they can be turned
over like the leaves of a book, each card
showing one stamp in lieu of the number
of stamps one is accustomed to see on the
leaves cf a blank album.
For the Cistafile it is claimed amongst

other things that it is :
—

Never obsolete.

Continuous.
Up-to-date.
Simple.
Portable.

Compact.
Inexpensive.

Secure.

Everlasting.

Like all inventions, it has merits and also

disadvantages. Whether the latter over-
weigh the former or not we must leave our
readers to judge, but this cannot well be
done without practical experience. We
venture to think that the question of friction

is one which will have to be got over ; it

does seem to us an objection at present.

The system of sunk mounts, which the firm
provide when specially ordered, but which
unfortunately we have not seen, we fancy

j

will act, and if so, we welcome the inven-

j

tion as being peculiarly suitable for a

j

collection of rare stamps. To a beginner
we believe the Cistafile will prove a benefit

in obviating that continual mounting and
i remounting of stamps, which, however
carefully done, does affect their condition,

i

as also to the collector who is leaving the
printed book and taking to a blank album.

1 But for the specialist we cannot commend
I the Cistafile, it not being in its present form
at all adapted in our opinion to their

requirements. It has already commanded
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a great success, and might be adapted to

suit a specialist by increasing the size of

the cards, although by so doing some of the

advantages claimed for it would be nullified,

but from the point of view of the specialist

this would not in any way detract from its

benefits.

American News.

On the authority of our Washington
correspondent the announcement is made
that the design of the new 2c. stamp has

been approved officially, and that the issue

of a set of stamps to celebrate the St. Louis

Exposition has been decided upon. Corre-

spondents who have been asking for infor-

mation as to the progress made in these two
instances may now rest under the assurance

that in due time the 2c. stamp of altered

design and the St. Louis issue will make
their triumphant entry into the philatelic

ring.

—

Mekcel's Weekly Stamp Nezvs.

A New Publication.

Messrs. C. Nissen & Co., of 77, High
Holborn, London, W.C., inform us of their

intention to publish in November the first

issue of a new yearly publication for

philatelists, to be known as " The Stamp
Collectors' Annual." This will be a shilling

book of over ico pages, containing a com-
pilation of facts and information interesting

and valuable to all philatelists, besides a
mass of original and exclusive matter. This
new "Annual," in fact, will strive to

become the " Whitaker " or the " Hazell "

of our hobby, its publishers being firmly

convinced that there exists a real demand
for an interesting and authoritative " Year
Book of Philately."

Important Sales.

We are informed that the relatives of the

Rev. J.
Bell have sold his collection to Mr.

Peckitt, who only recently bought the

collection of the Earl of Kintore, who has,

we suppose, given up collecting.

The International Philatelic Union.

The following is the programme of

meetings, etc., for season 1903-4 :
—

Wed., Oct. 14. 8 p.m. Display, "Portugal," Mr. R.

Ehrenbach.
,, Nov. 11. 8 p.m. General Display of Novelties

and New Issues by Members.
,, Dec. 9. 8 p.m. Display and Paper, " France,

1848—1876," Mr. F. Reichenheim.
1904.

,, Jan. 13. 8 p.m. Display and Notes on " Fiscal
Stamps of Alsace-Lorraine, Crete,
Peru, and Philipines," Mr. W.
SCHWABACHER.

,, Feb. 10. 7.30 p.m. Lantern Display.
Mar. 9. 8 p.m. Display. Mr. J. C. Side-

botham. Display and Notes,
"Jamaica," Major J. de C.
Laffan.

„ Apr. 13. 8 p.m. Display, "Bosnia," Mr.
L. W. Fulcher.

May 11. Annual General Meeting, and Dis-
play by Members generally— for

particulars of which see Official

Organ.

Language

!

The Weekly Philatelic Era, an American
paper, relates that: —

'• One of the Boston dealers received

a letter the other day which very aptly

illustrates the amenities of the approval
sheet business. Upon this letter returned
from a customer, was the laconic but
emphatic endorsement : " Go to H ";

well, to a place where coal bills cease from
troubling and icemen have a rest."

Serve him right ! The small dealers upon
whom the stamp newspapers are dependent
for those short advertisements, are a perfect

pest.

The Trinacria and the Cross of Naples.

In the Official Journal of Spain, under date
of November 5th, i860, we read :

—

" General Administration of the Post.
" Awaiting a regular order for the estab-

lishment of an internal postal service for

the town of Naples, the General Adminis-
tration of the Post decrees the following

in order to facilitate the interchange of

correspondence in the capital :

"1. The ' Petite Poste ' will commence on
the 1st of November, and will take

place three times daily.
•' 2. All correspondence intended for the

town, the interior of the State, and for

the other Italian and foreign States
must be put into the letter boxes, which
are fixed to tobacco and other shops.

These boxes will be cleared three times
per day : at 7 a.m., 1 p.m., and 5 p.m.
The cancellation will be done with the
greatest care at the head post office,

and letters for the town will then be
delivered immediately.

"3. Until a regular tariff is fixed and
special stamps made, the rate for the

letters in the capital will be as follows :

" For letters of one sheet, 1 grano=
4 centesimi.

"For letters of two sheets, 2 grana=
8 centesimi, and so on.

" Stamps must be affixed to all letters
"

The following notice was published the
next day:

—

"1. Stamps must be affixed to all letters:

1 centesimo or ^ tornese will frank letters

and newspapers up to 20 grammes.
" 2. Tetters and newspapers not prepaid by

stamps will not be delivered, but re-

tained at the post office.

" N.B.—Stamps of the value of £ tornese

are ready and will be used until the Italian

currency is introduced and the coat of arms
replaced. They are for sale at the post
office and the principal tobacco shops."
From the foregoing it will be seen that

the J tornese Trinacria blue was issued

early in November, i860, and not in Sep-
tember, i860, as Moens and others have
stated. The private mark on this stamp is
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a small g followed by a dot. The plate of

the old £ grano value on the kingdom of

Naples was used for this stamp ; the g was
erased and the TE put in by hand ; conse-
quently every one of the 200 stamps on the

sheet (they were printed in two panes of

100 stamps in ten rows of ten) is different.

The watermark is as before—a fleur-de-lys,

—and appears forty times on the sheet, so

that only part of the watermark can be
found on each stamp, some even are without
any part of it. Two sizes of watermark
seem to have been used, because the entire

watermarks differ slightly in width and
height.

The J tornese blue with cross appeared
on the 6th of December of the same year.

The Trinacria was therefore in use for only
one month, hence its great rarity.

It is well known that the Savoy cross was
put in place of the Bourbon coat of arms
( Trinacria). This was also done by hand,
and on each of the 200 stamps separately,

but so badly and hurriedly that on practi-

cally every stamp parts of the old design
can be seen. The lengths of the arms of the
cross vary on different stamps as much as

5mm., sometimes the lower portion of the
cross is larger than the upper portion, or
vice versa. The light blue shade was the
first, and the dark blue or indigo came
later. This stamp was in use until the end
of February, 1861 ; therefore nearly three
months.
According to Dr. Gray, these two stamps

were issued under the Dictatorship of

Garibaldi.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Owing to his bad state of health, M.

Maurice Belin has decided to discontinue
the publication of the Revue Philatelique

Beige.
* * *

The stamps of Abyssinia are available for

the franking of inland correspondence only.

Letters to other countries must bear French
stamps.

* * *

To mark the anniversary of the succession
of the present Sultan of Turkey the postal

authorities have fixed 100 letter boxes in

Constantinople, thereby increasing the
facilities for posting letters, which are very
bad in Constantinople.

Correspondence.

To the Editor of the "Philatelic Record."

Dear Sir,—I enclose a photo of a St.

Kitts label, which I must have had in my
possession since about 1875. As St. Kitts

is just now attracting some attention as a
stamp issuing dependency, it has occurred
to me that a reproduction in the Philatelic

Record of the photo now sent might lead to

information as to the circumstances under
which it was designed.

I know nothing about it beyond the fact

that I have had it for very many years, and
everyone out here is equally in the dark
about it when I have shewn it.

It is certainly a handsome production,

and if St. Kitts really needs a stamp at all,

and one without the King's head, it seems
a great pity that the design I am sending
cannot take the place of the deplorable

j

issue with the man and the telescope. It
' only needs the insertion of the value to

make a most effective stamp.
It is very pleasant to notice from month

to month how well the Philatelic Record
keeps up.—Yours faithfully,

WlLMOT CORFIELD.

T.S.—The colour of the original label is

yellow-brown.

[In the Stamp Collectors' Magazine for April,

1866, there is the following note on these

stamps :
—" Three years back an expected

issue for this island was reported, and
collectors were on the qui vive for speci-

mens. None appearing, the matter re-

mained in abeyance ; but we conclude
the emission will shortly prove an
accomplished fact, having just had an
opportunity of seeing a set of essays, or

rather proofs, for this heretofore un-
represented spot. They are simple, but
exquisitely executed, the groundwork
containing the well-designed portrait of

the Queen, evidencing the workmanship
of the engraver of the Antigua stamps.
The design much more resembles those

of St. Lucia, an oval band containing the

words St. Kitts and Postage. Like them,
moreover, there is no place for the value,

which circumstance we think a decided
defect. The colours, which are very poor
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of those we saw, are four—blue, black,

green, and brown, and consequently the

same number of values are most probably
contemplated."

In the following month a woodcut
illustration is given of the stamp described,

which shows it to be the same as sent by
Mr. Corheld.
We believe the stamps were bogus pro-

ductions, made in America in 1866.

—

Ed.]

Madagascar.

To the Editor of the " Philatelic Record."

Dear Sir,—Once more the philatelic

cuttlefish are casting ink, and this time the

controversy centres round the labels known
as the " British Inland Mail " of Madagas-
car, So much writing has been done on
the subject lately, that the real point at

issue may be easily overlooked.
In the first place, it is necessary to clearly

distinguish between the Inland Mail and
the British Vice-Consular Mail stamps,
which made their appearance in 1884.

These latter are of course rare, and figure

in Mr. Firth's list of " stamps to look for."

Following upon that emission came the

Norwegian Missionary set and the French
Colonial issue. The present controversy
arose out of the fact that the British In-

land Mail labels were fully listed in the

catalogue of Messrs. Stanley Gibbons, Ltd.
In the year 1895, a Society—now defunct
or sleeping—known as the S.S.S.S. was in

existence. The object of that society

appears to have been to suppress speculative

and unnecessary stamps, but as the sub-
sequent and eventual course of the four

S'd league is wrapped in mystery, I will

say no more on that head. Let it suffice

that on the 15th July, 1895, in pursuance of

its ostensible object, the S.S.S.S. issued

from its office at 391, Strand (which is also

the place of business of Messrs. Stanley
Gibbons, Ltd.), its fatal ban and sentence
of outlawry on the issues of the British

Inland Mail. That sentence was confirmed
ten days later. The evidence on which the
decision was based was apparently a letter

from one Anatole Sauzier of Tamatave,
which set forth that the postal service in

question " was a private speculation, under-
taken by a syndicate of gentlemen "

; that

it was " not an official postal service at all,"

and that there was, in fact, no official

Malagasy postal, service at that time.

Beyond all this, from correspondence that

took place between the now defunct firm of
Hilckes & Co., and Messrs. Haddon & Co.,
of London, in the same year, it appears
that "the stamps in question are only
available for the interior."

So far the matter appears to be in order,
and in view of the decision and correspon-
dence I have quoted above, prima facie it

would seem that the labels in question are
not postage stamps, or at any rate not an
official issue, and in any case but a " local

"

issue. Why then do the eminent firm of

the Strand place them in their " British

Empire " catalogue instead of in the
" Local section," or why do they catalogue
these things at all ?

Upon these points a most interesting

correspondence, with rnnningcommentaries,
has lately appeared in the pages of the
Stamp Collectors'' Fortnightly. Mr. H. L.
Ewen says the S S.S.S. made a mistake in

condemning the issue, as it was good for

postage everywhere ; whilst another corre-

spondent puts it that they took the place of

the Consular Mail series, which in itself

was not current all the world over. This
last is obvious from the " Catalogue for

Advanced Collectors," which states that

the Consular stamps only prepaid postage
to Port Louis (Mauritius) or Reunion. Now
these two arguments are both advanced in

support of Messrs. Gibbons' action, and
both are mutually destructive. Indeed, it

is only in the last two editions of their

catalogue that the Gibbons' firm have listed

the Inland Mail series at all. Whence this

sudden decision ? Why were these labels

anathema for seven long years, only to be
"dragged" out into the fierce light of the
"British" section? That the issue is

worthless from a monetary point of view is

clear beyond a shadow of doubt, and a very
large holder of the stamps (Mr. H. W.
Baron) practically argues that they were
"wide locals" with a "franking power
from Antananarivo to Durban" [Stamp
Collectors' Fortnightly, Vol. IX., p. 51). That
this is so is proved beyond denial by speci-

mens on originals furnished by correspon-
dents (including Mr. Baron himself). In
each case Natal stamps are also affixed,

which doubtless franked the missives to this

country : proof positive of the local

character of the Inland Mail, whose very
name is another piece of evidence on the
same side. Meanwhile Messrs. Stanley
Gibbons, Ltd., maintain a discreet silence.

—

Yours etc.,

R. Johnson.

To the Editor of the " Philatelic Record."

Dear Sir,— ! do not know whether the
enclosed letters are of any interest to you
for the Record. If so, you are welcome to

use them in any way you think fit.—Yours
truly,

B, T. K. Smith.
The British Consul,

Antananarivo.

Dear Sir,—May I ask you if you can
give me any information about a so-

called British Post or ; British Inland
,

Mail which is alleged to have existed at

Antananarivo in 1894-95 ?

I should explain that my question does
not refer to the British Vice-Consular
Mail, which used postage labels from
1884 to 1887, and continued in operation,

I believe, after the latter date.
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It is said, on the one hand, that this

British Post was a syndicate of British

merchants at Antananarivo, that it made
an agreement with the Malagasy govern-

ment to work the inland mail (including

the conveyance of all matters between
the inland towns and with the ports)

during the war with France, and that it

carried on a bona fide postal system in

accordance with the " Notice " of which
a copy is enclosed.

On the other hand, it is suggested that

the British Post had no genuine existence,

and that it was a fictitious affair intended

to bolster up the sale of certain so-called
" British Inlaid Mail " postage stamps to

collectors.

The stamps were of the following

values:—id., 2d, 4d., 6d., 8d., is., 2s.,

and 4s. ; and it is admitted that, in view
of the rates of postage mentioned in the

"Notice" such high values could only

have been intended for sale to collectors,

and not for genuine postal requirements
;

but, of course, there is a good deal of

difference between issuing unnecessary

stamps, and the whole affair being a
fictitious " Post " that had no working
existence.

I should be glad to be favoured with

your reply, either as a private or official

answer, and if you can let me have any
information I will treat it with every

discretion.—I am, dear Sir, yours faith-

fully,

B. T. K. Smith.
July 18th, 1903.

His Majesty's Consulate,
Antananarivo.

Sir,—I have the honour to inform you
that the British Inland Mail referred to

in your letter of 18th July was a bona-fide

postal service for the transmission of

mail matter, and was officially recognised

as such by the Malagasy Government.
The stamps, which are the subject of

your enquiry, were the only postage
stamps in use here during the war between
France and Madagascar in 1895.—I am,
Sir, your most obedient, humble servant,

T. P. Porter,
His Majesty's Consul.

Mr. B. T. K. Smith,

37 and 39, Essex Street,

Strand, London.
August 20th, 1903.

[We have also received from an esteemed
lady correspondent, Mrs. Holdsworth,
the stamps in question, which she received
from a personal friend who was a
Missionary in Madagascar at the time,
who, in sending specimens of the stamps,
said they were in use.

—

Ed.]
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Editorial Notes.

IN
reference to the correspondence on the subject of the Madagascar
Inland Mail Stamps, and our Editorial comments thereon pub-
lished last month, our attention has been called by a correspon-

dent to the fact that it was not until after the publication of Part II.

of the London Society's work upon the stamps, etc., of

Madagascar. British Colonies, etc., in Africa that these stamps were
included in Messrs. Stanley Gibbons' Catalogue. It

would, therefore, seem that the Philatelic Society, London, and not
Messrs. Stanley Gibbons are really responsible for the rehabilitation of

the labels in question. The Society cannot, of course, correct the
mistake in the book itself, but it would be an easy matter to do so in a
note in the Organ of the Society, or in Part III., which we hope to

see before very long.

The Australian Journal of Philately has grown exceeding wrath with
the Federal Authorities for selling the unpaid letter

Not stamps to the general public, postmarked to order, and
Encouraging, publishes the correspondence which has passed between

Messrs. J. H. Smyth & Co., well-known dealers of

Sydney, and the Postmaster General. The reply of the latter to the
effect that "stamps in his Department are considered from a utilitarian

point of view only, and without reference to philately, stamp collectors,

or stamp dealers," is not very promising. The firm pointed out to

the Postmaster General their contention that in selling these stamps
cancelled to order, the Postal Authorities were entering into com-
petition with stamp dealers, and thereby " caused a flow of money to

the G.P.O., which, under ordinary circumstances, would probably
reach dealers who had to pay their share of taxes and revenue."

We regret that Messrs. Smyth & Co. should have received such a
sharp rebuff, and been unsuccessful in their endeavour to put an end
to this illicit trading by Postal Departments, which also exists elsewhere
than in Australia.
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Our regret is not based so much upon the standpoint which they

took and failed to maintain, as upon our very firm opinion that stamps
of the postmarked to order class are philatelic parasites.

There is an article in the same Journal by " Censor " upon the

same subject, in which he hopelessly mixes up precancelled stamps
and stamps postmarked to order. In philately these are not

synonymous terms, although " Censor" seems to think they are.

Both certainly mean that the stamps are cancelled before sale, but

in the case of the former the stamps are available and used for postage,

and in the latter they are not. Precancelled stamps are extensively

used in the United States, and enthusiasts are to be found there who
make special collections of them.

It is perhaps not very remarkable that the recent prosecutions by the

authorities at Somerset House should have again directed

Question,
attention to the question of the status of stamps of the

official class. Articles have appeared in the London
Philatelist and in the Australian 'Philatelist, and although we are in

accord with the view that it would be better for this class of stamps,

as well as the Unpaids, to be dropped out of collections altogether, an
opinion more than once expressed in these columns, yet we cannot
follow the reasons and legal arguments by which these Journals arrive

at that conclusion.

We are told by the London Philatelist that the official stamps of

Great Britain will in future be unsaleable in an unused condition. If

this be so, those collectors who have paid big prices for them are

keeping white elephants. From this we strongly dissent. Their sale

in this country by dealers in the immediate future will doubtless be
restricted owing to the scare engendered by the proceedings against

Mr. Creeke and others, but this, as is almost invariably the case, will

soon die away and be forgotten. Meanwhile there is no prohibition

against these stamps on the Continent, and a glance at the advertise-

ments in foreign philatelic publications will show how freely they are

being handled abroad. To assert that collectors who bought their

stamps years ago cannot sell them with safety is tantamount to saying

that they bought them knowing them to be stolen, and are, therefore,

neither more nor less than receivers of stolen property.

The London Philatelist must have overlooked one or two important
admissions made at the trial in question, which, so far at all events as

the I.R. Officials are concerned, make them quite safe goods for

collectors to hold in an unused condition, without incurring the

imputation of being amongst the worst class of criminals known to

the English law.

Commenting upon the article in our contemporary, the Australian

Philatelist says that the writer of it " misses one point,
The A.F. an imp0rtant one, viz., the true value of unused Official

the L.P. Stamps. Our opinion is that Official Stamps authorised

by a Government are in the same category as the stamps
sold for the franking of ordinary correspondence. The former are
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varieties only of the latter stamps, with this difference, that they are

of value only in their used state."

To the latter portion of this paragraph we venture to say,

Bunkum ! It is too generally recognised to need further proof that in

the vast majority of cases, stamps, and especially those of the official

class, are of considerably greater value unused than used. Surely the

Australian Philatelist cannot mean to imply that it agrees with the

contention of a few collectors,—but oh ! how few—some of whom we
believe still survive, that a postage stamp is not a postage stamp until

it has been defaced. This cannot be ; the Journal in question is far

;htened to hold any such view.

The Sydney Philatelic Club has been discussing the question as to

what Australian stamps should be included amongst the

What are Commonwealth issues up to the present time. The
they? Hon. Secretary, we are told, introduced the discussion in

which many members took part. The President closed

the debate by reviewing at some length the various arguments for and
against, and gave his own opinion, which unfortunately is not recorded

in the minutes of the proceedings, as it would carry with it consider-

able weight. Great divergence of opinion seemed to exist, and
consequently no vote was taken, so that the matter still offers fair field

for discussion. The question is one of more moment than many
which form the basis of these incidental discussions of an academical
nature nowadays becoming so popular at Society meetings. At present

w7e are unable to see how it can be contended that when the Common-
wealth per se has issued no stamps, any stamps issued by local

authorities can be deemed to be stamps of the Commonwealth.
Assuming, however, we are incorrect in this opinion, and that the

stamps at present in use in the different States are stamps of the

Commonwealth, are they not Quasi Locals ? For example, the

stamps of the Commonwealth in use in Victoria cannot frank

correspondence other than that posted within the confines of that

State, and letters so franked and posted in other parts of the Common-
wealth are treated, we understand, as unpaid. If this deduction be
well founded, something must surely be wrong in the initial assumption
that these stamps are an issue of the Commonwealth.
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Notable Philatelists

T. W. Hall.

NO name in Europe stands so prominently in the front rank as

that of Mr. T. W. Hall among the specialists of the South
American continent. It is fitting-, therefore, that he should be

the Notable Philatelist of this particular number, which contains a

full report of the exhibition at Buenos Ayres—an exhibition which
will doubtless draw renewed attention both to philately in and philately

of South America.
A member of the legal profession, it was through his intimate

association, from a professional point of view, with the doings and
misdoings of stamp men that he himself became a collector. True he
possessed the inevitable school boy collection, but this, although
similar in most respects to the one recently handed over to Messrs.

Puttick & Simpson for sale, bore this characteristic difference, it did

not include the Post Office Mauritius.

Mr. Hall collects all South America, but not Central, although he
takes British Guiana, Curacao, and Surinam.

He nibbles at Turkey and Greece, and has a few Australians, Fiji,

Tasmania, and New Zealand being worthy of more than a passing

notice.

A prominent and successful competitor at recent philatelic exhibi-

tions, he has taken two gold, one silver, and one bronze for Peru,

Argentine Republic, and Columbia at London in 1897 ; a silver and
bronze for Argentine Republic and Corrientes, Curacao and Surinam
at Manchester in 1899. While at the Herts display in 1902, he was
awarded the gold medal for Fiji, and the gold for Chili ; in both
classes having strong exhibits to compete against, a circumstance
which makes these medals very precious to this proud holder. In

literature Mr. Hall has not been altogether idle, having been associated

with Mr. E. D. Bacon and Mr. Luff in elucidating the Lithographed
Chilis, and has recently concluded a paper on the 1861 and 1863
issues of Columbia, both works of much more than ordinary merit.

Mr. Hall is a member of several philatelic societies, and is a

member of the Council of the Philatelic Society, London, and a hon.

member of the Herts Society—an honour which is justly deserved.

We look upon Mr. Hall as one of the earnest and enthusiastic

members of the premier Society, and one who is ready to take a

prominent part in the next Exhibition in London, which, to maintain

the continuity (1890, 1897, 1904), ought to be held next year. We are

aware of the quarter from whence the opposition springs, but opinion

is steadily gaining ground that in the best interests of the Society, and
of philately generally, an Exhibition should be announced. With
material such as the subject of our sketch, and a few others who could

be named, the old horses of the Society can with safety be allowed to

graze, and the two-year-olds be given a chance.
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Luxemburg.

By Jos. Schock,

President of " U Union des Timor-ophites ."

SECOND PART.

The "Official" Stamps.

thus

(Continued from Page 179.)

Generally the surcharge reads from the left bottom to the right top,

The surcharge, however, is very often reversed, and these present

the following appearance :

—

With this surcharge (reversed) the following stamps are known

a. Rouletted in coloured lines :

1 centime brown.

12J centimes carmine.

20 ., greyish-brown (dark and light).

25 ,, Prussian blue.

30 ,, reddish-violet (dark and light).

40 „ yellow-orange, 1874.

1 franc bistre and black.

b. Perforated.

Printed at Luxemburg.

1 centime brown.
2 centimes black.

4 ,, blue-green.

4 ,, dark green.

10 ., lilac.

12J „
25

carmine,

dark blue.
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M. Moens gives in his large catalogue also with surcharged reversed

the

12^ centimes violet-rose of 1875.

So far I have never seen this stamp.
Besides the two above variations of surcharge I have found the

following :—

a. With surcharge commencing running from the left top

corner to the rigfht bottom corner:

%
2 centimes black, rouletted in white lines.

40 ,, yellow-orange, rouletted in coloured lines.

1 franc bistre and black. .. „ „

b. With the surcharge running from the right bottom corner to

the left top corner:—

X
v,.

2 centimes black, rouletted in white lines.

20 ,, chocolate, rouletted in coloured lines.

1 franc bistre and black. ., ,, „

c. With double surcharge from the bottom left to the top right

corner.

2 centimes black, rouletted in white lines.

25 ,, ultramarine, rouletted in coloured lines.

1 centime brown, perf. Local printing.

2 centimes black,

4 „ blue-green ..

5 ., yellow .. ., .,

10 „ lilac

12^ .., carmine ,, ,, ,,

20 ,, chocolate, rouletted in coloured lines.

25 ,, pale-blue, perf. Local printing.

40 ,, yellow-orange, rouletted in coloured lines.

d. With a treble oblique surcharge.

2 centimes black, rouletted in white lines.

20 ,, chocolate, rouletted in coloured lines.
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e. With two surcharges, one correctly done from the left bottom
to the right top corner, the other reversed.

i franc, bistre and black, rouletted in coloured lines.

/. With two surcharges, one correctly done, and a second
horizontally at the top of the stamp.

2 centimes black, rouletted in white lines.

25 ,, blue, perf. Harlem printing.

g. With two surcharges, one correctly done, and the second
vertically traversing the first.

1 franc bistre and black, rouletted in coloured lines.

5 centimes yellow, perf. Local printing.

h. With two surcharges, one correctly done, and the other

vertically on the right-hand side of the stamp.

5 centimes yellow, perf. Local printing.

i. A properly surcharged stamp se tenant with one not surcharged.

5 centimes yellow, perf. Local printing.

Besides the enumerated varieties are to be found many stamps
with only part of the word "OFFICIEL v

as surcharged. Many
have OFFICI, OFFICIE, FFICIEL, or FICIEL, the missing
portions are then to be found on the adjacent stamp, top or bottom, to

the left or to the right.

There exists also a 5 centimes orange, on which the surcharge
reads, OFFI CIEL. Between the letters I and C there is a space of

about jjmm., which is double that of the normal. M. Moens in his

large catalogue cites a stamp of 30 centimes, reddish-violet, rouletted

in coloured lines, with the faulty inscription centimes, instead of

centimes.

1878—1880 issue.

The printing works, in surcharging the ordinary postage stamps
for the use of the official correspondence from 1878— 1880, used letters

from a different font. They were a little smaller and Egyptian capitals.

The total length of the surcharge is 24—24Jmm. and the height 2mm.
This surcharge was printed by Victor Buck on the following postage

stamps :

—

a. Rouletted in coloured lines :

1 centime brown.
20 centimes chocolate (grey-brown, dark and light).

30 ,, reddish-violet.

40 ,, yellow-orange (dark and light). 1874 printing.

1 franc on 37JC. bistre and black.

b. Perforated. Local printing :

1 centime brown (dark and light).

2 centimes black.

4 ,, blue-green.

4 ,, dark green.
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5 .. yellow (two shades).

10 .. bluish-lilac,

greyish-lilac,

carmine.
10

12

25 ,, dark blue.

&lV
A$

Like the official stamps issued from 1875—1877, tne surcharge
OFFICIEL runs generally from the left bottom to the right top
corner. The stamps enumerated hereafter, however, have the surcharge
reversed, and running from the right top to the left bottom corner.

a. Rouletted in coloured lines :

1 centime brown.
20 centimes chocolate.

30 .. reddish-violet.

40 .. yellow-orange.

1 franc bistre and black.

b. Perforated. Local printing :

1 centime brown.
2 centimes black.

4 ,, blue-green.

10 ., bluish-lilac.

12^- .. carmine.

Besides the reversed surcharge this issue does not produce many
varieties. The following only are known :

—

a. Two stamps se tenant, one bearing the surcharge of 1875 and
the other of 1878 :

2 centimes black, perf.

1 franc bistre and black, rouletted in coloured lines.

b. Three stamps se tenant, the first having the reversed surcharge

and the third having the regular surcharge, while the centre

one has no surcharge :

2 centimes black, perf.

Moens, in his large catalogues, gives the 1 centime brown, Harlem
printing, with this surcharge. This stamp, never having been issued

officially, must be the work of a forger.

In this issue also a number of stamps do not have the full surcharge.

The majority are without either O or L ; these letters will be found on
adjacent stamps.

November, 1SS1, issue.

From the 1st of November, 18S1, the surcharge OFFICIEL on
all stamps used for the franking of official correspondence was replaced
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by the initials S.P. (service public). The reason for this change was as

follows :

—

The manufacture of official postage stamps was undertaken in

consequence, as mentioned above, of Art. 6 of the Treaty signed in

Berne on the 4th of June, 1874, which prescribed that all correspond-

ence carried by the post must be franked with such postage stamps
as are used in the country of origin for the franking of private

correspondence. In the opinion of the Luxemburg Government the

surcharge OFFICIEL on the postage stamps did not in any way
change their character. This, however, was not so, as a notification

from the International Office of the Union, established at Berne,

stated that it had been decided that these stamps were contrary to this

decree. On the other hand the same office saw no infringement of it,

if the stamps, which were necessary to the Luxemburg public

administrations for the prepayment of their correspondence, were
surcharged by means of the letters S.P. Therefore, from the 1st of

November, 1881, the Grand-Duchy employed stamps surcharged in

this manner in its intercourse with Switzerland and with the other

countries of the Union from the 1st of January, 1883.

To print this surcharge Victor Buck used a type called " grotesque,"

2jmm. high.

The following stamps were issued with this surcharge :

—

a. Rouletted in coloured lines :

40 centimes yellow-orange. 1874 issue.

b. Perforated 13. Local printing :

1 centime brown.

4 centimes green.

5 ,, yellow.

1 franc bistre and black.

The 40 centimes orange, perforated and printed locally, given in

the large catalogue of Moens, was never issued with the surcharge S.P.

c. Stamps of 1880—1882. Harlem printing.:

1 centime brown

.

2 centimes i black.

5 yellow.

10 lilac.

12^ „ rose.

20 ,, greyish-brown.

^5 ' » light blue.

30 reddish-lilac.

With the exception of the 12J centimes rose, which is perforated

12J, all the above values are perforated 12 J- and 13J.

In reference to the surcharge, it will be found that the stamps show
two distinct varieties. The first printing seems to have been done with
new type, whereas later printings appear to have been done with
used-up type. On stamps belonging to an early printing the surcharge
is neat and clear, and the dots after the initials are hardly visible,

whereas in later printings the letters appear broader and the dots are

larger and show clearly.
.......
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Besides this variation in the surcharge, I have to chronicle the

following:

—

Surcharge S.P. reversed.

40 centimes yellow-orange, rouletted on coloured lines.

5 ,, yellow, perf. 13. Local printing.

Surcharge S.P. on the back of the stamp.

1 centime bistre, perf. 12J. Harlem printing.

Two stamps se tenant, one with surcharge S.P. and the other without.

1 centime bistre, perf. 12J. Harlem printing.

1882 issue.

I have stated above that the stamps of the coat-of-arms type and
surcharged S.P. issued in November, 1881, were used for the franking

of official correspondence to Switzerland.

This decision of the Administration was brought to the knowledge
of the various post offices by a letter from the Head Post Office dated
November 12th, 188 1, as well as the following circular :

—

" No. 4,560.—Issue of new official stamps.

" Luxemburg, 28th November, 1882.

" In consequence of the decision of the Administrator-General of

Finances, under date of 21st October, 1881, No. 6,140, the official

correspondence of the Grand-Duchy intended for Switzerland had to

be franked by means of postage stamps specially devised and surcharged
with the S.P. (service public) over the coat-of-arms.

" This decision was notified to the various post offices interested by
my letter of the 12th November, 1881, No. 4,177.

" It has been decided now that the old official stamps shall be

continued to be used for the franking of official correspondence for all

other countries until the time when ordinary postage stamps of a new
type are put on sale. The franking of all official correspondence,
without exception, will then be made by stamps of the new type
having the surcharge S.P. The exchange of stamps having the old

surcharge ' OFFICIEL ' will be made through the intermedium of

the Administration.
" The post offices are asked to mark this alteration to the last

paragraph of Art. 2 of the Decree of the 29th of December, 1879, for

the franking of official correspondence to foreign countries.

" The Administrator of the Post.

" (Signed) Bernard."

«^#<*r>
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Mauritius.

TOSTACF^

m*i

THE discover}- uf another Post Office Mauritius calls attention

once more to these idols of the popular fancy, and it may be

useful to place on record the locale of the known specimens.

This was done, as our readers will know, some years ago; since then,

however, some ot them have changed hands. To the best of our

belief the position to-day is :

—

Blue.

i

i

2

I

I

Red

I

I

2

I

The Tapling Collection

The Avery ,,

The Ferrary ,,

The Mors ,,

The Mirabeau
The Duveen ,,

The Vernon Roberts ,,

The Kirchner .,

The Earl of Kintore ,,

Unknown ...

M. Bernichon, Paris

(From the Legrand Collection).

That is to say of the 21 known specimens, eight are in England,
nine in France, one in Russia, and three unknown.

The specimen recently unearthed, of which we give an illustration,

was found in an old collection formed by the owner when a boy at

school in 1864, and containing curiously enough nothing else of any
moment. It has been lying idle all these years, the owner being

unaware of its existence.

As will be seen the copy is unused and in hne condition. It is to

be offered for sale by auction by Messrs. Puttick & Simpson in January
next.

This is not the first instance of a Post Ofrice Mauritius appearing

in the Auction Room. A one penny on the entire was put up at Mr.
Ostara's sale in Manchester, on September 15th, 1898, but it failed

to reach the reserve.

In the present instance we venture to predict a purchaser will be

found in this countrv.
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The earliest information as to New Issues will be much appreciated by us, and will be duly

to the correspondent, or firm, sending it. Our foreign subscribers can materia

help us in this direction. When possible, a specimen should

accompany the information, and be addressed to

G. l
; nii i). II Gibson, /, Clarence Street, Manchester.

The British Empire.

Great Britain.—Mr W. H. Peckitt

sends us the current 2s. 6d. surcharged
"12 piastres " for use from Levant Offices.

The is. (Queen's Head) Government Parcels

stamp is reported with inverted surcharge.

Adhesive.

For use at Levant Offices.

12 piastres in black on 2s. 6d. lilac.

Official stamp.

is. green and carmine (Queen's Head),

surcharged pa
°
cT.j's

inverted.

British Somaliland.—In addition to

the ^a. King's Plead chronicled last month
we have now received the ia. carmine.

Adhesive.

ia. carmine, surcharged
Somaliland

m ^'ack -

Again we have to make acknowledgement,
with thanks to Ewcu's Weekly, for the

following list of varieties in the above and
in the \ anna, the more prominent, we
think, being of no little interest.

Varieties of Aa. green.

" S " of " Somaliland " defective and on some
sheets almost like the figure "8." Small T
in '" British " (broken type).

Broken O like U in " SUMALILAND."
Wrong fount O in '' Somaliland,'' round
instead of oval.

Nos. 1 16, 120. Thick or heavy D in " Somaliland."
No. 155. Small N in " Somaliland."
No. 161. Small I in " Somali."
No. 172. Small L in " Land."
Nos. 187, 197. Full stop instead of "1" in

" SOMAL.LAND."
No. 227. Short footed L in " Somali."

Varieties of ia. carmine.

No. 2. Small T in " British " (broken type).

No 3. "SOMAL.LAND."
No. 22. Broken O like U in " SUMALILAND. '

Nos. 50, 64. Small L in "Somali." No. 64 also has
a figure instead of letter for first I of British,
but is very rarely distinguishable.

Nos. 63, 78. Small L in " Land."
No. 84. " BRIT SH " error.
No. 93. Wrong fount O in " Somali."
No. 99. Small I with dot in " Somali."

No.

Xo. 22

No. 93

No. 102. Small L in " Land.

"

No. 10S. Small N in " Land."
Nos. 116, 120. Thick D in "Land" (not so promi-

nent as in Queen's Head issue).

No. 155. Small N in " Land."
No. 161. Small I in " Somali."
No. 172. Small L in " Land," not very clear.

Nos. 187, 197. " SOMAL.LAND."
No. 227. Short foot L in " Somaliland."
No. 231. Small L in " Land."

India. Nabha.—Beyond the five values
already listed, the 4a., 6a., 8a., 12a. and ir.

of the new set have been overprinted for

this State.
Adhesives.

4 annas olive green

6 ,, bistre ,, ,, ,,

8 „ bright mauve ., ,,

12 ,, brown on red
1 rupee carmine and green ,, ,, .,

Labuan.—Though we do not know
whether they are yet in issue, various of

our contemporaries chronicle two new
values of the type shown below.

xj a V2XJ A
surcharged e^ATE *n black.

.ifiNwaffi
Adhesives.

ic. black and violet.

3c. black and brown.

Mauritius.—In sending a new 4 cent
value, Messrs. Whitfield King write as
follows :

" The 4c. stamp we send you is an
error, the printers having transposed the
colours by mistake, the stamps being printed
in green and the value in violet, instead of

vice versa. We are informed that 90,000 of
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these were printed, but there will not be
any more in these colours."

Adhesive.

4 cents green and lilac.

Orange River Colony.—The Post-
master of Bloemfon'ein, writing under
recent date, informs us that the new five

shillings value will not be issued till some
time next year.

Sierra Leone.—The new King's Head
set is at last to hand ; the stamps are of the
usual " Postage and Revenue" type. The
id. value we have mentioned before.

Adliesives.

hd. purple and green, wmk. CA and Crown, perf. 14.
id. ,. carmine
iid. .. black
2d. ,. orange
2hd. .. ultramarine ..

3<k •• grey
4d. ., carmine
5d. ., black
6d. ., purple
is. green and black
2s. ., ultramarine
5s. ,, carmine
20s. purple and red

Sudan.—The 5 piastres has been sur-

charged " 5 Milliemes " in black. We are

without the number printed, but the issue
was to meet a temporary shortage in
Khartoum.

5 Milliemes

Adhesive.

5 Milliemes in black on 5 piastres brown and green.

Trinidad.—The ^d. value has been
changed in colour and now comes to hand
in green on buff paper, value in ultramarine.

A dhesive.

4d. green and ultramarine on buff, wmk. CA & Crown.

Victoria.—The current shilling, re-cut

die, now comes in a decided orange, the
first shade being much more yellow. It is

still perforated 12-12J.

Foreign Countries.

China.—We have been shown the 5 cents
of the current set in a new colour. The
Monthly Journal mentions that it is stated to

be an error.
Adhesive.

5 cents yellow.

Colombia. Antiocjuia. — The Monthly
Journal mentions two new stamps for this

Province, a 50c. and a 1 peso. They are
long and narrow in shape and bear the

inscription " 1903, Colombia Departmento
De Antioquia." The 50c. has large numerals
in the centre, while the 1 peso shows a
portrait of one " Zea."

Adhesivez.

50c. rose, perf. 12.

ip. sepia, ,,

Boyaca.—The two high values listed last

month come both perf. 12 and imperforate.

Cauca.—Here also the provisional 20c.

recently listed is found to be pin perf.

(about 7) and imperf.

Medelun,— The Monthly Journal has
received two stamps for local, postage ; they

bear a coat-of-arras and the inscription

".Correos 'Urban'os Medellm."

•
. ;;; yA dhesives.

•'"-".. \ "...

20c. red-brown, perf. 12.

40c. violet,

Costa Rica.—Eioen's Weekly illustrates

three new values of the current set, and
also lists a set of Unpaid letter stamps.
The new postal values consist of a 4c.,

6c. and 25c, bearing various portraits. The
Unpaid letter stamps are of simple design,

only showing a large figure in black upon a
groundwork of engine turning, inscribed

"Correos de Costa-Kica — Centimos —
Multa."

Adliesives.

4c. lilac (Jose M. Canas).
6c. olive-yellow and black (Julian Volio).

25c. ultramarine and blue (Eusebio Figuero).

Unpaid lettey stamps.

5c. blue-green,
ioc. brown.
15c. yellow-green.
20c. carmine.
25c. ultramarine.
30c. black-brown.

•; 40c. olive.

50c. lilac.

France. French Colonies and Offices.
—We find that we have some leeway to

make up under this heading, but new issues,

provisionals and changes of colour have
been coming of late with such profusion, it

has been difficult to mention everything in

order. We think, however, that with those

referred to in- recent months, the following

items will bring our list fairly up-to-date.
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Cavalle —The 30c. has at last made its

appearance for this office.

Adhesive.

30c. lilac.

China, Offices in.—Nine thousand of

the 15c. pale red have been surcharged with
a large " 5 " in black.

Adhesive.
" 5

" in black on 15c. pale red.

for use from thisDedeagh.—The 30c.

office has appeared.

Adhesive.

50c. lilac.

Guadeloupe —The 60c. and ifr. Unpaid
letter stamps have been both altered in

value to 30c; the surcharge is in black.

Adliesives.

Unpaid letter stamps.

30c on 60c. brown on buff.

30c. on ifr. rose.

Hoi Hao. —Additional to theset chronicled
in July, the 15c, 75c. and 1 and 5fs. have
received the black surcharge for use here.

Adhesives.

15c. lilac-grey, surcharged in black.
75c. brown on orange, ,, ,,

if. olive-green,
5f. lilac on lilac,

Indo-China.—Messrs. Whitfield King &
Co. send us a provisional formed by sur-

charging the current 25c. blue with the

figures " 15 " in block type in black.

A dliesive.

" 15 " on 25c. blue.

Ivory Coast.—The 5c, 10c. and 60c.

Unpaid letter stamps of French design
have been surcharged for use on Parcel
Post service here. The overprint is in

black, and reads " Cote d'lvoire—Colis
Postaux," and " ifr." or "4 " below.

Adliesives.

Parcel Post stamps.

[fr. in black on 5c. blue.
ifr.

4fr.

roc. brown.
60c. violet.

Long-Tcheou.—This is another town for

which the stamps of Indo-China have been
specially overprinted as in the case of Hoi-
Hao, etc., etc.

Adliesives.

Surcharged Long-Tcheou, etc., in black.

1 centime black on azure.
2 centimes brown on buff.

4 ,, purple-brown on grey.

5 ., yellow-green.
carmine.

15 lilac-grey.

25 ., blue.

5 francs lilac on lilac.

Morocco.—Owing to a temporary ex-

haustion of the 5 and 10c. postage stamps,
four hundred of the 5c. and two hundred
of the ioc. Unpaid letter stamps were
recently surcharged " PP " (Port paye).

The surcharge is placed sideways.

Adhesives.

Unpaid letter stamps surcharged for use as
postage stamps.

5c. blue, surcharged " PP" in black.
10c. brown, ,, ,, ,,

New Caledonia.—We have just received
an entirely "speculative and unnecessary
issue " from this Colony. The set, from ic.

to 1 franc inclusive, has been surcharged to
celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the
Settlement. With varieties, colours, etc ,

fifteen stamps are thus produced, but as
these might not be enough to go round,
seven of the lower values have been sur-
charged in addition with new denominations.
The overprint reads " Cinquantenaire, 24
Septembre, 1853-1903," and is in varying
colours In the second set the new value is

printed in blue, sideways on the 2c, 4c , 5c.

(dark green), 15c and 20c, and upright on
the others. This is, of course, in addition
to the centenary surcharge.

Adliesives.

1 centime black on azure, surcharged as above in blue.
2 centimes brown on buff ,,

-I ., purple-brown on grey ,.

5 .. yellow-green '
..

5 ., dark green
10 ,, black on lilac ., ,. in red.
10 >> ,, .. ., in gold.
15 „ lilac-grey ., ,. in red.
20 ., red on green ,, ,, in blue.
25 ,, black on rose
30 ,, cinnamon on drab ., ,, in red.
40 ,, red on yellow ,. ,, in blue.
50 ., carmine on rose ,, ,, ,,

75 ,, black-brown on orange ,, ,, inblack.
1 franc olive-xreen

,, n in blue.
" 1 " in blue on 2c. brown on buff.
"2"

,, 4c. purple-brown on grey.
"4"

u 5c. yellow-green.
"4

"

,, 5c dark green.
" 10

"

,, 15c. lilac-grey.
""15"

,1 20c. red on green.
" 20

"

,, 25c. black on rose.

Somali Coast.— It appears that not only
has the arrangement of colours in the high
values been varied, as we noted last month,
but that the whele set has undergone a
similar alteration. The centres are in the
second colour given.

A dhesives

ic. purple and black.
2c. red-brown ,,

4c. rose ,,

4c. salmon ,,

5c. blue-green ,,

ioc. rose and blue.
15c. bistre and black.
20c. violet „
25c. grey
25c. blue ,,

30c. carmine
40c. orange
50c. green
75c. buff
75c. orange ,,

Tunis.—Messrs. Whitfield King & Co.
send us two new values of the Unpaid
letter stamps.

Adhesives.

Unpaid letter stamps.

2 francs carmine on green.

5 ,, black on yellow.
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Guatemala.—Mekeel's Weekly lists the
recent surcharges on the 6c, 150c. and 200c.

in red as well as in black.

Adhesives.

5c. in red on 6c. pale green,
o- 150c. blue.

200c. yellow.
25c.

25c.

Hungary.—The following series of Un-
paid letter stamps is chronicled on the
authority of Ewen's Weekly. The stamps
are oblong, with figures of value in centre
in black on plain white ground, " Magyar
kir Posta." and " Filler" above and below
in small capitals.

Adhesives.

Unpaid letter stamps.

1 tiller green and black, pert". u£.

50

perf. 1 if:

Persia.—The A met'lean Journal of Philately

has seen the 2 tomans surcharge on the
5okr. in red instead of in black.

Adhesive.

2tom. in red on 50 kr. green.

Russia.—Of the lower values of the

current set the 4k. has now been seen on
vertically laid paper.

Adhesive.

4kop. carmine, vertically laid paper.

Levant.— Messrs. Whitfield King & Co.
have supplied us with four higher values

for use from these offices. The surcharge
is applied diagonally. All are on the

vertically laid paper, though the 50 and
7okop. have not been previously seen thus.

Adhesives.

2 piastres in black on 20k. red and carmine.

5 .. red on 50k. mauve and green.

7 ,, blue on 70k. brown and orange.

Salvador. — The American Journal of
Philately lists a set of Unpaid letter stamps

;

the design is similar to that of the new
postage stamps. They are watermarked
" S " and perforated 14J.

Adhesives.

Unpaid letter stamps.

ic. yellow-green.
2c. carmine.
3c. orange.
5c. dark blue,

ioc. violet.

12c. slate.

13c red-brown.
24c. scarlet.

26c. yellow-brown.
50c. bistre.

iooc. bright blue.

Sweden.—We have an 8 ore of the
current type in purple.

Adhesive.

8 ore purple, wmk. Crown, perf. 13.

United States. — We now illustrate
below the two and five dollars stamps
recently issued.

1
- _y.**»i„TRrW . Jf

Philippine Islands.—Three values of

the new series have been overprinted in the

usual manner for use here ; they are as

follows.
Adhesives.

1 cent green surcharged "PHILIPPINES" in black.

2 cents carmine ,, ,, ,,

50 „ orange
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Supplementary Notes on
the Stamps of Crete issued by the

English Administration

By Franz Reichenheim.

I

PURPOSED publishing a paper on the Stamps of Crete last

year, and had already collected many official documents and
interesting items, which were previously published in different

Stamp Magazines, when, owing to the state of my health, I was
compelled to undergo an operation and to spend the winter in the

South of France.
In the meantime, Mr. Theodor Haas' Article on the same subject

was published in the Illustv. Briefmarken Journal and reproduced in

English in this Journal.*
Comparing his paper with my notes, I see that lam able to make

a few additions referring to the issues of the stamps made by the

English Administration.

I am principally indebted to Major-General Sir Herbert Chas.
Chermside, K.C.M.G., C.B., R.E., commanding British troops and
Military Commissioner in Crete 1898-1899, Major W. E. Fairholme,
C.M.G., R.A., Assistant Military Commissioner in Crete 1898-1899,
Mr. R. W. Graves, H.M. Consul General, Canea, Crete, for being
able to give the following particulars.

The regulations for a Provisional Postal Service in the Province of

Candia were laid down in the following Official Circular:—

t

" Circular Memorandum, No. 9.

" Provisional Organization of a Postal Service in the Province of Candia.

" In order to facilitate communication between places in the interior

and the town, provisional post offices will be established. They will

only deal with correspondence within the boundaries of the province.

"The Austrian post office at Candia will be the central office, and
will undertake the delivery and dispatch of correspondence with the
interior of the province, as well as with the other provinces of Crete,

and with all places outside the island.
" The district post offices will send three times weekly a bag

containing the mails of Candia and outside the province, and a second
for correspondence between the districts.

" The mails destined for the Candia office are to arrive there everv
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday.

" Of course, the offices which make use of the other intermediate
offices must dispatch their mails a day earlier.

" The Kharakas office, e.g., must send its post on Sunday, so that

the intermediate office at Arkhanes can send it on the following day
to Candia.

" The Myraes office must send its post to the Kharakas office in

time to be forwarded by the latter to Arkhanes, and thence to Candia.
" Every letter addressed to a place within the province, including

* September, 1902, etc. f Published in the " Blue Book," Turkey (No. 2), 1899, p. 8.
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the town of Candia, must bear a special 20 para stamp, or, in the case
of newspapers and circulars, 10 paras, while letters for the outside

world, including those for Rethymo and Canea, must bear the inter-

national 1 piastre postage stamp.
" Local postmasters will write on provincial postage stamps the

name of their post office and the date, but the 1 piastre stamps on
letters addressed to places outside the province must be left intact to

be postmarked by the Candia office.

" Each post office will receive a supply of postage stamps, both
local and international, for which the Postmaster will render an
account at the end of each month. The money encashed by each
office is to be sent to the Candia post office, which will account for it

to the British Financial Controller.
" The person selected as Postmaster should, besides knowing Greek,

be able to read addresses in European languages. He will receive a

fixed monthly salary.
" It will be a misdemeanour, punishable by a fine up to 1 medjidie,

to send letters otherwise than by post between places where the postal

service is established.

"Post offices will be established at :

—

" Arkhanes, for Temenos district.

Castelli, for Pediada district.

Chersoniso, for Pediada district.

Aghios Myron, for Malevisi district.

Kharakas, for Monofatsi district.

Myraes, for Kenurio and Pyrgiotissa district.

" For payment of stamps will be accepted :

—

" The silver medjidie for 20 piastres.

The pound sterling for 120 piastres.

The napoleon (gold) for 95 piastres.

" Letters on Her Majesty's Service and soldiers' letters will go free,

but should bear the signature of an officer.

" The postmen will be provided by the districts concerned, and will

wear an armband with a metal badge to distinguish them.
" Sealing-wax, string, packing paper and post bags, as well as a

seal for postmasters, will be issued by the Austrian post office.

" {Signed) W. E. Fairholme, Major,
'

'A ssistant Commissioner.

"Candia, November 25th, 1898."

Major-General Sir Herbert Chermside and Major W. E. Fairholme
inform me in their letters dated 15th May and 2nd June, 1901,

respectively :

—

The postal arrangements, including timetables for a tri-weekly

service of mails, were made by Major Fairholme, in consultation with

Chevalier Berinda, Austro-Hungarian Vice-Consul and Chief of the

Austrian Post Office at Candia, who, besides the assistance of his

valuable experience, placed the Austrian Post Office and its staff at

the disposal of the British Authorities as the central post office for the

Province. The postmasters at all the other offices were Cretans,

appointed at small salaries on the recommendation of the British

District Commissioners.
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The postal messengers were all Cretans and wore a badge designed

by Major Fairholme.
As the administration was undertaken at a moment's notice, and as

the authorities did not wish to delay the beginning of this postal

service, on which they depended from the first for communication with

the British officials in the Province, a provisional postage stamp was
struck pending the arrival of the more orthodox stamps which were
ordered by Sir H. Chermside through H.B.M. Minister at Athens.

The provisional purple 20 parades stamp was designed by Chevalier

Berinda, and the brass hand stamp with which it was reproduced was
made under his orders by a Cretan workman.

3,000 of these stamps were struck at the x\ustrian Post Office, and
the first supply of permanent stamps (blue and green) having been

received, the brass hand stamp was defaced with a file in the presence

of H.M. Consul-General Sir A. Biliotti, Chevalier Berinda and
Major-General (then Colonel) Sir Herbert Chas. Chermside on 20th

January, 1899.
The Candia stamps were only used for Inland postage, but letters

for abroad could be posted at any of the British provincial post

offices with the Austrian stamp as if posted at Candia itself.

The question of employing the Candia stamps for foreign postage

was not raised in view of the temporary nature of the administration,

and so as not to clash with the existing contracts of the foreign post

offices in Crete.

Soon after our postal service had been started, the British postal

administration undertook to carry the mails for the French Province,

as man)/ steamers called at Candia which did not touch at an)- port in

Sitia, and with a view to this a connection was established between
the British respective postal messengers, which also enabled letters to

be posted in the Sitia (French) Province for places in the Candia
(British) Province, and vice versa. It was arranged between the

French Commandant and Major Fairholme that such letters should
bear the Candia Province local stamp, and the British Commissioner
supplied the French authorities with a quantity of these for the

purpose. This latter arrangement, however, only lasted for a few
days, as it did not find favour with the French postal authorities.

There exist, however, a few specimens of the Candia stamp bearing-

French postmarks, which came on letters posted during those days.

These should be exceedingly rare.*

It is not certain what led to the change in colour of the stamps
printed in Athens from blue and green to brown and rose, but Major
Fairholme thinks it was done with some idea of making counterfeit

more difficult at Athens.
I learn from Mr. R. W. Graves, to whom the foreign office referred

me, that the British Post Office Administration at Candia ceased on
the 24th July, 1899, but the stamps issued by the British authorities

continued to be in circulation until the 12th March, 1900, when the

Cretan post .office was started, and all the remaining stamps were
handed over to the Cretan Government.

This official information corrects the date Mr. Haas gives for the

opening of the Cretan post office, and the issue of the stamps of

Crete printed by Messrs. Bradbury, Wilkinson & Company, Limited.

* According to a note in the Revue Philatelique Francaise, No. 112 of 30th April, 1900.
Only 8-10 specimens are known to exist.
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Argentine Philatelic Exhibition.

THIS Exhibition held at the beginning of September at Buenos
Ayres was the third one of the kind inaugurated by the
Argentine Philatelic Society, and quite surpassed those which

had gone before. We learn that the present one was a great success,

and in regard to the number of exhibits as well as the rarity and
condition of the stamps shown quite exceeded the expectations of the

most sanguine. Much interest was evinced locally, and it was the
general opinion not only that philately had made great strides in

South America, but that the Exhibition would be the means of still

further increasing the study among collectors as well as adding new
recruits. Bearing this in mind some of the Committee regret now
that advantage was not taken of the gathering of so many philatelists

together, to have had a series of lectures, given by the more prominent
of them, for the benefit and enlightenment of the general public

who attended.

The scheme of the Exhibition appeared in the August number,
so does not require repetition, but we may remind our readers that

only collectors resident in South America were qualified to exhibit.

Every precaution was taken for the securitv of the stamps, both
against loss by fire or theft.

Dr. Luis Golsack took the gold medal in the class for general

collections, his Chili including a number of sheets ; Columbia and
Peru both being strong, and the latter including the J rose error.

Domingo Menichelli and Juan Migoni each took a silver medal in the

same class, whilst for collections under 7,000. Jorge Piaccenti obtained

a bronze.

Class II. was the most important, as it was for specialised collec-

tions, and included two or three extremely meritorious exhibits.

The President, Mr. Jose V. Frugone, took a silver for his Argentine,

Buenos Ayres, Corrientes, Uruguay, Chili, Brazil, Paraguay, etc., and
Mr. Ferrer a similar medal for much the same countries. Neither of

these collections, however, was specialised to the extent in vogue in

Europe. In the second division of the same class restricted to the

stamps of Argentina, A. V. Y. Calvo was awarded the gold medal.
This was altogether a fine exhibit, and included in Buenos Ayres a

"fine fleet," used and unused, the 3 pesos, 4 pesos, and 5 pesos being

shown in this way, and several of each used. Cordoba entire sheets.

Corrientes, sheets and reconstructed plates. Argentine Confederation,

all the plates and the 15c. with large figures ; second issue 5c. carmine
variety without accent, used and unused ; 10c, six unused, nine used :

15 cents with accent, four and six ; and the scarce variety without
accent. Rivadavia, all varieties of the 5 cents in innumerable shades,

including three on ribbed paper; 10 cents ditto, including four imperf.,

one of which was unused, and one on entire; 15 cents ditto; 1868
10 cents on laid paper; 1892 1 peso brick; and the error 5 cents

green ; current issue 20 pesos, with centre inverted.
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Miguel Gambin, a gold in the same class, his strength lying in his

fleet of Buenos Ayres, and the Rivadavias of Argentina, including a

quarter of the 5 cents of the April 1867 issue used, said to be very

rare. He also showed the errors mentioned in the former exhibit, and
a very complete series of the official stamps.

Dr. Jose Marco del Pont displayed his well-known and fine

collection of this country, but it was not for competition—a fortunate

circumstance for the other exhibitors. The provisionals were exhibited

with normal, inverted, and double surcharges. In the general issues a

large number of scarce shades, errors, and especially strong in entire

sheets, including those of the official series. His Confederation
stamps included numbers of entire plates from which he has been able

to write his work on these stamps, which is being translated for and
now appearing in The Monthly Journal.

J. F. Schutz was the other exhibitor, and gained a silver medal.
In Division 7, A. V. Y. Calvo took a silver for English Colonies in

America, including West Indies—a general and fairly complete single

specimen collection ; and in the next division, A. E. Cook a silver for

the United States containing a quantity of the cardboard proofs.

In Division 10, Mexico, we congratulate Mr. E. E. Walker, an
old Lancastrian now resident in Buenos Ayres, upon his success—

a

silver medal. Although his collection is not of the magnitude or

completeness of that claimed by Mr. W. T. Wilson or Mr. Frentzel,

yet we can personally speak of its inherent interest.

Spain and Colonies found a worthy champion in Roberto de Solo

(gold medal) for a fine exhibit including all the dos reales of Spain,

and the early Philippines in great variety.

The exhibits in the Rarity Class call for no special notice ; they

contained none of the first water, and consisted chiefly of stamps of

the class of the North American shillings, and those of a lower grade,

for example the slanting figures of Brazil.

The successful competitors were : F. Biisch (gold), A. V. Y. Calvo
(silver), J. R. Abal (silver), M. Gambin (silver).

Other classes were allotted to fiscals, six competitors, one hors

concours. Post Cards, ten competitors. In both classes Mr. Walker
gained a silver medal.

The Compania Sud Americano de Billetes de Banco was awarded
a gold medal for a special exhibit.

The Philatelic Society of Argentina and its President, Mr. Jose
V. Frugone, are to be congratulated upon the success achieved, and it

is to be hoped a still greater measure of success, if possible, may be

meted out to the Exhibition the Society contemplate holding in 1904.

It is quite evident there are some determined and indefatigable

working philatelists in and around Buenos Ayres, and that they do not

intend to allow the grass to grow under their feet.

oO£H^
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Notes and News.

Old v. New.

In the American Journal of Philately, Mr.
Nankivell writes :

—

" Some excellent old folks are wedded to

the old issues, and it goes against the grain

for them to admit that they can ever see

any good in new issues They belong to

the antique. They are cast in that un-
alterable mould of thought and feeling that

lives in the past and is always moaning in

pitiable lamentations over the shortcomings
of the present. They have a habit, too, of

regarding the followers of new issues with
ostentatious and sorrowing contempt, and
they generate anvthing but a pleasant
comradeship. On the other hand, the new
issue folks say unkind things about the old

issues, and do much to create a division in

the ranks of philatelists that need never
exist.

"These extremists are a trouble to any
and every hobby.

" In philately there is ample room for each
and all of us to follow our own bents and I

yet recognise a common bond of sympathy
in the one hobby. The antique imagine
themselves to be the aristocracy of philately.

Theirs are the great historic rarities, whilst
!

the rarities of the new issue class are but
j

the doubtful upstarts of a day and may be
toppled from their pedestals at any time,

;

whereas the old rarities are established by
the infallible test of time. Ah, well ! let

them nurse their old loves, no one will deny !

the grandeur of the old historic gems of

philately, but they must, if they would
escape recriminations, cultivate a little more
sympathy with fellow collectors who prefer,

for various reasons to which they are well

entitled, to make their choice from the

newer countries, and so associate them-
selves more with the living present."

Mr. Nankivell in his inimitable style then

goes for Mr. M. P. Castle, waxing exceed-

ing wrath upon the latter's articles in the

Londm Philatelist upon the vagaries of the

New Zealand Postal Administration, headed
"The Disgrace of New Zealand." Mr.
Nankivell seems to see nothing essentially

rotten in the issue of twenty-eight varieties

of two values within the space of a few
months, or of the other ground of complaint
dealt with in the article. He says, "Even
to the uninitiated the case of New Zealand is

not one of those which, upon a calm con-
j

sideration of the circumstances, can by any
!

stretch of legitimate growling be twisted

into a cause for just complaint."
We fear Mr. Nankivell has allowed his

pen to run riot in this instance, and in those
J

calmer moments will see that this sweeping
assertion requires considerable modification, I

before being acceptable to serious philate-

lists, all of whom we may remind Mr.
Nankivell are not all " old fogeys."

Trade Announcements.

Mr. Geo. C. Capen has resigned his

position as President and Director of the
American Collectors' Company and its allied

Companies, the Scott Stamp and Coin Co.,
and the New England Stamp Co.
The vacancies have been filled by the

election of Mr. John N. Luff to the
Presidency of the American Collectors' Co.
and the Scott Stamp and Coin Co., and of

Mr. Geo. L. Toppan to the Directorate of
both Companies. The latter gentleman is

now Manager of the Scott Stamp and Coin
Co.

The English Celebrities.

For some time past Hobbies has been con-
ducting a voting contest to determine who,
in its readers' opinion, should be honoured
with places on the English postage stamps
in case the time should ever come to change
the time-honoured design of the ruler's

head. The result was : Jd., Horatio Nelson
;

id, Queen Victoria; i^d., Lord Robert
Clive ; 2d., General Gordon; 2^d., Captain
Cook; 3d., Grace Darling; 4d., General
Woolfe; 5d., William Wilberforce; 6d.,Wm.
E. Gladstone; oxl., Duke of Wellington;
iod., David Livingstone ; is., William
Shakespeare ; 2s. 6d\, Henry M. Stanley

;

5s., Lord Rodney ; 10s., Queen Elizabeth
;

£1. Wm. Pitt, Earl of Chatham; £5, Sir
Walter Scott.

Although the list is an admirable one,

doubtless some of our readers will consider
it capable of improvement. All the same,
their leisure would be more usefully em-
ployed in other directions, as we feel the
time is far distant when the old country
shall descend so low as to put the suggestion
into effect.

The Cistafile.

Referring to our note last month, and
especially to that part of it dealing with the
question of friction, Messrs. Lawn & Barlow
inform us that at an extremely small cost a
specially prepared very thin transparent
paper is supplied cut to the correct shape.
This can be inserted as desired in front of
any card bearing a stamp the colour of
which needs protection, and will be found
to be thoroughly effectual. We are assured
the paper in question has been put to the
most severe tests and in every case has been
found colour proof. The paper is in no way
fixed to the cards and can be withdrawn at

will
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Annual Dinner.

The Philatelic Society, London, held the

Annual Dinner at the Imperial Restaurant,

Regent Street, on November 19th. The
Rt. Hon. The Earl of Crawford and
Balcarres, K.T., the Vice-President of the

Society was in the chair.

The attendance was very good, and
included most of the prominent members
of the Society, and altogether the dinner

was a decided success. The toast list was
a long one, and could, in our opinion, be
curtailed with advantage. It is a curious

coincidence that the longer the toast list

the longer the speeches become, they seem
to increase in volume in the same proportion

as the list itself expands. The loyal toasts,

all proposed by the Chairman, having been
duly honoured, were followed by, " The
Vice-President," The Rt. Hon. The Earl of

Crawford and Balcarres, K.T., proposed by
W. Doming Beckton ; "The Society and
its officers," proposed by the Chairman,
and responded to by Mr. Gordon Smith ;

"The Philatelic Press," proposed by Mr.
Wickham Jones, and responded to by Mr.
L. W. Fulcher ; and " The Visitors," pro-

posed by Mr. H. R. Oldfield, and responded
to by Mr. J. A. Craig.

The Tapling Collection.

We omitted last month to announce the

fact that these stamps are now on view.

They have been mounted in the two
large and handsome cases provided by the

authorities for some time, but for some
reason or other the public were not allowed
to admire anything but the outer wood of

the cases. The magic "Open Sesame"
has, however, now been sounded, and it

has been discovered that the gems of the

collection have been removed. Our readers

need not be alarmed ; they have not been
stolen, but have been withdrawn at the

instance of a very prominent philatelist for

safer custody. These particular stamps
can only be seen upon a special request

made to the Head of the particular Depart-
ment of the British Museum, in whose
safekeeping the Collection is reposed.

The case in point seems to us to afford a
good illustration of zeal overrunning dis-

cretion. It is to be desired that the Vice-

President of the Philatelic Society, London,
may be successful in his endeavour to

satisfy his Co-Trustees that a mistake has
been made in withdrawing the gems of the

collection from the public gaze.

Cuba.

The well-known town of Puerta Principe

on the Island of Cuba, especially well-known
on account of the multitude of provisionals

issued by the Americans during their

possession of the place (S.G. Nos. 1-44) on
June 15th last, has changed its name to

Camagnez.

Philatelic Display at Bristol.

Mr. Harrington writes to say that this is

postponed to the spring of next year. It is

to be under the auspices of the Bristol and
Clifton Philatelic Society.

Great Britain.

Mr. Ostara has shown us the Great Britain

is. Govt. Parcels Queen's Head green and
carmine, with inverted surcharge. The
specimen is used on a small piece of the

original cover.

A Collection Sold.

Mr. W. H. Peckitt has purchased the
collection of Mr. J. N. Marsden, of Lisbon,
a collector of many years' standing who
some twenty years ago resided at Whalley
Range, Lancashire. The strength of the
collection lies in the old stamps.

Portugal.

The Portuguese Government has just

conferred upon the Geographical Society at

Lisbon the right of free postage, and has
authorized them to issue a special stamp.
This right of course applies only to official

correspondence.
The stamp, printed in red, black and blue,

shows the coat-of-arms of Portugal sur-

mounted by a royal crown, and bears the
inscription :

" Sociedade de Geographia de
Lisboa " in a scroll at the top, and at the
bottom " Portfranco."

In future, therefore, the following three
Portuguese societies enjoy free postage :

—

The Red Cross Society, the Civilian Rifle

Club Union and the Geographical Society.

Obliterations.

In commenting upon the Somerset House
prosecution, M. Maury, in Le Collectionneur

de Timbres-Poste, draws attention to the
obliterations now being used on the high
values of the I.R. Officials. With the
exception of about a millimetre at each side,

the one pound stamps are completely blotted
out with ink and consequently rendered
absolutely useless for a collection. A photo
is given of one of them, which might, for

anything which can be seen to the contrary,
be an official stamp or otherwise, or even
perhaps one of the long bill stamps of India.

Obituary.

We regret to announce the death of Mr.
H. J. Dauth, which took place at Frankfort
a/M. on the 21st September last. Little

known to the present generation of philate-
lists, yet he was acquainted with all the old
collections, being one of the oldest stamp
dealers in Germany, where he commenced
in the early sixties. For years he was the
publisher of the Universum, later the Frank-
furter Briefmarken Zeitung. He often used
to talk about the golden age of philately,

when Saxony 3pf., Zurichs and Basles could
be bought for 2s. a piece. The Young live

in the future, and the Old live in the Past.
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Colonel Frank F. Olney died at his home
in Providence, R.I., on October 24th, of

pneumonia. Colonel Olney was born in

Jersey City, N J , March 12th, 1851. He was
a descendant of Thomas Olney, who was
one of the companions of Roger Williams
in the settlement of Providence in 1636.

In his later life he held offices in the

Common Council, the Board of Alderman,
the Park Commissioners, etc. He was
elected Mayor of the city in 1894 and 1896,

and at the time of his death was Chairman
of the Board of Police Commissioners.
He was a member of the Ancient and
Honourable Artillery Company of Boston,
and of various other military organisations.

He was also Commodore of the Rhode
Island Yacht Club, a member of the New
York Yacht Club and of various other
social clubs, including the Collectors Club
of New York City. He accompanied the
Ancient and Honourable Artillery Company
on their recent tour with the Honourable
Artillery Company of London, and it is

probable that on this trip he caught the

cold which resulted in his last illness.

As a philatelist Mr. Olney was well and
favourably known, though in recent years
he had not taken so active an interest in the

pursuit. He was President of the American
Philatelic Association for three terms. At
one time he was the possessor of one of the

finest collections in the United States.

Some years ago, by reason of failing

health, he disposed of it, but did not entirely

give up the pursuit. Since that time he
confined his attention to new issues and the

stamps of a few countries.

His genial nature made for him a host of

friends, both in and out of the stamp
collecting world, and his loss will be felt by
all whose privilege it was to know him.

Falkland Islands.

Some of the Lists Meetings of the Man-
chester Philatelic Society this session are

being devoted to Elementary Discussions
upon a fixed subject. The subject at the

meeting on November 13th was Falkland
Islands. The exhibitors were Messrs
Abbott, Beazley, Gee, Munn, North and
Rev. L. F. Ward, and the discussion which
followed was of an interesting character,

and taken part in by most of the other

members present. Attention was called by
Mr. Gee to the dot appearing at the bottom
of the stamps of the last row of the first

issue which did not appear on single stamps
with bottom margins of the later issue

shown by Mr. North. Entire sheets of the

last issue, exhibited by Mr. Abbott, however,
showed these dots, so their absence from
Mr. North's specimens could only be ac-

counted for upon the supposition that the

perforation had coincided with them and
caused their disappearance.

All the stamps from the bottom rows of

the first issue were found to be imperforate,

and in the second issue some were found

imperforate on the left side and others on
the right. Another curious feature Mr.
Abbott pointed out was the absence of

watermark on the bottom row of the last

issue (similar to the St. Helena bottom row
without surcharge).

Nobody had noticed the postmark with
apostrophe to Island's, but it was on several

stamps exhibited. Mr. Ward had one,
however, which was without the apostrophe,
and the outer ring containing the words
" Falkland Islands " narrower and the inner
circle larger dated 1900. All others were
similar to those of Mr. North's.

The interest generally centred on the
bisected penny, surcharged ^d. Mr. North
showed it used as an unsevered pair on the
original, and also two pennies unsurcharged
and half of a third, which alone bore the
surcharge, and an envelope bearing several

used specimens, both se tenant and separated.

Mr. Munn and the Rev. L. F. Ward
showed the right half with surcharge
slanting in the direction of the diagonal
line and with the 2 of \ defective. Mr.
Munn also shewed the left half with slanting

surcharge. Mr. Abbott shewed two penny
stamps and a diagonally cut half of a third,

all without surcharge, used on the entire as

2^d., also a bisected half with double sur-

charge. Mr. Beazley a 4d. on half of a
penny, without surcharge, used on entire as

4^d., postmarked Oct., 1891. Mr. Abbott
and Mr. Gee illustrated the various shades
by means of blocks and sheets, some shades
of the one penny being very interesting.

The Half-Penny of New South Wales
1891 Issue.

Mr. E. W. Wetherell in the American
Journal of Philately points out that in 1891
stamps of the value of one half-penny were
required ; to supply these stamps, before a
new plate could be made, recourse was had
to surcharging, but not on any stamp then
current as all the plates were required for

printing other denominations then in use.

The plate of the penny red, which had
been superseded for three years by the

lilac stamp with view of Sydney, was,
therefore, requisitioned. It was in a
terribly bad condition, but was put to press,

and a number of sheets were printed in

grey—these sheets then received a surcharge
of "half-penny"— [one or more sheets

conveniently escaped the surcharge, hence no
314 in Messrs. Stanley Gibbons' catalogue]

.

The plate was much worn and broken,

consequently flaws may be found in great

abundance, and Mr. Wetherell finds it is

possible to plate the entire sheet of 120

varieties, consisting of two panes of 60
stamps each, having ten rows of six stamps.

These varities are then minutely described

by means of which the stamps may be
plated. The article is another example of

the power of observation, patience, and
appreciation for minutias so largely de-

veloped in this indefatigable philatelist.
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Editorial Notes.

SOME eighteen months ago we referred to the prejudice certain

prominent collectors of Germany had to Exhibitions. This
prejudice has certainly acted as an obstacle to an Exhibition

being held in Berlin heretofore, but, judging from a circular letter

received some six weeks ago from Dr. Lux, it is not any

Exhibition.
2 loriSer to do so - The Exhibition is announced to be held

in Berlin in September, 1904, and the names of many
prominent philatelists are given, who have already promised their

support. The list includes several of the best names the Fatherland
can boast, but at the same time we miss certain others who are very

prominent in Germany, and highly esteemed in this country, and are

thereby reminded that their prejudice to which we have referred has
not been overcome.

We trust, however, that between now and September the feelings of

this select coterie will undergo a change.
The Exhibition is assured of support, and many of the leading

philatelists in this country have answered in the affirmative the appeal
made to them for their aid. It would indeed be a pity for the

Exhibition to lack support from those who are really the most called

upon to give it.

It is curious to think that a certain number of people in this country

9
hold that the portrait of King Edward VII. on the

ings or B ritish and Colonial stamps is usurping the place which

Head. ought to be occupied by that of a Queen. The
Legitimist League of Great Britain and Ireland, the

head of which lives in an old Highland castle planted down in a
suburb of London, surrounded by an atmosphere of detachment from
the world of modern ideas and surroundings, has for its main object
the restoration of the house of Stuart to the throne of this country.
Its members, who must not be taken for revolutionaries, their Society
being purely theoretical, and their cardinal principle that of hereditary
right, argue that the Act of Settlement of 1701, which overruled the
Stuart succession is invalid, being passed by only one vote, and
ignoring by its operation the claims of fifty-five heirs in direct

succession. According to this Society the present Queen of England,
Mary III., wife of Prince Louis of Bavaria, and daughter and grand-
daughter respectively of Ferdinand and Francis, of the house of Este,
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Dukes of Modena, is descended from an elder branch of the Stuart
family than the ancestors of our King. He is said to have derived his

title only from Parliament, and to be, therefore, neither a con-
stitutional nor legitimate monarch.

There is, however, no suggestion of a Jacobite rising, although in

Scotland some few firmly believe that it will eventually come.
Meantime, no doubt, the issue of the multitudinous varieties of King's
Heads, which have been, and are still being, chronicled week by week
will continue unchecked.

Historically, therefore, there is much more to attract Englishmen
in Modena, through its connection with the House of

Modena. Este, than might be expected from such an unimportant,
and practically defunct State. Philatelically, little is

known about it in this country, the only authoritative treatise

upon its stamps, so far as we are aware, being that by Dr. Diena,
which has hitherto been accessible only to those familiar with Italian.

We have arranged with Dr. Diena to rewrite his work incorporating

fresh material, and this will appear in this Journal month by month
during the coming year. Bearing as it does the stamp of authority

given to it by the name of its distinguished author, and being
illustrated as occasion may require, we believe that it will be of

considerable interest and usefulness to our readers.

The description of Lord Crawford's Collection of the United States,

shewn at a recent meeting of the Philatelic Society,
Essays London, and particularly of the scheme which is carried

Proofs. out *n fr> must have called renewed attention to the

question of essays, proofs, etc. Time was when these

were highly esteemed, and when every collection of importance
contained a fair sprinkling. They are always more or less difficult to

procure, and, perhaps, partly for that reason, and partly owing to the

increasing quantity of new issues in the later seventies and early

eighties, stamps of this class gradually fell into disrepute, and have,

until recently, been wholly disregarded. But times are again changing,

and we think the trend in this respect is in the right direction. A
specialised collection to-day ought, we maintain, to be a full historical

illustration of the postal service of the particular country chosen, and
in this the essays, trials, proofs, etc., must play a prominent part. In

many cases these stamps constitute an interesting study in themselves,

and are often of material assistance in the due appreciation of the

regular issues.

As each successive Exhibition should be of a higher standard than

its predecessors, philatelists are looking for a marked advance at the

forthcoming one in London. Many were of opinion in 1897 that the

acme of perfection had been attained, but we venture to think that

some exhibits in the next Exhibition will as far surpass those of 1897
as these latter did the ones of 1890, and that the improvement will be

found in the direction indicated.
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" The Provisional Stamps of

Tsingtau and their Forgeries."
By Albert Friedemann.

Reviewed by Franz Reichenheim.

THE well-known Stamp Dealers and Philatelic Publishers, Messrs.

Senf Brothers, of Leipzig (Germany) have just published a

book entitled " The Provisional Stamps of Tsingtau and their

Forgeries" (" Die Aushiilfsmarken von Tsingtau und ihre Fals-

chungen ").

As some of the readers otthis Journal will remember, the German
Post Office at Tsingtau (Kiautchou, China) ran out of 5 pf. stamps
early in May, 1900, and to comply with the public demand for this

value, 500 sheets of 100 stamps each of the 1889 German Empire
iopf. overprinted diagonally " China " were surcharged horizontally in

black, "5 Pfg." and issued on or about 9th May, 1900.

As the little printing office of the Catholic Mission at Tsingtau
had not a sufficient number of types of the figure 5 and the letters of

the same kind in stock, they were obliged to use different sorts of type,

one after the other, to be able to surcharge at least half a sheet at

a time.

Messrs. Senf Brothers, according to my opinion, go a little too far

in making out six principal types, besides some minor varieties, of
this surcharge, and I think every specialist should be content in having
the three principal types,* and perhaps two minor varieties of type
III (broken f and broken 5) represented in his collection, inasmuch as

he is at liberty to collect these three principal types surcharged on
stamps in two distinct shades with a blue or violet pencil line either

through the original value or through the centre of the stamp, or

without any such line, and surcharged on stamps on which the first

surcharge " China " is made at an angle of 56 or 45 .

Messrs. Senf Brothers are of the opinion that stamps of this issue

bearing a double surcharge, or having the surcharge just over the

perforation, sometimes inverted, are waste and were never sold to the

public, but sent with the usual report to the G.P.O. in Berlin, and
found their way through the Imperial Postal Museum into a very
well-known channel.

As the necessary supply of 5 pf. stamps did not arrive (?), and the
first Provisionals were of course rapidly sold, a second issue of

Provisionals, this time only surcharged "5 Pf. (t) was made again
locally, and put into circulation on or about 19th July, 1900.

* Description to be found in The London Philatelist of November, 1900, in an article

written by myself.

t Not to be confused with the Futchau Provisionals surcharged 5 pf. and issued in
August, 1900, vide The London Philatelist, Nov., 1900.
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Of this second issue Messrs. Senf Brothers make out not less than
ten different types and many minor varieties ( !

!
) on the first sheets.

Besides these numerous types and varieties on the first sheets, new
varieties appeared shortly through exchanging broken letters during
the printing ; for instance, stamp No. 93 is on some sheets surcharged
"5 fP." As in some types the figure 5 appeared to be too small and
not legible enough, it was exchanged for a larger one as far as possible
during the printing, or the respective stamps on finished sheets were
surcharged with a second thicker 5 or even with another complete
surcharge in larger types by a hand stamp, and as on some stamps the
second surcharge of the new value did not come out well, a third one
was applied, sometimes (for a change) inverted.

Also surcharges, reading 5 Pfg. or 5 Pf. are found on the same sheet.

Altogether only 20 sheets of 100 stamps each were surcharged
with 5 Pf.

The high prices which were paid for these China Provisionals by
enthusiastic specialists in the " Fatherland," especially for those of the
second issue, soon induced some people in Tsingtau to forge the
surcharges, and the thanks of collectors are due to Messrs. Senf
Brothers for having discovered those forgeries and tried to bring the

fakers to justice.

The second part of the book very minutely describes these

forgeries, which are often extremely difficult to detect, as they are

partly made with the original types procured from the printing office of

the Catholic Mission in Tsingtau, and as some stamps on the sheets

with forged surcharges even contain a composition of absolutely

identical letters and figures of surcharge as the originals, but luckily, or

unluckily, sometimes in the wrong position on the sheet.

As soon as Messrs. Senf Brothers were convinced that a large

number of complete sheets with forged surcharges were made and put
on to the market, and some specimens even found postally used or

cancelled to order, they tried hard to trace their origin, and after

having collected sufficient material and proofs, reported it to the

Postal Authorities in Berlin, who, after a little hesitation, took the

matter up.

The third part of the book describes how Messrs. Senf Brothers
detected the forgeries and their makers, and gives copies of the

numerous letters which passed between the firm, their agent and
reliable friends in Tsingtau, the officials in the colony and the Postal

Authorities in Berlin, &c, as well as reports of the two cases brought
against the two men who were supposed to have made those forgeries,

but were ultimately acquitted by the Imperial Court of Kiautschou.

The book, containing 55 pages, is profusely illustrated by three

phototypes of original sheets of the two issues, as well as of one sheet

of the second issue, with forged surcharges, and gives in the text

twenty-two excellent illustrations and numerous reproductions of every

single type and forged type. It can, therefore, be well recommended
as a useful little handbook to every specialist in German Colonial

stamps.
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The earliest information as to New Issues will be much appreciated by us, and will be duly credited

to the correspondent, or firm, sending it. Our foreign subscribers can materia

help us in tliis direction. ]Vlien possible, a specimen should

accompany the information, and be addressed to

G. Fred. H Gibson, /, Clarence Street, Manchester.

The British Empire.

British Somaliland.—Just after our
last number went to press we received the

new 2, 3, 4 and 8 annas, King's head sur-

charged, for this Protectorate. Our advices

also stated that the new printing of the

2$a., 6a., 12a., ir., 2r., 3r., and 5 rupees
show the surcharge at the foot of the stamp
instead of at the top as heretofore.

A dhesives.

2 annas purple, surcharged cqvtat tt AND m black.

3 ,, orange brown ,, ,, ,,

4 ,, olive green ., ,, ,,

8 ,, magenta ,. ,, ,,

Cape of Good Hope.—We have now
seen the new 3d.; it shows the King's head
in an oval with label bearing the value in

6gures at either side.

Adhesive.

3d. magenta wmk. cabled anchor, perf. 14.

Ceylon.—Messrs. Whitfield King & Co.
send us the new 6 cents ; except for variation

of the ornaments in the side panels it is

almost identical in design with the current

id. Bahamas.
Adhesive.

6 cents carmine, wmk. CA and Crown, perf. 14.

India. Gwalior.— Messrs. Whitfield

King & Co. have sent us the i\ annas of

1900, with the usual surcharge.

We also notice that a correspondent of

the Monthly Journal states that the 3 p.

carmine exists with inverted surcharge, and
that the same stamp also exists with the

service overprint.

A dhesives.

2£a. ultramarine (1900), surcharged " GWALIOR,"
etc., in black.

3p. carmine, (1899), surcharge inverted.

Service stamp.

3p. carmine (1899).

Nabha.—Following close upon the recent

issue of various of the higher values of the

new set with the ordinary overprint, the
following have been surcharged for service

use :

—

A dhesives.

Official stamps.

SERVICE
4 annas olive-green, surcharged NABHA in black.

STATE
8 ,, bright mauve ,,

1 rupee carmine and green „

East Africa and Uganda Protector=
ate.—Though so far we believe only the
£a, 2a, and ir., and 2 rupees chronicled in

September are issued to date, we list below
the others completing the set.

The design is as illustrated in the case of
the rupee values, the denominations from
1 to 8 annas inclusive being smaller in type,

but otherwise practically identical.

Wmk. CA and Crown, perf. 14.

anna carmine and grey-black,

fc ,, blue.

,, grey-green and brown.
,, black and grey-green.

,, yellow-brown and grey-black.

,, pale blue and grey-black.

Wmk. CC and Crown, perf. 14.

3 rupees black and grey-green.

4 ,, green and grey-black.

5 ,, carmine and grey-black.
10 ,, blue and grey-black.
20 ,, dark grey and grey-black.

50 ,, red-brown and grey-black.
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Jamaica.— We have two values in a new
design as shown below. The centre is in

black.

Adhesives.

Wmk. Crown and CA, perf. 14.

£d. green and black.
2jd. ultramarine and black.

Johor.—Eiven's Weekly has received a
new provisional; this time the $3 has been
surcharged "50 cents." The overprint is

in black, with a bar below, the latter in

this instance is printed and not ruled as in

the case of the two recent surcharges.

Adhesive.

50 cents in black on 3 dollars purple and blue.

Tasmania. —The £d. green, watermark
V and "Crown, listed in October, as perf.

12J has now been sent us perf. 11, the
gauge having been changed as in the case
of the id. and 2d.

Adhesive.

£d. green, wmk. V and Crown, perf. 11.

Foreign Countries.

Argentine Republic. — Mr. W. H.
Peckitt sends us a new value in the current
type, which came to hand by the mail
arriving in England on 14th December.
We are informed that this denomination
was issued specially for use on unstamped
postcards, mostly of the picture order.

Perforation and watermark as usual.

Adhesive.

6 cents black.

Austria. Post Offices in Crete.—
In addition to the 5 and ioh., the 25 and
5oh. and rkr. have been surcharged for use
at these offices.

Adhesives

25c in black on 25b. ultramarine, perf. 13.

50c. ,, soh. pale blue ,,

if. ,, ikr. rose „ 12A.

Chili. —The 30c. of 1900 has been sur-

charged " Diez Centavos " in dark blue.

Mr. Peckitt has shown us the 2cc. of

1900-1, imperf. horizontally.

We do not know whether it has yet been
chronicled, but we understand that the 5c.

on 30c. carmine exists with double surcharge

;

one entire sheet is said to have been sold.

Adhesive.

loc. in dark blue on 30c. orange red.

Columbia. Panama.—Various American
Exchanges chronicle certain of the 1892-6

set bearing the surcharge " Republica de
Panama." So far the following have been
seen :

—

Adhesives.

2c, carmine surcharged " Republica de Panama"
in black.

5c. blue „ „ in red.

20c. violet ,, ,,

ip. lake ,, ,, ,,

Corea.— A new and handsome series has
made its appearance here. The stamps are

all of the large size illustrated below ; they
appear to be of French manufacture, and
were, we believe, issued some time in

October last.

A dhesives

2re. grey.

1 cheu i purple-brown.
2 ,, green.

3 » orange.

4 >< rose.

5 »! yellow-brown,
lilac.6 ,,

10 ,, blue.

15 M red on straw.
20 ,, purple-brown on straw
50 „ red on green.
iwn. lilac on lilac.

2 ,, purple on orange.

France.—According to the Cote Reele, the

exact dates of issue of the stamps of the

new type are :

For the 15 centimes, 1st April, 1903.

25 ,. 28th „
6th May

29th June
29th „
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China, Offices in.—To meet a short-

age of the 30c. unpaid letter stamps, the

30c. brown (of 1894, tvPe 2 ) bearing the

overprint " Chine " in black, has been
surcharged "A Percevoir." In the first

instance this was applied in two lines in

black and subsequently in one line diagon-

ally in violet.

We also learn from Ewen's Weekly that

the 5c, ioc, and 15c. have also been sur-

charged for the same purpose ; these bear
the additional overprint diagonally only.

Adhesives.

Unpaid letter stamps.

Surcharged "Chine," and ''A Percevoir " in carmine.
5c. yellow-green,

ioc. carmine.
15c. blue.

Surcharged " Chine " and " A Percevoir " in violet.

30c. brown.

Surcharged " Chine," and "A Percevoir" in black.

30c. brown.

Senegal.— Four values of the 1892 series

have been converted into 5 and ioc. stamps,

the surcharge is in large figures, the original

value being cancelled with a thick bar.

The following are the numbers issued:—
40,000 5c. on 40c, 20,000 ioc. on 50c,
30,000 ioc. on 75c , 15,000 ioc. on ifr.

Adhesives.

5 in black on 40c, red on yellow.
10 ,, on 50c, carmine on rose.

10 ,, on 75c, brown on orange,
10 ,, on 1 fr., olive green.

Martinique.—L'Echo de la Timbrologie

states that 1,000 of the 60c. Taxe stamps
have been surcharged "5 fr." for use in the

Parcel Post service. The Philatelic Journal

of Great Britain also mentions that the 5ft:.

of the regular series has now been issued.

Adhesives.

5fr. in black (?) on 60c. Taxe.
5fr. lilac and blue.

Honduras.—The American Journal of
Philately states that the 2c. rose of 1898
exists on laid paper.

Italy.—Le Timbrophile Beige chronicles
the issue (on 1st July last) of 50 and
100 lire Unpaid letter stamps similar in

design to those of 1884 but in new colours.

Adhesives.

Unpaid letter stamps.

50 lire yellow.
100 ,, blue.

Paraguay.—Messrs. Whitfield King &
Co. send us two values of the new J903
series. The design is very similar to that

illustrated in our number for May last, the

principal differences being that the words

"ANO 1903" are introduced at the top,

underneath and at either side of " U.P.U.,"

and that the space under " Centavos,"
formerly bearing the date, is now filled

with an ornament ; as before, they are

lithographed on white wove paper and per-

forated n£.
Adhesives.

ic. pale green.
5c. dark blue.

Persia.—We are indebted to the Monthly
Journal for the following particulars of

another elaborate provisional issue :

—

" The 5 and iokr. stamps of the issue of

1894 have been converted into various other
values. Diagonally across the stamps from
lower left to upper right are printed the
words, ' Postes Persanes ' between double
lines ; over this, also diagonally, is the date,
' 1903,' surrounded by ornaments ; and
below are Persian characters accompanied
by similar ornaments ; across the foot of

the stamp is the new value in ordinary
figures, and the word ' Chahis ' in roman
type, or ' krans ' or ' tomans ' in sloping
sans serif letters."

The above are all in one colour ; but in

addition, other Persian characters are
placed immediately below the Shah's
portrait ; these latter are in the second
colour quoted in the list.

Adhesives.

4 chahis in red and black on 5 krans.
8 ,, green and red on 5 krans.

16 ,, orange and green on 5 krans.
3 krans in blue and lake on 5 krans.

4 ,, brown and green on 5 krans.
2 tomans in red and orange on 5 krans.

3 ,, black and lake on 5 krans.
2 ,, blue and black on 10 krans.

3 ,, green and blue on 10 krans.

Sweden.—The new 5kr., bearing a
picture of the Post Office at Stockholm,
has now appeared. It is a handsome stamp,
and we hope to illustrate it in our next.

Adhesive.

5kr. grey-blue, perf. 13,

United States.—Mr. E. P. Reynolds,
Jr., sends us the new 2 cents " 1902 series."

We do not consider it is a very great
improvement upon the recent stamp, but
still it seems to give satisfaction in the
United States.

W:
li

,5:CTffl35%

Adhesive.

cents bright rose, perf. 12, wmk. USPS.

-cO^g^iL;^-
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Notable Philatelists

Franz Reichenheim.

FRANZ REICHENHEIM was born in Berlin on the 28th
November, i860. His father was Leonor Reichenheim,
Commerzienrath and Member of the Prussian Diet, and of

the County Council of Berlin. He was at first educated privately,

and afterwards attended the High School in Berlin till 1878. On
leaving school he gained experience in several wholesale manufacturing
firms, and in 1884 joined the firm of N. Reichenheim & Son, of

Berlin and Wueste Giersdorf (Silesia), one of the most important
manufacturing firms in Germany for ladies' dress material.

According to the German law, Mr. Reichenheim served his one year,

from the 1st October, 1882, till the 30th September, 1883, in the 2nd
Regiment of Lancers of the Guards in Berlin, and later on joined the

1st Bavarian Lancers.

In the year 1888 the firm of N. Reichenheim & Son disposed of

their business, and Mr. Franz Reichenheim during the following two
years travelled a great deal in many parts of the world. It was not,

however, until after the death of his mother in 1892 that he married
and settled in London. In 1898 he became a naturalised British

subject, and was presented at the Court of St. James' in 1900. In the

early days of his married life he began to revive the interest he had
taken in philately from his boyhood, and studied stamps with much
earnestness. In 1897 his general collection was awarded the special

gold medal, presented by Stanley Gibbons, Ltd., at the London
Exhibition, and a silver medal at the Manchester Exhibition in 1899,
and he received a bronze medal for his exhibit of French stamps at

the Hertfordshire Society's Exhibition in 1892.

He was elected a member of the Philatelic Society, London, in

1899, and is now a member of the Council, and of the Committees of

the International Union, and the Herts Philatelic Society, and also a

member of the Berliner Philatelisten Club, and Internationaler

Philatelisten-Verein, Dresden.

Mr. Reichenheim holds the opinion that the field of philately is

too large to enable any enthusiast to thoroughly study the stamps of

all countries, and, therefore, he disposed of his general collection and
devoted his attention to the study of the stamps of Germany and her

Colonies, and France.
After having obtained a fairly complete collection of the German

stamps, and published the result of this specialism in various papers,

which he read before the Philatelic Society, London, he parted with
this portion of his collection, and now devotes himself entirely to the

stamps of France. This special collection, which he started a long

time ago—at the same time as his German one, he has lately enlarged
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through purchases from the well-known Marconnet Collection. He
read a most interesting paper thereon, containing many new facts, and
describing new varieties before the Philatelic Society, London, early

this month.
Mr. Reichenheim contends that every specialist must also be fairly

well informed upon the stamps of all countries other than those he
happens to specialise, and, therefore, those that have the time to

peruse many journals should give a short verbal resume of the

principal contents at each meeting of his Society. This he has

promised to try and do himself at one of the next Meetings of the

International Philatelic Union, and hopes that other philatelists will

follow suit.

Apart from philately, Mr. Reichenheim's greatest pleasure is in

golfing and travelling, and since his marriage he has visited, with his

wife, India, Ceylon, Egypt, and the principal countries of Europe.

^$m&^
Luxemburg.

By Jos. Schock,

President of " U Union des Timbrophiles.'

SECOND PART.

The "Official" Stamps,

(Concluded from Page 203.)

The new set of ordinary stamps just mentioned came into use on
the 1st of December, 1882, as mentioned in the first part of this paper.

No. 145 of the "Postal Orders" of the 4th of December, 1882,

contains the following notice, having regard to the sale of the new
official stamps :

—

" No. 4999.—Order of November 30th, 1882, for the supply, the sale

and the booking of official postage stamps

:

" Luxemburg, 4th December, 1882.

" The employes of the post office are requested to conform to the

order published hereafter

:

" The Administrator-General of Finances
;

" In consequence of Art. 4 of the royal Grand-Ducal decree of the

1st of October, 1879, containing the regulations for the free postage of

official correspondence
;

" In consequence of the decree of the 29th of December, 1879,
authorising various state officials to correspond direct, postage free,
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with foreign countries upon all official matters connected with their

departments, and prescribing the condition of such sendings

;

" In consequence of the decision of the 28th of May, 1882,

No. 3227, by which the dispositions of the decree of the 29th of

December, 1879, are made to apply to the administration of the

Custom House ;

" Whereas it is desirable to still further regulate the conditions for

the supply, the sale and the accountancy of the official stamps available

for the franking of official correspondence to foreign countries.

" Decrees

:

" Art. 1.—The franking of official correspondence and other official

sendings exchanged by the authorities and officials with foreign

countries is to be made by means of ordinary postage stamps
adapted by printing as a surcharge the letters S.P.

" The stamps will be placed at the disposal of the indivisible

administrations by the Director of the Posts.

"Art. 2.—Under exceptional circumstances the Administration of the

Post is authorised to sell, against payment of the face value,

these official stamps to private persons for their collections, but

never to a less value than 3 francs, with the proviso that these

stamps must not be used to frank private correspondence.
" Art. 3.—The Administrator of the Post will take care to have sur-

charged such a quantity of ordinary stamps as he thinks will be

necessary for the needs of the service.
" Art. 4.—At the head office of the postal administration an account

will be kept for these stamps by means of a day book and a

ledger.
" Art. 5.—The day book will contain in order of the dates all receipts

by the head office of official stamps as well as all sales to private

people and sendings to administrations. The day book will be
balanced after each transaction, so that the stock at the disposal

of the administration can always be ascertained at sight.
" Art. 6.—The ledger will contain the detailed accounts of each

administration; it will also be balanced after each transaction,

so that the total amount of official stamps received by each
administration can always be ascertained at sight.

" For the sale to private persons one account only will be
kept in the ledger.

"Art. 7.—The receipts of the head office on the sale of such official

stamps must be paid into the cash department of the head office

at the post office in the town of Luxemburg at the end of each
quarter, and a receipt will be given. This amount will appear
in the balance sheet of each month under the heading of
' Extraordinary Receipts.'

" Art. 8.—At the end of each quarter each department will have to

furnish the Administration with a statement containing the

correspondence with foreign countries which has been franked
by means of these stamps. This statement must contain the

names of the senders, the addresses, dates, nature of the

missives, and the amount of postage stamps affixed, as well as

the amount of the stamps on hand.
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" Art. 9.—The post offices on the same dates must furnish a similar

statement containing the correspondence handed in over the
counter enjoying freedom of postage, and for which the affixing

of official stamps was made by the officials.

" Art. 10.—At the end of each year the Administration of the Post
will furnish an account showing the delivery and the sale of

official stamps during the past year. This statement, accom-
panied by the papers supplied under Sections 8 and 9 of this

Decree, will be sent to the Ministry of Finances with all

observations made thereupon.

" Luxemburg, 30th November, 1882.

" The Administrator-General of Finances,
" {Signed) Mongenast.

" The Administrator of the Post,

" (Signed) Bernard."

The surcharge on the 1882 issue differs from the preceding one by
having the letters S.P. smaller and thicker.

To print this surcharge Victor Buck made a cliche, from which the

two initials S.P. were taken fifty times in five horizontal rows, so that

each sheet of 100 stamps had to pass twice under the press to be
surcharged. Slight differences in the distances between the letters

exist, but they are so small that they need not be considered. The
total length of the surcharge varies between 8 and 10 mm., and the

height of the letters between 4 and 5^ mm.
The punctuation after the letters also differs. Sometimes the dot

is missing after the S, sometimes after the P. Generally the dots are

square, but occasionally one of them is round. On each sheet of 100

stamps only two stamps, the forty-sixth and ninety-sixth stamp, have
a round dot after each of the two letters.

The perforation is the same of course as the ordinary stamps,

namely nJ, 12J, and 13J. The following stamps have received this

surcharge S. P.:

—

1 centime light violet (2 shades).

2 centimes bistre.

2 ,, grey-green.

4 ,, olive-yellow.

5 ,, yellow and green.

10 ,, carmine.

12J ,, bluish-grey.

20 ,, orange (dark and light).

25 ., ultramarine (light and dark).

30 ,, dark green.

50 ,, light brown.
1 franc violet.

5 ,, red-brown.

Besides the above-mentioned varieties, and those caused by the

erroneous inscription of year on the bale, I know the following :—

a. With double surcharge :

20 centimes orange.
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b. Two stamps, se tenant, one with and one without sur-

charge :

4 centimes olive-yellow.

Towards the end of 1883 the postal administration believed it to be
better to employ larger and thicker letters for the surcharge, so that

the official stamps could be distinguished more easily from the ordinary

postage stamps. For this purpose one sheet of 100 stamps of the

5 franc value, red brown, was surcharged as a trial. This suggestion

was, however, not followed up. Of the 100 stamps of 5 francs, 30
were only used for the franking of official correspondence, and the

remaining 70 were sold to various collectors.

As such a small number of these surcharges were manufactured, it

is not surprising if forgers have profited thereby. It is advisable to have
every one of these stamps expertised before purchasing, as the forgeries

are decidedly dangerous and may deceive anyone who is not an expert.

January, 1884, issue.

Stamps, coat of arms type, with surcharge, S.P., of 1882 issue.

a. Frankfort printing, rouletted in coloured lines :

40 centimes yellow orange.

b. Luxemburg printing (1874-1880), perforated :

4 centimes green.

1 2\ ,, carmine.

1 franc bistre and black.

c. Harlem printing (1881-1882), perforated :

1 centime brown.
2 centimes black.

5 „ yellow.

10 ,, lilac.

12J „ rose.

20 ,, brown.
30 ,, rose-violet.

It is said that these stamps owe their origin to a regrettable mis-
understanding. We have not been able to ascertain whether this is

really the case. All we know is, they were made and sold by the
Administration of the Post, that they were employed for the franking of
official correspondence, and that no document exists forbidding their

use. Consequently, every collector of these official stamps is forced to

put them into his collection in order to have a complete collection.

Mr. Moens in his catalogue chronicles the following stamp with
inverted surcharge

:

5 centimes yellow, Harlem printing.

1 89 1—1895 issues.

Stamps with the portrait of the Grand-Duke Adolphus having the
black surcharge in the upper angles of the letter S. P. in large and
thin characters. Perf. 11J. :

10 centimes carmine.

25 ,, blue.
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The 25 centimes appeared at the same time as the ordinary stamps,
whereas the 10 centimes only on the 1st of November, igoi, at which
date only these stamps were sold to amateurs.

In this issue only one variety is known in which on the 25c. the

dot after the P is high up instead of being at the foot of the letter.

On the 1st of April, 1893, the following values having this

surcharge appeared :

—

12J centimes grey.

20 ,, orange.

30 yellowish-green

37J green.

50 light chestnut.

1 franc violet.

5 francs red-violet.

All these stamps are perforated 12J. During their existence,

however, the perforation was changed several times and consequently

the following exist :

—

12J centimes grey, perf. 11.

25 „ blue,

30

37i
50
20

yellowish-green, perf. 11.

green,

light chestnut, ., ,, and 11J.
orange, ,, 11J.

1 franc violet.

The 50 centimes and the 1 franc, perf. n£, exist with inverted S.

The surcharge looks, therefore, like *S P.

16th of May, 1895, issue.

Stamps with the portrait of the Grand-Duke Adolphus to the right

having the same surcharge S. P. as the preceding issue. All per-

forated u^- :

—

r centime lilac-grey.

2 centimes greyish-brown.

4 ,, olive.

5 ,, light green.

10 ,, carmine.

The following varieties are known :

—

a. With inverted surcharge :

5 centimes light green.

b. With double surcharge, one in the regular way at the top, the

other at the bottom inverted :

2 centimes greyish-brown.

c. With surcharge P.S. at the bottom :

2 centimes greyish-brown.
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1st of June, 1899, issue.

No. 416 of the "Postal Notices" of May, 1899, contains a

ministerial decree relative to the issue of new official stamps, at the

same time regulating the sale of such stamps.

" No. 61.— Ministerial decree of 7th of April, 1899, modifying the

regulations of the 30th of November, 1882, for the supply, the

sale and the bookkeeping of official postage stamps.

" Luxemburg, 6th May, 1899.

"Art. I.

" The Art. 1, 3 and 9 of the ministerial decree of the 30th of

November, 1882, will be replaced by the following regulations:—
" Art. 1.—The franking of official correspondence and other matters,

which the authorities and officials exchange with foreign

countries, will be done by means of ordinary postage stamps,
which, as a distinctive mark, have been perforated with the

inscription OFFICIEL diagonally from the bottom left to the

top right-hand corner.
" These stamps will be put by the Administrator of the Posts

and Telegraphs at the disposal of the Government and in the

hands of the official appointed for this office, also to the head
officials of the district law courts for the franking of their

official correspondence. The official correspondence of the

other authorities and officials will be franked with such stamps
by the postal officials and at one office only, which will be
notified to all.

" Art. 3.—The Administrator of the Posts and Telegraphs will order

to be perforated, in the manner prescribed in Art. 1, such
quantity of ordinary postage stamps as he thinks necessary for

the supply of one year ; he will communicate with the

Administrator-General, who will sign an order for such quantity

to be given out from the stock kept at the head office in the

town of Luxemburg.
" A perforation machine will be put at the disposal of the

Administrator, and the operation will take place in the offices of

the post office by an official, assisted by an inspector.
" Art. 9.—The post offices must furnish at the end of each month a

statement enumerating all sendings which are free of postage
and sent to foreign countries, which have been handed in to

them in consequence of Art. 1 above.

" Art. II.

" The official stamps of the new type will be used from the 1st of

June next.
" The stamps with the surcharge S.P. still in the hands of the

indivisible authorities are to be sent at the end of May to the

Administrator of Posts and Telegraphs, and will be exchanged for

stamps of the new type, the total amount being noted ; the old stamps
will be destroyed as per my letter of the 30th of March last, No. 2175.
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" Otherwise, the above-mentioned decree of the 30th of Novem-
ber, 1882, as well as the regulations for this service, will remain in

force.

"Art. III.

"The present notice will be sent to the Administrator of Posts and
Telegraphs to be carried out.

" The Administrator General of Finances.

" (Signed) Mongenast."

The new official stamps have the word "OFFICIEL" perforated

with a punch vigorously from the bottom to the top.

The following were issued :

a. Portrait of the Grand-Duke to the right, perf. 12J

:

1 centime lilac-grey.

2 centimes greyish-brown.

4 ., olive.

5 „ light green.

10 ,, carmine.

Portrait of th e Grand-Duke, en face, perf. 1 1J :

12J centimes grey.

20 ,, orange.

25 ,, blue.

30 ,, olive-green.

37J „ green.

50 ,, light chestnut.

Same portrait, but perf. 12J :

1 franc violet.

2 francs black.

5 ,, reddish- violet.

Same portrait , but perf. 11 :

30 centimes olive-green.

50 ,, light.

With perforation inverted, i.e., the word " OFFICIEL " reads from
top to bottom diagonally :

1 centime lilac-grey.

20 centimes orange.

37i „ green.
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Notes and News.

The Colour Question.

The Manchester Philatelic Society devoted
itself at its meeting on November 20th to

what was described in the syllabus as a

Practical Demonstration of the Colour
Question. A number of current stamps
had been chosen by the committee, the

colours of which the members were asked
to name, and they were also invited to

bring stamps which would illustrate certain

selected colours. Naturally most divergent

opinions prevailed. No two of the " mauves,"
" lilacs " and " violets " seemed to be alike,

there was some uncertainty as to whether
by " chestnut " is meant the colour of the

husk of the nut or that of the nut itself,

whilst " stone " was represented by stamps
varying according as the exhibitors had in

their minds sandstone, limestone, brimstone,
or the stone of Manchester buildings. A
special arc light, the nearest approach to

daylight, was fixed in the room by Mr. H.
A. Wood, and even though no practical

advance was made in this much debatable
subject, the discussion upon the exhibits

afforded ample opportunity for mutual chaff

among the members upon the different

standards of colour severally set up.

Scott's Catalogue.

We learn from Mr. W. T. Wilson, who
kindly s-ends a copy for review, that his

stock of the new 63rd edition for 1904 of

Scott's Illustrated Standard Postage Stamp
Catalogue has just arrived.

The work contains many additions and
improvements, and the most recent new
issues, such as British Somaliland (King),

Colombian Republic, 1903 issues for

Barranquilla and Boyaca, Dominica, French
Offices in Mongtse and Yunnansen,
Guadeloupe 1903 Provisionals, Montserrat,
Seychelles King Provisionals, etc., etc., are

included.

It is to the interest of every collector and
dealer to buy a copy of this excellent

catalogue if only to obtain a correct

valuation of the stamps of the United
States, Hawaii, Philippine Islands, etc.,

etc.

The whole work contains all countries in

one handy volume, upwards of 700 pages
and 6,000 illustrations, and is elegantly and
strongly bound in a buff cloth cover.

The late Mr. Buckley's Collection.

This has been placed in Messrs. Stanley
Gibbons' hands for sale. We learn the
stamps are priced lower than usual rates to

clear quickly. The collection is rich in

English and Colonial pairs and blocks
showing the plate numbers.

Dated Sydney Views.

Mr. Basset Hull would be glad to hear
from any collector who possesses dated
copies of the following Sydney views :

—

id. Plate I., on bluish closely ribbed paper.
,, white

,. Plate II. ,, bluish

vertically laid

2d. ,, ,, hard greyish white
,, Plate III. (1st retouch), on hard grey-

ish white paper.
(2nd retouch), on hard grey-

ish white paper.
(2nd retouch), on white ver-

tically laid paper.
3d. on yellowish and bluish horizontally

laid paper.

Earliest date in each case is desired. The
information is required for the work he is

now compiling. Kindly address any com-
munications to the Secretary of this paper.

Orange River Colony.

The editor of Nederlandsch Tydschrift von
Postzegelkunde writes us: "I am much sur-
prised to read on p. 186 of your high
esteemed paper that the firm Yaar & Co.
advised you they received an inverted sur-
charge O.R.C. upon Cape id. This false
surcharge is gjmm. x 2mm., the genuine
one being 10 mm. x 2|mm. All the seriffs

are badly made in the forgery."

Nomenclature.

A study of the names of the West Indian
Islands reveals historical details of some
significance, as the following recital shows :

" St. Christopher, or St. Kitts, as it is now
generally called, was named after the
Christian name of Columbus. Dominica
carries in its name an illusion to the fact
that it was discovered on a Sunday (dies
Dominica). St. Vincent was named because
of its discovery on the day devoted to that
saint ; Guadeloupe was so called after
the famous monastery of that name in
Estremadura, and Grenada is merely the
French form, Granada. The Virgin Isles
were so named in honour of the 11,000
virgins commemorated by the Roman
Church, the number, smallness and beauty
of the isles probably having suggested the
fanciful name. The Island of Trinidad
plainly suggests the Holy Trinity, and
carries the reader of to-day back to the
violent storm in which Columbus was
tossed in 1498, and his vow to name the
first land that he sighted in honour of the
Holy Trinity."—M. W. S. News.
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Mint.

Is the use of this word correct as applied
to unused stamps as issued by the Post
Office ? This is a question which has
recently been exercising the American phi-
latelic press. Mr. John H. Scott says " No,"
and he has found several other writers
to agree with him. We are told that Mr.
Howard K. Sanderson was the originator of
the term as applied to stamps, and as it is

so expressive we fancy that in spite of criti-

cism philatelists will still continue to use it

until such time, at all events, as one of the
critics coins a better word, which they will

find more difficult than spilling ink in con-
demning its use.

Surcharges.

We have received some pamphlets con-
cerning "The Royal Postage Stamp Album
for British Colonial Stamps," published by
a firm in Chicago. The preface says :

—

" As the obtaining of specimens of every
stamp ever issued in the world is a practical

impossibility, the question soon arises

:

' What shall I collect ?
' The great

majority of collections are now confined ex-

clusively to the adhesive postage stamps of

regular government issues. With our field

thus narrowed into practicable boundaries
we still find an unattainable and ever
receding horizon in the surcharges, revenues
used for postage, errors, varieties and
shades of the modern stamp dealer. Some
limits must be placed to the factors of our
problem of collecting, and these we have
judged to be a strict adherence to regular
government postal issues, distinct type of

design, watermarks, intentional and author-
ised varieties of paper and separations, and
have omitted surcharges, locals, revenues
used for postage, errors in colour and
watermarks, and accidental or unauthorised
variations in paper and separation. These
omissions, while including by far the greatest

number of the absolutely unattainable
stamps, still leave a large field for careful

study, and furnish enough material to keep
up interest in new acquisitions for a life-

time.
" But the number of stamps is now so

great that a still further limit has been
placed by philatelists on their collections,

so that to-day, throughout the world, a
majority of philatelists confine their

collecting to British Colonial Stamps."
A comparative table is given of certain

colonies, showing that "out of a total of

2,215 catalogued stamps more than 125 per
cent, are but varieties, surcharges, and
rubbish! " There seems to us to be some-
thing wrong here, 125 per cent.!! The
exact number of surcharges is 869, which
works out at 38! per cent. There is a good
deal more light reading, which at times is

positively amusing. The surcharge is

called the ignis fatuus of philately. How
terrible !

No one will in these days attempt to

defend the surcharge, but it is not necessary

to go to extremes, and is ill advised where
the object is to sell an album in which no
provision is made for them.

Chili.

Mr. Ramos writing to M. W . S. News,
says :

—

" Confirming my last I am pleased to

announce that the telegraph stamps will be
retired from circulation on account of the

great frauds recently committed in con-
nection with them.

" I can also inform you that the 30 centavos
of 1900 will be surcharged with the words
' 10 centavos,' because of the exhaustion
of the loc. of 1902, red and black. In the

decree ordering this surcharge there is a
clause reading as follows :

" 'All the sheets will be revised before

delivery by the printer, and every error or
variety in any sheet will cause it to be
burned, and its value will be paid for by
the printer.'

" This method has been adopted to avoid

varieties of surcharge, inverted, double,

etc."

The Auction Sale of the Month.

Messrs. Puttick & Simpson offered a
number of fine stamps, principally unused,
" the property of a well-known philatelist,"

on November 24th, 25th, 26th, December
8th and 9th. The catalogue contained five

plates of illustrations and a total of 1,171

lots. Quoting from the catalogue, the

following were noticeable :

—

£ s. d.

Great Britain: id. red-brown, rouletted, a
pair, very fine and unused in mint state,

but no roulettes at bottom, of the great-

est rarity 1000
is. green, die 1, a corner block of 4 with

side margins a little creased but unused
and with original gum, which has how-
ever "perished," a fine block and very
rare in this condition . . . . . . 16 o o

1855-57, 4d. carmine, imperf., on deep blue,

unused, very fine and rare .. . . 13 10 o

1880-83, is. lilac, plate 14, unused and fine

with gum, exceedingly rare . . ..1400
1884-88, wmk. orbs, £1 brown-lilac, ditto,

small tear at top 7 5°
1883-84 issue, sd. green, the very rare

variety, with value in different type,
unused, with gum 900

Ceylon : 1883-84, wmk. C.A., 16c. lilac, un-
used in mint state, very rare . . . . 615 o

Ditto, 24c. purple-brown, ditto . . ..600
1885, Five Cents on 24c. purple-brown,
unused with part gum but a little soiled,

extremely rare 7 5°
Hong Kong: Ditto, 96c. yellow-brown, un-

used and fine but no gum . . ..500
Ditto, perf. 12J, 4c. slate, unused and fine

with part gum, rare 4 17 6

India: Puttialla, ditto, $a. green, surcharged
all in red, the error " Puttilla," unused
with gum and exceedingly rare . . ..600

Straits Settlements: 186S, wmk. C.C., 96c.

grey, perf. 12J, unused in mint state,

very fine and scarce 5126
1892-94, 32c. carmine-rose, error without
surcharge, unused in mint state, very rare 12 o o

Cape of Good Hope: 1861, Woodblock, id.

scarlet, unused and fine but no gum . . 8 10 o

Natal : 1870, curved " Postage " in red, is.

green, lightly cancelled, very fine and
rare 16 o
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£ s. d.

Uganda : Ditto, 10 cowries black, altered in

MS. to " 15," very rare 12 10 o

Ditto, 45 cowries, violet, unused and fine,

one of the rarest of these stamps, only
about 8 copies are known 18 o o

The following page of Mauritius, taken

from the catalogue, forms the basis whereon
to spin a tale upon the question of condition,

an all-important element in all stamps, but

in Mauritius in particular :

—

£ s. d.

Mauritius: Post Paid, 1848, id. bright

orange, a pair, early impressions, al-

though apparently unused, they have
really been cleaned, but are exceedingly
fine, with good margins and a splendid
colour 40 o o

Ditto, id. orange on pale bluish, early

medium impression, unused, no margins
but a very nice copy 5100

Ditto, id. orange on greyish, early medium
impression, lightly cancelled, large mar-
gins and superb 700

Ditto, id. dull orange on white, medium
impressions, good margins and nice

copies, used together on small piece of

original 660
Ditto, id. dull orange on white, medium
impression, close on two sides, very fair 150

Ditto, id. orange on white, worn impres-
sion, good margins and fine . . ..180

Ditto, id. orange on bluish, worn impres-
sion, unused, no margins and a little

thinned 150
Ditto, 2d. blue, early medium impressions,
a vertical strip of three, centre stamp
being the error " Penoe," large margins
and very fine, but the top and bottom
stamps have each one or two small
tears 35 ° °

Ditto, 2d. blue, early medium impression,
cleaned, very fine 600

Ditto, another early medium impression,
a little heavily cancelled and a small
tear at bottom, but a fair copy . . ..300

Ditto, another early medium impression,
small margins, but a very nice copy ..260

Ditto, another, medium impression, fine.. 300
Ditto, 2d. pale blue, medium impression,

the error "Penoe," large margins on
three sides, a little heavily cancelled
but a fine copy . . . . . . -.550

British Columbia: 1861, no wmk., imperf.,

2£d. brown-rose, a superb unused pair,

with side margin and inscription, very
rare 30

1865, wmk. C.C., imperf., 5c. rose, good
margins and very fine 11 o

Canada : Ditto, i2d. black, large margins
and lightly cancelled, but damaged in

top right corner 28 10
Ditto, wove paper, 6d. purple-black on
thin paper, unused and fine, very rare. . 9 10 o

New Brunswick: 1851, 6d. yellow, unused,
a very fair copy but thinned, exceedingly
rare 5 10

Ditto, is. mauve, a nice bright copy but
thinned 7uo

Ditto, 1860-63, 5c. brown, head of Connell,
unused, no perfs. at top and a few clipped
at right, but fine and with gum . . ..11 o o

Barbados : Ditto, is. blue, error, a little

clipped and with penmark removed (the

usual condition in which this stamp is

found). Of the greatest rarity, only nine
copies believed to exist 23

Sydney Views.

An interesting discovery has been made
by Mr. Hagen in the shape of a pair of

Sydney Views, 2d., Plate III., which
shows that the sheets were composed of

two panes, and that these panes were in

reference to each other, printed tete beche.

I

Mr. Hagen in making the announcement in

j
the Australian Philatelist refers to the dis-

j

covery of a tete beche pair of Sydneys, but

J

this we venture to think is technically

: incorrect, inasmuch as although the panes
are tete beche, which is in itself a most

1 important discovery, yet that does not

I

constitute the stamps so in the true sense.

I

A photo shows them to be corner stamps

j

from the top rows, one being No. 1 on
the plate, and the other, of course, No. 12.

Mr. Bassett Hull comments :
—

" This unique pair (for I believe it to

be absolutely without a known parallel)

franked a letter 'OH.MS' and endorsed
' Col. Treasury, 30th July, 1850.' The
postmarks are 'Sydney—JY. 30, 1850

—

New South Wales,' and ' Melbourne

—

AU. 8, 1850—Port Phillip.'

" The stamps are from the stage of the

plate generally known as 'Plate II.,' and
are medium or slightly worn impressions.

They are placed horizontally on the cover,

the right hand stamp, with the value label

facing the right margin, corresponds with
No. 1 on the reconstructed plate. The left

hand stamp, which has its value label

facing the left margin, and consequently its

top label facing the top label of the other
stamp,' corresponds with No. 12 on the
reconstructed plate.

"At first sight Mr. Hagen thought the
discovery meant that there were more than
the accepted number of 24 types on at

least one of the plate stages. The explana-
tion, however, shows that we have not to

add more vexatious varieties to our already
long list, and may be found in the following
letter, a copy of which is published in Dr.
Houison's ' History of the Post Office in

New South Wales '

:

—

" ' Stamp Office, 25th March, 185 1.

" ' Sir,—Enclosed we beg to hand for

inspection one sheet sample impression of

the two-penny postage stamp. The plate

from which this impression was struck
has been three times repaired, and is now
nearly unfit for use.

" ' Carmichael is under contract to

furnish steel plates for the three kinds of

stamps by the end of June ; but we know
that the penny and three-penny plates

are not commenced, and the two-penny
(the one most required) barely more than
half completed, and will not be deliverable

for at least six weeks. Serious incon-
venience will thus arise, as our printer

says he will not be able to work off more
than 20,000 (four days' work) from the
two-penny plate.

"'Under these circumstances we do
ourselves the honour to request that such
steps may be taken as will enable us to

continue our issue to the public. The
present plate might again be repaired as

heretofore in this office. This will take

at least sixteen days, from 9 to 5 o'clock ;

but anticipating our present position, we
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have a considerable supply on hand,
enough, we think, to prevent any incon-
venience while the plate is the hands of

the engraver.

"'We shall feel obliged by your re-

turning the enclosed sheet (forty-eight

stamps) at your earliest convenience, as

no note is made in our books of its issue.

" ' We have, etc.,

"
'J. C. C. Boyd.

" ' A. W. Manning.
" ' The Colonial Secretary.'

" It will be seen that one sheet was sub-

mitted, and that sheet contained. 48 stamps,
or just double the number of impressions
that we know were on the original plate.

The explanation appears to me to be that

two impressions were taken from the plate

on the one sheet of paper. After the first

impression had been taken, the paper was
taken out of the press, turned round, and a
second impression taken on the unoccupied
part of the paper This would account for

the one impression being printed upside
down as regards the other, and also for

No. 12 on the plate being immediately
under (or over) No. 1.

" Doubtless in most cases the two im-
pressions were severed before being placed
on sale at the post office, but the pair under

^ review being from the supply used by an
important Government Department, was
probably cut straight from the ' double '

sheet, the two impressions being so close

together that it was considered unnecessary
to sever them.

" Had this pair been at the disposal of

the original ' platers ' of the views, I am
inclined to think it would have very con-
siderably delayed and hampered them in

the labours which they brought to such a
successful conclusion. It would have at

once led them to believe that there were
more than two rows on the plate, and caused
them to despair of ever reconstructing a
plate !

"

In this last deduction we cannot quite

follow Mr. Bassett Hull, as the illustration

to our mind makes it perfectly plain that

the two stamps belong to different panes.

Berlin Exhibition.

The following letter, written in German,
has been addressed to us, of which we have
pleasure in publishing a literal translation :

—

"Dear Sir,— The undersigned col-

lectors of Berlin have met in order to

organise and arrange a Stamp Exhibition

for September, 1904, in Berlin. The idea

for such an exhibition needs no justifica-

tion, because the growing interest for

philately and the collecting of stamps is

furthered in a most effective manner by
exhibitions which take place at certain

intervals and at changing localities.

" So long, however, as such exhibitions

have not become standing institutions,

and are carried out in a certain succession

by the collectors and connoisseurs of the

various countries, such an idea must
always emanate from some local society

which does the work, and invites the

collecting world to participate.

"For this invitation to the great col-

lecting world to be a real success, and for

the exhibition, apart from all particular

interests, to become an event which will

gain new friends for our sport, it is

necessary that the interest for the ex-

hibition be awakened generally.
'

' For this reason we come to you with

the request to support the intended In-

ternational Stamp Exhibition, and we
are convinced that our undertaking,

which will not serve in any way private

interests, will receive a particularly good
support, if you will allow us to use your
honoured name, which is known in the

whole of the collecting world.
" We request you, therefore, to allow

us to add your name to the committee of

our exhibition. This means a new and
powerful help to philately.

" We request you also to make known
and awaken the interest of your philatelic

circle for our Stamp Exhibition, and
remain,

" Yours obediently,

" (Signed)

" Dr. Jur. Demcker. Joh. Elster, Fab-
rikbesitzer. Paul Friedlaender,
Rechtsanwalt. Graef. Gaertnerei-
besitzer. Dr. Jur. Gruettefien-,

j

Redakteur. Georg Hefter, F\lix

Lande, Fabrikbesitzer. Maas,
Oberleutnant. Dr. F. Mallmann.
Alfred Mannheimer. P. Ohrt.

Hauptmann. Dr. Med. Paul Pirl.

Dr. Roeder, Amstrichter. Max
Thier, Carl Zennig.

By order,

Dr. H. Lux."










